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Abstract
In the decades following the Second World War, the working class of British Columbia
challenged employers in a tug-of-war over the benefits of the province’s vast resource
wealth and the limits of labour’s social wage. The form of this working-class challenge
changed in the 1950s and 1960s, in response to Cold War crises in established Old Left
parties and structural changes in BC’s economy and its working class. Both the LaborProgressive Party (LPP) and Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) were
weakened by the Cold War, which produced hostility to all segments of progressive
opinion; realignment of BC’s party system in 1952 brought to power a populist party of
the right, Social Credit, rather than the social democratic CCF. However, structural
changes were laying the groundwork for a reinvigorated labour movement, as a militant
minority in the Old Left parties sustained an oppositional political culture in the labour,
peace, and women’s movements. Rising prices eroded wage gains, and the Cold War
intruded on the freedom of workers to choose unions and leaders to defend their interests.
The ambiguous postwar victory of BC’s working class laid the foundation for the rankand-file revolt of the 1960s. Growing participation of women in the paid labour force and
BC’s unions signaled a broader shift from blue-collar, male-dominated, resource
extraction work to a more urbanized, educated, public-sector, and white-collar workforce.
This new working class was more diverse than earlier forms and rejected many of the
assumptions of the Cold War and Fordist accommodation, fueling a resurgence of
working-class politics and rank-and-file labour militancy. In 1972, one-third of BC’s
union members walked picket lines, and BC’s public-sector workers, particularly
teachers, helped break employers’ monopoly on political power. The New Democratic
Party (NDP), led by David Barrett, succeeded in harnessing the sentiments of the new
working class and diverse social protest movements, capturing the reigns of legislative
power from a politically fragmented provincial bourgeoisie. This marked the culmination
of decades of struggle and a new chapter in BC’s working-class history.
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Preface

“The pendulum swings abruptly from one extreme to another,” declared Pierre Berton in
a 1958 special edition of Maclean’s Magazine dedicated to British Columbia’s
centennial.1 Berton articulated a widely held belief, still prevalent today, that BC is
somehow different. In part, this phenomenon derives from geography, from the
province’s mild climate and dramatic topography. But such an explanation is hardly
sufficient. BC’s distinct location in the Canadian confederation can better be understood
in terms of political economy and the province’s class-polarized political culture and
party system. What media commentators refer to as the “wild pendulum swings” of “zany
BC politics” can be analyzed and understood in terms of the historic political conflict

1

‘A Native’s Return to BC,’ Maclean’s Magazine (Toronto), 10 May 1958. This chronology was
contested; 1958 was chosen because it coincided with James Douglas’ appointment as first governor of the
mainland colony of BC a hundred years earlier; 1866, the year of merger between the colonies of
Vancouver Island and BC, and 1871, BC’s entry into confederation, had strong claims to their own
centennial celebrations—as occurred in both years.
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between organized labour and organized capital. Attempts to describe BC politics as
“wild” and inexplicable are inherently conservative. They offer caricature rather than
explanation, ignoring the social forces underpinning historical development. They
confuse, rather than advance, our understanding of current events. They isolate the
historical experience in BC from developments in the rest of Canada and beyond.2
Moreover, at its core, such rhetoric removes working class agency from the historical
process, concealing the contribution of labour in shaping economics and politics.
This dissertation seeks to restore the agency of working people in the
historiography of British Columbia and Canada. While it is no longer fashionable to talk
about unions or political parties, in academic circles or in society at large, the relationship
between organized workers and politics has been a motive force in BC history. More than
most places on the North American continent during the Cold War, the British Columbia
working class succeeded in transforming the political system and challenging the power
of employers. To be sure, this process of transformation and challenge produced
ambiguous results.3 The postwar history of BC’s working class is hardly a story of
unqualified advance; ambiguity runs through this work. I hope, however, that this history,
warts and all, will inform the collective agency of BC workers into the future.
In this work I am indebted to many people. Foremost among them are my wife
Melissa Moroz for supporting me throughout this project and my daughter Aviva for
tolerating a “part-time dad” in its late stages. I am also indebted to Greg Kealey, who
supervised this work with a blend of intellectual stimulation and critical insight, and

2

Mark Leier, “W[h]ither Labour History: Regionalism, Class and the Writing of BC History,” BC Studies
111 (Autumn 1996), 64-66.
3
See James Weinstein, Ambiguous Legacy: The Left in American Politics (New York: New Viewpoints,
1975).
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provided a research fellowship that started it off. The University of New Brunswick
history department, particularly David Frank, Linda Kealey, Margaret Conrad, Gary
Waite, Marc Milner, Carole Hines, and Elizabeth Adshade, created a collegial
atmosphere that made my apprenticeship as a historian engaging. The Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council of Canada provided generous financial support. The
staff at numerous archival collections were friendly and helpful in the face of last-minute
requests for materials and photocopying: Library and Archives Canada; University of
British Columbia Special Collections; British Columbia Archives; University of Victoria
Archives and Special Collections; Greater Victoria Public Library; Thomas Fisher Rare
Books Library; and McMaster Archives and Research Collections. The office of the
Information Commissioner, Ottawa, helped speed the release of RCMP Security Service
files on BC labour unions. This study is strengthened immensely by the unique and
detailed perspectives of workers who made history in postwar BC: Grace Tickson, Ben
Swankey, Grace Stevens, Betty Griffin, Maurice Rush, Dave Barrett, Eileen Dailly,
Norm Levi, Hilda Thomas, Bill Doherty, John Fryer, Paul Phillips, and Kevin Neish.
Peers and mentors helped develop my interpretive framework, pointed me toward fresh
sources, and read earlier drafts, including Eric Sager, Foster Griezic, Patricia Roy, Allen
Seager, Elaine Bernard, Joan Sangster, Bryan Palmer, Alvin Finkel, Kirk Niergarth, and
Janis Thiessen. Finally, I thank friends and family who provided distance and respite
from rigorous intellectual work.
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Introduction

In the years 1948 to 1972, British Columbia labour and capital engaged in a tug-of-war
over the terms of industrial relations and control of an expanding resource-extraction
economy—at the same time that the political agency of workers was transformed by the
Cold War and structural changes in BC’s economy and working class. Control of the
state was an essential battleground, determining the distribution of resource wealth, the
laws of union certification, bargaining, and picketing, and the limits of an expanding
social wage. From a position of strength at war’s end, BC workers found themselves on
the defensive as the Cold War produced crises in labour unions and Old Left parties. The
Labor-Progressive Party (LPP, as the Communist Party was called until 1959) and the
Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) came under siege; a third party of the
right—Social Credit—rather than the opposition CCF formed the government when the
Liberal-Conservative coalition collapsed in 1952. Employers retained political power, but
the Old Left formations sustained an oppositional political culture that grew in the

2
1960s—and contributed to a level of union density unequaled in North America (54% of
wage workers belonged to unions in 1958).1 While a layer of BC workers was integrated
into capitalist class relations, tension endured. The “Long Boom” of North American
capitalism fueled, rather than ameliorated, class conflict in Canada’s western-most
province, as women, youth, and public-sector workers rejected Fordist accommodation
and transformed the labour movement as part of a new working class. Out of this nexus
of social forces, the New Democratic Party (NDP) won power in 1972, a year when onethird of BC’s union members walked picket lines.2
This dissertation examines the transition from one left formation to another,
grouped around the matrix-event of the Cold War, to employ Ian McKay’s terminology.3
It strives for a “horizontal history,” surveying connections within and between BC’s
postwar working-class formations, which, however divided, belonged to a common
tradition pursuing “a path out of the labyrinth of a persisting liberal order.”4 A continuum
linked these left formations, as Maurice Isserman demonstrates in his study of the
American left.5 In the labour, peace, and women’s movements, BC workers challenged
Cold War assumptions. This “militant minority,” as David Montgomery described such
groups, “endeavored to weld their workmates and neighbors into a self-aware and
purposeful working class”—bridging the Old Left and New Left in postwar BC.6

1

BC Department of Labour, Annual Report (1958), 70.
BC Department of Labour, Annual Report (1972), 90.
3
Ian McKay, Rebels, Reds, Radicals: Rethinking Canada’s Left History (Toronto: Between the Lines,
2005), 133-44; also McKay, “For a New Kind of History: A Reconnaissance of 100 Years of Canadian
Socialism,” Labour/Le Travail, 46 (Fall 2000), 109.
4
McKay, Rebels, Reds, Radicals, 144.
5
Maurice Isserman, If I Had a Hammer: The Death of the Old Left and the Birth of the New Left (New
York: Basic Books, 1987).
6
David Montgomery, The Fall of the House of Labor: The Workplace, the State, and American Labor
Activism, 1865-1925 (New York: Cambridge, 1985), 2.
2

3
The growth of the New Left signified a rejection of the postwar settlement of
legalized collective bargaining and incremental gains through welfare-state social
security measures. It also reflected changes in the structure of BC’s working class, with
increased participation of women in the paid workforce and growth in public-sector and
tertiary employment, accompanied by corresponding demands for union recognition. This
“new working class” demonstrated both continuity and rupture with earlier traditions.7
The historic locus of working-class militancy—the blue collar, male-dominated resourceextraction sectors—was augmented by new forms of labour organization. In the 1960s,
diversification of the workforce produced conflict with established patterns of leadership
and authority, spurring breakaway unions and illegal or wildcat strikes.
Mirroring trends across North America and Europe, the break from established
institutions—both social democratic and communist—was embedded in the internal
history of those institutions, and the process of institutionalization, described by Leo
Zakuta in his history of the Ontario CCF, and Roberto Michels in his classic history of
German social democracy.8 The tension between democracy and organization, as Michels
described it, became increasingly acute as working-class parties responded to the Cold
War. The ambiguous record of labour and socialist governments in Britain, New Zealand,
Australia, and Saskatchewan—and the Cold War shift within the CCF from avowedly

7

See Serge Mallet, La Nouvelle Classe Ouvrière (Paries: Seuil, 1963), translation by Andreé and Bob
Sheperd, The New Working Class (Nottingham: Spokesman Books, 1975); David Lockwood, “The ‘New
Working Class’,” European Journal of Sociology, 1:2 (1960), 248-259; Daniel Bell, The Coming of PostIndustrial Society: A Venture in Social Forecasting (New York: Basic Books, 1973); Duncan Gallie, In
Search of the New Working Class: Automation and Social Integration within the Capitalist Enterprise
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978); James D. Wright, “In Search of a New Working Class,”
Quantitative Sociology, 1:1 (May 1978): 33-57.
8
Leo Zakuta, A Protest Movement Becalmed: A Study of Change in the CCF (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1964); Roberto Michels, Political Parties: A Sociological Study of the Oligarchical
Tendencies of Modern Democracy, translated by Eden and Cedar Paul, with an Introduction by Seymour
Martin Lipset (1915; New York: Free Press, 1962).
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socialist to reformed liberal policies—produced disillusionment among sections of
workers, creating an openness to new political vehicles. Among BC communists, statesupported anti-communism—and its virulent Cold War variant, McCarthyism, broadcast
through American-controlled mass cultural institutions—moved public opinion away
from a Marxian critique of capitalism. The Khrushchev revelations and Soviet invasion
of Hungary in 1956 discredited the alternative system that was being established in the
Soviet bloc. Trotskyist and allied radical groups that had operated on the margins since
the 1930s provided a pole of attraction to leftists and labour militants, as did Maoist
formations and issue-based movements against the nuclear bomb, for environmental
protection, and in support of national liberation movements both at home and abroad. In
1972, a political vehicle that represented a compromise between the Old Left and New
Left—and drew strength from the province’s deep socialist tradition, its class-based party
system, its militant labour movement, and decades of electioneering expertise—
succeeded in harnessing the sentiments of the new working class and diverse social
protest movements, capturing the reigns of legislative power from a politically
fragmented provincial bourgeoisie. The Dave Barrett NDP government (1972-1975)
represented a new chapter in the political history of BC labour which lies beyond the
confines of this study.

Working-Class Agency in BC
Though hardly exceptional, the pattern of colonization in British Columbia spawned a
militant labour tradition. On the “corporate industrial frontier,” as Martin Robin
described it, immigrant workers from the British Isles confronted undisguised

5
exploitation, while Asian workers faced low wages, virulent racism, and demands for
“Asiatic exclusion.” Conditions of life and work in BC’s mines, logging camps, and
railroad camps reinforced a Marxian critique of capitalism and spawned militant
industrial unions such as the Industrial Workers of the World and the Socialist Party of
Canada.9 This tradition of militancy and radicalism shaped industrial relations and
partisan politics.
In the years 1948 to 1972, the collective action of BC workers and their socialist
leadership produced two distinct outcomes: a level of union density unsurpassed on the
North American continent; and a party system that deviated from the continental pattern
and more closely resembled European party systems configured along the lines of social
class. While BC workers never broke away from the free enterprise mould that
distinguished North American economics and politics in the postwar era, they challenged
employers’ industrial and political power and altered the institutions of capitalism. Their
story therefore has much to say to workers outside the province. It signifies the limits of
working-class agency in North America: both the capacity of organized workers to alter
the conditions of life and work and the barriers imposed by a political and economic
system that privileged employers’ interests.
9

Studies on class formation in BC’s frontier economy include Martin Robin, “British Columbia: The
Company Province,” in Robin, ed., Canadian Provincial Politics: The Party Systems in the Ten Provinces,
Second Edition (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 1978), 28-60; Carlos A. Schwantes, Radical Heritage: Labor,
Socialism, and Reform in Washington and British Columbia, 1885-1917 (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre,
1979); Phillip Resnick, “The Political Economy of BC – A Marxist Perspective,” in Paul Knox and Phillip
Resnick, eds., Essays in BC Political Economy (Vancouver: New Star, 1974), 3-12; Allen Seager,
“Socialists and Workers: The Western Canadian Coal Miners, 1900-21,” Labour/Le Travail, 16 (Fall
1985); 23-60; James Conley, “Frontier Labourers, Crafts in Crisis and the Western Canadian Labour
Revolt,” Labour/Le Travail, 23 (Spring 1989), 1-37; Robert A.J. McDonald, “Lumber Society on the
Industrial Frontier: Burrard Inlet, 1863–1886,” Labour/Le Travail, 33 (Spring 1994), 69-96. As Frederick
Jackson Turner wrote in his famous 1893 essay, the frontier provided “a new field of opportunity, a gate of
escape from the bondage of the past… scorn of older society, impatience of its restrains and its ideas, and
indifference to its lessons.” Frederick Jackson Turner, “The Significance of the Frontier in American
History,” reprinted in George Rogers Taylor, ed., The Turner Thesis Concerning the Role of the Frontier in
American History, Revised Edition (Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1965), 19.
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The historic conflict between labour and capital over the distribution of power and
wealth was influenced in postwar BC by a complex of state institutions that favoured
employers. From the actions of police on picket lines, to Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) Security Service surveillance of labour organizations, to injunctions issued by
provincial court judges, to the rulings of the quasi-judicial Labour Relations Board and
Workmen’s Compensation Board, to statutes and regulations emanating out of the
provincial legislature, to the amended Elections Act of 1951, state power was exercised
to the benefit of employers more often than workers. Laws and programs that benefited
workers—including social security provisions, state medicine, and collective bargaining
apparatus—were concessions from employer-oriented governments dependent on
working-class votes. The Hospital Insurance Act of 1948 was implemented by BC’s
Coalition government prior to an election, but its confused funding formula contributed
to the Coalition’s demise. The labour relations system, while allowing for incremental
improvements in living standards, workplace safety, and job security, entrenched
management rights and employer dominance in the provincial economy.
Opposition by employers and the state was only the most overt barrier to
working-class agency in postwar BC. Equally significant was an array of cultural
institutions that perpetuated a world view detrimental to the cause of labour. The press,
radio, film, and by the 1950s television, broadcast employer-oriented messages for
working-class consumption.10 While labour developed its own media to challenge this
10

As Douglas Kellner writes in Television and the Crisis of Democracy: “From the time of its introduction
in 1946, television promoted the ethos of anticommunism that defined cold war mentality.” Douglas
Kellner, Television and the Crisis of Democracy (Boulder, San Francisco and Oxford: Westview, 1990),
46. The impact of the mass media on framing the social-protest movements of the 1960s is explored in
Todd Gitlin, The Whole World Is Watching: Mass Media in the Making & Unmaking of the New Left
(Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1980). See also ‘TV To Be Used In
Schools Here,’ Daily Times (Victoria), 5 March 1959.
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bias—the CCF News, Pacific Tribune, The Fisherman, and dozens of other union
publications—these lacked the frequency and circulation of employer-controlled media.
Moreover, privately owned media organizations used their access to the airwaves to
discriminate against militant labour organizations. In August 1950, Vancouver radio
station CKMO cancelled a taped broadcast by UFAWU secretary Homer Stevens quoting
facts on the effects of the atomic bomb, in the midst of a “Ban-the-Bomb” peace
campaign and the five-year anniversary of the Hiroshima bombing.11 Vancouver dailies
similarly refused to publish advertisements from the Canadian Peace Congress urging
readers to sign the Ban-the-Bomb petition.12 In 1954, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation’s Prince Rupert affiliate, CFPR, refused air-time to the Prince Rupert Trades
and Labour Council’s Union Label Committee because its script was deemed
“controversial.”13 In the repressive climate of Cold War BC, employer-controlled cultural
institutions dissuaded workers from engaging in collective action and embracing radical
political alternatives. The pervasive, cumulative, and discriminatory influence of these
institutions bolstered support for individual rather than collective responses to social
problems, dismissed and discredited the potential of working-class agency to effect social
change, bred pessimism and resignation among rank-and-file workers, and
misrepresented the actions and intentions of labour’s industrial and political leadership.
In sum, these employer-dominated cultural institutions served as pillars of capitalist
relations, formidable barriers to collective working-class agency.
This point, however, must not be overstated. Agency is exhibited by working
people in diverse ways, not just on militant picket lines or raucous protest
11

‘Ban Bomb Broadcast Gag Keeps Stevens Off Air,’ The Fisherman (Vancouver), 22 Aug. 1950.
Ibid.
13
‘Union Denied Air Time; Will Protest,’ Vancouver Sun, 15 April 1955.
12

8
demonstrations. Those workers who shunned labour unions and leftist political parties,
and embraced Liberal, Conservative, and Social Credit politics—or no politics at all—
exercised agency. During periods of apparent industrial quiescence, workers exercised
agency through shirking, absenteeism, insubordination, and subtle or overt sabotage.
Workers exercised agency through their creativity in the work process.14 They also
exercised agency outside the workplace: in patterns of migration, in the act of human
reproduction, in leisure activities and art, in lifestyle choices, and in social institutions
such as churches, service clubs, and athletic associations. As Paul Thompson has
suggested, the cumulative choices of individuals have probably had a greater impact as an
agent of social change than “the acts of politicians which are the usual stuff of history.”15

The Postwar Moment
Having waged a successful war against fascism in Europe and Japan, Canadian workers
were determined to win an extension of democracy at home. The outcome was by no
means predetermined, but in historic strikes—by Windsor autoworkers in 1945 and
Hamilton steelworkers and British Columbia loggers in 1946—Canadian employers,
along with the federal and provincial governments, were compelled to confer a degree of
permanence on concessions granted during the war. Most significant was a set of
bargaining rights, enacted by federal Order-in-Council and then embodied in provincial

14

See, for example, R.E. (Lefty) Morgan, Workers’ Control on the Railroad: A Practical Example “Right
Under Your Nose,” G.R. Pool and D.J. Young, eds., (St. John’s: Canadian Committee on Labour History,
1994).
15
Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past: Oral History, Second Edition, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1988), 258. Historian Gordon Hak made a similar point, calling for a broadening of labour history’s
emphasis beyond “the militant mining towns of the Kootenays and Vancouver Island and…the small band
of articulate socialist theorists in Vancouver.” Gordon Hak, “The Socialist and Labourist Impulse in SmallTown British Columbia: Port Alberni and Prince George, 1911-33,” Canadian Historical Review, 70:4
(Dec. 1989), 518.

9
legislation, requiring employers to recognize, and negotiate with, unions freely chosen by
workers. This historic advance in labour rights paved the way for incremental
improvements in wages, benefits, and working conditions. Buttressed by an expanding
social wage, which provided insurance for unemployment, workplace injury, sickness,
and old age, BC workers approached in the postwar decades a degree of economic
security unprecedented historically. Even so, these working-class gains did not translate
into labour peace. Rising prices eroded wage gains, and the Cold War intruded on the
freedom of workers to choose unions and leaders to defend their interests. The ambiguous
postwar victory of BC’s working class laid the foundation for the rank-and-file revolt of
the 1960s.
BC’s economy in the postwar era can be described as private enterprise
underpinned by major public subsidies in energy and transportation. Pressure from
communists and social democrats forced incursions on private monopolies, but private
enterprise continued to dominate resource extraction and processing, the motive forces in
the provincial economy. In the resource-extraction sectors, corporate consolidation and
technological change transformed forestry, fishing, and mining, altering the workingclass experience. Increased demand for consumer durables, leisure time and consumer
purchasing power, a growing tourism sector, and the emergence of Vancouver as the
service centre for western Canada required a major expansion in tertiary employment.
Finally, the growth of the welfare state precipitated growth in public-sector employment
and spending. Both the public sector and tertiary-service sector relied heavily on female
labour, hastening women’s increased participation in the paid labour force and labour
movement. By 1972, BC’s economy had diversified to an extent, though the extraction
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and processing of raw materials remained at the core. On the coast, logging and fishing
were engines of employment and profit, and both retained high levels of unionization,
though after 1948 the ideologies of the respective union leaderships—IWA and
UFAWU—varied considerably.
Changes in Canadian immigration policy also altered the demographic and
cultural composition of BC’s postwar working class. In 1949, war-time regulations
banning Canadians of Japanese origin from the province were finally lifted, though the
effects of earlier deportation and property confiscation policies were felt for decades.
Immigration from China and other Asian countries, virtually eliminated from the 1920s
to the 1940s, increased in the postwar years, as the trade-union movement finally
abandoned its historic demand for “Asiatic Exclusion.”16 A large number of South Asian
immigrants augmented communities that had settled in the province around the turn of
the century, establishing an economic base in lumbering.17 The postwar years also
signaled the removal of legal restrictions on Aboriginal participation in the economy,
even while systemic racism endured. Rolf Knight has highlighted the importance of
16
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Aboriginal workers in the early economic development of BC; while Aboriginals
continued to work as wage labourers, particularly in forestry, salmon canning, and
fishing, their economic activity was restricted by Indian Act measures and by the
expropriation of land and resources.18 The political organization of Aboriginals, in groups
such as the Allied Tribes and the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia, culminated in
the 1960s with the extension of the franchise and greater autonomy from the paternalist
reach of Indian agents.19
As in other frontier societies, BC’s population was influenced by a low birth-rate
and a preponderance of men, many of whom worked in the resource-extraction sectors. In
1931, there were 124 men for every 100 women in the province. During the postwar
decades this imbalance leveled off, though men continued to outnumber women in
hinterland areas. While the province-wide ratio in 1951 was 105 men for every 100
women, this figure soared to 123 among the non-farming rural population.20 The
geographic distribution of men and women helps explain the low birth rate: young men
were over-represented in rural areas, while young women were over-represented in urban
areas.21
BC’s postwar demography, and its political culture, were also influenced by interprovincial migration, which fluctuated widely from year-to-year, reflecting volatile
employment conditions in the export-dependent economy. In 1961, with unemployment
exceeding 10 per cent, net inter-provincial migration hovered around zero; by 1965, this
18
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number soared to 25,000 as unemployment dropped to 4.5 per cent.22 More than half of
British Columbia residents in the years 1948 to 1972 were born outside the province.23
As political scientist Edwin R. Black observed in 1967, “A steady influx of new
people…tends to inhibit the growth of incipient local custom” and weaken ties to
traditional political and social institutions.24

Historiography
BC political history is a subject of vigorous debate, among labour historians and other
scholars. Those who sought to explain political radicalism and industrial militancy as a
form of “Western Exceptionalism” have been challenged by scholars who identify class
rather than region as the fundamental cleavage in Canadian society.25 As Mark Leier has
argued, the tendency to privilege region over class isolates the study of British
Columbia’s past from conditions beyond the Rocky Mountains and below the 49th
parallel, treating BC as an island unto itself rather than a case study that can contribute
22
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toward our understanding of historical patterns in other regions.26 In the regionalist
narrative, militant workers, unions, and labour unrest are viewed as brief deviations from
an otherwise tranquil and natural liberal order of capitalist relations.27
While Leier’s criticisms are valid, labour and working-class historians must guard
against privileging class to the exclusion of other categories of analysis. As Veronica
Strong-Boag argued in response to Leier, “a much more comprehensive and nuanced
understanding of class and material relations is emerging.”28 The field has changed
considerably since the pioneering works of Myers, Logan, Ryerson, Pentland, Jamieson,
and Lipton.29 The “culturalist” turn of the new labour historians of the 1970s, inspired by
E.P. Thompson and informed by a renewed Marxism tied to the New Left, has expanded
our understanding of the Canadian working-class experience, extending the terrain of
inquiry beyond the workplace to encompass recreation, family, religion, and home life.30
The emergence of women’s history and, more recently, gender history has further
26
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challenged prevailing approaches in the field.31 Class is now understood as dynamic and
multi-layered, influenced by gender and ethnicity in a matrix of overlapping identities.
Postcolonial theory has forced historians to reconsider the relationship between race and
class, and address in a substantive way the experience of Aboriginals, immigrants, and
other “subaltern” groups.32 Postmodernism, meanwhile, has questioned whether class—
or any other meta-category—has any validity at all.33
As Ian McKay argued in the 1980s, Canadian working-class historians “shelved
most of the major theoretical questions concerning labour institutions,” turning to culture
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to differentiate themselves from the earlier generation of labour historians. McKay
described this shift as a “strategic mistake,” expressing hope that working-class history
was in “mid-passage, halfway through the circuit from the concrete to the abstract and
back.” He suggested this realignment could “contribute immeasurably to the strategies
and tactics of the as-yet-unmade Canadian working class.”34 The problem McKay
identified reflected a larger trend among Canadian historians, a growing chasm between
social history and political history. Two distinct schools of scholarship emerged: social
historians looked at strikes, unions, and working-class life, while political historians and
political scientists looked at working-class parties, the functioning of party systems, and
aspects of political culture. These schools often operated in isolation from one another,
despite overlap in subject matter and source material. Despite the ostensible grounding of
Canadian social history in theory, there was little recognition of the theoretical innovation
of sociology and political science on questions of bureaucratization, institutionalization,
and factionalism in labour and the left.35
To properly assess the development of labour political organization in BC, one
must look back to Michels’s classic study of German social democracy, to Maurice
Duverger’s comparative work on European party systems, to Richard Hyman’s insights
on British labour, to Seymour Lipset and Leo Zakuta’s groundbreaking works on the
Saskatchewan and Ontario CCF, and to William Carroll and Robert Ratner’s studies on
34
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the new social movements.36 This multidisciplinary, broadbrush approach is necessary to
harness the most relevant scholarship from across the disciplines.
The historiography of Canadian labour and the left is rich and varied, but it often
privileges one organization or individual over a broader comparative approach. The
method Mackay describes as “horizontal history” can help us understand the major
political traditions of Canadian labour—social democratic and Communist.37 The CCFNDP literature is vast, but no single work synthesizes the experience of the BC party.38
Its origins in the Socialist Party of Canada have been examined by Grantham, Johnson,
Robin, Friesen, McCormack, Young, and Campbell, while the BC CCF is the topic of a
36
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short history by Steeves and studies by Bernard, Wickerson, Roberts, and Nichol.39
Biographical works examine the lives of CCFers such as Ernest Winch, Helena
Gutteridge, Grace MacInnis, Angus MacInnis, and Eve Smith, and NDPers including
Rosemary Brown, Dave Barrett, Tom Berger, and Alex MacDonald.40 Daisy Webster
compiled the useful Growth of the NDP in BC 1900-1970: 81 Political Biographies
(1970).41 Studies on the Communist Party, from the national standpoint, include those of
Buck, Avakumovic, Angus, Betcherman, Penner, and Manley, as well as the party’s
official history, Canada’s Party of Socialism (1982).42 Few works, however, focus on the
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BC Communist Party, with the exception of Sean Griffin’s Fighting Heritage (1985) and
Maurice Rush’s We Have a Glowing Dream (1996).43 Biographical studies illuminate the
colourful lives of William “Ol’ Bill” Bennett, Jack Kavanagh, Arthur Evans, Tom
McEwen, Al King, Bill White, Homer Stevens, John Stanton, and Harry Rankin.44 The
field is rich in detail but lacking connective tissue on the diverse strands of BC’s left.
To date, the only synthesis of BC labour history is Paul Phillips’s No Power
Greater (1967).45 Comparative works explore CCF-Communist Party relations during the
depression, and Abella faithfully, if mechanically, examines the 1948 Red Wars, a theme
that has not been pursued further into the postwar period.46 Jamieson’s Times of Trouble
(1968) provides a detailed account of the cyclical pattern of labour unrest, but says little
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about labour politics.47 Rich studies of BC unions include Leier’s Where the Fraser River
Flows (1990), industry-specific studies of forestry and mining, and numerous local union
histories.48 But labour political organization in the second half of the twentieth century,
particularly from a comparative standpoint, remains a neglected subject.

The New Left and the Postwar Settlement
Maurice Isserman sought to connect the historiography of the Depression-era American
Left with the New Left of the 1960s. The product, If I Had a Hammer (1987), traces this
transition in several left formations, but operates largely in isolation from wider political
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and economic currents.49 The dissertation that follows provides a regional Canadian
equivalent to Isserman’s study, situating the political history of BC’s postwar working
class in a broader political and economic context. According to McKay, the Cold War
was the “matrix-event” that triggered the emergence of the New Left and a new stage in
the history of Canadian socialism: “An ‘obsolete communism’ and a ‘sold-out social
democracy’ were overtaken by a New Left proclaiming a new emancipatory politics, a
‘socialism’ of self-management, anti-imperialism, decolonization, and direct
democracy.”50
The Cold War is examined in works by Whitaker and Marcuse, Kristmanson, and
Sher, while Abella highlights its impact in labour’s ranks.51 Owram explores youth unrest
in Born at the Right Time: A History of the Baby-Boom Generation in Canada (1996),
but operates from conservative assumptions and privileges generational over class
cleavages.52 A better work is Myrna Kostash’s Long Way From Home: The Story of the
Sixties Generation in Canada (1980).53 Contemporary studies by New Left activists, such
as student leader Jim Harding and Dimitrios Roussopoulos, provide insight into the mood
of the period, even if they lack analytical breadth.54 Sociologist Cyril Levitt offers a
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comparative perspective in Children of Privilege: Student Revolt in the Sixties (1984), as
does Norman Penner in his comparative history of the Canadian Left.55 Bryan Palmer,
meanwhile, illuminates aspects of the Maoist movement that arose in tandem with the
New Left, in A Communist Life (1988), an autobiographical account of Jack Scott’s life
that provides a “two-sided appreciation of the Communist Party that is both essential and
quite rare.”56
Underpinning the rise of the New Left was the postwar economic climate. Several
scholars have explored the breakaway union phenomenon in BC,57 while Tucker and
Fudge and McInnis delineate the origins of the labour relations system that promised
gains but ultimately spawned rank-and-file discontent.58 As McInnis concludes,
“contentious issues of workplace control or class solidarity were…shunted aside in the
rush to consumerism.”59 Consumerism displaced socialism as the goal of many tradeunion leaders, as Canadian Congress of Labour secretary-treasurer Pat Conroy confirmed
in a 1947 speech to the Canadian Club in Ottawa: “If labour can secure what it wants
under free enterprise it will stay with the system.”60 The social wage provided by an
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expanding welfare state, combined with incremental material gains in wages and benefits
secured through the formalized bargaining relationship, represented the limit of labour’s
postwar victory. In contrast to the economic privation of the pre-Second World War era,
and the arbitrary authority of capital, the postwar settlement represented an
unprecedented improvement in the condition of BC’s working class. However, in contrast
with the historic objective of a socialist society that would transcend capitalism, the
postwar settlement fell short.
Between these two objectives a tension emerged, one that widened into an open
breach in the 1960s; dissident unions, led by communists, such as the United Fishermen
and Allied Workers’ Union (UFAWU), Vancouver Civic Outside Workers, and Mine,
Mill and Smelter Workers’ (Mine-Mill) retained a radical philosophy throughout the
Cold War and were excluded from the central bodies of organized labour. By the 1960s,
they were joined by secessionist unions such as the Canadian Iron Workers (CIW), Pulp
and Paper Workers’ of Canada (PPWC), and Canadian Association of Smelter and Allied
Workers’ (CASAW). These dissident or “alternative” labour organizations are considered
by Palmer and others in Hard Lessons (2005), which underscores the role of the “militant
minority” in postwar labour relations.61 American domination of BC’s industrial unions
contributed to the breakaway sentiment, as did the perceived benefits of a confrontational
approach. Moderate labour leaders’ efforts to achieve material gains through negotiation
and political lobbying were often blocked by intransigent employers and an aggressive,
employer-friendly provincial government. BC was distinct in postwar Canada for the
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enduring, albeit minority, strength of the Communist Party and for the relatively high rate
of striker-days, a reflection of BC’s militant tradition and volatile economic climate.
Several historians identify a postwar compromise between capital and labour,
arguing that legal recognition, financial security, and bargaining power were conferred on
unions in exchange for the acceptance by the labour leadership of the assumptions and
structures of a private-enterprise economy, and the supremacy of capital in industrial
relations.62 Evidence from BC suggests that such a compromise never existed and that
conflict rather than compromise was the norm in postwar industrial relations. Labour and
capital engaged in a constant “tug-of-war” over the terms of collective bargaining, the
balance of power in the various industries, and the distribution of BC’s resource wealth.
This conflict manifested itself differently across the sectors, depending on the political
orientation of union leaders and the pattern of development in each industry. In the 1960s
and 1970s, this conflict gave rise to a rank-and-file revolt and breakaway unionism.

Conclusion
In the years 1948 to 1972, working-class politics changed in British Columbia, reflecting
Cold War crises in established Old Left parties and structural changes in BC’s economy
and working class. The basic antagonism of interests between labour and capital
continued to motivate expressions of collective action, but the fabric and practice of
working-class life changed. Tightly-knit working-class communities were diffused by the
62
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automobile and suburban housing; leisure became more compartmentalized with the
advent of the television age; the causes of socialism and trade unionism appeared less
important in a period of rising incomes and social security.63 The CCF retreated from its
explicitly socialist doctrine in favour of reform liberal policies, while the Communist
Party’s influence in BC’s powerful industrial unions declined. The Communists were
rarely a competitive electoral force; only in the provincial and federal elections of 1945
did the several thousand votes mustered by Communist candidates influence the outcome
in BC. Meanwhile, structural changes were transforming BC’s working class.
Infrastructure expansion and public-sector growth created new loci of militancy, while
women’s increased participation in the paid labour force altered dynamics within and
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between unions. A new working class emerged that was more diverse, educated, whitecollar, and urbanized than the old resource-extraction workforce.
There was no clear rupture in the transition from an Old Left to a New Left in
postwar BC. As Isserman argued, the New Left traced its pedigree to the Old Left.64 CCF
and Communist dissidents, and Trotskyists in the Revolutionary Workers’ Party (RWP),
nurtured an oppositional political culture in the labour, peace, and women’s movements
that enjoyed a resurgence in the 1960s. Rank-and-file workers and students gravitated
behind a New Left, which assumed the name of a British movement and rallied around
issues of nuclear arms, environmental protection, and national-liberation movements at
home and abroad. This New Left developed distinct cultural styles, myriad organizational
forms, and emerged as one of the most visible and militant forces challenging the socioeconomic status quo in North America and beyond. While this New Left lacked the
institutional cohesion of the older left formations, it coincided with the upturn in rankand-file labour militancy, embodied in “illegal” wildcat strikes, workplace occupations,
and breakaway unions. Tactically, BC’s New Left was influenced by indigenous forms of
labour militancy—strikes, occupations, picketing—and the philosophy of “non-violence”
popularized by Mahatma Gandhi and the American civil rights and antiwar movements.
In 1972, this ferment within BC’s working class contributed to a wave of strikes and a
change in government, which brought labour closer to power.
This dissertation has three objectives: (1) to restore political economy, and an
emphasis on labour institutions, as valid subjects of working-class and social history; (2)
to provide a regional Canadian equivalent to Isserman’s study of the transition from the
Old Left to the New Left, a “horizontal history” of the major political traditions of the
64
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Canadian working class immersed in broader economic and political currents; and (3) to
move beyond the “western exceptionalism” debate, expanding our understanding of BC’s
political culture, class-polarized party system, and volatile labour-relations climate in a
way that is relevant to a wider, interdisciplinary Canadian and international literature.
Chapter One explores the economic and political context within which the postwar
working class engaged politically. Chapter Two assesses the fortunes of BC’s Communist
Party during the Cold War, examining external and internal crises that provided an
opening for new expressions of political radicalism. Chapter Three considers changes in
the social democratic CCF, which moved away from socialism and contributed to the
appeal of the New Left. Chapter Four assesses the struggle for equality among women,
Aboriginals, and racialized minorities, in BC’s labour force and working-class
organizations. Chapter Five explores radical currents outside the mainstream workingclass parties, such as Trotskyism and Maoism, and examines the New Left ferment in the
postwar peace movement. Chapter Six traces the “unhinging” of workers from
established industrial institutions, culminating in the breakaway unions and rank-and-file
revolt of the 1960s. Chapter 7, finally, explores how these political and industrial changes
culminated in the NDP’s 1972 victory.
Informed by rich primary sources, by labour and leftwing newspapers including
the Pacific Tribune, CCF News, and The Fisherman, by government records, and by the
personal stories of working-class people who made history in postwar BC, this
dissertation draws from a wide body of source material. In compiling oral history, I
sought out leaders and rank-and-file workers from the CCF-NDP, Communist Party, and
New Left traditions, and from labour unions and women’s auxiliaries. These informants
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were selected because of their proximity to the themes and events examined in this
dissertation. As Paul Thompson has argued, oral history forces historians “to come out of
the closet and talk to ordinary people,” restoring to them “the oldest skill of their own
craft.” Moreover, oral history facilitates the writing of a history “which leads to action:
not to confirm, but to change the world.”65
This dissertation tackles an ideologically charged subject, one which holds appeal
to historians of kindred ideological commitments. As Naylor suggests, however, labour
and working-class historians must strive toward an understanding of “the sources of
conflict within the labour movement” while avoiding “fighting old battles” tied to their
particular ideological commitments.66 Leier calls for an appreciation of working-class
agency on its own terms, defining class as “a daily, lived experience, as accessible and as
plain as race and gender, even if workers do not articulate it with the precision of a
sociologist or translate it into a vote for a socialist candidate.”67 As Heron points out in
his critique of Palmer’s Working-Class Experience (1992), historians must avoid
imposing “the search for simon-pure class consciousness” on the past, “since it sets a
standard of perfection in class behaviour that has never been met anywhere outside
theoretical texts.”68 Raising the issue of gender, Heron highlights the tension between the
professional and political commitments of the historian, identifying a major challenge in
the writing of working-class history:
Like so many male labour historians—and I don’t excuse myself—Palmer is preoccupied
with the failure of Canadian workers to find their way toward a socialist rejection of
capitalism. That concern seems inevitably to slide us so quickly and easily toward a focus
65
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on heavy-handed repression, divide-and-conquer strategies of fragmentation, ideological
blandishments, and stifled dissent from left-wing voices. These are valid and important
issues for the left to assess, but that framework can be an analytical trap in writing the
social history of the working class.69

It is with these cautionary words in mind that I embark on the minefield that was
working-class politics in postwar BC. Informed by the insights of the new social history,
the interpretive narrative that follows sheds fresh light on the process of political change
within BC’s working class—institutionalization and deinstitutionalization in the face of
Cold War crises, and then reformation as the remnants of the Old Left were transformed
by an ascendant new working class. It examines the political development of one of the
most militant, unionized, and politically independent working classes on the North
American continent, during a period of historic material advance.
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Chapter 1
The Political Economy of British Columbia
1948-1972

We are concerned with the control of the forests and the mineral wealth,
the natural gas and the hydro power of the province. If these resources
belong to the people, then the CCF says the people should control them
through the legislature.
Robert Strachan, BC CCF Leader, 19561

In postwar British Columbia, the essential fact of economic life was that the province’s
natural resource wealth belonged to the Crown, even as de facto control remained in
private and increasingly American hands. Resource exploitation drove the provincial
economy, spawning robust working-class challenges and the political coalition that took
shape as Social Credit. The 1952 election signaled the end of old-party dominance, a
realignment of BC’s party system where populism was triumphant. Liberal and
Conservative loyalties were displaced by the CCF brand of left populism and Social
Credit’s populism of the right.2 For 49 years, since the advent of BC’s party system,
Liberal and Conservative administrations had enjoyed a monopoly on power; for the next
49 years, neither party governed. In the 1970s, Social Credit support fragmented, and
1
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BC’s militant and politically independent labour movement, emboldened by the new
working class of female wage workers, public-sector workers, and white-collar workers,
captured the reins of government. The preceding years had demonstrated the tug-of-war
between labour and capital over control of resource wealth, rising opposition to American
resource firms, and the challenge that confronted rival sections of the capitalist class in
responding to the political agency of the working class.3

Tug-of-War: Postwar Industrial Relations
Rather than a compromise, as some historians have suggested, the industrial relations
climate in postwar BC is better described as a tug-of-war between labour and capital, a
pitched conflict over the balance of power in the provincial economy, the limits of
labour’s social wage, and control of resource wealth. In 1947, the federal government’s
wartime jurisdiction over labour relations lapsed; BC’s Industrial Conciliation and
Arbitration Act (ICA Act), passed in 1937, was substantially amended to incorporate the
changes in federal Privy Council Order (PC) 1003 during the war. BC’s Coalitioncontrolled legislature approved Bill 39, which like PC 1003 banned mid-contract strikes
and mandated government-supervised strike votes and grievance-arbitration language.4
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“Its machinery was geared to the demands of big business,” alleged the Pacific Tribune,
newspaper of the Labor-Progressive Party (LPP), as the Communist Party was called
between 1943 and 1959: “When the policies of big business provoked strike action, the
machinery broke down.”5 LPP leader Nigel Morgan, a logger, concurred: “Bill 39 was
specifically designed by its Coalition sponsors to obstruct the trade union movement of
BC in use of its bargaining power to secure just wage demands, shorter hours, greater
safety and better conditions on the job.”6
In January 1948, the average industrial wage in BC was $40.49 per week, far
below the $72.98 the LPP-aligned Workers’ Educational Association estimated was
necessary to provide adequate living standards for a family of four.7 Federal and
provincial “decontrol” policies contributed to a sharp increase in consumer prices, from
milk, butter, bacon and other foodstuffs to petroleum and rental housing, while the
Coalition introduced a three-percent sales tax in March 1948 that cut into workers’
earnings.8 The 30,000 members of the International Woodworkers of America (IWA) BC
district, confident in the wake of their successful 37-day strike in 1946 and led by LPPer
Harold Pritchett and other communists, were preparing for bargaining, as were coal
miners, civic workers, fishers, and packinghouse workers at 28 fruit and vegetable plants
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in the Interior.9 Printers at Vancouver’s Daily Province newspaper, members of the
International Typographical Union, had been on strike for 18 months; West Coast
merchant-marine officers, backed by the Canadian Seamen’s Union, tied up shipping on
Burrard Inlet in a dispute with the Shipping Federation.10 “With the cost of living rising
daily, the workers are preparing a drive for higher wages,” the CCF News reported in
January 1948.11
Divisions among the province’s labour organizations—between CIO and AFL
unions, affiliated with the rival Canadian Congress of Labour (CCL) and Trades and
Labor Congress of Canada (TLC), and between a CCF-aligned “White Bloc” and
communists for control over the powerful CIO unions (see Chapter 2)—provided
opportunities for an employer-driven campaign to re-write the ICA Act to their benefit. In
the legislative session of spring 1948, the Coalition introduced amendments to the ICA
Act making it possible to decertify unions that engaged in unauthorized strikes, requiring
a government-supervised vote on an employer’s final offer, and removing a clause
protecting unions against spurious lawsuits.12 Bill 87, tabled in April 1948, ignored
extensive lobbying efforts of CCL and TLC unions: “This bill is dictated by the Canadian
Manufacturers’ Association and the BC Bar Association,” provincial CCF leader Harold
Winch charged. “It is not concerned with the interests of the trade unions.”13 His father
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Ernest Winch, MLA for Burnaby, said the anti-communist tone of debate reminded him
of the anti-socialist attacks he suffered as a labour organizer in the 1920s: “You’d
blacklist me in this House if you could.”14 All 27 amendments proposed by the CCF were
voted down by Coalition MLAs. However, the labour-appointed representatives on the
new Labour Relations Board (LRB)—compensated to the tune of $5,000 per year—
supported Bill 87.15 According to The Fisherman,
The ICA Act of 1947 was worse than PC 1003 and the pre-war ICA Act, and the 1948
amendments further weakened the position of trade unions on the crucial issues of their
status as legal entities and the right to strike. The only effective amendment to the present
Act would be its repeal and its substitution with an entirely new Act.16

This question, of amending the existing act or replacing it with new legislation, revealed
the Red-White split and divided the Victoria Trades and Labour Council, which narrowly
voted 32 to 31 to place itself on record “as being against the ICA Act in its entirety.”17
The new LRB was a peculiar institution, ostensibly neutral but slanted in favour
of employers. George Wilkinson of Victoria, the TLC representative, belonged to the
local Chamber of Commerce and had participated in a 1947 employer lobby on Bill 39.18
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Other members of the board—Harry Strange for the CCL, and former Saanich MLA
MacGregor McIntosh and F.W. Smelt representing employers—were appointed nearly
ten months after Bill 39 created the LRB; at the time of their appointments, the fivemember board still lacked a permanent chairman. This was interpreted by the CCF News
as proof that the Coalition was “not particularly concerned about the efficient functioning
of the Labor Relations Board.”19 Even with the LRB stacked in employers’ favour,
however, labour scored some victories. In spring 1948, the Vancouver Boilermakers
successfully contested the certification of a company union at the Dominion Rustproofing
Co. plant in Burnaby. “We have now set a precedent,” union president Bill White told the
Vancouver Labour Council (CCL).20
However, other precedents detrimental to labour were emerging out of the courts
and the nascent LRB. A Court of Appeal ruling against the Nanaimo Laundry Workers’
Union established “the right of the government to prosecute a trade union.”21 A second
ruling by the appeal court, pertaining to a dispute between the Steelworkers and the
Vancouver Machinery Department, “extended the principle so that it is now possible for
employers to bring civil suit for damages against trade unions.”22 IWA Local 1-71 and
the IWA BC District Council were brought before the BC Supreme Court for a sit-down
strike against an arbitrary increase in camp board from $1.50 to $2.00 per day. The
company, Smith and Osberg Ltd., alleged an “illegal strike,” while organized labour
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maintained such strikes “could not exist.”23 Citing earlier action against the Steelworkers
and the Daily Province printers, the Pacific Tribune warned that “an attempt is being
made to make a criminal out of the whole labour movement.”24
Labour negotiations in 1948 took place within the fivefold context of (1)
legalized, though circumscribed, bargaining rights for workers; (2) escalating prices for
foodstuffs and other necessities of life, following the lifting of wartime price controls and
the introduction of the provincial sales tax; (3) the emergence of a White Bloc within
labour’s ranks that was attempting to wrest control of powerful industrial unions from
Communist leadership; (4) the advent of the Cold War between capitalist West and
Communist East with a corresponding ideological assault on militancy and radical
political alternatives; and (5) structural changes in BC’s resource sectors.

BC’s Postwar Economy
Crown ownership of timberlands, fish stocks, rivers, and subsurface energy and mineral
rights invested government with a determining role in BC’s postwar economy, a role that
could not be ignored by any group or individual concerned about its economic interests.
Subsidies for transportation and energy infrastructure and public licencing of resources
underpinned economic growth in the extractive resource sectors. However, as Table 1.1
demonstrates, structural changes were transforming BC’s economy and its working class.
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TABLE 1.1 Structural change in BC’s working class, by industry and gender, 1941-1971
1941
Men

1951

Women Total

%

Men

1961

Women Total

%

Men

1971

Women Total

%

Men

Women Total

%

287,932 55,226 343,158 100.00% 346,374 97,978 444,352 100.00% 421,786 155,862 577,648 100.00% 561,635 284,740 846,375 100.00%

TOTAL
Forestry

18,134

Fishing

7,946

Mining

14,086

Oil & Gas

56

Agriculture

39,752

Manufacturing
Wood & Paper
products
Pulp & Paper
Construction
Highways &
Bridges
Electricity, Gas,
and Water
Service

162 18,296
38

7,984

128 14,214
9

65

5.33% 24,403
2.33%

4,505

4.14% 11,142
0.02%

101

1,473 41,225 12.01% 25,842

508 24,911

5.61% 20,429

639 21,068

3.65% 22,885

4,574

1.03%

4,303

128

4,431

0.76%

300 11,442

2.57%

7,916

263

8,179

1.42% 12,415

0.02%

520

35

555

69

3

104

1,817 27,659

6.22% 19,793

3,497 23,290

0.01%

3,140

550

4.03% 14,980

1,665 24,550
235

2.90%

3,375

0.40%

850 13,265

1.57%

595

0.01%

6,665 21,645

45

2.56%

61,976

5,262 67,238 19.59% 91,150 11,559 102,709 23.11% 98,618 14,401 113,019 19.57% 115,845 20,460 136,305 16.10%

28,186

1,306 29,492

3,116
19,446

117

3,233

115 19,561

8.59% 45,425
0.94%

7,087

5.70% 30,148

3,081 48,506 10.92% 49,183
813

3,204 52,387

9.07% 55,350

3,625 58,975

6.97%

7,900

1.78% 10,292

1,253 11,545

2.00% 15,385

1,570 16,955

2.00%

573 30,721

6.91% 35,343

955 36,298

6.28% 54,910

3,065 57,975

6.85%

2,172

7

2,179

0.63%

4,798

46

4,844

1.09%

4,579

104

4,683

0.81%

5,830

255

6,085

0.72%

1,716

99

1,815

0.53%

4,247

532

4,779

1.08%

5,339

948

6,287

1.10%

7,610

1,260

8,870

1.05%

30,709 32,396 63,105 18.39% 59,147 45,669 104,816 23.56% 91,676 78,107 169,783 29.39% 130,845 134,575 265,420 31.36%

Direct
Government

8,814

1,827 10,641

3.10% 25,521

5,157 30,678

6.90% 38,433

7,568 46,001

7.96% 41,290 13,565 54,855

6.48%

Education

2,795

4,095

6,890

2.01%

5,035

6,118 11,153

2.51% 11,091 12,953 24,044

4.16% 23,895 27,120 51,015

6.03%

2,739

5,994

8,733

2.54%

5,704 12,755 18,459

4.15%

5.50% 11,525 39,105 50,630

5.98%

8,933 62,806 10.87% 66,970 14,905 81,875

9.67%

Health
Transport &
Communication
Retail Trade &
Wholesale
Finance,
Insurance & Real
Estate
Hunting &
Trapping
Not stated

24,379

2,402 26,781

7.80% 34,810

5,983 40,793

8,652 23,124 31,776

9.18% 53,873

30,749 10,408 41,157 11.99% 47,327 23,258 70,585 15.88% 65,499 33,779 99,278 17.19% 86,970 53,335 140,305 16.58%
5,557

2,308

7,865

2.29%

8,056

6,529 14,585

1,827

19

1,846

0.54%

255

7

262

2,446

321

2,767

0.81%

5,342

1,174

6,516

3.28% 12,142 10,500 22,642

3.92% 19,015 20,820 39,835

4.71%

0.06%

0.01%

30

0.01%

2.90% 36,640 28,170 64,810

7.66%

47

1.47% 12,147

0

47

4,620 16,767

30

0

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Census of Canada, 1941-1971

Between 1941 and 1971, employment in logging, fishing, and mining fell from
11.8% of total employment to 4.9%, as technology enabled employers to replace workers
with machines. In the same period, tertiary services grew from 18% of the labour force to
31%.25 “Service, trade, and manufacturing…are the industries of expansion as British
Columbians change from being drawers of water and hewers of wood to a society
demanding increasingly more goods and services in an increasingly complex society,” the
provincial department of labour noted in 1970.26 Mirroring trends in other jurisdictions,
the greatest postwar growth was in healthcare, education, and government services,

25
26

Data generated from Statistics Canada, Census of Canada, 1941-1971.
BC Department of Labour, Annual Report (1970), 86.
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which expanded from 7.6% to 18.5% of BC’s labour force. These were industries
dominated by women, who held one out of every two service jobs in BC in 1971, and
accounted for 46% of union members in the sector.27
The rise of the Keynesian welfare state changed BC’s economy and working
class, but other factors were in play. New technologies altered the work process,
employment patterns, and the texture of working-class life. Automation eroded job
security in logging, pulp-and-paper, the mining and refining of base metals, and
petroleum production, motivating tense disputes such as the 1965 oil workers’ strike.
Corporate consolidation also transformed BC’s resource industries, as ownership shifted
to American corporations capable of raising the capital necessary for retooling in this era
of rapid technological change. Agriculture, always limited in the heavily mountainous
territory, declined in absolute and relative terms and remained concentrated in the lower
Fraser and Okanagan valleys and on Vancouver Island, with ranching in the Cariboo and
grain in the Peace River Country.28 While BC’s postwar economy diversified to an
extent, with tourism emerging second to forestry by the 1970s29, its basic pattern
endured: hinterland extractive and processing industries linked to auxiliary services in the
Vancouver-Victoria metropolitan area, a “city-state” in the words of New Leftist Jim
Harding (see Table 1.2).30 Despite the decline in logging jobs, forest-related industries

27

Statistics Canada, Census of Canada, 1941-1971; BC Department of Labour, Annual Report (1971), 86.
A total of 134,575 women worked in the service sector in 1971 compared to 130,845 men. Union density
was 40.5%, with 49,634 women belonging to unions compared with 57,798 men.
28
Continuity and change in BC’s industrial sectors is revealed in the Regional Industrial Index of British
Columbia, published annually by the provincial government.
29
Industrial British Columbia (Vancouver: Industrial British Columbia, c1966), 36.
30
James Harding, “The New Left in BC,” in Dimitrios I. Roussopolous, The New Left in Canada
(Montreal: Black Rose, c1970), 22.
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accounted for more than 50% of economic output in 1961.31 As table 1.2 reveals,
commodities were exported for manufacture and consumption elsewhere.
TABLE 1.2 Commodity exports as a percentage of total production, 1955
Lumber
Wood pulp (sold as such)
Newsprint
Metals- Aluminum
Copper
Lead
Silver
Zinc
Asbestos
Fish and fish products
Tree-fruits

55%
87%
89%
100%
100%
65%
75%
65%
60%
55%
60%

SOURCE: British Columbia, Documentary Submission to the Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects
(Victoria: Government of British Columbia, 1956), 48.

BC’s resource-extraction industries were transformed in the postwar era, from
small regional operations to vertically integrated oligopolies controlling entire sectors.
Changes in forestry exemplify this trend.32 During the war, the Coalition had appointed
Supreme Court Chief Justice Gordon Sloan to head a Royal Commission on BC’s forest
resources, responding to public concern over rapid deforestation and industry’s concern
for stability in timber supply. The 1945 Sloan Report advocated a system of “sustained
yield management,” whereby large tracts of Crown timberland would be leased to private
firms in perpetuity, providing the incentive for private enterprise to replant logged areas
and invest capital in processing and transportation infrastructure. The CCF, which had
earlier advocated nationalization, contented itself with demanding increased taxation of

31

In 1961, forestry accounted for 51.6% of BC’s total economic output. Statistics Canada, Census of
Canada, 1961.
32
G.W. Taylor, Timber: History of the Forest Industry in BC (Vancouver: J.J. Douglas, 1975), 161-183.
For an earlier period, see Joseph C. Lawrence, “Markets and Capital: A History of the Lumber Industry of
British Columbia 1778 to 1952,” MA thesis, UBC, 1957; Gordon Hak, Turning Trees into Dollars: The
British Columbia Coastal Lumber Industry, 1858-1913 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000).
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logging firms, wooed by the promise of guaranteed employment.33 CCF forestry critic
Colin Cameron, noted for his leftwing views, told the Sloan Commission his party could
accept a continuing role for private enterprise. The new arrangement embodied “the best
features of public and private ownership,” according to BC’s chief forester.34
Sloan’s recommendations, which formed the basis of the 1947 Forest Act, had
far-reaching implications for small and medium-sized operators and the overall pattern of
land tenure and forestry in BC. Pulp-and-paper production displaced sawmilling as the
locus of the industry, while secondary processing moved from metropolitan Vancouver
and Victoria to emerging hinterland centres closer to the source of wood fibre—singleindustry towns such as Port Alberni, Mackenzie, Quesnel, and Castlegar. The trend
toward merger intensified, on the heels of BC Forest Products, formed after the war out
of dozens of regional logging and milling firms, with an infusion of eastern-Canadian,
American and British capital. Ontario industrialist E.P. Taylor, who had served with
logging baron H.R. MacMillan as a “dollar-a-year man” in the wartime production efforts
of C.D. Howe, oversaw the formation of BC Forest Products.35 In 1953, MacMillan
merged his company with a major competitor, Bloedel, Stewart & Welch, to form
MacMillan-Bloedel; the merged company soon amalgamated with the Powell River
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Company to become BC’s largest forestry firm.36 Provincial forester D.M. Carey told the
1956 BC Natural Resources Conference that access to Crown timberlands by small
operators had declined markedly between 1945 and 1955: small operators controlled only
8.5% of the land base, compared to 20% for the H.R. MacMillan Export Company.37
The Forest Management Licence (FML) system recommended by Sloan and
implemented by the Coalition was vulnerable to abuse, placing control of immense
resource wealth at the disposal of partisan government officials. In the 1950s, Social
Credit mines and forests minister Robert Sommers became embroiled in scandal,
exposing a criminal conspiracy in the granting of licences. Sommers and an associate
were convicted and jailed for two and a half years .38 The Truck Loggers’ Association,
representing small operators, lambasted the anti-competitive practices of large firms and
corruption in the granting of licences. Before the scandal broke, a second Sloan
Commission was appointed to review the new forest policy. The vulnerable Bennett
government concurred with Sloan’s recommendations; FMLs were renamed Tree Farm
Licenses, and the term “in perpetuity” was replaced with a 21-year lease, but the trend
toward consolidation and vertical integration continued. Edwin R. Black observed in
1967 that “small loggers without ready access to prime stands of timber are rapidly going
out of business.”39
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In the Cold War climate of the 1950s, the LPP was one of the few voices
advocating a qualitatively different forest policy. The CCF had all but abandoned
socialization at its 1956 Winnipeg convention, and under pressure from the IWA, refused
to attack private control of the forests.40 In their brief to the second Sloan Commission,
the Communists argued that FMLs
have been largely responsible for a sharp growth of monopoly with the Big Five
companies seizing major control of BC’s forest industry, and driving hundreds of little
operators to the wall in areas like the Alberni Valley, the Kootenays, up-Coast and on
Vancouver Island.41

The Communists described the FML system as “a betrayal of the people’s trust,” and
urged a “public forest management plan.” Citing figures showing MacMillan-Bloedel’s
net profit in 1954 exceeded the total forest revenue accruing to the BC government, the
LPP demanded the restoration to public ownership of lands alienated to private
monopolies, and the formation of regional “public working circles” under the
administration of a BC Forest Resources Commission.42
Similar structural changes were transforming fishing. The industry paled in
comparison to forestry in terms of employment and production value, but remained a
major economic activity along the coast. Five thousand workers were employed as fishers
in 1955, with another 13,000 employed as shoreworkers; profitability, however, remained
concentrated in the canning, processing, and marketing of fish, activities dominated by
British Columbia Packers Ltd. and the American-controlled Canadian Fishing Company
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(Canfisco).43 Reflecting the concentration of economic power, logging baron H.R.
MacMillan served as president of BC Packers from 1933 to 1946, and retained control of
the company into the 1950s.44 Salmon accounted for 70% of the total value of the catch
in the 1950s, while the remainder consisted of halibut, cod, other bottom-fish and
shellfish.45
For decades, efforts to organize fishers were impeded by differing patterns of
work and investment among gillnetters, trollers, trawlers, and shoreworkers, as well as
ethnic tension between Aboriginal fishers and those of European and Japanese origin (see
Chapter 4). The expulsion of Japanese-Canadians during the war, and the confiscation of
their property—including 1200 fishing boats—was supported by many Anglo-Saxon
fishers and brought about a shift of ownership in the industry, particularly in the Georgia
Strait lingcod fishery. Divisions between the Native Brotherhood of BC, formed in 1930,
and the United Fishermen and Allied Workers’ Union (UFAWU), formed out of several
groups in 1945, was a persistent barrier to unity. The challenges confronting BC
fishers—inadequate prices offered by the canning and marketing combines, the
unpredictable nature of annual fish stocks, and hazardous working conditions—provided
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an impetus toward self-sufficiency and co-operation, giving rise to producer cooperatives in communities up and down the coast: Prince Rupert, Masset, Sointula,
Tofino, Ucluelet, Steveston, and Ladner.46
Decades before environmentalists emerged on the scene, BC fishers and
shoreworkers demonstrated concern for the conservation of this fragile resource. Homer
Stevens, UFAWU secretary, told the 1956 BC Natural Resources Conference that his
union favoured “a limit on the total number of fishermen permitted to exploit the
resource,” to ensure conservation through licence limitation regulated by government.
The UFAWU also proposed the extension of Canadian territorial waters beyond the
existing three-mile limit, to provide “greater protection of resources…which are presently
being picked up by American vessels and taken directly to the market.” Such an
extension would ensure “greater utilization by Canadian fishermen and greater processing
here in Canada.”47 The UFAWU’s conservation proposals, like their efforts to secure a
greater share of the fishery’s wealth, were opposed by BC Packers, Canfisco, and other
industry groups.
Corporate consolidation and labour unrest extended to BC’s mining sector, a
traditional locus of working-class militancy that underwent major changes in the postwar
era. Production of the base metals of lead, zinc, and copper, and, to a lesser degree gold
and silver, increased, while the opening of the Peace River Country’s petroleum
46
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resources and the Aluminum Company of Canada (Alcan) smelter at Kitimat signaled
new fields of profitability.48 The relative decline of BC’s coal mining industry was
reflected in January 1948, when 11,000 miners from Vancouver Island to Alberta’s
Crow’s Nest Pass went on strike, demanding an end to contract work and a straight pay
scale of $14 per day. “To us old timers it seems what they are trying to do is get a
separate agreement for Vancouver Island, thereby causing a split in our organization,” a
correspondent from Cumberland warned.49 In Nanaimo, CCF MLA Sam Guthrie shared a
platform with Harold Pritchett, a communist, in a rare display of unity.50 Miners were
earning on average less than $30 per week, while the Pacific Tribune estimated profits of
$536 per miner per year based on the increased price of coal.51 Changes in coal mining
were eroding the militant tradition. Automation, depletion of the highest and most
accessible grades of coal, the transition from closed-shaft to open-pit mining, shifts in
global commodity prices, and the growth of alternate forms of energy (particularly hydroelectricity and petroleum) were revolutionizing mining. Yet automation also generated
militancy; the 1960s and 1970s witnessed wildcat strikes of heavy-metal miners and
breakaway unions at the Kitimat and Trail smelters (see Chapters 6 and 7).
Price regulation and ownership of petroleum resources fueled controversy. In
February 1948, Shell Oil and Imperial Oil went on strike in BC, cutting the supply of
gasoline to local gas station operators to apply pressure on the provincial government for
an increase in the price of fuel, which was regulated by the Coal and Petroleum Control
48
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Board.52 “The oil dictators feel perfectly safe now in staging their sit-down strike which
is working hardship not only on the public generally, but on the gas-station operators,”
the CCF News declared.53 The companies won an increase of three-and-a-half cents per
gallon (originally demanding five cents), while the executive council of the BC
Federation of Labour (CCL) demanded the province “take over the oil companies and
operate them in the interests of the general public.”54
Natural gas development intensified this debate on public ownership. In 1947, the
Coalition had abandoned a Depression-era policy establishing a public monopoly on oil
and gas exploration in the Peace River Country; the completion of the Alaska Highway,
and the discovery of oil at Leduc, Alberta, heightened attention on the region’s petroleum
potential, among the largest untapped reserves in North America. In a study conducted
for the US Federal Power Commission, Texas-based geologist Ralph Davis estimated the
Peace’s total gas reserves at two trillion cubic feet. Gas was tapped at Fort St. John Well
No. 1 in 1951, and by mid-decade a dozen wells were in operation with construction
underway on the Westcoast Transmission pipeline to Vancouver and the US. In 1956, an
industry representative lamented that “as a poor cousin of Alberta’s healthy, wealthy
industry, its potentialities are still overlooked by many of our citizens and some of our
industrialists.”55 When Social Credit granted a monopoly on residential gas distribution to
the BC Electric Company (BCE), the CCF alleged that it had “sold its soul” for campaign
funds; energy critic Arthur Turner favoured extending the utility under the publicly
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owned BC Power Commission (BCPC), a demand echoed by the LPP’s Maple Ridge
club.56 During the federal “Pipeline Debate,” the TLC and CCL jointly opposed the deal
with Trans-Canada Pipelines Ltd. as “a gigantic giveaway of a priceless and irreplaceable
resource.”57 BC’s growing oil and gas sector emerged as a locus of labour militancy: a
1965 strike of oil refinery workers nearly escalated into a province-wide general strike.58

Hydro-Electric Power and the Columbia River Treaty
Hydroelectric development on BC’s mighty waterways and electricity distribution in
towns and cities highlighted two controversies of the postwar era: ownership of public
utilities and American control of BC resources. For decades, labour had demanded public
ownership of the BCE, dubbed “BC Collectric” by the Communists, a pillar of private
enterprise that operated municipal electricity systems, generating dams, and the public
transit systems of Greater Vancouver and Victoria.59 During the war, demands for
nationalization grew, endorsed by the mayors of Vancouver and Victoria. The BCE
responded with “free months” of residential electricity in November and December 1944
and 1945, while the Coalition passed the Electric Power Act (1945), establishing the
BCPC with the narrow mandate of rural electrification and a limited budget of $10-
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million. 60 Private firms—such as the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company at
Trail and Aluminum Company of Canada (Alcan) at Kitimat—were permitted to generate
hydro-electric power for industrial purposes.61 In 1947, BCPC launched its first major
foray into public power generation, the Elk Falls dam near Campbell River. The LPP
viewed the project as a subsidy to private pulp interests—the Bloedel mill at Port
Alberni, Western Timber’s mill at Duncan Bay near Campbell River, and MacMillan’s
Harmac mill south of Nanaimo.62
In the late 1950s, the business-oriented mayor of Nanaimo joined the chorus of
voices demanding an expansion of BCPC operations.63 Social Credit, however,
anticipated that private investment in hydro-electric development would “continue
substantially unaltered,” and signed a deal with American industrialist Henry Kaiser for a
Mica Creek dam.64 In 1960, the CCF made hydro nationalization the centerpiece of its
election campaign and cut heavily into Social Credit support; Bennett had warned that the
CCF plan would ruin “the climate of investment” in BC.65 However, within a year, the
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premier borrowed a page from the CCF platform and nationalized the BCE, forming the
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority. What had changed?
Since the Second World War, the Canadian and US governments had engaged in
protracted talks over the future of the Columbia River, which flowed from headwaters in
the Canadian Rockies through Washington State, forming the northern boundary of
Oregon before emptying into the Pacific. Power generation along the American portion
of the river had been impeded by the “flashy” flow of water between the seasons, despite
the massive Grand Coulee Dam, the world’s largest when it was completed in 1941;
flooding wreaked havoc on farmers and others who lived and worked on its banks. The
Americans therefore had a direct economic interest in regulating the Columbia’s flow
upstream, through retention dams in BC. An agreement in principle was reached in 1961,
but Canada’s House of Commons delayed ratification amid public concern that the
Americans received a disproportionate benefit.66 Rivalry between the governments of BC
and Canada, and specifically between Bennett and Diefenbaker’s senior BC minister,
Justice Minister E. Davie Fulton of Kamloops, complicated matters.
Bennett sought to develop the hydroelectric potential of the Peace River in
northeastern BC, in tandem with the region’s vast petroleum reserves. The BCE,
however, opposed the simultaneous development of the Columbia and Peace, believing
transmission costs from the northern river were too high. Eager to solicit support for his
“Two-Rivers Policy,” and Peace development in particular, Bennett courted Swedish
millionaire Axel Wenner-Gren, securing a deal for construction of a massive Peace dam.
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This inflamed the BCE and the Canadian and US governments, who understood that
Peace development would satisfy BC’s medium-term electricity needs, removing the
urgency of resolving the Columbia negotiations. The problem for Bennett was that BC’s
major electricity distributor, the privately-owned BCE, refused to purchase Peace River
power.
On 1 August 1961 (days before the NDP’s founding convention in Ottawa),
Bennett convened a special session of the BC legislature to adopt legislation nationalizing
the BCE and Peace River Development Company. “The purpose of this Bill is plain,”
Bennett told the legislature:
It converts the BC Electric into an agency of the Crown, and entrusts it with the
development under public power of the Peace River project which will be the largest
single power project in the world. When this project is underway—and make no mistake,
it will be under way rapidly and vigorously—it will provide not just hundreds of jobs, but
directly and indirectly tens of thousands of jobs for the people of this province.67

Holding to this commitment, tenders were promptly issued and construction began on the
Peace River Dam, named after the premier upon completion in 1967. Meanwhile, the US
agreed to purchase surplus BC power and the Columbia River Treaty became law in
1964. Construction on the Duncan, High Arrow, and Mica projects—the three retention
dams stipulated in the treaty—proceeded apace, under public ownership but with
American funds.68 A “No Strike, No Lockout” agreement was signed with the building-
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trades council representing 14 unions employed on the Peace and Columbia projects,
providing a measure of labour peace for this rapidly expanding sector.69
Bennett’s vision of hydroelectric development served two purposes: (1) providing
low-cost energy for the expanding resource-processing sectors and the general
population; and (2) providing an engine of economic growth and employment in BC’s
Interior, the locus of Social Credit support. When these domestic considerations came in
conflict with the international debate over the flow of the Columbia, and the profitconsiderations of the BCE, Bennett took action atypical of a free-enterprise politician:
public ownership. This mirrored earlier moves to hydro nationalization by free-enterprise
governments, such as the Ontario Conservatives in 1910. The Peace and Columbia
projects created thousands of construction and service jobs; the dislocation of 2000
Aboriginal and rural residents in the flooded areas, particularly along the shores of the
Arrow Lakes, paled in comparison to the economic benefits.70
Bennett and Social Credit positioned themselves as the defenders of BC interests
against the “sell-off” represented by the Columbia Treaty, but the reality of hydroelectric
development can be interpreted differently. As the assistant general manager of the BC
Power Commission told industry leaders in 1956,
Our energy planning must transcend considerations of boundaries—municipal, utility or
international, and considerations of ownership. The whole of the Pacific Northwest must
be viewed as one field, in which all forms of energy must be fully developed, fully
interconnected and fully integrated, without regard for politics either of business or of
government.71
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The creation of the Crown-owned BC Hydro and Power Authority provided a stable,
expanding supply of cheap power for the province’s resource-processing sectors, which
were dominated by American firms. Fully 75% of hydroelectricity generated in BC in
1967 was for industrial purposes.72
In one area, however, hydroelectric development was curbed in the face of
competing industrial interests and the political constituency they represented. The
untapped energy potential of the Fraser, BC’s largest river, was never harnessed for
electricity generation. The damming of the Fraser, proposed with the Moran Dam project
north of Lillooet in 1951, and favoured by Bennett as “the cheapest and most pollution
free source of power for British Columbians,” would have damaged the river’s salmon
stocks, affecting thousands of jobs directly and indirectly.73 As UFAWU secretary Homer
Stevens stated in a 1956 Vancouver radio address, “Why should one resource be
destroyed in order to develop another when it is fully possible to develop our power and
still protect our salmon?”74 In the face of these political considerations, Social Credit left
the Fraser untouched.75

“54-40 Without A Fight”
Controversy over the Columbia River Treaty highlighted a growing sentiment within
BC’s working class: opposition to American control of the province’s resource wealth. A
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continuum can be traced from Communist opposition in the 1940s, through the CCF’s
economic nationalism in the 1950s, to the more generalized outcry against American
penetration associated with the New Left in the 1960s and the left-nationalist current in
organized labour. BC’s dependence on foreign capital and markets had historical
antecedents, but this process intensified after the United States surpassed Britain as
Canada’s major trading partner in the 1920s. The war fueled greater cooperation and
American penetration was cemented in the postwar years. As federal finance minister
Douglas Abbott told Parliament in December 1947: “We are making every effort to
achieve the needed integration.”76 The IWA’s communist president, Harold Pritchett,
suggested federal policies were facilitating “the exporting of logs to the United States in a
greater volume than ever before, which means the BC sawmill workers will have less
work.” In fishing, the American Can Company had closed its Vancouver operations and
indefinitely laid off the plant’s workers “because Canadian fish is no longer being canned
in BC, but is being sent across to the United States in a raw state to be processed,”
Pritchett claimed.77
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BC’s pulp and paper industry exemplified this postwar economic relationship:
pulp mills were built with American capital, tooled with American machinery, reliant on
American replacement parts, their semi-processed products destined for American
markets, with value to be added by American workers. “The whole economy of this
province will be increasingly subjected to ‘boom and bust’ policies of Wall Street,” the
Pacific Tribune warned:
Pulp is the convenient form in which the forest wealth of our province is smuggled across
the line as a raw material for US finishing industries. Consequently, thousands of
Canadians are being deprived of jobs that these secondary industries would provide.78

“54-40 Without a Fight” was how the Pacific Tribune described the granting of the Forest
Management License No. 1 under the terms of the 1947 Forest Act. The Celanese
Corporation of America, based in New York, received timber rights to 800,000 acres of
Crown land in northwestern BC in exchange for constructing a new pulp mill near Prince
Rupert; the pulp was then exported to Ohio for the manufacture of rayon.79 “The
American concern is receiving the huge pulp stands free, gratis and for nothing,” the
Communists lamented.80 In the 1950s, LPP provincial leader Nigel Morgan described a
proposed pulp pipeline from BC to Washington State as “blind stupidity,” estimating it
would cost 1,000 worker-days of employment for every 100,000 board feet of exported
pulp.81 BC workers would be relegated to the position of “raw producers for US
manufacturing.”82
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In 1951, only 23% of BC’s workforce was employed in manufacturing,
considerably below the figure for Ontario and Quebec.83 Manufacturing that did exist,
particularly for export, was primarily in the extractive resource sectors. Half of
manufacturing in 1951 was in wood products, a trend that intensified with the transition
to pulp and paper production; fully half of BC woodpulp was exported for manufacture in
eastern Canada, Europe and the United States, while 80% of BC newsprint was exported
to the United States.84 “The Coalition, subservient to the demands of home-grown
monopolists who are the partners of Wall Street, is bartering away the heritage of the
people to American interests,” the Pacific Tribune opined in 1948.85
The Coalition’s defeat in 1952 failed to produce any significant change in
economic policy, or any diminution of American penetration. While Social Credit
claimed in its submission to the Gordon Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects
that it sought to “impart the highest utility to our natural products before selling them on
the world’s markets,” BC remained an exporter of raw or semi-processed commodities
throughout Bennett’s 20-year rule. Investment was similarly derived from outside the
province. Domestic capital underpinned public utilities and tertiary services, but
“development in the natural-resource-based industries…has been largely dependent on
foreign capital,” Social Credit conceded in 1956.86 Bennett visited New York
bondholders in the summer of 1956, prompting LPP provincial leader Nigel Morgan to
infer that the premier “no doubt was advised on how to handle the Columbia, the
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Panhandle and Forest Management Licenses, etc., for the Yankee trusts.”87 In its own
brief to the Gordon Commission, the LPP suggested that “Canadian monopoly capital has
no independent national existence but is a junior partner of US capital and is under its
domination”—a sentiment echoed at the 1956 convention of the BC District of the LPPaligned Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers.88 When Bennett struck a deal with American
industrialist Henry Kaiser for the Mica Dam’s power—estimated at $18-million worth of
power for a meager $2-million—both the CCF and LPP raised a vigorous opposition.
“When you export power you export jobs,” CCF MLA Bob Strachan told the legislature.
“You are chasing out the young men of this province, forcing them across the border to
get jobs.” The premier responded to Strachan’s statements by storming out of the
legislative chamber but ultimately abandoned the Kaiser deal.89
In the 1960s, opposition to American control of BC resources was generalized
more broadly across the working class, driven in part by growing opposition to the US
war in Vietnam, and also opposition to American domination of BC labour unions. The
presence of US military bases in the BC hinterland—the “Pinetree Line” radar bases at
Baldy Hughes (near Prince George), Mount Lolo (near Kamloops), and Puntzi Lake (near
Williams Lake)—fueled fears that BC was a target for nuclear attack.90 In the
terminology of the New Left, BC represented a peripheral satellite or client in the
continentalist North American economy, providing raw materials for US centres of
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manufacturing.91 New Left student leader Jim Harding debunked as a “myth” the view
that American capital was essential to develop BC’s natural resources. “Most so-called
foreign investment actually develops from profit gained within Canada,” Harding argued,
claiming surplus value from BC resources financed the capital investments of American
firms.92 Discussing the “lesson” of the Columbia River Treaty, Harding concluded:
“When a satellite tries to co-operate with an imperial power it always gets screwed.”93
Tied to American control of BC resources was tariff policy and free trade, which
remained a point of divergence between provincial and federal politicians, reflecting a
regional cleavage in Canada’s economic elite. The east-west trading relationship imposed
inflated costs on BC’s export industries, fueling free-trade sentiments. BC industrialists
looked askance at the tariff-protected manufacturing sector of eastern Canada and
discriminatory freight rates, which drove up the cost of capital inputs for BC industry and
reduced the competitiveness of BC commodities in international markets. As Addie,
Czepil and Rumsey argued, BC’s economic elite realized it was better off dealing
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“directly with the American metropolis instead of through central Canada,” ending its
subordinate position in the Canadian metropolis-hinterland structure.94 In its 1956
submission to the Gordon Commission, the Social Credit government called for a
“critical examination” of national tariff policies, in the belief that “by and large, removal
of international trade restrictions should be encouraged.” Only in the area of agriculture
did the government concede that “some protection may be necessary”—reflecting the
centrality of food production in Bennett’s Okanagan and Fraser Valley base.95

The Role of the State: Industrial Development or Human Welfare?
The spending priorities of Social Credit were laid plain in a 1955 brief to the Gordon
Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects: large-scale public investment in energy
and transportation infrastructure, as a stimulus to private investment in the profitable
resource-extraction and processing sectors. The government’s brief provided a 20-year
(1955-1975) forecast of provincial and municipal capital expenditures, including $1.2billion (in 1955 dollars) on highways, roads and rail infrastructure, and $524 million on
hydroelectric development (which excluded the American funds for the three Columbia
Treaty dams). In contrast, $260 million was allotted for schools and universities, and
$210 million for hospital construction.96 In 1959, CCF Alberni MLA John Squire
proposed diverting “one or two millions from highways to education” to contain spiraling
university tuition fees.97 As Liberal leader Dr. Patrick McGeer later suggested, “any hope
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that the province would make a strong commitment to the human resource went down the
two rivers along with the $1.5-billion that was poured into them during the peak
construction years of 1963-1970.”98
Social Credit economic strategy was predicated on this massive public investment
in hydroelectric power and transportation infrastructure to ensure the easy flow of
exportable commodities. “The opening up and development of new resources in the
central and northern interior, essential to the further expansion of the economy, require
costly transportation facilities,” the government argued in a 1953 proposal for federalprovincial cost sharing.99 Transportation expansion was focused in three areas: (1)
highways, roads, and bridges; (2) the government-owned Pacific Great Eastern railway, a
pariah for governments since the 1910s that Bennett restored to profitability under the
aegis of the British Columbia Railway, with the completion of the line from the Peace to
Vancouver; and (3) coastal passenger and freight movement by sea, under the publicly
owned British Columbia Ferry Authority, which was created in 1958 during a protracted
labour dispute.100
While the Bennett government, like the Coalition before it, privileged
infrastructure over social spending, the scope of government services expanded
dramatically in the postwar era, mirroring trends across North America and the western
world. Under pressure of a buoyant continental labour movement, and faced with the
spectre of an expanding communist bloc globally, BC employers were prepared to make
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concessions to the working class that augmented incomes with a social wage of
government benefits. This postwar welfare state was gendered, as Nancy Christie and
others have argued, and never as extensive as European models.101 However, growth of
BC’s provincial state swelled the public sector and intensified the decades-long struggle
for collective bargaining rights (see Chapter 6). Direct government employment grew
from 10,641 to 54,855 between 1941 and 1971, a fivefold increase as government’s share
of the labour force expanded from 3.10% to 6.48%; healthcare and education growth
further augmented BC’s public sector (see Table 1.1)102
In 1960, Social Credit appointed a Royal Commission to study BC’s education
system, headed by UBC’s Dean of Arts and Sciences Sperrin Chant. The Chant
Commission, like similar bodies in other provinces, was “set up in response to a general
feeling that education in North America was ‘soft’ and not equal to the challenge posed
by the scientific advances made by Russia in the ‘Sputnik’ era,” an educator with the
Vancouver school board later claimed.103 Chant recommended a return to the “puritan
ethic” in education, the view that youth be educated to serve a useful function in society,
in contrast to the permissive approach based on free choice in the selection of studies to
develop the individual’s talents to the fullest. High levels of unemployment in 1958-60
fueled this view, which was articulated in stark economic terms by Bennett’s deputy
minister of education, G. Neil Perry:
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A certain minimum investment MUST be made in each individual to bring him up to the
lowest acceptable common denominator in a developed society, that is, to become a
viable person able to survive in a competitive economic environment, capable of earning
an income sufficient to care for the basic needs of a family.104 (emphasis original)

The Chant Commission recommended a major expansion in vocational training for youth,
to prepare them for the workforce. In 1962, UBC president John Macdonald released
another report, Higher Education in British Columbia and a Plan for the Future,
advocating the expansion and diversification of BC’s post-secondary system.105 Social
Credit adopted many of Macdonald’s recommendations and by the end of the 1960s, six
vocational schools were operating in BC, alongside four junior colleges, with three more
under construction.106 In the university sector, the University of British Columbia,
established as a stand-alone institution in 1915, was joined by the University of Victoria
and Simon Fraser University (SFU) in the 1960s; postsecondary enrolment grew from
6300 students in 1955 to over 30,000 by 1970.107 Employment at BC colleges and
universities mushroomed from 2,407 in 1961 to 8,895 a decade later.108
This massive expansion of post-secondary education was viewed with a critical
eye by a growing body of students, who identified with the radical politics of the New
Left. According to Jim Harding, the postwar era gave rise to the “education plant,” which
he described as “branch-plants tied to the interests of neo-capitalism.” Citing the UBC
Forestry Department, which “trains people for the lumber industry,” and business
administration at SFU, “which trains people to help manage labour and profits,” Harding
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identified this postwar “education plant” as the locus of the new radicalism of the 1960s.
This conformed with the view of philosopher Herbert Marcuse, an intellectual leader of
the New Left, who theorized that students had displaced workers as the revolutionary
class in industrialized societies.109 Reflecting worldwide trends, BC’s postsecondary
students formed a distinct subculture, rejecting the functionalist view of education and
embracing direct action, such as the 1968 SFU occupation where 114 students were
arrested.110
The growth of education signaled larger structural changes in BC’s working class.
As Harding observed, the “old working class” rooted in the extractive industries was
augmented by a new working class based in technical and professional occupations.111
Employment in logging, fishing, mining, and hunting declined in absolute terms in the
years 1941-1971, while education experienced a sevenfold increase in employment, from
2% to 6% of BC’s labour force.112 This new working class was at the centre of the New
Left ferment, and provided a core constituency for the NDP’s 1972 victory.

Organized Capital and Political Power
From the earliest days of colonial government in British Columbia, political power was
based on economic power. From the vast landholdings of the Hudson’s Bay Company
and Governor James Douglas, through the coal interests and 1.9-million-acre land grant
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of the Dunsmuir clan, the oligarchs of BC industry understood the importance of
controlling the reins of government.113 State subsidies were integral to resource
extraction, which emerged as the pillar of economic activity. Raw materials—initially
sea-otter furs and later coal, fish, and timber—were exported for manufacture and
consumption elsewhere; forays into processing and value-added manufacturing were
spasmodic and ephemeral.114 In 1903, after Nanaimo coal miners elected a socialist to the
legislature, the non-partisan electoral system was replaced with a party system mirroring
old-world Conservative/Liberal alignments. Predictably, the Conservative administration
that governed BC for the next 13 years favoured the interests of employers more often
than workers.115 In 1913, it deployed the militia against striking Vancouver Island
miners; 179 workers were arrested and imprisoned.116 While BC’s party system had its
desired effect, ensuring the orderly alternation of Conservative and Liberal majorities for
four decades, independent working-class politics remained a permanent, if minority,
presence in the BC Legislature.117
The pattern of colonization and industrial development helps explain BC’s
tradition of instability in industrial relations, and also the strength of working-class
113
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political parties. However, as Theresa Kerin demonstrated, the idea that economic power
is more open in frontier societies is contradicted by evidence; control has remained in the
hands of “a cohesive, homogenous, closed group of men” in the Vancouver
metropolis.”118 Robber barons of the Dunsmuir variety may have faded as capitalism
became more complex, but the manipulation of public office for private gain remained a
mainstay of political life.119 The Pacific Great Eastern Railway—forerunner to the BC
Railway—was a major source of controversy and patronage.120 Bruce Hutchinson,
Liberal editor of Victoria’s Daily Times, commented on this graft in 1950: “Vancouver is
ruled by the most garish tycoons produced to date in Canada… In the shelter of this
mushroom aristocracy, and usually with the aid of its campaign funds, Vancouver has
produced some of the worst politics in Canada.”121
A tension existed throughout the twentieth century between the political
ambitions of rival sections of BC’s capitalist class and the need for unity in the face of
the working-class challenge. At the polls, this tension was apparent in the elections of
1941, 1952, 1972, and 1991, when the dissolution of ruling-class coalitions provided the
opportunity for victory by the working-class coalition that marshaled behind the CCFNDP banner. In 1941, vote-splitting between Liberals and Conservatives allowed the
CCF to capture a plurality of the vote, forcing a war-time Coalition government that held
power until 1952; when divisions again became apparent, the Liberal-led Coalition
118
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introduced Bill 108, changes to the Elections Act that replaced the first-past-the-post,
simple-majority electoral system with the controversial Single Transferable Vote.122
Future Liberal leader Pat McGeer described the new voting system as W.A.C. Bennett’s
“ladder to power.”123 Ronald Worley, Bennett’s executive assistant, acknowledged this
fact: “(CCF leader) Harold Winch was quick to make it clear he did not favour the bill,
because he claimed that it was being instituted solely to keep his socialists out of office.
How right he was! It did!”124
The Coalition was an unstable amalgam of partisan jealousies and conflicting
regional and industrial interests, the product of a shotgun wedding necessitated by the
CCF’s electoral threat. Liberal premier Thomas Dufferin Pattullo (1933-1941) had laid
the groundwork for an interventionist provincial state, advancing a program of
“socialized capitalism” in a package of policies Margaret Ormsby described as the “Little
New Deal.”125 Under the slogan “Work and Wages,” the Pattullo government responded
to the 1930s depression with a proto-Keynesian program of public works; public boards
were established with jurisdiction over industrial relations, agricultural marketing, public
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utilities, and the price of coal and petroleum. In 1941, however, Pattullo failed to win a
majority, and refused co-operation with the Conservatives, believing that a “broader and
bigger liberalism” was actually “a patched up Toryism.”126 Pattullo was unceremoniously
dumped by his party and replaced by his finance minister John Hart, who formed a
Coalition government with R.L. Maitland’s Conservatives.127 In 1945, Coalition leaders
negotiated an electoral saw-off of constituencies to avoid direct competition between
Liberal and Conservative candidates. The result was the successful containment of the
CCF threat, which had risen to power in Saskatchewan on a wave of wartime support for
economic planning and social security.128
While Bennett described the Hart Coalition government as “the best government
BC ever had,” he described the second Coalition government, led by Byron “Boss”
Johnson, as the province’s worst.129 The ascendancy of Johnson as Coalition premier in
1947 coincided with the “orderly decontrol” programme of federal and provincial
governments and a shift toward free-enterprise policies: prices of basic foodstuffs were
deregulated, a sales tax was implemented, the ICA Act was amended despite labour’s
intense lobbying efforts, and the “Aluminum Bill” and Forest Act provided huge
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concessions to private industry.130 In 1948, LPP provincial leader Nigel Morgan accused
the Coalition of being “completely under the domination of the big monopolists in the
lumber, mining, hydro-electric, and petroleum industries.”131
The CCF opposition in the legislature and the LPP extra-parliamentary opposition
railed against Coalition policies, and despite its orientation toward private industry, the
Coalition was cognizant of the need to retain working-class votes. BC citizens had voted
59% in favour of public hospital insurance in a 1937 plebiscite, and Pattullo had passed
(but never proclaimed) an act establishing such a scheme, but the issue languished. In
1948, the vote-conscious Coalition implemented a compulsory, contributory provincial
hospital-insurance program, based on a maximum annual premium of $33 per family,
with remaining costs to be covered by a $2-million provincial stabilization fund and a
municipal payment of 70 cents per patient per day. It quickly became apparent, however,
that this financial arrangement was inadequate, producing escalating deficits for the BC
Hospital Insurance Service (BCHIS) that sapped political capital from the Coalition. In
its first 15 months of operation, the BCHIS incurred cost-overruns of $4.5-million.132 The
Coalition preferred to raise premiums rather than allot funds from general revenue,
despite a petition bearing 250,000 signatures favouring such a move. Finance Minister
Herbert Anscomb, the Conservative leader, told the legislature he was not prepared to
raise taxes “to finance ventures in socialism.”133 Health costs were only one area of rising
government expenditures. Social service costs more than doubled between 1947 and
130
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1948, from $9 million to $19 million, prompting the Coalition to establish the three per
cent “Social Service & Municipal Aid” retail sales tax; total provincial expenditures grew
from $77 million in 1948 to $164 million in 1951.134 The weakness of the LiberalConservative Coalition was exposed in October 1951, when its candidate, Victoria mayor
Percy George, finished third in an Esquimalt by-election that was won by the CCF.135
The final break occurred in January 1952, when Anscomb publicly released the terms of
a federal-provincial tax agreement before informing the premier or cabinet.136
The rise of W.A.C. Bennett and Social Credit has assumed legendary proportions
in the political historiography of BC.137 Elected as a Conservative in South Okanagan in
1941, the Kelowna hardware merchant joined the Coalition benches and waged two
unsuccessful bids for the Conservative leadership, developing a reputation as
maverick.138 In a 1948 federal by-election, Bennett lost the Conservative stronghold of
Yale to CCFer Owen Jones, mayor of Kelowna and a hardware merchant himself.
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Bennett returned to the provincial legislature in the June 1949 general election, but was
frequently on the opposite side of issues within his own party and the Coalition caucus.
On 16 March 1951, amid much drama, Bennett rose in the house and announced he was
breaking from the Coalition to sit as an Independent. He bowed to the Speaker and
walked out of the chamber. According to Martin Robin, Bennett “disengaged the elite, in
order to engage the masses.”139 In the session that evening, he was assigned a new seat—
“the worst seat” in the Legislature, by his own account—beside Leo Nimsick, CCF MLA
for Cranbrook.140 Bennett invested $10,000 in a drive to replace the Liberals and
Conservatives with a new free-enterprise party. Between his defection in March 1951 and
June 1952, Bennett built upon his one-man army and landed himself in the premiership.
On 6 December 1951, he announced that after studying provincial governments across
Canada, he had concluded that the Alberta administration was the best— “government
based on free enterprise, opposed to monopolies either to the right or left, government of
the people”—and was therefore joining the BC Social Credit League.141 At the time,
Social Credit was a skeletal party in BC, the remnant of several splits and sects that had
received a meagre 1.7% of the vote in 1949 (see Table 1.3).142
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TABLE 1.3 Popular support for Social Credit in BC, 1937-1953
Election Year
1937
1941*
1945
1949+
1952†
1953†
*

% of popular vote # of votes # of candidates
# elected
1.15
4,812
18
0
0
0
1.42
6,627
16
0
1.65
11,536
16
0
27.20
209,049
47
19
37.75
274,771
48
28
SOURCE: British Columbia, Statement of Votes, 1937-1953

Mired in divisions, Social Credit did not field a single candidate in 1941.
Horsfield, “The Social Credit Movement in British Columbia,” 58-62.
+
The 1949 figures reflect the combined totals for the rival BC Social Credit League and Social Credit Party.
British Columbia, Statement of Votes, 1949
†
These elections were contested under the Single Transferable Vote or Alternate Vote.
Elkins, “Politics Makes Strange Bedfellows,” 3-26.

As the lone143 Social Credit MLA in the BC Legislature, Bennett was an obvious
choice for leader, but his ambitions ran against rival factions of the BC organization and,
more importantly, the Alberta leadership. In February 1952, the Social Credit National
Council decreed that Rev. Ernest George Hansell, MP for Alberta’s MacLeod riding,
serve as BC leader, and that funds for the provincial campaign were conditional on
Hansell’s leadership. This plan was stymied by a requirement in the BC statutes that
individuals reside in the province one year before standing for election. At a convention
of the BC Social Credit League, convened in New Westminster in April 1952, a
compromise was struck, whereby Hansell was designated “campaign leader,” with future
Social Credit MLAs empowered to select their own permanent leader. Bennett gave
Hansell a wide birth for the next six weeks, embarking on a frenzied ground campaign,
travelling by car and boat from Powell River to Golden to bolster the fragile campaigns
of Social Credit candidates. On June 12, British Columbians went to the polls, and nearly
a month later, once the labyrinthine counting procedures of the new Single Transferable
Vote system had played themselves out, Social Credit had edged out the CCF, 19 seats to
143
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18. Bennett was subsequently elected leader by the novice MLAs, and assumed the
premiership on 1 August 1952.144
Bennett had staved off the socialist threat and retained control of government for
the province’s employing class.145 As CCF MLA Frank Calder observed prior to the
election, Social Credit represented “a new form of Coalition.”146 To be sure, sections of
the elite were wary of Social Credit. Residual loyalty to the Liberal and Conservative
parties remained, and neither would die in the decades that followed. The Social Credit
victory of 1952, however, was significant. Bennett came to symbolize the defence of free
enterprise from the socialist hordes, but he also represented a change in the face of
private enterprise. For the next twenty years, Bennett enjoyed an unbroken term as
premier of BC.
In March 1953, sensing the favourable mood of the electorate, Bennett engineered
his own defeat in the house, prompting a snap election in which he won a clear majority
of seats. He promptly repealed the Bill 108 changes to the Elections Act and returned the
province to the straight “first-past-the-post,” single-member simple plurality voting
system. Long an advocate of preferential voting during the Coalition, Bennett made peace
with first-past-the-post when he found himself at the helm of a majority party. In two
subsequent by-elections conducted under first-past-the-post, Social Credit candidates
won easily, defeating Liberal leader Gordon Gibson Sr. in Lillooet and Conservative
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candidate Douglas Jung in Vancouver Centre (the first Chinese-Canadian to contest a
legislative seat).147
Social Credit occupied a distinct location in BC’s class structure, representing the
regional petty bourgeoisie, “small to medium-sized businessmen, ranchers, orchardists,
retail merchants, and struggling private enterprisers of all types,” who resented the
economic influence of the Lower Mainland.148 Gordon Hak described Social Credit’s
1952 breakthrough as a populist response to structural changes in BC’s economy,
particularly the rapid postwar expansion of large resource firms, fueling political
alienation of the petty bourgeoisie in the hinterland.149 Theresa Kerin concluded in her
study of BC elites that “the political elite is scattered and fragmented and therefore in no
position to be all powerful,” even though the metropolitan economic elite has remained
“a cohesive and enduring group.”150 Social Credit harnessed resentment against the
established order, “resentment of the educated by the uneducated, of metropolitan
interests and attitudes by rural and semi-frontier areas, of the denominations by the sects,
of the private and public bureaucracies by the small entrepreneur.”151 This class basis is
apparent in the following table, comparing the occupational backgrounds of Coalition,
Social Credit, and NDP cabinet ministers:
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TABLE 1.4 Occupational background of cabinet ministers (1947-1974)
Coalition
Social Credit
NDP
Executives/Managers
30%
4%
0%
Small business
40%
19%
15%
20%
13%
15%
Lawyers
Teachers
0%
21%
8%
Other professionals
10%
21%
23%
White collar
0%
4%
23%
Skilled trades
0%
0%
8%
Semi-skilled
0%
13%
8%
Farmers
0%
8%
0%
SOURCE: Addie, Czepil and Rumsey, “The Power Elite in BC,” 30.

Social Credit’s economic strategy reflected its class basis: distanced from the
economic elite of the Vancouver-Victoria metropolis, Social Credit pursued a strategy of
“opening up” the vast resource-rich hinterland Interior, through government spending on
transportation and energy infrastructure as incentives to private investment. Highways,
bridges, and the BC Railway improved access to mountainous and remote areas, while
hydroelectric developments on the Peace and Columbia rivers supplied employment and
cheap power for Interior industries. To meet the needs of the expanding Interior resource
sectors, new service and processing towns emerged, such as Kitimat and Mackenzie.
Established towns on major transportation arteries, such as Kamloops and Prince George,
experienced considerable postwar growth. In the Peace Country, extending from the
eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains to the Alberta and Yukon border, oil and gas
extraction and dam construction were major engines of growth. From an extreme
metropolis-hinterland dichotomy at war’s end, BC diversified demographically to an
extent, with growing medium-sized urban centres in the regions.152
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In 1956, Social Credit capitalized on economic boom conditions to win reelection with a stronger majority, capturing 39 of 52 seats and nearly 46% of the vote
(see Appendix C). While CCF MLA Tony Gargrave described Social Credit as “a rebuilt
Conservative party” with “a flamboyant premier who carries a mediocre cabinet,” and the
Pacific Tribune claimed that party’s grassroots base was “drying up,” voters remained
loyal to the government, despite allegations of bribery against mines and forests minister
Robert Sommers.153 Before the election, LPP leader Nigel Morgan had offered an
assessment of the political climate, warning that Bennett intended to take advantage of
other parties’ weakness to “wipe out his opposition in the Legislature”:
Premier Bennett sees this moment as most favourable for his government and its big
business backers. The Sommers case is all nicely tied up in the courts. The Liberals have
lost considerable ground and are busy trying to mend political fences in preparation for a
fall or early spring federal election. The CCF organization is weakened by a bitter inner
fight over the Winnipeg decision to amend the Regina Manifesto which has demobilized
many of its best workers.154

The Pacific Tribune described Social Credit in terms once reserved for the Coalition, as
“a right-wing, reactionary government intent on stripping this province of its future
independent industrial development for the sake of a few quick millions in the
treasury.”155 For the Conservative party, the story was bleak. Under the lacklust
leadership of Deane Finlayson, the party lost its lone legislative seat and watched its
share of the vote constrict to 3.1%.156 The Liberals, campaigning to “restore political
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government” (as opposed to movement government) and “make your protest count,”
failed to resonate with voters, and the party’s representation fell from four seats to two.157
However, Social Credit support began to decline in the late 1950s. Scandal and
incumbency tarnished the veneer of the young party, which was never immune from the
temptation to abuse public office for private gain. The Sommers scandal and the exploits
of Bennett’s transportation minister, Phil Gaglardi, tarnished Social Credit’s image as the
defender of the people’s interests against vested elites.158 In the 1960 general election,
Social Credit dropped to 39% of the vote and 32 seats, compared with 33% and 16 seats
for the CCF, alongside four Liberals.159
Bennett’s populist embrace of public ownership, reflected in the formation of
Crown-owned BC Ferries, BC Hydro, BC Railway, and Bank of BC, temporarily buoyed
Social Credit support, but in the 1960s the party grappled with the dual challenges of an
ascendant leftwing opposition, the NDP, and a revived challenge from the right. The BC
Conservatives, led by Bennett’s longtime rival E. Davie Fulton, sought to regain lost
ground. Fulton appealed to free-enterprisers to reject Bennett’s renegade political style,
which rode roughshod over parliamentary tradition. However, as Edwin Black observed,
“the majority of voters were not respecters of tradition.” Social Credit, like the CCF,
“represented the feelings of protest and the demands for action that many British
Columbians were voicing during the fifties.” Bennett gave voters “the action they
demanded, and their material circumstances improved as a result.” His party represented
157
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“an institutionalized protest against established social elites of all kinds.”160 While
Fulton’s Conservatives took 11% of the vote in 1963, vagaries in the first-past-the-post
system prevented them from winning a single seat.161 In the next election, in September
1966, the Conservatives contested only three seats and received a meagre 1,400 votes.162
Social Credit’s economic strategy, described as “prosperity for all—right now—
as well as an atmosphere of profit certainty for middle-class businessmen,”163
necessitated government intervention to contain the cost of water, electric power,
transportation, credit, and labour, and guarantee access to resources and service facilities.
Social Credit embraced outright ownership of hydro, rail and ferry infrastructure, and
regulation of labour relations and agricultural marketing. While both Social Credit and
the CCF-NDP embraced social ownership of public utilities and transportation
infrastructure, for Social Credit it was a means rather than an egalitarian end; BC Hydro,
BC Rail, BC Ferries and the Bank of BC were created to encourage private enterprise and
protect the interests of the province’s entrepreneurial middle class.
Social Credit was not immune from centrifugal tensions emanating from the
divergent interests of rival sections of the capitalist class. The resource sectors tended
toward merger and integration, as the costs of extraction, processing, and marketing
concentrated profitability in the largest firms. Bennett grappled with the challenge of
serving the interests of regional middle-class entrepreneurs in a resource-dependent
economy that tended toward oligopoly and metropolitan control. Cognizant of the need to
maintain working-class support, Bennett appeased resource corporations that were
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integral to his strategy of employment, government revenue, and economic growth. He
navigated a fine line between the classical liberal view where government ensured a free
market for profit-making—which in BC meant unhindered access to resources by large
corporations—and a more interventionist approach better suited to the interests of small
private enterprise.164 Social Credit, “the party of small businessmen,” served as “the party
for big business.”165 This tension was evident in the Columbia River controversy,
between the promise of quick cash and jobs the Kaiser and Wenner-Gren deals would
have entailed, and the more orderly pattern of development favoured by the federal
government.
Throughout his 20-year reign, W.A.C. Bennett marshaled an unwieldy coalition
of free-enterprise forces against the political threat of labour, and its primary political
vehicle, the CCF-NDP. While the Liberals retained nearly 20% of the vote throughout
Bennett’s tenure, Social Credit remained the principal means of containing the socialist
threat. In 1972, the contradictions inherent in Social Credit’s governing coalition bubbled
over, giving rise to a resurgence in Conservative support and paving the road to NDP
victory. The business monopoly on political power was broken.
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Chapter 2
Moscow on the Fraser:
The Communist Party in Cold War BC

In January 1948, Homer Stevens, organizer of the United Fishermen and Allied Workers
Union (UFAWU), was prevented from entering the United States for a meeting of the
International Fisheries Commission. Stevens belonged to the Labor-Progressive Party
(LPP), as the Communist Party was then called. “It appears that the United States now
has the power to interfere in the affairs of Canadian unions to the extent of seeking to
dictate which members may represent fishermen at such international gatherings,”
Stevens wrote in The Fisherman.1 In the postwar years, Stevens and other BC labour
militants navigated a turbulent path of confrontation with employers and the state—and
confrontation within their own organizations. In the 1960s Stevens served a year in prison
for defying a court injunction that he order striking Prince Rupert trawlers back to work.
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Upon his release, Stevens found himself in a bitter conflict within the BC Communist
Party. Livid over what he called the “Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia,” Stevens
stormed out of the party’s 1968 convention and publicly resigned his membership.2
The experience of Homer Stevens in BC’s Communist Party and broader
working-class movement provides a revealing window into the militant tradition at the
height of the Cold War. In organized labour, the peace movement, and provincial and
local government politics, communists such as Stevens sustained a radical political
current that challenged the assumptions and structures of postwar capitalism. BC
communists were far from perfect; they often failed to extend their analyses of militarism
and exploitation to the Soviet Union and grappled with the process of institutionalization
prevalent in all organizations. In the Communist Party, the Cold War had a particularly
devastating effect, curbing opportunities for renewal of members and views, which led to
atrophy and fueled inner-party strife. However, like Stevens, communists contributed to,
and were influenced by, the ideological ferment of the 1950s and 1960s—the searching
for fresh responses to domestic and international crises.

Red Wars
The UFAWU was just one organization with communist leadership in the postwar years.
As Irving Abella writes, BC’s labour movement was, until 1948, “almost a personal
fiefdom of the Communist party.”3 It was communist organizers whose inspired efforts
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during the Depression-era laid the foundation for BC’s powerful industrial unions.
Among loggers, fishers, miners, longshore workers, shipyard workers, and the
unemployed, communists extolled the benefits of collective action in the face of
blacklisting, intimidation, and violence by employers and the state.4 Responding to a
wartime ban, the party rebranded itself the Labor-Progressive Party (LPP), retaining the
name until 1959. However, the structures and culture of postwar capitalism undermined
the party, which was already weakened by the expulsion of provincial LPP leader Fergus
McKean in 1945.5 An Iron Curtain divided BC’s working class and eroded communist
strength. Tim Buck, national LPP leader, wrote in 1948: “The monopolists will fight.
4
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They will strive to weaken Labor at home—by union smashing, by red-baiting, by
bribing corrupt weaklings, by the use of capitalist governments and courts. They will
strive to counteract the growing dynamic inspiration of Socialism abroad, by threats of
war.”6
Developments on Vancouver Island signaled the arrival of the Cold War in BC, as
business interests invoked the “red bogey” to contain militant expressions of workingclass agency.7 During a 1948 coal miners’ strike and a dispute with civic workers, the
Nanaimo Board of Trade considered a proposal from businessman Stan Dakin to
investigate “Communist infiltration and activity in Nanaimo.”8 War-time political
alignments divided the local population, as labour gravitated toward communism and
business flirted with fascism. Marko Vitkovich, a Nanaimo coal miner and war veteran,
was charged with defamatory libel when he circulated a letter describing Dr. Mladen
Giunio Zorkin, who had moved to Vancouver Island in 1947, as “a Ustachi hangman.”
Appealing to the local Yugoslav community, Vitkovich accused Zorkin of seeking to
organize chapters of Yugoslav fascists in Nanaimo, Chemainus, Cumberland, Courtenay,
and Port Alberni.9 The Vitkovich-Zorkin case illustrated class divisions in the area,
described by Ross Johnson as “the cradle of socialism in Canada.”10 Nanaimo Mayor
George Muir organized a rally for Dr. Zorkin, attended by Conservative MP George
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Pearkes, calling for a vast Island-wide “anti-subversive” organization.11 Labour,
meanwhile, mobilized in Vitkovich’s defence, holding a 700-strong rally and forming the
Defend Nanaimo Labor Committee. The president of the United Mine Workers’ Nanaimo
local, Ed Webb, considered the charges against Vitkovich “a direct attack on Nanaimo
labor.”12 Growing anti-Communism in the working-class communities of Vancouver
Island revealed larger processes underway in BC and beyond.
Revelations of a Soviet spy ring by Ottawa cypher clerk Igor Gouzenko in 1945
had ended the brief entente between East and West, the wartime coalition that had united
Soviet Communism with the capitalist democracies in the fight against fascism. As
several scholars have argued, the Gouzenko Affair inaugurated the Cold War in
Canada.13 The lone Communist in the House of Commons, Fred Rose of Cartier, was
expelled from parliament and served four years in prison for violating the Official Secrets
Act; dozens of alleged spies were arrested and detained without access to legal counsel,
lives were destroyed, and a Royal Commission on Espionage investigated the leaking of
state secrets within the Canadian civil service.14 As future Prime Minister Louis St.
Laurent predicted in 1947: “In my lifetime we shall engage in the greatest and most
destructive war ever waged in the history of mankind; to preserve our Christian
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civilization from the spread of atheistic bolshevism.”15 This war was both domestic and
international; Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King told the Liberal National
Advisory Council in January 1948 that military preparations were necessary against those
countries that rejected the capitalist system.16 His Under-Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Lester Pearson, called for a military alliance against communism, an idea
embodied in the North Atlantic Treaty.17 The sentiments of Canadian leaders reflected
growing unease in all capitalist countries over Soviet expansion in Eastern and Central
Europe, and the strength of Communist parties from China, Korea and Vietnam to France
and Italy.18
According to Whitaker and Marcuse, Canadian unions “became part of the culture
of the Cold War, and an effective means of disseminating it.”19 Purges of communists
“were damaging to the very fabric of working-class organization,” since they divided
trade unionists and drove “some of the most dedicated and effective organizers and
militants out of the movement, or to its margins.”20 This process unfolded in BC, where
the communist stronghold established during the Depression and war—in powerful
industrial unions such as the woodworkers and in the Vancouver Labour Council (CCL)
and BC Federation of Labour (CCL)—was eroded in 1948 by an ascendant CCF-aligned
“White Bloc.” Those red unions that retained their communist leadership—the United
Fishermen and Allied Workers’ Union (UFAWU), BC district of the International Union
15
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of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers (Mine-Mill), Vancouver Marine Workers and
Boilermakers, and Vancouver Civic Employees Union (Outside Workers)—were
subjected to raids, discriminatory legislation, and employer blacklisting. They were
consigned to the margins of BC’s working-class movement, excluded from the central
bodies of organized labour.21
The Red Wars of ‘48, as this period is remembered, reflected developments
distinct to BC, but also a North America-wide assault on communist unionism. The
American Taft-Hartley Act (1947) substantially amended the National Labor Relations
Act or Wagner Act of 1935, part of Roosevelt’s “New Deal” concessions to American
labour. Taft-Hartley was the legislative embodiment of postwar anti-communism,
requiring union officers from the local to international levels to take anti-communist
oaths.22 But Taft-Hartley went much further. Under the guise of fighting communism, the
legislation altered the balance of industrial relations to the benefit of employers,
prohibiting the “closed shop” and secondary boycotts, and extending the powers of the
National Labour Relations Board to prevent strikes.23
The prevalence of American-controlled “International” unions in Canada meant
that Taft-Hartley had a direct impact on domestic labour relations, delineating who could
21
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or could not run for senior positions in International unions.24 Moreover, the spirit of
Taft-Hartley pervaded various US agencies. Six BC officials of the IWA, including
president Harold Pritchett, were denied entry into the United States by decision of a
special board of inquiry, because the LPP had distributed 5,000 copies of the Communist
Manifesto.25 While this decision was later reversed, the bias against communist unionists
was evident. Jack Scott, delegate from Trail to Mine-Mill’s 1948 international
convention, was similarly turned away at the US border.26 This was seized upon by the
Trail Times—“notorious mouthpiece of the views of Consolidated Mining and Smelting
Co.”—to “sow dissension in the ranks of Trail local 480.”27 In February 1948, Charlie
Millard, the Steelworkers’ Canadian director, endorsed statements of US Senator Robert
A. Taft to the effect that communists were “infiltrating” Canada to escape prosecution
under Taft-Hartley.28 When deportation proceedings were initiated against Reid
Robinson, Mine-Mill’s International vice-president, the BC district sent a strongly
worded resolution to Mackenzie King, warning that any attempt to prevent International
officers from entering Canada would be interpreted as “discriminatory against Labor,
since similar action is not taken against any representative of business management.”29
Robinson was deported despite labour opposition.
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The Canadian Manufacturers’ Association (CMA) and other industry groups
lobbied for the inclusion of Taft-Hartley type language in BC’s Industrial Conciliation
and Arbitration (ICA) Act. During debate on the Bill 87 amendments in spring 1948, a
14-member CMA delegation visited Victoria and submitted a brief stating: “Collective
bargaining agents should comprise men and organizations which stand for the upholding
of the law of the land and the maintenance of present governmental institutions.”30
Communists accused the CMA of proposing “Hitlerite clauses,” which they said already
existed in the labour laws of Alberta, Quebec and Prince Edward Island, “whittling away
the last vestiges of free trade unionism, and paving the way for corporate state technique
in labor relations.”31 At least one Coalition MLA, Don Brown of Vancouver-Burrard,
advocated the inclusion of a Taft-Hartley clause in the ICA Act, but the strength of the
labour lobby appears to have prevented such a move.32 In January 1948, the Mining
Association of BC refused to provide input on the Metalliferous Mines Act at any
meeting where representatives of the LPP-controlled Mine-Mill union were present.33
Labour’s Cold War traced its origins to internal antagonisms extending back to
the 1920s, when distinct communist and anti-communist blocs emerged in BC unions.34
Periodic attempts at unity were rebuffed by a CCF leadership distrustful of Communist
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“tactics.”35 Pro-unity sentiments resurfaced during the war, with the LPP applying for
affiliation to the CCF in 1943, but these moves were stymied by CCF leaders and
culminated in the expulsion of Bert Herridge, CCF MLA for Rossland-Trail; Herridge
contested the 1945 federal election as a “People’s CCF” candidate and won.36 While
CCFers such as Herridge moved closer to the LPP, CCF leaders moved in the opposite
direction and attempted to wrest control of organized labour from communists. In 1943,
the CCL endorsed the CCF as “the political arm of labour.” Backed by the powerful
United Steelworkers, the CCF and CCL laid siege to the bastions of communist strength
in BC.37 In 1948, this campaign finally bore fruit.
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In January 1948, CCFer George Home of the United Packinghouse Workers
scored what the CCF News described as a “complete victory” over the LPP in executive
elections to the Vancouver Labour Council (CCL).38 Home won the presidency over
LPPer Ed Leary of the Fur and Leather Workers, 79 votes to 65, and members of his slate
captured other executive positions. The LPP, however, attributed its defeat to the
“unbalanced representation” on the council. Three large LPP-controlled unions—IWA 171, IWA 1-217, and the Marine Workers and Boilermakers—paid one half of all per
capita dues to the council, yet their 11,000 members were represented by only 21
delegates, far fewer than delegates from smaller unions.39 The new executive wasted no
time consolidating its narrow victory. At the next meeting, Home marshaled a resolution
through the divided council endorsing an executive recommendation “to help elect CCF
candidates to civic offices.”40
The tide was turning against the LPP. At the party’s 1948 provincial convention,
held in Vancouver in March, 128 delegates representing 71 clubs re-elected Nigel
Morgan provincial leader by acclamation. Tim Buck addressed a capacity crowd of 3,000
party loyalists, unveiling the new slogan “unity to elect a CCF government.”41 This
implicitly acknowledged the LPP’s weakness as an electoral force, and also the
abandonment of the strategy of supporting Liberals, which had cost the CCF seats in
1945.42 At the University of British Columbia, Buck was assailed by a group of
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“hoodlums,” who prevented a planned speaking engagement.43 In Port Alberni, police
tore down posters for the film Journey for Peace, by Denny Arsenault, delegate to the
1947 World Youth Festival in Prague. The film played to a packed house nonetheless.44
Later in 1948, the town council refused to grant the LPP a permit for a “prices parade”
against the rising cost of beef. When the LPP and Housewives’ Consumer League
marched in defiance, a motion of censure for “flouting the law” was rejected by a vote of
3-2; the council instead passed a resolution calling on Ottawa to re-impose controls on
beef prices.45
Government officials, employers, and national and international labour leaders
overtly supported the White challenge in BC’s red unions. When BCFL president and
CCL regional director Danny O’Brien—an LPP “fellow-traveller”—was arraigned on a
trumped up “morals” charge during the 1947 debate on the Bill 39 amendments to the
ICA Act, national CCL leaders including Aaron Mosher and Pat Conroy refused to
support the BC union leader. O’Brien was subsequently acquitted, but not before the
CCL executive had transferred his responsibilities to avowed Whites Bill Mahoney and
Dan Radford.46 The Red Wars extended through BC and Canada, including the Canadian
Seamen’s Union and the powerful Vancouver Marine Workers’ and Boilermakers’
union.47 In May 1948, the TLC-affiliated labour councils of Victoria and Vancouver
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endorsed anti-communist resolutions, a stance “almost identical” to the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce and the CMA, communists alleged.48 Jack Phillips, communist
secretary of the Vancouver Civic Outside Workers, insisted that: “This [TLC] council is
big enough to support men like [Birt] Showler and [Tom] Alsbury and Communists like
me.”49 LPP provincial organizer Maurice Rush said his party was “proud of the fact that
thousands of workers in democratic elections return well known communists to office
year after year,” calling on BC workers to reject red-baiting, to avoid a situation where
“the boss gains and the worker loses.”50 Another communist, Bill White of the
Vancouver Boilermakers, criticized the strategy of the CCF-aligned White Bloc: “The
CCF wasn’t near as effective at organizing and wasn’t too interested in it. Their approach
was to move in on already established unions and take them over at the top.”51
In March 1948, the LPP scored an important victory when its slate retained
control of the IWA’s BC District executive by a margin of 3-1, despite the efforts of
logging operators, International officers, and the Vancouver Province newspaper to
support the White Bloc.52 Ernie Dalskog, elected district president, warned that redbaiting attacks in the press were aimed not only at the LPP but “at the destruction of the
trade union movement and we should make no mistake about it.”53
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A disastrous April 1948 speech by LPPer Harvey Murphy, Mine-Mill’s western
director, during the BCFL Labour Lobby in Victoria, provided fodder for the LPP’s
opponents.54 Under the influence of alcohol, Murphy reportedly said that Bill Mahoney,
chief organizer of BC’s White Bloc, “knew what to do when the boss lowered his
pants.”55 Murphy was subsequently charged by the CCL and suspended for two years
from Congress activities, including participation in the BCFL where he served as vicepresident.56 Comments in the Mineworker critical of CCL president Mosher’s stand
during a railworkers’ dispute triggered the suspension of the entire Mine-Mill union.57 In
the words of Al King, a Mine-Mill leader at Trail, a majority of CCL unions “were out to
destroy the most progressive ones, the ones they called ‘red.’”58
The White Bloc was aided by a vitriolic press campaign designed to discredit the
LPP leadership, led by Vancouver Sun columnist Jack Webster. “I consider myself a
reasonably fair reporter except the way I treated the Communists in the early days,”
Webster admitted in his memoirs, conceding that he “led the witchhunt in print.”59 LPP
leaders believed the entire “Murphy Incident” had been engineered by Mahoney, Webster
and their anti-communist backers to neutralize Mine-Mill’s influence in BC’s central
labour bodies, and specifically “to enable the CCL disruptionists, on the eve of the BC
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Federation of Labor convention either to rule or wreck that valuable tribune of British
Columbia labor.”60
When the BCFL’s 1948 convention met in Vancouver in September, 22 MineMill delegates were refused seating because of the suspension.61 Their absence was
decisive in executive elections, with Home defeating Pritchett 66-65 for secretarytreasurer and CCFer Stewart Alsbury defeating LPPer Alex McKenzie by the same
margin for second vice-president. Overall, the new nine-member executive counted five
Whites to three Reds, while Mahoney believed Danny O’Brien, who was re-elected
president, would “always gravitate toward power.”62 Midway through voting, Mahoney
and Home suspected a certain delegate from the Retail Wholesale union “had voted for
the Commie candidate,” O’Brien for President and Bill Stewart for first vice-president.63
Home sat beside the delegate to “help him mark his ballot,” and ensured Whites won all
subsequent positions.64 Pacific Tribune editor Tom McEwen called the Mine-Mill
suspension “a move to enable a ‘white’ bloc of assorted social democrats and careerists to
win the power of leadership they could not hope to win otherwise.”65 Despite Mahoney’s
prediction, O’Brien resigned from the presidency two months later, citing “complete
disagreement with the so-called majority” on the executive after a 6-5 vote favouring the
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IWA’s white bloc.66 As if to rub salt in the wounds, Steel launched a raid on Mine-Mill’s
certification at the Vancouver Engineering Works.67
The only solace for the LPP came at the TLC’s 1948 convention, held in Victoria
in October, when the national leadership adopted a tolerant stance toward communism.
TLC president Percy Bengough told delegates that their “executive has consistently
opposed the introduction into Canada of any of the features of the Taft Hartley law as in
operation in the United States.”68 Bengough, mindful of the voting strength of communist
delegates and engaged in a conflict with Frank Hall, vice-president of the Brotherhood of
Railway and Steamship Clerks, could not afford to disassociate himself from the left.69
However, a deal was struck whereby Alex Gordon, UFAWU business agent, agreed not
to stand for re-election as TLC vice-president for BC.70
The last major battleground in the 1948 Red Wars was the IWA, the province’s
largest union and a bastion of LPP strength, which was “recognized as setting the wage
pace in BC.”71 Contract negotiations between 30,000 IWA members and logging
operators in 1948 were undermined by conflict between supporters of International
president Jim Fadling and the BC district’s communist leadership. The defeat of
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Fadling’s slate earlier that year failed to stem the White challenge.72 Building from an
anti-communist beachhead in New Westminster local 1-357, the White Bloc extended its
influence among BC woodworkers, aided by weekly “Voice of the IWA” radio
broadcasts sponsored by the International Board and Webster’s columns in the Sun. To
the communists, Webster was “a fingerman for the lumber bosses and their ‘white bloc’
allies.”73 In July, Fadling ordered an investigation into the finances of the BC district and
invited Mahoney to Portland, Oregon to discuss strategy. Three BC locals and the District
Council responded by demanding Fadling’s resignation, while the Tribune accused the
International president of “throwing mud, whether red-baiting or the equally time-worn
method of financial charges.”74 In August, the IWA negotiating committee applied for
conciliation and announced it was holding a strike vote in abeyance. This prompted the
industry-backed British Columbia Labor Letter to speculate that the communists were
afraid to strike: “The union leaders have a healthy respect for the teeth in the amended
ICA Act…and…do not want to place themselves in a position where the union might be
decertified by the labor board and a new and non-communist crowd might gain the
bargaining representation.”75
BC’s industrial relations apparatus was putting the brakes on worker militancy
and isolating militant leaders. In the language of the LPP, “concealed Taft-Hartley
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decertification clauses” hindered the bargaining power of the IWA.76 When the IWA’s
appointee on the conciliation board, Harvey Murphy, agreed to a 13% wage increase in
September, the White Bloc intensified its attack. The CCF News predicted the wage
award “will be very disappointing to the workers.”77 Fadling, meanwhile, claimed the
district leadership would have achieved the same result in direct negotiations with
employers, and that conciliation was merely an opportunity for LPP grandstanding.78 As
the IWA’s International convention in Portland approached, pro-LPP delegations were
elected in Victoria local 1-118, Mission local 1-367, Vancouver local 1-217, and Port
Alberni local 1-185.79 All delegates pledged to remain in Canada if a single delegate was
denied entry into the United States.80 As a demonstration of strength, the District
leadership laid charges with the CCL against Mahoney for participating “in a factional
meeting of the members of IWA Local 1-217 (Vancouver) which was without authority
and was organized to foment disruption of the local and the district…in violation of the
constitution.”81
On 3 October 1948, the conflict between Whites and Reds peaked. The IWA’s
BC District Council voted to sever connections with the International and form the
independent Woodworkers Industrial Union of Canada (WIUC). The decision was made
after US Immigration denied entry to 40 left-wing IWA delegates, amid rumours that the
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International Board intended to place the District under trusteeship.82 The decision to
secede derived, however, from the LPP’s BC Provincial Committee, where party
heavyweights including Pritchett, Murphy, and Morgan debated the issue into the night of
2 October before a majority finally voted to split.83
While LPP leaders claimed to respect the autonomy of the unions they
represented, major decisions in LPP-controlled unions rested with the party. “It was the
party running things at that time,” concedes Betty Griffin, an LPP member whose
husband Hal served on the Provincial Committee during the split.84 Fadling, who was
denied the floor during the decisive District Council meeting, declared the LPP had lost
control of the BC locals and was “trying to destroy them.”85 He suggested that Pritchett’s
radio address the night of the split, taped before the District Council had made its
decision, demonstrated the LPP leader’s “contempt for the rank and file”; so too did the
leadership’s refusal to put the WIUC idea to a referendum vote.86 Foreshadowing future
developments, Fadling said the BC District had not been abolished “by the action of a
few Communist-led disruptionists.”87 His BC lieutenant, Stewart Alsbury, president of
the 5,000-strong New Westminster local 1-357, said the “recently signed wage contracts
with the operators are the property of the IWA.”88
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A skirmish ensued over the assets and certifications of BC’s largest union, with
the courts, LRB, and logging operators favouring the IWA over the nascent WIUC.89
Fadling was granted an injunction by Supreme Court Justice J.M. Coady declaring the
proceedings of the 3 October district council meeting ultra vires (outside the powers of
the District), and impounding all assets and accounts.90 Within a week, BC Forest
Products announced that its contracts with the IWA remained in force and that it would
deal only with IWA representatives, who were granted privileged access to camps and
mills.91 When a strike erupted at MacMillan’s Iron River camp on Vancouver Island over
the dismissal of two WIUC workers, the Fadling forces collaborated with the company
and provincial police to escort strike-breakers through WIUC picket lines; Alsbury was
severely beaten and hospitalized.92 By the time the Iron River strike was called off in
April 1949, the WIUC challenge had been contained. Only nine of 34 applications for
certification had been granted by the LRB.93 WIUC vice-president Ernie Dalskog spent a
month in jail for defying a court order to hand over $130,000 in strike funds to the
IWA.94 Hjalmar Bergren, the WIUC’s business agent and a veteran of the Cowichan
Valley organizing drives of the 1930s, was sued and lost his Vancouver home and
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savings.95 The 42 district council members who had voted to split were barred from
holding IWA cards. By the summer of 1949, in the midst of contract negotiations, the
breakaway union conceded its inferior position, urging a “shoulder to shoulder fight”
with the rival IWA; in August 1950, the WIUC was finally abandoned by party leaders,
with the exception of a lone local in distant Cranbrook.96
Lembcke and Tattam conclude that “disaffiliation from an International union was
easy to declare, but difficult to consolidate.”97 Indeed, the “October Revolution” of the
IWA’s communist leadership strengthened the hand of anti-communists.98 LPPers such
as Erni Knott were effectively blacklisted from the industry, because of lifetime bans on
IWA membership and “closed shop” agreements they had helped negotiate. “Officially I
was expelled from the union because of my support, in the quarterly district council
meeting, for the resolution to break away from the international,” Knott recalls. “The real
reason was because I was a well-known active communist.”99 Retrospectively,
communists admitted there were flaws in the secessionist strategy. “The party made a big
mistake,” concluded Grace Tickson, an LPP member whose husband Walter left logging
to become a fisherman. “They didn’t really go to the membership, and ask them whether
they would approve… So that was wrong. They should have made a campaign, or found
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out how many people were for it. But they didn’t. They just did it.”100 Betty Griffin
agrees:
For the first time in my life I nearly made a long distance phone call to Tim Buck to get
him to stop them, because to me, right away it was the wrong thing to do. It was a split
decision on the executive that they would form a union—the WIUC. Well, you just don’t
do that.101

Success distorted the perspective of Pritchett and other IWA leaders, Griffin suggests:
They didn’t realize they were beginning to lose touch with the membership. It is easy
when you have a full time job and suddenly you’re getting a really good paycheque…. It
had gone to [Pritchett’s] head a little bit…. Going through years, tough years, and the
depression and the war years, suddenly, you were... wow! You’re powerful…. Well, it
split the workers of course.102

Bill White, communist president of the Vancouver Marine Workers and
Boilermakers who left the party in 1949 amid charges of “adventurism,” suggests the
LPP’s domineering ways undermined its influence in BC labour. “Officially Tom
[McEwen] and Nigel [Morgan] had no connection with our union at all, but there they
were sending in orders just as obvious as hell—and this went on all the time.”103 The
LPP’s meddling in internal union affairs diluted its claim to represent a superior social
system: “Hiring instead of being a tool of the bosses became a tool of the Party…. This
was that old Communist thinking that they were on a holier plane… They’re supposed to
eliminate privilege, not just take in from one group and give it to another.”104

Red Unionism
The Red Wars of ‘48 curbed communist power in BC unions, but failed to eradicate it
entirely. As the Financial Post newspaper observed in a 1953 exposé:
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Strategically placed as Canada’s Gateway to the Pacific and as an ever-growing source of
much strategic material for the Canadian and allied defense effort, British Columbia
today is one of Canadian Communism’s most fertile spawning grounds, a bastion in the
over-all Canadian Communist disruptive strategy.105

In the UFAWU, Mine-Mill, Vancouver Civic Outside Workers, Vancouver Marine
Workers and Boilermakers, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW),
West Coast Seamen’s Union, Canadian Communications Association, and International
Longshoremen and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU), communists held leadership
positions throughout the Cold War.106 CCFer Tom Alsbury alleged in the Vancouver Sun
in 1956 that “one third” of BC’s organized workers—68,000 of 187,000—belonged to
communist-led or influenced unions.107 The RCMP Security Service noted in 1962 that
16,000 communists were employed in “various industries in Canada” and that “a small
minority of Communist delegates” controlled the BCFL convention: “The Communist
Party of Canada influence cannot be measured by numerical strength. They are able,
highly trained and experienced trade unionists who by skilful infiltration and
manouvering, are able to successfully dominate a vastly larger group.”108 Another RCMP
agent suggested that communists affiliated with the Trade Union Research Bureau
(TURB), which represented BC unions in dealings with employers and government
boards, “could do a lot of harm to the economic structure of this province.”109
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Communist influence extended into the International Brotherhood of Pulp and
Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers (Pulp & Sulphite), the Brotherhood of Painters,
Decorators and Paper Hangers, the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, the
International Jewelry Workers, the Plumbers Union, the Fruit and Vegetable Workers,
and the IWA, despite an anti-communist by-law adopted after the WIUC split.110 Later,
public-sector unions including the Hospital Employees’ Union (HEU), Canadian Union
of Public Employees (CUPE), BC Government Employees Association (BCGEA), and
BC Teachers’ Federation (BCTF) developed Communist leaderships at the local level,
following the legacy of Jack Phillips and the Vancouver Civic Outside Workers.111 In
1965, communists and fellow-travellers in the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers
International Union nearly triggered a province-wide general strike (see Chapter 6). In
November 1972, Bill Stewart of the Marine Workers and Boilermakers was elected
BCFL vice-president, a move that would have been unfathomable a decade earlier.112 The
enduring, albeit minority, communist presence in BC unions sustained a current of
militancy throughout the 1950s, inhibiting conciliation between the classes and the
pattern of compromise that developed in other Canadian provinces. Facing internal and
external competition from communists, non-communist leaders in BC were more inclined
to embrace militant action and a confrontational stance with employers.
The UFAWU, formed out of several occupational groups in 1945, was the locus
of communist strength in Cold War BC. Sidestepped in the postwar drive for “industrial
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legality,” fishers were denied certification under BC’s labour laws, considered “coadventurers” rather than workers entitled to union protection, creating greater space for
militant leadership.113 Indeed, the Vancouver Province suggested the UFAWU had “the
tightest Communist control of any union on the North American continent. It has life and
death power over BC’s second largest industry through a leadership hierarchy that is
solid Communist from top to bottom.”114 Homer Stevens, who served as organizer (19461948), secretary (1948-1970), and president (1970-1978), embodied the union’s
commitment to militancy and class confrontation with employers and governments. He
belonged to the Communist Party from 1944 (when he left the CCF) until 1968,115
travelling with the “Beaver Brigade” to the World Youth Festival in Prague in 1947 and
helping build a “youth railroad” in Tito’s Yugoslavia.116 BC fishers had affirmed at their
1947 convention that “we as a union will refuse to be intimidated or in any way forced to
deviate in the slightest degree from our officially declared and democratically determined
union objectives by red-baiting attacks upon any of our members or our officers.”117
The UFAWU, which merged with the Canadian Auto Workers in 1996, was a
militant and socially progressive labour organization. Stevens was elected first vicepresident of the BC Peace Committee at its founding in 1950, and UFAWU business
agent Alex Gordon attended the second World Peace Congress in Sheffield, England in
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November 1950.118 In December 1950, the UFAWU executive wired Prime Minister St.
Laurent urging an end to the Korean War through negotiation.119 Elgin “Scotty” Neish,
president of the Victoria UFAWU local, attended the Asian and Pacific Rim peace
conference in Beijing in 1952, where he told delegates that “as long as the cold war
policies and the building up of armaments are being pursued, the living standards of the
working people will continue to get worse.”120 Back in Canada, a flotilla of fishing boats
descended on Victoria’s Inner Harbour in 1952 to pressure politicians in the legislature
for the extension of workers’ compensation benefits to fishers.121 The UFAWU and its
women’s auxiliaries waged a determined campaign for a Canadian coast guard—a step
taken by the Diefenbaker government in 1962—stressing the importance of “saving lives
and rescuing vessels in distress.”122 In 1961, the UFAWU sent a fraternal delegation to a
Trade Union Congress in Communist Cuba.123 Betty Griffin suggests that a strong
democratic culture in the UFAWU sustained the relationship between LPP leaders and
the rank-and-file: “in the fisherman’s union, they would never pay their staff people more
118
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than the fisherman’s wage or the cannery worker’s wage,… the [wage of the] highest
paid worker.”124
The UFAWU paid a price for its intransigence. The parent TLC declared at its
1949 convention that “no known Communist can hold office in the Congress or its
provincial and central bodies.”125 UFAWU delegate Tom Parkin was subsequently
prevented from running for chairman of the VTLC’s organizing committee.126 The
Victoria Trades and Labor Council also debated the issue, and in a vote boycotted by leftwing delegates, incorporated the “no known Communist” clause into its constitution by a
40-8 vote.127 In September 1950, the TLC adopted a foreign policy statement supporting
the Korean War and declaring the Stockholm “Ban the Bomb” Appeal subversive; a
Congress official summed up the policy on left-wingers: “We’ll liquidate them.”128 In
November 1950, Stevens and Neish were barred from a BC conference of TLC unions,
an action Neish described as an “unprincipled attempt to introduce thought control and
fascist suppression into the trade union movement.”129 Street Railwaymen’s delegate
Chuck Stewart warned: “If this keeps up we’ll be eliminated one by one, piecemeal
fashion, until this meeting will be attended by mechanical robots.”130 Neish was stripped
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of his Victoria TLC credential a week later, on grounds of his association with the
Victoria Peace Council and the “Ban the Bomb” campaign.131 UFAWU delegates
boycotted the council in protest, as a similar scenario unfolded in Prince Rupert.132 The
Fisherman called the treatment of Neish “ignorance and stupidity at its worst.”133 In the
mid-1950s, Neish, a navy veteran, was expelled from the Royal Canadian Legion because
of his “subversive” peace activities and criticism of the Korean War.134
In 1953, the TLC suspended the UFAWU and barred its delegates from all central
labour bodies until the union took “all reasonable and necessary measures to rid itself of
communist leadership and leanings.”135 The suspension coincided with a failed raid by
the Seafarers International Union (SIU) and notorious racketeer Hal Banks, aided by the
BC Gillnetters Association, which briefly won control of the UFAWU Campbell River
local.136 In May 1956, 3000 documents were seized from the union’s Vancouver
headquarters as part of an investigation under the Combines Investigation Act, centring
on the UFAWU’s legal status as a trade union.137
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In mining, where the 8000-strong western district of Mine-Mill was the second
largest union in BC, red-baiting was also prevalent. The communist leadership of MineMill Local 480 at Trail had established certification at the Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Company (CM&S, after 1966 Cominco), a notorious bastion of company
unionism; Local 480 led a successful strike in 1946 that secured among the highest wages
in North America.138 However, in 1950, the United Steelworkers of America (Steel)
launched a raid at Trail, allegedly paying the CCL $50,000 for jurisdiction in the
sector.139 With the active participation of CCL organizers Mahoney and Herbert Gargrave
(a former CCF MLA), Steel courted Mine-Mill members and engineered the defection of
the entire Local 480 executive, “traitorous officers who walked out on the rank and file,”
as regional director Harvey Murphy described them.140 Al King, who was elected Local
480 president at an emergency meeting following the defections, said one positive result
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of the Steel raid was “the elimination of the company union elements,” workers who had
been admitted into Local 480 as a compromise measure.141
Both sides sent heavyweights to Trail, Charlie Millard for the CCL-Steel and
International president John Clark for Mine-Mill.142 Steel collected union cards from a
majority of CM&S workers—2200 of 4000 workers—but failed to collect initiation dues
at the time the cards were signed, or administer membership oaths, two requirements
under the ICA Act.143 A mass meeting in Vancouver’s Pender Auditorium deplored
Steel’s tactics and urged the LRB to reject Steel’s application for certification.144 In May
1950, the LRB denied certification, signaling what The Fisherman described as “a victory
for all workers who strive for unity in the labour movement.”145 The Vancouver Sun,
however, described the LRB’s decision as “disturbing to the public at large.”146 Ross
Dowson of the Trotskyist Revolutionary Workers Party (RWP) suggested that “Mine
Mill has been saved by the Labor Board but in the long run it seems likely…that Steel
will take over.”147 Mine-Mill’s position was strengthened, however, when it achieved
joint certification (or “industrial certification”) of Trail smelterworkers with miners at the
Sullivan Mine in Kimberley, the world’s largest lead-zinc mine, preventing a situation
where the employer could “use the mine against the smelter”—and putting “an almost
insurmountable barrier in Steel’s way.”148
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Mirroring jurisdictional conflict in Sudbury and northern Ontario mining centres,
conflict between Mine-Mill and Steel exposed Cold War divisions in labour’s ranks.149
At its 1950 convention, the CCL empowered its executive to expel any union that was
considered “Communist-dominated.”150 Pierre Berton published an exposé in Maclean’s
Magazine in 1951, warning that Mine-Mill’s influence over a heavy-water facility at
Trail imperiled national security; CM&S’s secret “Project 9” plant, the first Canadian site
to produce heavy-water and supply the US atomic and hydrogen-bomb projects, was
heavily guarded by RCMP officers under Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
surveillance.151 LPP official Maurice Rush, however, dismissed these allegations as
“absurd,” playing into the public’s A-bomb fears.152 The Financial Post echoed Berton’s
warning, describing BC as “an ever-growing source of much strategic material for the
Canadian and allied defense effort” and “one of Canadian Communism’s most fertile
spawning grounds.”153 In May 1952, when the LRB finally put the CM&S certification to
a vote, Mine-Mill defeated Steel 1949 to 1669 votes, with 48 workers favouring “no
union.”154 Steel spent $500,000 to unseat Mine-Mill influence in Canada, and with the
exception of northern Ontario gold mining, met with little success.155 Despite the LPP
victory, Murphy warned that low unemployment in BC’s mining industry “is not based
upon peace-time markets, it is based on war booms,” with BC’s base metals sector “one
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of the prize war babies.”156 Labour’s weakness was the result of employers’ success in
“spreading a vicious, violent propaganda” and “splitting labour.”157
Vancouver was also a hotbed of red unionism, even after the 1948 rout of the
IWA. The Vancouver Civic Employees Federal Union Local 28 (Outside Workers), a
directly chartered local of the TLC, had elected Communist officers in 1947 and was a
bastion of LPP strength; its entire delegation to the 1949 TLC convention voted against
expelling the LPP-led Canadian Seamen’s Union.158 In 1950, the union’s two delegates to
the TLC’s Montreal convention, union secretary Jack Phillips and business agent Donald
Guise, were refused credentials because they “were, or were suspected of being,
communists.”159 Phillips and Guise didn’t deny this claim, but argued that in three years
under their leadership, membership in the local had increased from 600 to 1600 and
Vancouver civic workers had won improvements in wages and working conditions that
placed them at the top of all civic workers in Canada: “As a result of such
accomplishments, reactionary interests in British Columbia became increasingly hostile
to our union because of the influence which our gains had on the labor movement.”160
The TLC action was condemned by Vancouver and Victoria Gas Workers Federal Union
225, and the UFAWU executive and several locals.161 When the TLC ordered the
resignation of the Outside Workers executive, returned with a solid majority only months
earlier, the membership stood by their officers. A mass meeting attended by 900 civic
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workers declared “we could not agree to this demand.”162 TLC regional vice-president
Carl Berg responded by suspending 17 members and organizing a dual union, but this
attempt failed in the face of rank-and-file support for the local leadership.163
A “Communist-scare” in the IWA produced a sharp reaction in the mid-1950s by
district and International officers determined to keep control of the previously red union.
Indications of mounting communist strength in Vancouver Local 1-217, the largest BC
local, resulted in the January 1955 expulsion of millworker Gordon Elder, an LPP
candidate in the 1953 federal election. Elder and other Local 1-217 members had
mobilized one-third of the vote in executive elections. Elder was charged with violating a
by-law adoped after the WIUC split, prohibiting membership in communist, fascist, or
Nazi parties. His trial, attended by International president Al Hartung of Portland,
recommended expulsion, a move approved at a membership meeting. Following the
controversy, the BC District leadership moved to amend the International constitution to
permit disciplinary action “against those members suspected of working in the
Communist cause,” removing the burden of proving party membership.164 A similar case
arose in 1960, after Local 1-217 member George Lakusta ran as the Communist
candidate in Delta. Lakusta appealed to the trial board “to reject witch-hunting; to refuse
to become a party to importation of McCarthyism into the Canadian labor movement…to
reject the bosses’ trick of divide and rule.”165
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Police interference helped weaken LPP influence in red unions. The RCMP
cooperated with the anti-communist SIU to root out communists on west coast ships, and
isolate the West Coast Seaman’s Union, the remnant of the once-powerful CSU.166 The
Canadian Labour Relations Board assisted this effort by revoking the seamen’s
certification with Branch Lines Ltd.167 In Vancouver Local 213 of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), suspected communists were harassed by
RCMP agents. John McCuish, a former IWA officer who had been blacklisted after the
WIUC split, accused police of a “crude form of intimidation” after they visited his home
and inquired into his political associations and beliefs. “In case of war, we have got to
know who are loyal Canadians,” the officers told McCuish, according to an affidavit.168
IBEW Local 213 had established a closed shop on electricians’ work in Vancouver,
meaning that expulsion from the union—on whatever grounds—prevented workers from
practising their trade. McCuish accused employers, the RCMP, and the International of
conspiring to oust communists and other left-wingers from the local. At a union trial in
February 1956, dismissed by communists as a “kangaroo court”, McCuish was found
guilty of violating the IBEW constitution, but permitted to retain employment provided
he pay union dues and refrain from criticising the leadership. He was suspended from
union activities and offices for 15 years, without voice or vote in local union affairs.169
For the second time in a decade, McCuish was persecuted for his politics and barred from
trade-union activity. As the Pacific Tribune observed: “RCMP techniques in the cold war
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years has taken on new characteristics, among them that of ‘visits’ to workers’ homes and
places of employment to intimidate, threaten and cajole. The cajolery is generally used
upon young workers the RCMP hope to enlist as stools in unions and political
organizations.”170
A year earlier, IBEW 213 had been placed under trusteeship, as two International
envoys arrived in Vancouver and “almost overnight, managed to transform a democratic
and progressive union, by silencing progressive voices with threats of expulsion from the
union, job and industry; by dividing the local into small industrial sections; banning all
union meetings and elections and imposing the arbitrary power of an ‘appointed’
executive on the union membership.”171 Local 213 business agent George Gee was
expelled because of his close association with the LPP, on grounds that included
attendance at a Paul Robeson Peace Arch concert; attendance at the 1950 funeral of
William ‘Ol Bill Bennett; his description of CCFer and VTLC president Tom Alsbury as
“Fearless Fosdick”; and the renting of office space in Local 213’s Vancouver building to
Mine-Mill director Harvey Murphy.172 The campaign against IBEW 213’s left leadership
extended beyond Vancouver. At the new Alcan smelter in Kitimat, the company and
International collaborated to ensure certification of apolitical IBEW Local 344, in the
midst of strong organizing drive by Local 213. the Kitimat project “had been given
defense priority by the federal government,” the Pacific Tribune noted.173
The anti-communist drive extended through various industries and unions, both
large and small. William George Skinner, a veteran of the Spanish Civil War, was
170
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expelled from the Wood, Wire and Metal Lathers Union in 1956 after demanding an
audit of the International and other democratic measures. The union’s western organizer
described Skinner, vice-president of Vancouver Local 207, as “a disruptive element” and
cited his involvement in the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion as grounds for expulsion.
Despite being re-elected by the local membership, Skinner’s expulsion stood, and he was
terminated by Dominion Sound Equipment Ltd. because he did not hold a union card.
Local 207 was placed under trusteeship.174
Red-baiting in the house of labour crystallized around the case of Myron Kuzych,
a Vancouver boilermaker who challenged the “closed shop” certification of the LPP-led
Marine Workers and Boilermakers. Kuzych’s protracted legal battle was financed by
leading industrialists in BC and eastern Canada, and made its way to the Privy Council in
London.175 In 1950, The Fisherman had warned that a Court of Appeal ruling favourable
to Kuzych would, if unchallenged, “force unions to accept into membership scabs and
employer-paid union-busters of every stripe.”176 A confidential fundraising letter
circulated to leading businesses by Dr. H.T. James, managing director of Pioneer Gold
Mines, named donors representing such firms as Crown Zellerbach, Standard Oil,
Macmillan Export Company, and BC Electric.177 The Canadian Bankers Association
Pacific section discussed the Kuzych case at a 1956 meeting.178 The Pacific Tribune
sought to knit together this complex web of what it called anti-communist union-busting:
The Canadian Bankers Association, the powerful monopolies and corporations, the
RCMP and the trade union bureaucrats, are joined in an unholy alliance to wreck
174
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unions—under the pretext of ‘saving them from Communism.’ The bankers plan the
campaign and together with the monopolists supply the finances, the RCMP compile the
‘dossiers’ and the trade union bureaucrats swing the axe.179

As the AFL-CIO merged in the United States and the 1956 “unity” convention of
Canadian labour approached, BC workers debated whether red unions should be eligible
for affiliation to the new Canadian Labour Congress (CLC). Vancouver Local 506 of the
Shipwrights, Boatbuilders and Caulkers’ union called for the purging of communist
officers before any “Red officered” unions be permitted to join.180 CCFer Tom Alsbury,
VTLC president, addressed the Civil Liberties Union at the University of British
Columbia, alleging that one-third of BC’s organized workers remained under communist
leadership or influence. The Province newspaper reported prominently on Alsbury’s
remarks, while the Sun ran a series of columns by the anti-communist labour leader.181
“We should get on with the job of sweeping out this whole subversive mess,” Alsbury
advised.182 In the Vancouver Labour Council (CCL), a motion of censure against the
TLC president was ruled out of order, a ruling delegates sustained with a 44-12 vote.183
“From a factual standpoint they can be compared only to the writings of professional
stool-pigeons, red-baiters and renegades who write for a price,” Tom McEwen
commented bitterly in the Tribune.184 Jack Phillips, secretary of the Vancouver Civic
Outside Workers, accused Alsbury of “chasing red shadows” and warned: “Once we
open our doors to McCarthyism, the basic liberties of the nation are seriously
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endangered. The experience of the trade union movement in the US should prove this
point to any unbiased person.”185 Within the VTLC, a delegate from the Vancouver Street
Railwaymen’s Union described the Sun articles as “a comfort to employers who could
use the publicity to weaken the effectiveness of trade unions.”186
At the national level, LPP labour secretary William Kashtan warned that
undemocratic practices were creeping into the new CLC even before it was formed.
Kashtan cited a provision for biannual, rather than annual, conventions, a departure from
accepted practice in the TLC and CCL. “The trade union bureaucracy has been clamoring
for years to end annual conventions,” Kashtan warned. “The rank and file have greater
guarantees of impressing their views on Congress policy” with annual conventions, he
claimed, and “the trade union movements everywhere, apart from the United States, meet
annually.”187 However, at the CLC’s founding convention delegates agreed to meet every
second year and approved a constitutional provision barring “any organization controlled
or dominated by communists, fascists or other totalitarians.”188 Exposing the façade of
labour “unity,” BC’s red unions remained outside Canada’s new house of labour.

Peace Activism & McCarthyism
Persecution of communists was fueled by domestic class relations, and also by mounting
international tension between the Soviet Bloc and the alliance of capitalist democracies
that coalesced behind the United States in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). Opposing the Truman Doctrine of “Soviet containment,” communists in
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Canada and other NATO countries were viewed as fifth columns of subversion,
appendages of Soviet foreign policy whose demands for peace and disarmament blunted
the military capacity of the non-communist west.189 The formation of the Communist
Information Bureau (Cominform) in 1947 had restored the organizational link between
Canadian communists and the Soviet Union, a relationship that had been suspended with
Stalin’s dissolution of the Third International during the war.190 Throughout the Cold
War, BC communists campaigned for a ban on nuclear weapons, universal disarmament,
and against military subjugation of colonial peoples.
BC communists led picketing against the S.S. Colima in late 1947, to prevent the
shipment of Canadian warplanes to Kuomintang China (see Chapter 5). They hosted a
1948 lecture by Dr. James Endicott, former missionary to China and an outspoken peace
activist, on corruption in the Chiang Kai-Shek regime.191 Later that year, they led
opposition to the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty, which they argued undermined the
United Nations, and they opposed the Marshall Plan as a tool of economic imperialism.192
In 1950, communists mobilized support for the “Ban the Bomb” petition and opposed the
Korean War, which party organizer Maurice Rush described as “strictly contrary to world
law as embodied in the UN charter.”193 A solidarity network was built in BC during the
Rosenberg-Sobell spy trials in the United States, which resulted in the 1953 executions of
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Ethel and Julius Rosenberg.194 Through their efforts in the BC Peace Council and
Congress of Canadian Women (CCW), communists extended peace activism beyond
local LPP clubs and red unions. Signaling the origins of the largest peace campaign of the
postwar era, the Pacific Tribune reported on developments in Vietnam in 1948, where
“the aims of American imperialism clash with national aspirations of the people.”195
To be sure, the communist-led peace campaigns conveniently jelled with the
strategic imperatives of the Soviet Union. Calls for disarmament and a ban on the atomic
bomb acknowledged the USSR’s military vulnerability in comparison with NATO
armies; support for third-world liberation movements weakened NATO influence
globally while strengthening the reach of the Soviet bloc. As the BC council of the
Young Communist League argued in 1962, “Canada should be the nation that shows the
lead in establishing friendship with the socialist countries. This requires an independent
foreign policy for Canada, a policy of trade and exchange.”196 Communists and fellowtravellers may have been motivated by a legitimate desire to prevent nuclear annihilation
and another world war, but their peace activism was undermined by a failure to extend
the critique of militarism and imperialism to the Soviet Union. While Dan Cardoni, a
fisherman from Quathiaski Cove on Quadra Island, wrote rhetorically in 1950: “Are you
willing to use the same yardstick for measuring our own actions as we use to measure the
Russians?,” this same logic was never applied to the Soviet heartland.197 This incongruity
laid the foundation for ideological and organizational crises, when the USSR deployed
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military force to preserve its authority in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. It also laid the
basis for a peace movement that operated more independently of the Communist Party.
In the 1950s, however, the Communist Party and its front organizations were the
major locus of peace activism in BC. Communists organized the first BC Peace
Conference in May 1950, which endorsed the Stockholm Appeal for “the unconditional
prohibition of the atomic weapon,” and formed the BC Peace Committee, precursor to the
BC Peace Council and an affiliate of the Canadian Peace Congress.198 In dozens of BC
communities, communists organized local Peace Councils to wage the “Ban the Bomb”
campaign on the ground, with BC aiming for 75,000 signatures toward a 500,000
Canadian quota.199 Aubrey Burton of Trail provided a keen description of the LPP’s
peace strategy in a 1950 letter to Ross Dowson, national secretary of the Trotskyist RWP:
Their current line on this question seems to be this: Their program is not pacifist but
rather is a realistic evaluation of the political development of the masses. Their aim is the
mobilization of all classes and ideologies that desire peace, to unite with them in a
struggle against imperialistic capitalism’s war drive. The issue, they further maintain,
cannot at this time be one of Socialism, because it would be impossible to rally the
people behind such a purely political issue. Nor could any other tactic be pursued such as
the class basis approach because the working-class is not sufficiently conscious of the
issues at stake, and because the issue is peace, an issue which all classes are interested in.
As the struggle for peace continues it will more and more assume a political basis as the
issue grows in intensity, and though the weaker and vacillating elements will probably
succumb to capitalist pressures, the majority will realize through experiences and
educational efforts that until capitalism is abolished that war will be inevitable. Thus the
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peace movement will assume a more permanent form and instead of being an anti-war
alliance it will become a Peoples Front in the struggle to establish Socialism.200

LPP members and fellow-travellers in the Peace Councils went door-to-door collecting
signatures on the Stockholm “Ban the Bomb” petition, while LPP-led unions including
the Vancouver Civic Outside Workers, UFAWU, and Mine-Mill Local 480 at Trail
endorsed the Stockholm Appeal; as an RCMP agent reported, the WIUC’s Cranbrook
office was adorned with a large placard entitled “Stockholm Appeal,” described by the
press as “a mischievous and evil thing” that only “idealists, idiots and traitors” would
support.201 In August 1950, Jack Phillips, Vancouver Civic Outside Workers secretary,
and four others, were arrested by Vancouver police for “Ban the Bomb” canvassing on
downtown street corners.202 “I believe the ‘right to petition’ is a farce unless one can
stand on a street and ask people to sign petitions,” Phillips said.203
When US and Canadian troops moved against North Korea in mid-1950, Rush
issued a pointed letter to Vancouver Sun columnist Elmore Philpott, his opponent in a
1949 New Westminster federal by-election:
You justify US intervention in the internal affairs of Asiatic countries by dragging out the
anti-communist bogey. You take the stand that every protest movement, every attempt by
colonial peoples to throw off the horrible burden of imperialist domination, is willy-nilly
a Russian communist plot. You have been bitten by the anti-communist bug and seem to
be running a temperature, and in your delirium you have publicly declared yourself as
200
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favoring [sic] large-scale military action involving the lives of Canadian boys to prevent
the colonial peoples from breaking their chains and settling their own affairs.204

Vancouver communists organized public meetings with Rev. Hewlitt Johnson, the “Red
Dean” of Canterbury205, and Dr. Endicott, national spokesperson of the Canadian Peace
Congress, who accused the Allies of using germ warfare against North Korea. The
Canadian government moved to indict Endicott, according to lawyer Harry Rankin, “but
backed off when they realized how much evidence he held to support his claims.”206 The
BC Peace Council hosted a performance by American musician Earl Robinson, to
mobilize opposition to the Korean War.207
An episode that symbolizes the defiance of BC communists during the Cold War
centres on an unlikely series of musical concerts at the Peace Arch border crossing at
Blaine, Washington. Between 1952 and 1955, the LPP and BC District of Mine-Mill
defied immigration restrictions by hosting annual performances by American actor and
musician Paul Robeson.208 Robeson suffered two-pronged discrimination, as a
communist at the height of the Cold War and an outspoken Black man as the civil rights
movement gathered strength in the American South. The first concert, held 18 May 1952,
was prompted after US border officials prevented Robeson from leaving the United
States to perform at a Vancouver concert organized by Mine-Mill. Robeson performed
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the labour ballad “Joe Hill,” via telephone, but Mine-Mill sought greater publicity and
organized the first Peace Arch concert, attended by 40,000 trade unionists and supporters
from BC and Washington State.209 According to Mark Kristmanson, “a globalized
filtration system conditioned the movements of persons according to their perceived
allegiances,” and the “cultural civil war” of the Cold War years “left no obvious trace” of
Robeson’s culturally charged performances at Blaine—though a sound recording
survives.210 In 1956, US border officials finally permitted Robeson to enter Canada; he
performed at a Mine-Mill concert in Sudbury and for a capacity crowd, 2800-strong, at
Toronto’s Massey Hall.211 However, later that year, immigration minister Jack Pickersgill
banned Robeson from entering Canada, prompting the Vancouver branch of the League
for Democratic Rights to condemn attempts “to erect an iron curtain around Canada.”212
Support for national liberation movements in developing countries was a
consistent theme of communist peace activism, alongside demands for an A-bomb ban.
Cheddi Jagan of Guyana visited Vancouver communists in 1954, after his elected
government was overthrown by British forces and he served jail time for defying an order
to remain in Georgetown; in 1957, Jagan was again elected prime minister of Guyana.213
Solidarity was also forged with leftist dissidents who visited BC from Francoist Spain
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and Greece under the Generals’ Junta.214 Pacific Tribune editor Tom McEwen joined a
Canadian delegation to China in September 1956 to attend the eighth congress of the
Chinese Communist Party.215 After the 1959 Cuban Revolution, BC communists formed
the Canada-Cuba Friendship Society and lobbied for diplomatic recognition of the Castro
government, the first anti-capitalist regime in the western hemisphere.216
Throughout the Cold War, BC communists retained close relations with the
Soviet Union, and travelled to the socialist heartland on numerous occasions. In 1956,
LPP leader Tim Buck addressed the historic 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, where Khrushchev made his famous Stalin revelations. “Through you I
extend fraternal greetings from the peace-loving people of Canada to the great heroic
people of the USSR,” said Buck.217 BC leader Nigel Morgan also attended the fateful 20th
Congress.218 All the major figures in the BC party made pilgrimages to the Soviet Union,
receiving first-class treatment that likely shaped their perception of the country and its
communist leadership. Grace Tickson and her husband Walter spent a year and a half in
Russia in the early 1960s, attending classes at Moscow University and enjoying the
cultural amenities of the capital, including the Bolshoi Theatre and the Tchaikovsky
Hall.219 Betty Griffin travelled to the Soviet Union three times; Ben Swankey went four
times.220 Al King, communist president of Mine-Mill Local 480 at Trail, travelled to
Moscow in the mid-1950s and visited the Red Square tomb of Industrial Workers of the
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World (IWW) leader William “Big Bill” Haywood; King was strip-searched and had his
personal journal and address book confiscated upon his return to Canada.221
BC communists and “fellow-travellers” suffered discrimination at the hands of
police agencies and employers. The RCMP Security Service kept a watchful eye on the
LPP and groups considered “front” organizations, infiltrating union meetings and
collecting publications including Civil Liberties Digest, published by the Vancouver
branch of the League for Democratic Rights, and the Hungarian-language newspaper
Magyar Hirado.222 The RCMP contemplated a major crackdown against the BC LPP in
1951, but decided against the plan “because it would have exposed the force’s sources” in
the party.223 That year, the St. Laurent Liberals introduced amendments to the Criminal
Code that would have made criticism of the government’s foreign policy punishable by
death, even during peacetime, and imposed penalties of five years imprisonment for
criticism of the RCMP and defined forms of labour protest as “sabotage,” punishable by
ten years in prison.224 A National Council of Democratic Rights formed in response to the
legislation, and in concert with labour and the CCF forced the government’s retreat.225
The Vancouver Sun, however, claimed in an editorial that “only plain suckers would give
money or in any way aid a campaign of deception aimed at hamstringing the government
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in writing any type of effective treason law for this dangerous atomic age.”226
Responding to this kind of thinking, communists such as Jack Phillips renewed calls for a
Canadian Bill of Rights.227 In 1955, the RCMP staked out the LPP’s Vancouver city
convention, examining every delegate who entered the convention hall, prompting city
secretary Maurice Rush to file a complaint with Attorney General Robert Bonner against
“police state practices.”228
Betty Griffin, a Burnaby schoolteacher and lifelong Communist, describes the
repressive climate in Cold War BC:
They turfed out every red union—electrical workers, the fishermen…. It was a very
turbulent time and it was tough because the RCMP was harassing people at the local
level. When Harry Rankin was a labour lawyer and running for city council, they would
[visit his wife] Jonnie Rankin and threaten her. ‘She wouldn't be getting family
allowance,’ etc. Well, we had made arrangements with an older couple in White Rock to
take the kids because we figured we’re going to be declared illegal again.229

Griffin’s views where shaped by an earlier experience of anti-Communist repression, the
wartime ban, when police interned party leaders and suppressed The Advocate, a
newspaper edited by her husband Harold.230 According to Griffin:
The witch-hunting that went on in Canada was incredible too, just like the United States.
The first Ban the Bomb petition—the Stockholm Petition—trying to get signatures on
that was hell. People took practically their lives in their hands, going house to house.
They’d practically throw you down the stairs, talk about peace or ‘Ban the Bomb’, you
were flaming bloody reds, you dirty commie so-and-sos. Ha!231
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Grace Tickson, who contested the 1953 provincial election as the LPP candidate for
Nanaimo, described the period as “the heights of the Cold War.”232 As an activist in the
UFAWU auxiliary and the Nanaimo chapter of the CCW, Tickson grew accustomed to
opposition for her “unladylike” activities (see Chapter 4), singling out the anti-communist
efforts of businessman Mladen Zorkin. Nonetheless, Tickson believes McCarthyism was
more muted in Canada. She tells of an encounter with an American couple outside the
Communist Party offices on Commercial Street in downtown Nanaimo in the late 1950s.
“They were really astounded that we could come out in the open like that, and have it on
the street… Nobody shot at us. In some countries, Christ, they’d shoot me, you know, if
they knew you were a Communist. But we didn’t have to put up with that.”233
BC communists may have avoided the murderous violence that prevailed in other
countries, but persecution persisted. Discrimination in employment altered the lives of
individual workers, shunting them out of their chosen trade or profession and unleashing
years of financial insecurity. John M. Marshall, a Victoria librarian, lost his job in 1954
because of his past association with “Red-tinged organizations,” including the Canadian
Peace Congress and the Westerner, a leftwing newspaper published out of Winnipeg.234
Victoria’s chief librarian, Thressa Pollock, tendered her resignation in the midst of the
Marshall affair as a protest against interference by the Library Board.235 Elgin “Scotty”
Neish, an LPPer and president of the Victoria UFAWU local, purchased radio time where
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he accused the Library Board of imposing “a McCarthyite system of political screening
for those they want to hire.”236 Even the anti-communist Victoria Trades and Labour
Council (TLC) and CCF constituency association supported Marshall’s appeal for reinstatement, as did an array of religious and civic leaders.237 Despite these efforts, John
Marshall never again worked as a librarian in Victoria.238 In the midst of the Marshall
affair, Victoria Mayor Claude Harrison incited a storm of controversy when he proposed
the burning of “subversive” books, which Alderman Robert MacMillan described as a
“threat to democracy.”239 Doris Lougheed, a member of the Library Board, said “Any
book which incites the downtrodden working man to revolt should be removed.”240
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Anti-communism extended into the professions. In 1948, the Benchers of the Law
Society of British Columbia obstructed efforts by LPP members and fellow-travellers to
gain admission to the Bar. Changes to the Legal Professions Act, like similar changes to
the ICA Act, empowered the Benchers to reject lawyers and law students on grounds of
an ill-defined “moral character” and “apparent fitness.”241 Norman Littlewood, a war
veteran, was refused entry to UBC’s law school because of his association with the LPP,
but won admission on appeal. Gordon Martin, however, was prohibited from practising
law because he had contested the 1945 election as an LPP candidate and retained
membership in the party; Martin later opened a TV repair shop in Nanaimo.242 The
Pacific Tribune interpreted these developments as “the opening wedge of a drive by
narrow big business political interests to restrict entry into the professions” for LPPers,
CCFers, and “other democratically minded people,” “stultifying the professions and
introducing two categories of citizenship.”243 Harry Rankin, a Vancouver lawyer who
narrowly passed the anti-Communist screen in 1948, and again in 1972, described the
Benchers’ actions as “political intimidation… letting a whole generation of law students
know that it was unacceptable to do any real thinking about change.”244
Despite persecution, BC communists sustained an alternative working-class
culture throughout the Cold War. Party leader Nigel Morgan toured the province by car,
maintaining contact with clubs and individual communists in BC’s remote
communities.245 During the controversy over the Columbia River Treaty, communists
organized a car cavalcade that wound its way through the Interior to the banks of the
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Columbia.246 The party organized regular social functions through clubs and ethnic
associations including the Finnish Organization of Canada, United Jewish People’s
Order, and Association of United Ukrainian Canadians.247 Youth activity was maintained
in the National Federation of Labour Youth (NFLY) and Young Communist League
(YCL).248 Kevin Neish, son of Elgin “Scotty” Neish, recalls growing up in this milieu: “I
got my politics by osmosis…. It wasn’t indoctrination. But it couldn’t be helped. I was
walking picket lines. I was on my mother’s knee while she was knitting shawls for
Vietnamese children.”249 Neish visited Communist Cuba in 1966, at age 10, with his
mother Gladys on a tour organized by the Canada-Cuba Friendship Society. He has fond
memories of the annual Labour Day picnics held on Parksville Beach, where communists
from across Vancouver Island gathered for an authentic salmon barbecue:
We’d have a huge gathering, hundreds of people. Huge amounts of food…. Potato salad
and pop and ice cream and watermelon by the ton. And lots of politics and speeches and
music. We’d play on the beach. They had a softball game and tug-of-war and they’d set
up a volleyball net….We went every year for years… A friendly, safe place to be.250

While Neish was never active in the YCL, he remembers attending an event one summer
where young people were addressed by party leaders and a folk singer told the children
“I’m here just to let you know that Communists really don’t have forked tails.”251
Neish’s recollections aren’t entirely positive, however. In 1961, his father
received a letter from a US Immigration official stating: “You are hereby placed on
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notice that hereafter it will be unlawful for you to enter the United States for any purpose.
If you enter the United States, you will be subject to arrest and deportation, and possible
criminal prosecution.”252 Neish recalls attending a peace vigil in the early 1960s, in front
of the Hudson’s Bay Company store in Victoria, with his mother Gladys. “I remember
people berating us and spitting at us. That’s what I remember as a little kid. One of my
first memories. Somebody spitting at my mom, spitting at her feet for being against the
Vietnam War.”253 Neish remembers his mother
knitting blankets for the Vietnamese children and families. She would be always knitting,
and she would be knitting dark camouflage colours. It had an impact on me as a kid.
She’d explain why it had to be greens and browns and dark colours. It couldn’t be the
usual bright colours that she knit because they were being shipped over to North Vietnam
for the families to use in the streets. When they were trying to hide, you had to have these
camouflage-coloured knitted shawls and blankets. Strange stuff for a kid to understand.254

When his father Elgin was away from home on his fishing boat, Neish recalls his mother
wrapping a pillow around the family telephone, which rang incessantly through the night.
“When dad wasn’t home, the anti-communist or anti-union people in town, especially
when they got out of the bars, they’d phone up to threaten mom and harass us. So she
wrapped it with a pillow, just to let it ring at night and ignore it. I didn’t realize that was
unusual until I got a little older.”255
Relations with the CCF-NDP were always shaky, particularly in the wake of the
1948 Red Wars. Grace and Walter Tickson, like other communists on Vancouver Island,
attended CCF and NDP picnics, and worked in coalitions with members of the socialdemocratic party. Grace Tickson suggests, however, that she got along with “some of
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them. Not all of them, mind you.” Dave Stupich, a left-winger who narrowly lost his
Nanaimo seat to Social Credit in 1953, “wasn’t that good, as far as the party was
concerned.”256 While Communists were philosophically committed to a transformation
away from capitalist property relations, in the electoral realm they focused on more
earthly pursuits. Doris Blakey, LPP candidate in a 1953 Victoria by-election, ran on a
platform of trade, jobs, pensions, tax relief, and civil rights, accusing Social Credit of
“allowing the same cold war policy of the Liberals and Tories to take precedence over the
needs of the people,” while the CCF opposition was “afraid to speak out.”257 Despite this
criticism, the LPP usually refrained from challenging incumbent CCF MLAs, pursuing
the policy laid down in 1948 of “Unity to Elect a CCF government.”258 Only in those
ridings where CCF victory was highly unlikely, or in the multiple-member Vancouver
ridings, did the LPP consistently run candidates. However, formal cooperation was not on
the table. Tickson recalls a telephone conversation between her husband and provincial
leader Bob Strachan: “We wanted to sit down with the CCF and figure out if we should
run people…. And he wouldn’t. He said no. Wouldn’t have anything to do with us.”259

The Crisis of ‘56 and Splits
Conflict in BC’s labour and peace movements combined with ugly internal splits. Soviet
premier Nikita Khrushchev dropped a bomb on delegates at his party’s 20th Congress,
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delivering a secret speech on 25 February 1956 that reverberated through the
international communist movement. It was described by the Toronto Globe and Mail as
“Russia’s Tragedy,” but the Pacific Tribune put on a brave face, calling the gathering “a
historic, optimistic, inspiring Congress,” Russia’s “hour of triumph.”260 Nigel Morgan
had attended the Congress, but along with other international delegates was excluded
from the secret session.261 Khrushchev described “glaring violations of revolutionary
legality” under Stalin, but warned delegates that “we cannot let this matter get out of the
party, especially not to the press… We should not give ammunition to the enemy; we
should not wash our dirty linen before their eyes.”262 But the contents of Khrushchev’s
speech made their way into the press, via a Polish journalist, Israel’s Shin Bet security
agency, and the CIA, appearing in a New York Times exposé in June. When Soviet tanks
rolled into Budapest in November—after reformist premier Imre Nagy announced that
Hungary was breaking from the Warsaw Pact—disillusionment in the LPP and other
communist parties intensified.263
In July 1956, Albert Pracey of Woodfibre, BC had responded to the Khrushchev
revelations in a letter to the Pacific Tribune:
Canadian Communists failed to respond to warning signs and thus made their own
contribution to the Stalinist distortion. When sincere and proven party members raised
doubts as to the justice meted out to some individuals in the purges (e.g. imprisonment of
260
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Arvid Lahti) no real check was made and if the doubtful one persisted, Trotskyite was a
convenient tag…. ‘The great discussion’ should not only deal with the shortcomings of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union… It should deal, too with the shortcomings of
Canadian socialists and communists.264

At the national level, communist leaders split on whether the LPP had gone far enough in
distancing itself from Stalin and the Soviet Union. In particular, Jewish members
including former Ontario MPP (1943-1955) Joe Salsberg cited systemic anti-semitism in
the USSR.265 In typically pedantic prose, the party’s official history concedes that:
From 1956 to the end of the decade was a most difficult period for Canadian
Communists…. Imperialism seized upon the so-called Stalin revelations and the
attempted counter-revolution in Hungary as an opportunity to be fully exploited in a
massive ideological offensive. This was a period of intense ideological crisis inside the
LPP. Essentially, the party was engaged in a struggle between Leninism and
revisionism.266

In a series of National Committee meetings in 1956, controversy raged, spawning the
resignation of six Quebec LPP officials, demands for Tim Buck’s resignation, and
consolidation of power by the old party leadership.267
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According to Jack Scott, who was a LPP member in BC at the time, “Out here, it
didn’t hit that hard.” The BC party held general membership meetings where “a lot of
bitter words were thrown around,” but the major crisis raged in the national leadership.268
Grace Tickson suggests the crisis of 1956 provided an excuse for those already unhappy
with party’s fortunes: “Some of them wanted to leave and they had an excuse. They were
wanting to go anyhow ‘cause things weren’t going right. We weren’t getting the
influence we had before.”269 Ben Swankey, then Alberta LPP leader (1945-1957) who
would soon relocate to BC, attended the National Committee meetings and concedes that
Salsberg and the revisionists’ criticism of Soviet anti-semitism was justified:
They were right, and most of us who disputed that spoke from ignorance and wouldn’t
accept what was actually happening. Because the Soviet Union could do no wrong. You
got suspicious of everything that was anti-Soviet. It made it hard to understand that some
of it was true…. I think I went along with the general line of the leadership of the party,
which was wrong.270

According to Swankey, “we lost a lot members…. After ‘56, you never had the same
faith in the party…. [There was] no real democracy. It was lip democracy. The central
bodies would formulate things, and then you go down to the branches and you study them
and talk about them, and then you go back to the central office and they would decide….
The Canadian party was taking its leadership from the Comintern.”271
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In the midst of the Hungarian crisis, the LPP’s National Committee held a special
plenum in Toronto, meeting for 13 days “in an atmosphere of unprecedented disorder and
hostility.”272 The two camps were divided roughly equally, but the gathering closed on 9
November with adoption of a motion from BC leader Nigel Morgan withdrawing earlier
criticism of the CPSU.273 Morgan’s stance reflected orthodoxy in the BC leadership; in
June 1956, the BC Provincial Committee had burned a Canadian Tribune supplement
containing the text of Khrushchev’s speech.274 Like Tom McEwen and other BC heavyweights, Morgan was consistently aligned with Buck. According to Jack Scott, “Morgan
always wants to live with the big guy.”275 Carried in a 18-11 vote, with one abstention,
Morgan’s resolution revealed the minority position of the “revisionists” and the
supremacy of the orthodox “Leninist” line. The Leninists captured a clear majority on the
NEC, prompting Penner’s resignation. At a second National Committee plenum in
December 1956, a proposal from Penner, Salsberg, Smith, and others advocating “a
Canadian path to socialism” was rejected 21-7.276 In January 1957, the NEC attributed

we have made organization our chief concern instead of ideology, and have built ourselves into a tight,
closely knit party along Stalin’s lines.” Ontario LPP leader Stewart Smith, once a firm Buck ally, called for
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the Hungarian crisis to the counter-revolutionary activities of “internal and external
reactionary and fascist elements.”277
The revisionists’ defeat was confirmed at the LPP’s sixth national convention in
Toronto in April 1957, where Buck was re-elected party secretary by a standing vote of
116-28.278 Penner, however, suggests this was “the beginning of Buck’s decline as
leader.”279 Resolutions from BC clubs reveal the depth of dissent. The Rossland-Trail
Club noted that “party membership has fallen off considerably…and our press sales have
dropped badly,” proposing the rotation of national conventions between Toronto,
Winnipeg, and Vancouver among other measures. The Aldergrove Club viewed “the
party’s drift to the right with anxiety. Instead of being a leader in the class struggle we are
developing into a debating society.” Andy Hogarth of Courtenay expressed concern over
the cult of the individual, and proposed abolishing the position of party leader.280 The
Campbell River Club went further, proposing amendments that “the present existing
Canadian democracy be utilized as the point of departure to a socialist and communist
democracy.”281 The Cowichan Club, meanwhile, urged a discontinuation of fraternal
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travel by party officers, since “the answer to our problems are here in Canada and not in
other lands.”282
The Advocate, a dissident newspaper released at the 1957 convention, urged that
“only an alerted rank and file, determined to stay and fight, can settle accounts with LPP
misleadership and contribute to the restoration in Canada of a genuine revolutionary
movement.”283 The Trotskyist Socialist Educational League (SEL) saw in these
developments a “big opportunity for us to build our movement, put some flesh on our
bones.”284 SEL accused the LPP leadership of opportunism “because it does not serve the
interests of socialism in Canada but the interests of the bureaucracy in Russia.”285 As
Steve Hewitt has observed, the RCMP Security Service fanned the flames of discord
during the crisis of ‘56. “K” Branch forwarded a forged letter to LPP members,
purportedly from a member disenchanted over the Khrushchev revelations.286 Buck
demanded a public inquiry into RCMP activities, insisting they violated basic civil
rights.287
The crisis of ‘56 inaugurated a protracted period of doubt and dissension in the
BC LPP. Disputes resurfaced between BC leaders and dissidents, such as Jack Scott, who
captured a third of the vote in one election for the BC Provincial Committee, and sparred
periodically over the affairs of People’s Co-op Bookstore. Scott recalls serving with
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Harry Rankin on the bookstore board and preventing the banning of Doctor Zhivago.288
In 1959, the national LPP convention restored the name Communist Party of Canada
(CPC).289 To some BC party members this was a mistake. “I know I opposed it,” recalls
Swankey. “I thought it would not do us any good. We had made a certain reputation as
the LPP, and I thought it was a step backward. It would make us more sectarian than
ever.”290 Harold Griffin, a member of the BC Provincial Committee and associate editor
of The Fisherman, felt the same way. “Hal always thought we should have just kept it the
Labor Progressive Party,” says Betty Griffin. “Communist Party just raises a barrier.”291
Discord raged in the BC Communist Party in the 1960s, creating a political
vacuum that contributed to the appeal of the New Left. Disunity in the BC CPC reflected
internal power struggles and also debates in the international communist movement. In
1962, Nigel Morgan intervened to bring the BC section of the YCL in line with the
national YCL leadership, after a dispute arose over distribution of the newspaper
Advance.292 However, the major crisis in the early 1960s centred around Vancouver’s
“Special Club,” which counted former party organizer Jack Scott among its members. “It
is often thought that our differences with the Party were over the question of China
versus the Soviet Union,” Scott recounts. “That’s not so. We were sympathetic to China
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in the arguments that were taking place, but our differences with the Party were based on
differences of policy for Canada.”293
The club had originated in 1961 among left-wing CCFers, “all working class,”
Scott suggests, activists in unions including the Oil and Chemical Workers, Plumbers,
Teamsters, Printing Trades, Carpenters, and Electricians. The club included oil workers’
president Jerry Lebourdais and Bert Herridge, CCF-NDP MP for Kootenay West (19451968).294 According to a party report, “because of anti-Communist restrictions in their
organizations they asked that their membership be kept ‘confidential.’”295 The BC
Provincial Committee approved the club’s formation and assigned Charlie Caron to
organize and lead the group, which consisted of about 30 members and developed links
in the early 1960s with the NDP Socialist Caucus.296 The club wreaked havoc in the
Communist Party, waging “sort of a guerilla warfare” on issues ranging from an
unauthorized delegation to Cuba to the Norris investigation into the gangster-ridden
SIU.297 The club sent anonymous letters to party units, publicizing positions that deviated
from the provincial leadership, but its members were determined to remain inside the
CPC until they were expelled.298
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It was in this context that the simmering dispute between the Chinese and Soviet
communist parties broke into the open.299 Yugoslavia’s break with the USSR in 1948 had
foreshadowed tensions that widened in the 1950s and 1960s, with the BC party remaining
firmly in the Russian camp.300 When Khrushchev reneged, under US pressure, on a
Stalin-era agreement to assist the Chinese in developing nuclear weapons, the Chinese
leadership responded with bitter invective against the Soviet premier.301 After the 1962
Cuban missile crisis, the Chinese argued that the USSR should have pursued a policy of
no compromise with US imperialism, but CPC leaders defended the Soviet position on
grounds that any other action would have led to nuclear war.302 Leslie Morris and Bill
Kashtan travelled to Beijing in 1962, via Moscow, on behalf of the CPC, but lacked the
influence to bring about a resolution—which struck at the root of the Soviet policy of
“peaceful co-existence.”303 While the Indonesian and Albanian communist parties fell
squarely under the Chinese orbit, CPC leaders were loyal to Moscow, exacerbating
tension with the rank and file.304 Jack Scott and a dozen other Vancouver communists in
the Special Club formed a Canada-China Friendship Association in October 1963, openly
declaring their sympathy with the Chinese line. “We used the China-Soviet issue quite
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deliberately as an opportunity to come out into the open and embarrass the bloody Party
leadership as far as we could,” Scott recalls.305
Scott had first raised the Sino-Soviet dispute in the mid-1950s, when a series of
articles from the Peking Review were circulated in pamphlet form, but BC leaders
downplayed any divisions.306 However, in the 1960s, the conflict erupted, in tandem with
growing disagreement over domestic policy. Party organizer Charlie Caron described the
Canada-China Friendship Association as “an alternative central committee,” and tense
debate at the 1963 national convention failed to resolve the rift between the Special Club
and party leaders. Scott described a domestic policy pledging to “Put Monopoly Under
Control” as “goddamn ridiculous,” evidence of the leadership’s lack of commitment “to
keep the idea of socialism alive.”307 After the convention, Bill Kashtan, future party
leader, flew to Vancouver to impress the national line on the renegade club, but met with
little success.308
The final break occurred in spring 1964. Scott and other Special Club members
organized a public meeting on the Sino-India border dispute, which saw the USSR
providing military aid to India. The BC Provincial Committee ordered Scott not to speak,
but he defied the order and addressed a capacity crowd in Vancouver’s Teamsters Hall on
21 March 1964—“the biggest left-wing meeting in the city for years.”309 Two months
later, Caron attended the weekly Special Club meeting, on behalf of the provincial
executive, and announced that the club was dissolved and that any member wishing to
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remain in the party should raise the matter with him on an individual basis.310 Scott was
singled out for his role in the March meeting, charged with refusal to carry out a direct
Party order, and following a trial in August 1964 received a letter from Nigel Morgan
informing him of his expulsion from the CPC.311
The charges against Scott and the Special Club’s dissolution reverberated through
the BC party and beyond. Scott sent an appeal to the National Committee, circulating
mimeographed copies to party members as far away as the Essex County Club, consisting
of dissident autoworkers in Windsor, Ontario.312 Scott argued that “if there is no
safeguard to protect one club against such arbitrary action, then there is obviously no
protection for any club—except perhaps the wrath of an aroused membership.”313 Scott
and two colleagues travelled across Canada to drum up support for a new “LaborProgressive Movement”, later called the Progressive Worker Movement (see Chapter 8).
Though dismissed by the BC Provincial Committee as “factional…anti-Party elements,”
Scott and his group received support from sections of the BC membership.314 Respected
communists including Elgin “Scotty” Neish took issue with the methods used to expel
Scott and apparent violations of the party constitution. As Neish’s son Kevin recounts:
There was a dispute in the party, and Dad defended the Maoist side. He was well versed
in Communist positions. I believe he might have been rousted out because of that. A lot
of people got kicked out at that time, for ‘Maoist tendencies.’ But he was either invited
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back or went back. It didn’t stop him. He just carried on working. He was a Marxist. It
didn’t matter whether he was a member of any party. He was still a Marxist.315

The Communist Party’s official history plays down the impact of Maoism in Canada: “As
in other countries where they were unable to effect a split, the Chinese Maoists sponsored
the formation of ultra-left violence-prone splinter groupings based on petty-bourgeois
fringe elements mainly in the universities.”316
The ousting of Scott and the Special Club failed to stem internal conflict. Caron,
the former party stalwart, became embroiled in a dispute with Nigel Morgan and the
Provincial Committee, centring on the party’s Vancouver City Committee. According to
Maurice Rush, then Tribune associate editor, Caron “entertained many leftist ideas” and
sought to move the City Committee “toward adopting left-sectarian positions,” such as
equating the struggle for peace with the struggle against capitalism, a stance circulated in
a leaflet at a Vancouver peace march.317 Caron and the City Committee, like earlier
dissidents, corresponded with clubs around the province. This prompted the Provincial
Committee to hold a series of “very stormy meetings” to “undo the harm that the City
Committee had done.” Harold Pritchett and Donald “Dusty” Greenwell were the only
City Committee members to vote against the left-sectarian positions, Rush claims.318 The
provincial committee’s views are reflected in a 1966 report on “Party Organization and
Style of Work,” offering a thinly veiled criticism of the City Committee leadership:
Our perspective on civic politics will require the closest relations between the clubs and
the City Committee. Forms of organization will have to be worked out to establish these
ties. It will also require the selection of a City Committee which will display a great deal
of wisdom and concreteness in its leadership in the period ahead. The committee must be
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capable of sound political judgement and they should have mass connections with the
various areas of public activities.319

Party work had assumed “the character of a ritual, rather than the character of Marxist
leadership,” the report claimed, and club activities were divorced from “the struggles of
the people,” suggesting it might be “necessary to re-organize some clubs.”320
In November 1967, the dispute spilled over into the party’s UBC Campus Club.
Joe and Ann Irving resigned, citing disagreement with “peaceful coexistence” and the
party’s organizational functioning.321 Correspondence between the UBC Club and the
City Committee cites Joe Irving’s “agreement with Fergus McKean’s criticism of interclass alliances put forward in ‘Communism versus Opportunism’”—the issue at the heart
of the BC LPP leader’s 1945 expulsion.322 Like many disenchanted communists in the
1960s, Joe Irving joined the Trotskyist League for Socialist Action (LSA), which
observed that the CPC was “rapidly losing its last bases of support in the labor
movement” and remained “the servile instrument of the Soviet bureaucracy, wedded to
the strategy of peaceful coexistence which marks off Canada, in the foreseeable future, as
part of the capitalist realm.”323 BC party units lamented waning member participation.
“There seems to be a lack of party participation in peace work,” the Delta-New
Westminster regional committee noted, “even though this is the number one question on
the world agenda.”324
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Ben Swankey, who served on the Provincial Committee, was appointed chair of a
special “Ideological Committee” that toured the BC clubs, hearing the views of the rank
and file. Swankey recalls the anger of members at being excluded from decision-making.
He developed his own criticisms of the party’s internal functioning and the principle of
democratic centralism. “I fought hard for the elimination of democratic centralism, which
I didn’t think was very democratic,” Swankey recalls. At a National Convention in the
late 1960s he found himself in the minority. “The top leadership, they didn’t like the idea
at all.” Swankey retained his party membership, however, amid a growing awareness that
“decisions should be made in Canada, and not elsewhere.”325
The year 1968 produced a new wave of defections and expulsions, as the USSR
again deployed force in Eastern Europe. Many BC members were appalled when Soviet
tanks quashed moves to establish “socialism with a human face” in Czechoslovakia.326
UFAWU secretary Homer Stevens circulated a letter from prison criticising
developments in Czechoslovakia and expressing confidence in the Alexander Dubcek
government. “It sounded to me that the Soviet Union was trying to dictate everything that
was going on in Eastern Europe despite promising they weren’t going to do that any
more,” Stevens recalled.327 Shortly after his release, Stevens attended the 1968 BC
convention where the tone of discussion prompted him to publicly resign from the party
and walk out of the meeting, “not because of events in Czechoslovakia but because of the
actions of the party here.”328 At this time, Stevens had already fallen out of favour with
the provincial leadership, allowing his name to stand for nomination for provincial
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secretary, which implied replacing Morgan who was ill. Stevens provided a 17-page
explanation to the Provincial Committee outlining his disagreement with the CPSU and
objections to the application of democratic centralism in the Canadian party.329 The
committee dismissed Stevens’ criticisms in predictable language, implicating him with
the “anti-Party group,” the City Committee dissidents who resigned en masse prior to a
special convention in early 1969.330 According to Ben Swankey:
Homer was called an individualist. I think that’s partly due to the fact that he didn’t agree
with the party sometimes. Which made him an individual and us right. Sometimes we
accuse people in the trade-union movement of being ‘individualists.’ They may be quite
right… [Homer] had a very strong sense of democracy.331

Stevens was only the most high-profile member to leave the party during the
Czechoslovakian crisis, though he returned two years later after concluding that the CPC
was “a human organization after all.”332 Another BC dissident, Charlie Boylan, a UBC
alumnus and editor of the YCL organ Scan, also left; accused of stealing funds, Boylan
took the Scan subscription list and migrated toward Maoism and Hardial Bains’s
Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist).333 Many BC members abandoned radical
politics entirely. Jerry Lebourdais, a militant oil worker who was expelled with Jack
Scott, “became a hippy,” Swankey recalls. “He found the struggle too hard.”334
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Rush describes these “major inner-party upheavals” of the 1960s as “part of the
consequences of the pressures on the Party arising from the Cold War”—a view echoed
in the party’s official history: “the Cold War had cost the party an entire generation.”335
Bill White, who left the LPP in 1949 amid charges of “adventurism,” was more criticial,
describing the party as a “closed shop”: “The leadership has barely changed for thirty
years and there’s very little youth coming in. It’s an old men’s club where most of the
members are life members. It’s at a dead end… .”336 This lack of renewal in party ranks
is apparent from an RCMP report on the 1963 Vancouver City Convention: delegates
were on average 43 years old and had belonged to the party for 15 years—since 1948.337

Conclusion
The loss of the Communist Party’s depression-era and wartime leaders—Fergus McKean,
Malcolm Bruce, Bill White, Jack Scott, Scotty Neish, Homer Stevens—signaled its sharp
decline in the Cold War years. According to White, “there were hundreds like that. It’s
harder to think of guys who stayed in than it is guys who got out.”338 In 1948, Tim Buck
had written that the Communist Party “has no interests whatsoever apart from the
interests of the working people.”339 However, evidence from BC suggests that Buck was
wrong. The Communist Party, like all institutions—political or otherwise, left or right—
had an institutional interest of self-preservation, which prevented a forthright assessment
of the state of socialism in Russia and Eastern Europe, and encouraged authoritarian
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tendencies in the Canadian party. As Michels argued in his classic study of German
social democracy, this institutional interest tended toward conservatism and a separation
of leaders from the rank-and-file.340 In the Communist Party, the Cold War combined
with institutional pressures in a particularly devastating way. Persecution in the labour
and peace movements placed the party on the defensive, which produced atrophy as
opportunities for renewal of views and members were destroyed. Jack Phillips,
Communist secretary of the Vancouver Civic Outside Workers (now CUPE 15), reflected
on this tension in BC’s communist movement: “We knew it wasn’t perfect, but we were
willing to overlook its imperfections because we felt it had a dynamism, it had a logic,
and above all it had a soul. That was the soul of the people.”341 The Communist Party,
despite its flaws, helped sustain an oppositional working-class culture in Cold War BC.342
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Chapter 3
Socialism Postponed:
The CCF in Cold War BC

There must be no doubt in the mind of any CCF member that the first task
of a CCF administration will be the swift and ruthless removal of the
major sources of wealth production from private hands to those of the
community. It must be made clear that all our program of social services
and economic expansion rests on that first bold revolutionary action.1
Colin Cameron,
President’s report to 1947 BC CCF convention

While communists looked to the Soviet Union for inspiration, the Co-operative
Commonwealth Federation (CCF) pursued the gradualist parliamentary path of the
Tommy Douglas government in Saskatchewan and the Labour governments that rose to
power in the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand at the end of the Second
World War.2 During the 1930s and 1940s—years of economic depression and war—
socialism had been embraced by a wide of layer of British Columbians as a realistic—
indeed, a necessary—alternative to the capitalist system. Voters rallied behind the BC
1
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CCF, which formed the official opposition in the BC legislature in 1933 and captured a
plurality of the popular vote in 1941, prompting the Coalition of Liberals and
Conservatives (see Chapter 1). Conditions at home and abroad suggested that capitalism
had broken down, a critique the pre-CCF Socialist Party of Canada (SPC) had promoted
since the turn of the century. While they disagreed with communists on the necessity of
force to transcend capitalism, CCFers embraced an ideology and an aggressive political
programme for a new social order. However, after 1945, as capitalist forces consolidated
power and made concessions that adapted, and preserved, the capitalist system, while
declaring de facto war on the USSR, the prospect of socialist victory appeared
increasingly distant. “Make no mistake about this,” warned Dorothy Gretchen Steeves, a
former North Vancouver MLA (1934-45) and prominent leftist, in 1947: “The present
anti-Communist drive will become a drive against any organization and individual which
threatens their vested interests and that means the CCF.”3
Within the BC CCF, some leaders and members adapted their ideology and
strategy to this changed political climate. Others, however, refused. To these party
militants, winning elections was not acceptable if it meant a sacrifice of principles. The
old debate between “catching votes” and “making socialists,” which traced its lineage to
the old Socialist Party, continued to demarcate ideological factions in the party.4 Electoral
defeat in 1949 was interpreted differently by the factions; the left pointed to
3
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“opportunism,” while the right emphasized “irresponsible statements” by the left.5 Anticommunism in the postwar era “induced a retreat from socialism,” Martin Robin
concludes, bolstering centrists at the expense of the left.6 Socialist and labour
governments in Saskatchewan and other jurisdictions were confronted with the realities
of governing in a capitalist world, at the height of the Cold War. Limited nationalizations
were followed by more modest social-welfare policies.7 These policies, which provided
security against illness, unemployment, and old-age, considerably improved the living
and working conditions of the working class, but they fell short of the expectations of
many CCF activists, who remained committed to large-scale socialization as part of the
transition away from capitalism. Public pronouncements by national CCF leaders such as
M.J. Coldwell—“the consummate Cold War social democrat”8—inflamed leftists, who
controlled the party organization in BC. In 1950, conflict between the left and right
erupted at the National CCF Convention in Vancouver, spawning the Socialist
Fellowship, a left-wing “party within a party” that derived its name from a kindred
British faction.
Mired in conflict, the BC CCF failed to capitalize on the collapse of the LiberalConservative Coalition. The upstart Social Credit party took advantage of the 1951
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Elections Act amendments and a political vacuum to win the 1952 and 1953 elections. In
1954, this period of intense inner-party conflict culminated in the resignation of Rodney
Young, one-time CCF MP and an outspoken leftist.9 The BC CCF reached its nadir of
electoral support in 1956—28.3% of the vote and 10 seats in the 52 seat legislature.10
That year, the national CCF replaced the Regina Manifesto, with its pledge to not “rest
content until it has eradicated capitalism,” with the more modest Winnipeg Declaration of
principles. “Economic prosperity and cold-war hysteria generated a sense of social and
political conservatism in the late forties and most of the fifties,” party stalwart David
Lewis wrote in his memoirs.11 The CCF retreated from socialism as it moved closer to
organized labour, responding to electoral weakness with the New Party movement and
the New Democratic Party in 1961.
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to fit the need internationally.” He called for the creation of a “third force” by social-democratic
governments at the UN, independent of American or Soviet influence, to prevent atomic war. However, as
Angus MacInnis wrote in 1953, when Young was again vying for the CCF nomination in VancouverCentre, “Rodney voted for the North Atlantic Treaty. The vote on it was 185 with none against.” See A.
MacInnis to MacDonald, 19 March 1953, file 73-5 ‘Correspondence 1953’; ‘Record of Rod Young as a
Member of Parliament,’ file 4-9; ‘Rod Young’s Position on the North Atlantic Treaty,’ file 73-3
‘Correspondence 1950,’ AMC, UBCSC; D. Lewis to G. MacInnis, 22 Feb. 1949, file 4-7; Young to
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Roots
Left-wing electoral strength was extended and consolidated in BC’s regions as the
twentieth century unfolded, sinking roots in industrial strongholds in urban and rural
areas where the extraction and processing of the raw commodities of wood, fish, and
minerals dominated economic life. From the lead-zinc smelter at Trail to the coal mines
of Nanaimo to the sawmills of urban Vancouver, working-class people demonstrated a
sustained refusal to accept the political leadership of their bosses. Leo Nimsick,
Cranbrook MLA from 1949 and mines minister in the Barrett government, and Cedric
Cox, who succeeded Ernest Winch as Burnaby MLA in 1957, were charter members of
Mine-Mill Local 480 at Trail; Nimsick was on the bargaining committee that negotiated
Local 480’s first collective agreement in 1944.12 In one corner of the province, the
southeast, the coal economy gave rise to persistent class loyalties and BC’s lone Labour
MLA: Tom Uphill of Fernie, who served 40 unbroken years in the legislature.13
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Benefiting from enduring frontier characteristics and from an influx of classconscious British immigrants, BC’s working class developed a political culture that was
independent from the old-line parties and anti-capitalist in orientation. This socialist
politics found organizational expression in the Socialist Party, based in Vancouver, which
elected several MLAs to the provincial legislature and imbued the CCF with a classconscious, Marxian politics.14 Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, the party was officially
known as the BC-Yukon section of the CCF, indicating the late arrival of partisan politics
in the northern frontier. In autumn 1948, party leader Harold Winch toured the Yukon
and Northwest Territories, suggesting in a report to the national leadership that “the
people of the North feel rather neglected as citizens of Canada.”15
In the 1940s, the levers of power in the BC CCF were squarely in the hands of the
Marxian leftwing, embodied in the father-son team of Ernest and Harold Winch. The
defection of dissidents into the short-lived BC Constructive party in late 1930s had
strengthened the control of the Winches, who deftly positioned themselves as the
guardians of BC Marxism.16 Those who strayed too far to the left, however, such as Port
14
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Alberni socialist A.M. Stephen who advocated a united front with communists, suffered
expulsion.17 According to Walter Young,
The chief figures in the movement in British Columbia were, without any doubt,
committed socialists, but their commitment was no less self-seeking than that of any
politician, however much they would lard their disagreements with pious statements of
socialist dogma.18

Elaine Bernard argues, however, that it is wrong to assume that “ideology is ‘invariably’
a cover for personal conflict or personal ambition.”19 As party dissident Doug Cameron
recalled years later, the Winches used George Weaver—the foremost Marxist
theoretician in the CCF—“to gun down the intellectual left in the party.”20 The chair of
the party’s Women’s Committee described “the presence of an aristocracy of old
Socialists,” who created a hostile climate for those uneducated in the tenets of Marxism.21
The dominance of the left distinguished the BC CCF from the national party and
other provincial sections. Angus MacInnis, Vancouver South MP (1930-57), and Grace
became the founding section of the BC CCF in 1932, and along with son Harold was elected to the BC
legislature in 1933. In 1936, conflict erupted with CCF House Leader Rev. Robert Connell, a Victoria
botanist, who condemned the pro-communist leanings of the elder Winch. The CCF membership refused,
in a convention vote, to follow Connell’s lead and he defected from the CCF to found the short-lived BC
Constructive Party. Connell was joined by MP J.S. Taylor and old socialists Vic Midgley (his executive
secretary) and Bill Pritchard (editor of the Commonwealth newspaper), rivals of Winch since the OBU
days. In the subsequent election, the BC Constructive Party contested 14 seats, none of which it won, and
garnered 2% of the popular vote, before disappearing from the political scene. See Gordon Stanley
Wickerson, “Conflict in the British Columbia Cooperative Commonwealth Federation and the ‘Connell
Affair’,” MA thesis, University of British Columbia, 1973; Steeves, The Compassionate Rebel, 107-121.
17
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events and then tried to study Socialism and make up for not having been born in a Socialist background.
When I heard all the phrases used at the Convention, I wondered if I would ever catch up. Yet I can’t help
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something now. We must convert & use people that are in the world now.”
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MacInnis, Vancouver-Burrard MLA (1941-45), MP (1965-74), and daughter of J.S.
Woodsworth, frequently found themselves at odds with the BC section. In 1940, Angus
had resigned from the CCF National Council, citing a lack of support from CCF leaders
in BC.22 A year later, he wrote to national secretary David Lewis, expressing concern
with the otherworldly character of the BC party:
I believe the CCF has at this time the greatest opportunity we have ever had if we know
how to take advantage of it. The country is ripe for a lead that it will not get from either
of the old parties…. We must, however, go out for a program that will have a close
relation to reality, that will accept conditions as they are with all the imperfections and, if
you like, contradictions which meet us on every hand. Out of this mess we must point the
way which will take us step by step to the new social order.23

CCF MLA Laura Jamieson echoed this view, urging a departure from the party’s
Marxian roots: “That early influence has persisted apparently to a great extent… I think,
however, the CCF in BC can and should take a more constructive action.”24 The gap
between the party and the world, identified by Zakuta, would take longer to narrow in BC
than in other provinces.25
Throughout its history, foreign policy and cooperation with the Communist Party
were persistent sources of conflict in the BC CCF. Pitting elements in the provincial party
against the national leadership and other provincial sections, a socialist perspective on
foreign affairs surfaced on a range of issues: Canadian participation in the Second World
War; the independence of India from Britain; cooperation with the Soviet Union; support
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for the United Nations; Canadian participation in NATO; the banning of atomic weapons;
opposition to the Korean War; recognition of red China; and Canadian and German rearmament.26 Factions could generally be discerned along the lines of “left” and “right”;
however, there was overlap and inconsistency in the stance of members and leaders.
Predictably, the party newspapers—the Federationist and, after 1943, CCF News—were
major battlegrounds, as were executive elections and policy debates at provincial and
national conventions. By the end of the decade, the moderate faction was increasingly
successful at curbing the power of the left, aided by the national leadership and the Cold
War climate.

The Arrival of the Cold War
The ideological shift in the CCF, nationally and provincially, was an uneven and
protracted process. In January 1948, a CCF News correspondent objected to a provincial
executive directive against picketing the SS Colima, “which is being prepared to carry
arms to the reactionary forces of Kuomintang China.”27 The Victoria-Oak Bay CCF
constituency association deplored “the action of the federal government in sending arms
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to either side in the civil war in China.”28 In May 1948, the BC CCF provincial
convention went on record opposing the North Atlantic Treaty and elected Dorothy
Steeves as provincial president.29 A week later, alleged Trotskyist Rodney Young was
elected CCF MP for Vancouver-Centre, a development that inflamed moderates.30 In
August, delegates at the National CCF convention defeated, on a 56-94 vote, a resolution
from the National Council opposing nationalization of the banks.31 The same convention,
however, overwhelmingly endorsed the European Recovery Plan (Marshall Plan), despite
a Manitoba CCF resolution opposing the plan on grounds that it provided “military aid to
reactionary regimes to use against attempts to establish socialism in Europe.”32 Rod
Young was among those delegates attempting to bring federal policy in line with the
Manitoba resolution. Also in 1948, the BC CCF re-admitted Bert Herridge, Kootenay
West MP, who had been expelled in 1945 for advocating co-operation with communists;
the death of the sitting Coalition MLA, and an impending by-election in the working-
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class district, fueled the party’s rapprochement with Herridge and his “People’s CCF”
organization.33
The growing distance between the BC CCF and national CCF leaders was evident
when Steeves, BC CCF president, was prevented from providing a full report to the
national convention. Widely acknowledged as the foreign policy expert in the CCF,
Steeves authored the weekly CCF News column “A Socialist View of World Affairs,”
which declared in July 1948: “A few years ago, it was easy for socialists to call for the
liberation of colonial peoples. Today, in a two-bloc world, the problem is not so simple.
The elimination of one imperialism may open the way for the introduction of a new brand
of the same kind.”34 Despite this ostensibly balanced stance, Angus MacInnis complained
in a confidential letter to David Lewis that Steeves’ columns were “getting worse…
putting equal blame on the Western Powers and the Soviet Union,” indeed, “the chief
blame on the United States.” MacInnis asked that Lewis raise the matter with Coldwell
and party chairman Frank Scott, as the world situation was “too critical” for the CCF “to
be confused or frustrated or to be suspicious of the leaders in the movement.”35 Lewis
responded, lamenting the “anti-Americanism” in Steeves’s column and her opposition to
rearmament and NATO, but his tone was more conciliatory. He proposed entering into a
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private correspondence with Steeves “to bring the national point of view a little more
clearly before her.”36
Ideological conflict in the CCF was influenced by the party’s relations with the
Communist Party.37 According to Angus MacInnis, “the hangover from our old pacifism
and our hope of the Russian Revolution as a forerunner of socialism are muddling our
thinking in the present international situation,” creating a following for leftists such as
Steeves and Colin Cameron.38 “Unity to Elect a CCF Government,” the slogan unveiled
by the LPP in 1948, elicited a mixed response in the CCF. John Price, an old labour
militant from the Kootenay mining town of Silverton traced a continuum between Marx
and Engels’ Communist Manifesto, the Soviet Constitution, and the CCF’s Regina
Manifesto: “The CCF has done good work in exposing the pretences of the old line
parties, its prospects for the future depend on unity with Communist and non-Communist
workers against a common enemy…. It cannot do the job alone.”39
Such views were anathema to CCF leaders desperate to distance themselves from
Soviet Communism. Outspoken leftist Colin Cameron—BC CCF past-president, former
Comox MLA (1941-45), and future Nanaimo MP (1953-58, 1962-68)—wrote that it was
“the authoritarian structure of the communist parties which constitutes the gulf between
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socialists and communists today.”40 Cameron’s views were influenced by defeat in a
1948 Saanich by-election, where the Coalition effectively invoked the red bogey:
The most brilliant stroke of business performed by the Coalition was the arrangement
whereby the LPP candidate was withdrawn and the communists launched a high-powered
campaign supposedly in support of the CCF… [which] was no doubt responsible for
turning away the few hundreds which were required for a CCF victory.41

George Weaver, the CCF’s Marxist theoretician, provided a scathing attack on the
Soviet-brand of communism, which “appropriated to itself the name Communist” and
thus “deluded the workers of all countries, and has, moreover, put into the hands of the
bourgeoisie a whip.”42 Some CCFers, however, objected to Weaver’s attack. “Maybe
Weaver’s wrong ideas and self-centred egotism had something to do with the CCF
debacle in Saanich and Cariboo,” Mrs. J.H. Hodges of New Westminster wrote in the
CCF News. “You know common people don’t like to be talked down to, as though they
were not intelligent. We like the CCF paper and will vote CCF, but we think Weaver and
his ilk are a detriment instead of a help.”43 Anticipating the phenomenon that would later
be called McCarthyism, the CCF News issued a warning:
The fact that we condemn communism should not divert us from the realization that the
democratic liberties which constitute the only worthwhile heritage of nineteenth century
capitalism are now in danger of being destroyed in order to perpetuate the power of a
ruling class.44

Even avowed anti-communist Angus MacInnis recognized the danger inherent in the
Cold War’s ideological assault; in April 1948, he spoke out in the House of Commons
against proposed amendments to the Criminal Code that would have outlawed the
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Communist Party “not because they have committed illegal acts, but because they have
ideas which we do not like.”45
In organized labour, the White Bloc challenge of 1948 strengthened the position
of CCF trade unionists, but failed to eliminate communist leadership in several powerful
unions, including the UFAWU and Mine-Mill. MacInnis described the 1948 TLC
convention, held in Victoria, as “a great disappointment,” and confided to Lewis that the
“CCF following in the AF of L is not strong enough to make any impression.” In
contrast, “the influence of the Communists is very strong, and the amazing thing is to
find the Liberal and Conservative members of the Executive and of the unions working
with them.”46 A year later, however, CCFer Tom Alsbury, a school principal and future
Vancouver mayor, won the chairmanship of the AFL-affiliated Vancouver Trades &
Labour Council’s (VLTC) Press Committee, making him editor of the Labor Statesman
newspaper. “It was thought that the old time trade unionists and the CCF could defeat the
LPP candidates,” Alsbury informed Grace MacInnis. He described his new role as a “key
position,” since the editor had “plenty of influence in writing editorials and selecting
material to go into the paper.”47 The next year, Alsbury was elected VTLC vicepresident.48 When communist delegates from the UFAWU were denied the right to
contest council offices, a delegate named Rigby questioned whether the statement “To
each the political party of his Choice” should continue to adorn the Labor Statesman’s
masthead.49
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Alsbury, the MacInnises, and their allies in the “moderate” faction were no less
committed to improving the conditions of BC’s working class, but they objected to the
strident statements and radical resolutions of the leftwing, which they considered harmful
to the CCF’s electoral objectives. Between 1945 and 1949, the BC CCF won only one of
six provincial by-elections.50 Two federal by-election victories, including the defeat of
W.A.C. Bennett in Yale, failed to stem the perception that a change in policy was
needed.51 The drop in CCF support in the provincial and federal elections of June 1949,
and the loss of seats, appeared to confirm that BC voters were not ready for socialism. In
the 15 June 1949 provincial election the CCF’s share of the popular vote dipped from
37% to 35%, and its representation fell from 11 seats to 7. The total number of CCF
voters, however, increased by nearly 70,000.52 While the LPP contested only two seats,
preventing a split in the left-wing vote, the emergence of Social Credit candidates in
several ridings introduced a new dynamic that would emerge as a major obstacle to CCF
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Haggen won by 49 votes. In Kaslo-Slocan, Randolph Harding won with 53% of the vote. In the southeast,
Leo Nimsick claimed the new Cranbrook seat for the CCF. British Columbia, Statement of Votes, 1949.
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success.53 After the election, Saskatchewan premier Tommy Douglas wrote Grace
MacInnis, lamenting “the reduction in numbers and the loss of some former members.”54
Two weeks later, voters returned to the polls for a federal election. CCF support
increased from 29.4% in 1945 to 31.5%, but the party was reduced from six BC seats to
three, as the Coalition strategy of running either a Liberal or Conservative candidate was
extended to several federal ridings. Nationally, the CCF fell from 32 seats to 13.55
In a post mortem, Lorne Ingle, national research secretary, could not “escape the
feeling that some events in British Columbia contributed more to our losses than any
other thing we did.” He cited opposition to NATO and “the disruptive work of the
Communists in Trade Unions that should have been overwhelmingly on our side.” Ingle
was losing tolerance “for views divergent to the majority opinion in our party.”56 Eugene
Forsey, CCL research director, expressed similar views in a letter to Grace MacInnis,
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2, CTM fonds, LAC; ‘North Atlantic Pact,’ CCF News, 2 Feb. 1949.
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regretting her defeat in Vancouver South: “It must be sickening to have a seat where you
really have reason to hope, and then to miss out, partly because of some of the peculiar
‘problems’ of the BC CCF.”57 Angus MacInnis conceded this point: “The CCF did not
build itself up in the minds of the people as an alternative—opposition, even. I regret to
say that responsibility for that must in large measure be assumed by the movement in
British Columbia… We did everything we possibly could to lose both elections.”58

War on the Left
I think the next couple of years are crucial for the CCF. It is no accident, in my opinion,
that our membership is falling. People are not going to follow a party that doesn’t know
where it is going itself. There cannot be two different sets of leaders, each going in a
different direction.59
-Angus MacInnis, April 1950

In the aftermath of the 1949 defeats, the campaign began in earnest to unseat leftwing
influence in the BC CCF. Applying tactics that had effectively eroded LPP strength in
organized labour, powerful forces in the national CCF and BC section turned against
dissidents in their own ranks.60 This effort was imbued with a sense of urgency, as the
party’s biennial National Convention was scheduled to take place in Vancouver in July
1950. At a National Council meeting in Winnipeg in January 1950, BC delegates were
ridiculed when they proposed changes to the national constitution, playing into the hands
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of the leftists, who were anxious “to drive a wedge between British Columbia and the rest
of Canada.”61 At a provincial council meeting the next month, the left maintained the
upper hand, accusing the MacInnises of being “secretly engaged in a strong rightist
sabotage thrust at the CCF’s vitals.”62 Gladys Webster, a moderate, commented: “I can
only learn how to meet these tactical moves in the hard school of experience”:
Colin, Rod, and cohorts watch carefully and make their moves skillfully. Things
happened for them at the beginning and end when the attendance was scanty. Then, far
too many able debaters were missing – MacInnises, A. Webster, F. McKenzie, L.
Jamieson. I had phoned Laura and had coaxed Arnold to come – but they didn’t.63

In the Burrard constituency, the right was more successful, easily outnumbering leftists in
proposing of a slate of officers for the upcoming provincial convention at Penticton.
These preparations paid off. Bruce Woodsworth described the proceedings in a
letter to his sister and brother-in-law: “In a nutshell the convention from our standpoint
was a great success because we won—the Cameron pseudo-revolutionaries were
routed.”64 Controversy over the Steelworkers raid on Mine-Mill Local 480 at Trail, which
had threatened to erupt at the convention, was averted when two Trail CCF Club
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Neither were present at the meeting, which Grace’s brother Bruce Woodsworth described as “a real
knock-em-down and pick-em-up pitched battle of personalities, ideologies, lies, distortions, innuendoes.”
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delegates were prevented from speaking.65 Woodsworth attributed “the moderates’
success largely to the spadework which [the MacInnises] did during the past year, plus
the carrying out of carefully laid plans by a large number of clubs both at the Coast and in
the Interior.”66 The right took all but two executive positions (Rod Young as second vicepresident and Dorothy Steeves as National Council rep); however, late in the evening,
following a debate on NATO and disarmament, the left succeeded in passing a resolution
that placed the BC CCF on record “opposing any further expenditures on arms and urges
the CCF members of the House of Commons to voice this opposition to arms
expenditures.” Delegates voted to forward this resolution to the upcoming National
Convention “for favourable consideration by that body.”67 Upon learning of the
resolution, Angus MacInnis regretted not having attended the Penticton convention, and
felt “Our delegates are to be criticized for not attending the evening session in larger
numbers. They should know by this time that the disrupters in the movement will take
advantage of occasions such as this to get resolutions through that they could not get
through if there were a full attendance of delegates.” He stressed the importance of
65
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electing sympathetic delegates to the National Convention, to prevent a reversal of the
progress that had been made “in eliminating obstructors.”68
As the National Convention approached, Grace wrote to David Lewis, informing
him that “the Steeves-Young axis” had been working hard, and had “more than 50% of
the BC delegates on their side.”69 Nonetheless, they were “losing fast and they know it.”
Grace advised caution among national party leaders, suggesting an outburst from
Coldwell or other officers “would be absolutely fatal to our hopes of making the split
come where it should—in the BC delegation.” In light of the disarmament resolution,
conflict was inevitable. “National Office pressure would be the worst thing,” she
warned.”70 The left, for its part, was confident: “I think we can keep Gracie in order, even
if we have to raise the ashes of her father to do it,” Steeves confided to Cameron.71 In the
midst of this maneuvering, the Langford CCF Club laid charges against the Sooke Club,
which had adopted a resolution urging CCF affiliation to the Trotskyist Fourth
International.72
The 1950 National CCF Convention opened in Vancouver at the end of July. The
Korean War had broken out a month earlier, and the national executive, meeting prior to
the convention, endorsed the UN action, a stance Coldwell confirmed in a press
68
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conference on the eve of the convention.73 This pre-emptive strike by the national
leadership inflamed the left. But BC delegates and other dissidents were in the minority.
A resolution was passed rejecting the Stockholm “Ban-the-Bomb” petition, which
demanded “the unconditional banning by all countries of the atomic weapons.” BC
MLAs Ernie Winch, Leo Nimsick, and Arthur Turner had signed the petition, which was
circulated by the Canadian Peace Congress, but the moderates viewed the Congress as an
LPP-front and would have nothing to do with it.74 Another major issue decided in favour
of the right was a resolution to draft a revised statement of principles, signaling a move
away from the overtly anti-capitalist language of the Regina Manifesto, which committed
the CCF to eradicate capitalism.75 Finally, the convention approved constitutional
amendments “that will allow the N.E. [National Executive] to assume the powers of
discipline of the Provincial sections in the event that the P.E. [Provincial Executive] does
not take such action. In plain words it means now that the N.E. can compel the P.E. to
take any action that the Coldwell gang wishes.”76 The most graphic display of ideological
polarization in the party surrounded the appearance of a pamphlet titled Is the Labor
Party the Way to Socialism?, which led to a confrontation between BC leftist Eve Smith
and national secretary David Lewis, and Smith’s dismissal as chair of the BC section’s
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Political Education Committee.77 After the convention, Lorne Ingle, who had been
elected to succeed Lewis as national secretary, wrote to Grace MacInnis, thanking her
“for the excellent help and advice you gave before the convention started.”78
The BC leftwing was inflamed by the convention proceedings, particularly the
treatment of Eve Smith. Eighty delegates and observers held their own meeting across the
street in the ballroom of the Georgia Hotel, and the next month, at a Left Wing
Conference in Vancouver, they formed a Socialist Caucus of the CCF. Rod Young
moved a motion to “disaffiliate from the CCF,” arguing that it was “impossible to put
forward Marxian ideas within the Movement,” but a large majority favoured remaining in
the CCF.79 Smith acted as secretary of the group, which soon adopted the name Socialist
Fellowship, after a kindred faction in the British Labour Party. Prominent CCFers took an
interest in the Fellowship, including Steeves, Cameron, Wallis Lefeaux, future provincial
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leader Bob Strachan, future MLAs Bill Hartley and David Stupich, and railroader Lefty
Morgan.80 The Fellowship met regularly through 1950 and early 1951, establishing
strongholds in the Stanley Park and Hillcrest CCF Clubs and local units in Victoria,
Nanaimo, Kamloops, Hedley, and Trail; agitation extended into the Co-operative
Commonwealth Youth Movement (CCYM), which was abolished by the BC CCF
executive the next February.81 Resolutions were sent to clubs and constituency
associations through BC and Canada, and efforts were made to establish a dues base. The
journal Material For Thought, published by Lefeaux, was endorsed as the Fellowship’s
official organ.82
Cameron, however, expressed concern with the group’s direction, seeing its
purpose as socialist “education within the mass of the movement, not the organisation of
a separatist movement.”83 Cameron’s position was likely influenced by a threat from
Alsbury, who sat on the provincial executive, to have him expelled.84 According to
Cameron, the Fellowship’s activities were creating “a furtive and conspiratorial
atmosphere.” If the left acted strategically, it could emerge out of the January provincial
council meeting “in control of the BC section’s policies,” Cameron believed, but the
present direction, such as a resolution critical of the UN, would allow the reactionaries
“to come out stronger than ever.”85 Cameron’s fears were confirmed. Following the
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January meeting, provincial secretary Jessie Mendels provided a detailed report outlining
the Fellowship’s activities and plan of organization, exposing the left to charges of being
“a disruptive inner caucus.” The right had been in a position where it could have been
“completely routed,” Cameron felt, but the Fellowship had put the left in a false position
and on the defensive.86
The moderates—Grant MacNeil, Jessie Mendels, Gladys Webster, Arnold
Webster, Alex MacDonald, Frank McKenzie, Laura Jamieson, Tom Alsbury and
others—focused their efforts on “building the anti-wrecking machine” in Burrard, where
the Fellowship was recruiting new members and pushing for a motion of censure against
Mendels.87 They met discreetly on Saturday nights to formulate strategy.88 MacNeil,
provincial president, confided to Grace MacInnis that “our fight at the moment is to
prevent the Fellowship gaining complete control of the next Provincial Convention.”89 In
March, he succeeded in having a resolution approved by the provincial executive,
declaring that membership in “the Socialist Fellowship is an offence against the
Constitution of the CCF, punishable by expulsion”; this move won unanimous approval
of the National Council but was rejected by the BC provincial council.90 MacNeil alleged
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that the Trotskyist RWP was attempting to infiltrate the CCF through the Fellowship (see
Chapter 5).91 Laura Jamieson advocated a hard line, wishing to “name specific people
and have them expelled,” including the entire Stanley Park Club. If the convention got
out of hand, she proposed having a national officer “step in and more or less take
charge…. They are going to blame us and claim we are dictatorial whatever we do… We
might as well be hung for a sheep as a lamb, especially if being hung (or hanged) is the
price of saving the CCF in BC.”92 Jamieson’s hard-line stance was favoured by Grace
MacInnis.93 However, Harold Winch, BC CCF leader, sought to reconcile the warring
factions, advising provincial council delegates in April to “forget everything and start out
fresh,” which moderates believed contributed to “the defeat of the executive”
recommendation against the Fellowship. MacNeil, Alsbury, and Alex Macdonald visited
Victoria to rake Winch over the coals; at a meeting in Winch’s apartment, attended by the
entire CCF caucus (excluding Leo Nimsick and Frank Calder), MLAs promised to go out
to the constituencies to ensure “good delegates are sent to the Convention.”94
The Fellowship controversy was related to ongoing struggles against BC’s red
unions, which created tension in the CCF legislative caucus. In Trail, the epicentre of
Steel’s 1950 raid on Mine-Mill, Trotskyist Aubrey Burton observed that “the CCF has
been virtually split in this working class city by the union raiding tactics of their CCL
leadership and the repercussions may well cost the CCF their remaining influence
G. Webster to G. MacInnis, 5 April 1951; Jamieson to G. MacInnis, 17 April 1951, file 4-10, GMC,
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throughout the whole of the Kootenays.”95 Nimsick, CCF MLA for Cranbrook and a
charter member of Local 480, threatened to vote against the caucus to prevent CCF
interference in the Steel-Mine-Mill fight. While the Labor Relations Board had
disallowed Steel’s application for certification, CCF MLAs were “preparing their case
against the Labor Relations Board,” MacNeil informed Grace MacInnis. Nimsick
demanded a halt to this interference, a position “supported by Gretchen [Steeves] and
evidently by the Fellowship,” which alleged “that the trade union struggle against
Communist domination is undemocratic.”96 Fellowship supporters threatened to raise the
matter at the 1951 provincial convention, believing that the CCF’s “further cooperation
with CCL-PAC [Canadian Congress of Labour-Political Action Committee] will ‘water
down our Socialism.’”97
In the Fellowship, already strained relationships were amplified by threatened
disciplinary action. “The Fellowship, due to diverse elements, is on the verge of falling
apart anyway, and this might be the fatal blow,” MacNeil predicted.98 Some leftists, such
as Steeves, Cameron, and Hartley, began distancing themselves from the Fellowship and
returned to the CCF fold.99 Others, such as Eve and John Smith, and Doug Cameron, left
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the party.100 One dissident CCFer in New Westminster, Georges LaFrance, threw away
his membership card, suggesting his belief “in revolutionary political action” was
“completely incompatible with the reform political action of the CCF”; LaFrance planned
to join either the Socialist Party of Canada or the LPP.101 By the time the provincial
convention opened in May 1951, the Fellowship had officially disbanded.102 McNeil was
re-elected president, cementing the power of the right, though Jamieson lost her position
on the executive and Steeves retained her seat.103 Writing at the time, Eve Smith
succinctly described the ideological conflict in the CCF:
This movement must decide whether or not it is going to be a socialist movement, or
merely a social democratic party. Those terms now represent two schools of thought that
I know we all understand quite well. I am not going to waste our time giving definitions
of Marxian Socialism and democratic socialism, except to say that Marxian Socialism is
essentially democratic.104

By November 1951, the right had finally succeeded in wresting control of CCF News
from Steeves. “Gretchen says we haven’t heard the last of it,” Laura Jamieson wrote to
Grace. “They fight every inch, naturally. CCF News was about their last citadel.”105
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The 1952 Election and Re-Alignment of the Party System
The left and right wings of the BC CCF polarized on the eve of a generational upheaval
in partisan alignments. The Liberal-Conservative Coalition, born a decade earlier to
contain the CCF’s electoral threat, imploded. In the spring session of 1951, Attorney
General Gordon Wismer, a Liberal, introduced amendments to the Elections Act
implementing the controversial single transferable ballot.106 According to future Liberal
leader Pat McGeer, the device was intended “to keep the socialists out of office.”107 An
October 1951 Esquimalt by-election, the final count before the new system came into
force, illustrated the consequences of divisions among free-enterprise forces: CCFer
Frank Mitchell took 38% of the vote, defeating Liberal, Conservative, and Social Credit
candidates to capture a seat never before held by the CCF.108 Harold Winch lambasted
the Elections Act amendments, which were designed to prevent such an outcome: “It is
without doubt the most ridiculous Elections Act in the democratic world.”109
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The Coalition’s collapse coincided with renewed interest in labour political
action. The CCL’s 1951 convention, held in Vancouver, had reaffirmed support for the
CCF, and also urged unification with the rival TLC.110 However, no formal mechanism
existed for labour affiliation. Trade unionists such as Alsbury and George Home held
leading party positions, and MLAs including the Winches, Nimsick, and Arthur Turner
retained close union connections, but the BC CCF operated at arm’s length from BC
unions. Moderates sought to strengthen labour ties while the left viewed such moves with
suspicion. “Your prediction that Grant would turn the CCF into a union machine is now
coming true,” Steeves told Cameron in June 1951.111 That month, the provincial
executive bypassed the CCF Trade Union Committee and formed a special committee to
“study” trade union relations, particularly for candidate nominations. Steeves viewed this
as an attempt “to eliminate people with whom Tom Alsbury ‘can’t work,’” and prevent
leftists including Cameron and Stupich from winning Vancouver Island nominations.112
Moderates, however, claimed the committee was necessary to curb a Liberal plan,
developed in concert with the IWA, to run “independent Labour” candidates against the
CCF.113
Tension with labour contributed to the CCF’s 1952 defeat. That spring, Labour
MLA Tom Uphill of Fernie invited every BC union local to a Vancouver conference to
consider a “united program” for the election of labour candidates, under the aegis of a
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Labour Representation Committee. CCFers saw an attempt to forge a new Labour Party,
but UFAWU business agent Alex Gordon insisted the conference was merely intended
“to draft a program” “without creating further divisions in the general political situation
in the Province.”114 Fishermen’s secretary Homer Stevens, a Communist, cautioned that
union locals should require “overwhelming support” before endorsing a candidate or
party, to avert a situation that would “split any local down the middle.”115 In the June
1952 election, the CCF won a plurality of votes, but under the single-transferrable ballot
Social Credit edged out the CCF, 19 seats to 18.116 Importantly, W.A.C. Bennett claimed
he was in possession of a signed letter from Uphill, indicating that the Labour MLA,
eyeing the Mines portfolio, would prop up a Social Credit government.117
The expanded CCF caucus of 18 grew increasingly restless with the leadership of
Harold Winch, who had held the post continuously since Rev. Robert Connell’s defection
in 1936.118 “There has been a feeling that we were close to power and that any ineptitude
in meeting events might set us back ten or twenty years,” Frank McKenzie observed. “I
am sure that Harold has felt this very keenly.”119 Tension was apparent even before the
legislature reconvened. Winch favoured delaying formulation of the CCF house strategy
until Social Credit’s strategy had been unveiled, but the caucus and provincial executive
disagreed. Earlier in 1952, Winch had suffered a personal rebuke when the CCF
114
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provincial convention called for a rollback of hospital insurance premiums despite his
advice to the contrary. On a more personal level was Winch’s ongoing battle with
alcoholism and other medical problems. During the 1952 campaign, he developed
inflammation of the tendons in his arm, a condition that required sedatives. In January
1953, he embarrassed CCF MLAs and officers when he attended a meeting with British
Labour MP Harold Wilson in an intoxicated state. Leading CCF members were
“convinced that the CCF is not strong enough under Harold’s leadership to win an
election,” Arnold Webster confided to Angus MacInnis.120 However, in March 1953,
MacNeil observed that there “is a good atmosphere in the caucus. Harold is showing up
well, and is this year taking time to work with the new members.”121 “As a
parliamentarian he is without a peer in the house,” Frank McKenzie wrote, and “no one
has ever stumped this province as thoroughly as Harold did.”122
In late March 1953 Winch resigned in a sea of controversy.123 Bennett had
engineered his own defeat in the house, and Winch visited Lieutenant Governor Clarence
Wallace, a shipyard owner, offering to assume the premiership with Uphill’s backing.
Wallace, however, declined Winch’s offer and dissolved the legislature. Neither the CCF
caucus nor the provincial executive had approved Winch’s action and CCF whip Arthur
Turner publicly chastised the provincial leader. The executive did not ask Winch to
reconsider his resignation, and instead nominated Vancouver parks board trustee Arnold
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Webster for the leadership, a move unanimously approved at the CCF convention two
weeks later, in April 1953.124 The CCF was in poor shape to fight another election.
Social Credit was re-elected with a legislative majority in June 1953—with 28
seats to 14 CCF, 4 Liberal, 1 Conservative, and the indomitable Uphill—and promptly
repealed the Elections Act changes, cementing the realignment of BC’s party system.125
The CCF remained a competitive electoral force, but the failure to win power after the
demise of the Coalition, and the loss of votes and seats to Social Credit, unleashed a
prolonged period of recrimination and self-doubt. The party’s improved showing in the
August 1953 federal election—from three BC MPs to seven, including Colin Cameron in
Comox and Harold Winch in Vancouver East—was marred by Rod Young’s candidacy
in Vancouver-Centre, which the provincial executive had disallowed but the provincial
convention endorsed.126 “I am sure that we have not heard the last of the Rod Young
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matter,” McKenzie confided to Grace MacInnis.127 Indeed, they hadn’t. At the 1954
provincial convention in Vancouver, Young declared defiantly that he was “proud to
have people tell me I’m a Communist” and knew “at least fifty former Communists in the
CCF.”128 Young’s remarks were reported in the press, and in an attack led by Alsbury, an
emergency resolution was debated requesting Young’s resignation from the CCF; while
the motion was defeated 52-55, the provincial executive subsequently suspended Young
on the eve of the National CCF convention, prompting his resignation.129 According to
Elaine Bernard, Young personified the ideological struggle in the party, and his
resignation signified the demise of the BC CCF’s Marxian tradition:
The charges of irresponsibility and vanity leveled against Young were designed, or at
least served, to disguise very real political differences under a covering of personal abuse.
It further contributed to the right wing’s ability to make the left the scapegoat for the
party’s failures. Rod Young became the stick with which the right successfully beat the
left.130
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David Lewis, however, maintains that Rod Young “did a lot of harm during his years of
activity.”131 The CCF left had become a casualty of circumstance and the Cold War.
Debate raged in the CCF as the left descended into its subordinate role in the
party. At the 1955 BC convention—the largest since 1940—where two leftists (Steeves
and Ernest Winch) won election to the six-member provincial executive and the trial of
23 North Vancouver members stirred controversy, the left and right wings offered
conflicting interpretations of the crisis facing the party.132 David Stupich, a former
Fellowship member who was defeated for the presidency, lambasted the moderates’
“Program of Action” as an attempt “to reassure capitalism that it has nothing to fear from
the election of a CCF government.”133 Meeting in camera, delegates debated Trotskyist
infiltration, highlighted by the circulation of the mimeographed sheet Box 16, named after
a Vancouver post office box.134 The ruling group attributed the party’s electoral decline
to the loss of members in 1950 and 1951, which it blamed on the Socialist Fellowship:
In 1952 the opportunity arose for the CCF to bring to government in this province the
strength, knowledge and skill we had been preparing for 19 years. Outwardly it appeared
that the CCF was the only party capable of picking up the reins dropped by the senile
131
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Coalition. The truth was that our party has been bled by the Socialist Fellowship…A few
more votes for the two CCF candidates in a single riding, Vancouver-Burrard, would
have resulted in the formation of a CCF government and could have changed the course
of British Columbia history. Those extra votes would have been won, had VancouverBurrard not been weakened by the long Fellowship struggle in the constituency. There
were other ridings, too, which could have been won, but were lost by narrow margins
because of the havoc wrought in 1950 and 1951.135

Leftwing CCFers, associated with the Box 16 group, advanced a starkly different
analysis, grounded in a long-range view of CCF history:
The greatest danger to our movement has never been from forces outside it, but rather
from a tendency toward disintegration and decay from within… The Co-operative
Commonwealth Federation was just that. A federation of many groups and sub-groups
united by their intention of achieving social ownership and control of the means of wealth
production but divided sharply by their knowledge or ignorance of the class nature of
society, the nature of capitalism and the nature of the historical process by which man
advanced.136 [emphasis in original]

The left pointed to the impact of the Cold War in the BC CCF:
the instruments through which the base of the Movement expresses itself have been sadly
weakened by the inroads of war hysteria; the trend towards conservative attitudes as a
result of the long sustained false prosperity of a ‘war economy’ and its twin brother ‘cold
war economy’ has further enabled careerists to entrench themselves in office. Yet despite
appearances, they feel insecure.137

Though highly coloured with the bias of an aggrieved faction and the sting of defeat, this
criticism was valid. The “war hysteria” and relative prosperity of the postwar period did
change the CCF. In provincial and federal politics, as Walter Young argued, the CCF
changed from a depression-era protest movement to a professionalized political party.138
As Zakuta pointed out, this process of institutionalization altered the relationship between
members and leaders, and moderated the party’s political programme.139
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In the midst of the Fellowship controversy and as the Korean War strained his
own relations with the national party, Angus MacInnis fell ill, possibly with intestinal
cancer.140 He reflected on the state of the CCF in a letter to Coldwell:
If the party is not to fade out, as all third parties in Canada have done, we must get down
to sound thinking and hard work… First we must find why the aspirations of the people
do not seem to go beyond the status quo, that is, the policies of the Liberal party. We
must try to find why the prestige of the CCF has fallen since 1948… There is a sort of
deadly apathy that has to be overcome. In the early days of our movement there were two
things that spurred our people to action. There was, first, the deplorable condition caused
by the depression and second, the idealism of the new society. The first of these has
disappeared with the prosperity of the war which has continued into the present, despite
high prices. But the new society seems so far away. They are discouraged and are not
prepared to do the hard work which is necessary to build a socialist society.141

Nadir
In the mid-1950s, the BC CCF reached it organizational and electoral nadir. Consumed
by a Cold War struggle against its Marxian left wing, the CCF failed to take advantage of
the collapse of the Liberal-Conservative Coalition. Realignment of BC’s party system left
the CCF no closer to power. In March 1956, Arnold Webster resigned as BC CCF
leader.142 The Vancouver school principal and school trustee had struggled from the
outset. After his inaugural speech as Vancouver-East MLA, Webster confided to Angus
MacInnis that “the whole atmosphere of the Legislature leaves me unimpressed and
140
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unhappy.”143 In 1955, Dorothy Steeves wrote that “Arnold is discouraged, he knows he
isn’t fitting the bill… he would be better off to go back to teaching, but who would come
in his place?”144 When the BC CCF executive withdrew a forestry brief calling for
socialization, under IWA pressure against any radical moves,145 Steeves expressed a loss
of faith in the party to which she had devoted her life since the 1930s:
I feel utterly down. The CCF has become nothing, a ghost. If we got beaten through
standing for something, it wouldn’t be so awful, but it is because we have no principles
any more. Well, this my last election, I shall have to reorganize my life in some way. Let
the rightists have it, I’m not going to stand for executive positions any more, let them go
to hell in their own way. This forestry business is the last straw.”146

The Pacific Tribune adopted a similar view in February 1956:
CCF members, from Arnold Webster down, have made the fatal political error of battling
the Socreds on their chosen grounds. They have been content, in the main, to challenge
isolated statements and items in the Throne and budget speeches, instead of boldly
attacking the government on its whole program of giving away the province’s natural
resources.147

A month later, Webster resigned and the CCF was in the throes of a leadership
race. Bob Strachan, a British-born carpenter and Cowichan-Newcastle MLA since 1952,
won the caucus’s endorsement after Randolph Harding, Kaslo-Slocan MLA, declined to
run. Strachan easily won the leadership at an April 1956 convention.148 “The CCF seems
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to have trouble deciding whether it is still socialist or not,” the Vancouver Sun observed,
describing as “a compromise” the selection of Strachan, a self-described “militant
socialist” who advocated policies that “were not particular to militant socialism.”149
While the Trotskyist Workers Vanguard challenged the BC CCF to “become a party of
the working class or a withered arm of outworn middle class liberalism,” other forces
were pushing the CCF in moderate directions.150 Moves were afoot at the national level
to make CCF policy amenable to the merged Canadian Labour Congress (CLC).
The Regina Manifesto was a “millstone” around M.J. Coldwell’s neck, an
Achilles heel in an era when political discourse was constrained by Cold War biases.
Anti-communism cast an indiscriminate brush over all sectors of progressive thought,
smearing the CCF’s democratic program with allegations of totalitarianism more properly
attributed to apologists of Stalinist Russia. National CCF leaders and their BC allies, like
labour and socialist politicians in Europe and other liberal democracies, were prepared to
abandon the scope of socialization envisioned in 1933, accepting a mixed economy that
allowed room for private enterprise. To the Marxian remnants in the BC CCF, however,
this willingness to compromise with capitalism was viewed as treason, an opportunistic
attempt to “catch votes” and abandon that long-held strategy of “making socialists,” the
development of socialist consciousness among a majority of BC voters. Social democracy
groped for a short-cut to socialism that didn’t exist, Marxists claimed, replacing socialist
aims with reformed liberal ones. Aubrey Burton of Trail, a civic worker and member of
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the Trotskyist RWP, wrote to CCF News in 1949 objecting to “the tendency to water
down our socialism”:
There is a danger to the CCF as it grows larger, and since it is a mass party, to absorb
discontented ex-Liberals and mere social reformers at best and some outright political
opportunists. These sort constitute a danger to our party, a very real danger, by their
tactics of spreading their compromise-with-capitalism attitude, and it can only be resisted
by a thorough educational program based on the aims and principles laid down in the
Regina Manifesto.151

The debate over the Regina Manifesto struck at the root of CCFers’ vision of the future
society and represented a major turning point in the party’s history.
In 1943, BC CCF leader Harold Winch had attracted national media attention
when he declared in a Calgary speech that a CCF government would respond with the
full force of the law to those who opposed its policies. Lending credence to allegations of
the CCF’s dictatorial designs, Winch reportedly warned, “If capitalism says ‘No’, then
we know the answer—so did Russia.”152 Socialization was hotly debated at the 1944 CCF
convention in Montreal, where BC delegates led by Winch and Cameron helped defeat an
attempt at conciliation with private enterprise.153 However, at the 1950 Vancouver
convention, delegates approved a resolution instructing the National Council to prepare
an appendix to the Regina Manifesto, “a statement of democratic socialist principles as
applied to Canada and the world today.”154 Coldwell told delegates that the concept of the
class struggle was outdated and praised a similar policy review at the International
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Socialist Conference in Copenhagen in June 1950, which resulted in the Frankfurt
Declaration.155 Ernest Winch, however, declared that “as long as the Regina Manifesto
stands as an expression of the principles of the CCF we are safe.”156 Cameron went
further, accusing national leaders of doing “irreparable damage to the socialist movement
in BC,” and asserting that “the class war is here and it won’t be over until exploitation of
the human race is over.”157 Aubrey Burton wrote after the convention that:
In return for lavish praise from the capitalist press they attempt to eradicate not the last
vestiges of capitalism but rather the last remaining vestiges of socialist thought and
principles within the CCF and reduce this once proud creation of the militant workingclass under the defiant leadership of J.S. Woodsworth, to a petty imitation of the Liberal
party.158

Despite the Vancouver decision to prepare a new statement of principles, disagreement
among leaders and rank-and-file members, particularly in Saskatchewan and BC,
prevented the issue from resurfacing at the 1952 and 1954 National conventions.
Coldwell raised the matter at a January 1955 National Council meeting but little progress
was made.159
In January 1956, the National Council again debated the crisis facing the party.
Tommy Douglas, the only provincial leader to win an election, identified a world reaction
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“against the things in which we believe,” suggesting the “tide was running with us” a
decade earlier but had turned against the CCF. Capitalists had learned a great deal,
applying Keynesian techniques “to prevent violent fluctuation.” When the tide was
running out, the “movement must be deepened and broadened,” Douglas argued, making
socialists who could win mass support in the trade unions, farm organizations, and
cooperatives. He noted that beneath the veneer of prosperity and conservatism problems
were mounting, such as fabulous wealth and automation. The time was nearing when the
tide would turn again, and the CCF would have to bring other organizations—farmer,
cooperative, labour—“into a new alignment.”160 Others, such as Angus MacInnis,
insisted that socialism was “not a state but a process” and that the CCF couldn’t run the
industries it said it would socialize. The CCF had to base its program “on today,” on what
people wanted today. William Irvine, veteran MP for the Cariboo in northern BC, who
had sat beside Woodsworth in the 1921 Parliament, said it was “not practicable” to
establish a socialist movement without a broad, mass industrial base.” His colleagues laid
too much emphasis on electoral success, and instead should emphasize the “kind of
society we want.” Labour lawyer David Lewis closed the debate, arguing that capitalism,
“though still detestable, is not static.” The Regina Manifesto’s assumptions were no
longer valid, and people were frightened of the party’s “ultimate socialization
objectives.”161
The outcome of this debate was, of course, the abandonment of the Regina
Manifesto. The National Council appointed a committee to produce a final draft
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declaration of principles for the upcoming convention in Winnipeg. At the August 1956
convention, delegates overwhelmingly approved the revised statement, with the Winnipeg
Free Press reporting that opponents of private enterprise could be “counted on the fingers
of one hand”; only 15 dissidents supported a motion by 28-year-old Toronto activist
Robert Kenzie to “reaffirm those decisions on public ownership made at previous
conventions.”162 The Vancouver Sun commented approvingly, urging the CCF to “move
into the Liberal party.”163 Delegates also rejected an appeal from 14 Ontario CCF
members expelled for belonging to the Trotskyist Socialist Educational League (SEL).164
What could not be accomplished in 1950 was finally achieved in 1956. However,
contrary to the hopes of its proponents, the adoption of the Winnipeg Declaration and
dilution of CCF socialism did not halt the party’s electoral decline. Indeed, many CCF
leaders had already concluded that the party’s fortunes were beyond repair; they sought a
policy amenable to the new Canadian Labour Congress (CLC), which had formed out of
the Trades and Labor Congress and Canadian Congress of Labor, in anticipation of a
political marriage. Sections of labour, however, resisted this drift, such as Oakville
autoworkers who sent a telegram to the convention opposing the “backwards step” of
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minimizing “the wide chasm between the owners of the means of production and the
workers of this county.”165 Rarely mentioned in discussions of the 1956 convention is a
second motion, presented by the Vancouver-East delegation, endorsing the CLC’s
political action program, a move resisted by farmer delegates from Saskatchewan but
approved with amendment.166
Delegates returned from Winnipeg as the BC CCF faced a provincial election,
with a new leader and enduring inner-party strife. Bennett called the election in August
1956 hoping to take advantage of other parties’ weakness and “wipe out his opposition in
the Legislature,” according to LPP leader Nigel Morgan, who described the situation
facing the CCF and labour as “a very serious one.”167 The CCF fell from 14 to 10 seats as
its share of the vote declined from 31% to 28%.168 Social Credit consolidated itself as a
majority party with 46% of the vote and a commanding 39 of 52 seats. George Home,
secretary of the unified BC Federation of Labour (BCFL), however, told the Vancouver
Sun that union members had remained loyal to the CCF, and accounted for much of the
party’s popular vote.169 He pointed to CCF victories in the industrial ridings of Alberni,
Mackenzie, and New Westminster. Strachan, however, commented bitterly that the public
was only interested in “half a mile of black top,” referring to Bennett’s much-touted roadbuilding program.170 Grace MacInnis, defeated in Point Grey, attributed Social Credit
success to “unlimited funds” in the party’s war chest.171 But Tommy Douglas conceded
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that “The election caught the CCF organization in British Columbia in a transitional stage
and they were not prepared to face an election.”172
Other voices attributed the CCF’s decline to developments at Winnipeg. Morgan
declared in a circular to LPP units that: “The CCF organization is weakened by a bitter
inner fight over the Winnipeg decision to amend the Regina Manifesto which has
demobilized many of its best workers.”173 In December 1956, a month prior to his death,
Burnaby MLA Ernest Winch wrote to CCF national secretary Lorne Ingle protesting the
deletion of the final sentence of the Regina Manifesto:
I feel the action was put over by pre-arrangement by persons in prominent positions more
concerned with immediate vote-catching than with long-range objectives based upon
sound socialist principles… In my opinion, the CCF has now surrendered the stand which
distinguished it from all other political parties and sounded its death knell as a vital and
revolutionary force in the political life of Canada.174

According to Dorothy Steeves, Rev. Robert Connell, the CCF leader who resigned in the
1930s because of its radicalism, “would have felt perfectly at home in the CCF of 1956
which had changed its goal away from socialism to a mixed economy.”175 A slew of
CCFers left the party, such as railroad engineer Richard E. “Lefty” Morgan who helped
form the short-lived Labour Party of Canada in autumn 1956 (see Chapter 5).176 The
Trotskyist SEL wavered from its “entryist” stance and considered running candidates
against the CCF.177 As a memo to SEL’s national committee noted: “Many workers who,
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in the past, voted CCF are not voting at all, or, as in BC, are voting Social Credit.”178
Even in the victorious moderate camp, problems were apparent. VTLC vice-president
Tom Alsbury, a future Vancouver mayor, told the 1957 BCFL convention: “I am not a
member of any party.”179 Within a decade, Alsbury would run unsuccessfully as the
Social Credit candidate in Vancouver-Burrard.180 The BC CCF had reached its electoral
and organizational nadir.
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Chapter 4
Toward Equality:
Gender, Race, and Working-Class Politics

In the decades following the Second World War, BC’s labour unions and Old Left parties
grappled with demands for equality from women, Aboriginals, and workers of colour—
the historically most discriminated against members of the working class. Gender and
race influenced the working-class experience in postwar BC, as deeply rooted sexism and
racism mediated against full participation in the workforce and labour’s ranks. A
masculinist, colonialist conception of social class endured in blue-collar industrial unions
and working-class parties, even as previously excluded groups made historic gains.
Labour’s approach to collective bargaining structured the workforce in gendered
and racialized ways, as Gillian Creese argues. Straight seniority provisions disadvantaged
women workers, workers of colour, and younger workers, because these groups lacked
opportunities for continuous employment available to white men, and therefore accrued
less seniority. For working women, “work interruptions linked to family responsibilities”
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and a lack of access to male-dominated jobs relegated them to an inferior position in this
gendered and racialized workforce.1 Even white-collar unions with many women
members, such as Office & Professional Employees Local 378 at the BC Electric
Company (after 1961, BC Hydro), failed to institute equality in their ranks; men
dominated leadership positions in a union where half the membership was female.2
Ongoing discrimination fueled liberation struggles, inspired by anti-colonial
movements in what was then called the “Third World.” Feminism enjoyed a resurgence,
spawning the women’s liberation movement, which was imbued with a strong socialist
current. Aboriginals demanded land and justice while Asian and Black workers opposed
the legacy of racism in the workforce and labour’s ranks; in the 1960s, these movements
gave rise to more militant demands for Red Power and Black Power. A more moderate
but no less significant reflection of this new politics was demonstrated by the activism of
CCF MLA Frank Calder, the first Aboriginal elected to a Canadian legislature, and NDP
MLAs Emery Barnes (a black football star-turned-social worker) and Rosemary Brown, a
Vancouver social worker and feminist who became the first black woman to serve in a
Canadian legislature in 1972. Dave Barrett, also a social worker, was Canada’s first
Jewish provincial premier. Another liberation movement that emerged at this time was
the gay rights movement, which took aim at legalistic and systemic discrimination
against homosexuals. In October 1971, the UBC Liberation Front held an organizing
meeting, appealing to “homosexuals interested in overcoming their alienation and
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repression.”3 Tied to the rise of a new working class, these equality struggles were
integral to the New Left ferment, drawing inspiration from older social currents such as
the pacifist traditions of the Doukhobors, and changed BC’s political landscape.

Working-Class Women and Political Action
Working-class women in BC experienced an ambiguous record of victories and defeats in
the postwar era, as contradictions in the structure of North American capitalism both
deterred and encouraged participation in the paid labour force. The myth of a “man’s
world” and the ideal of the male breadwinner had been weakened during the wartime
labour shortage, when women were employed in various industries from aircraft plants in
the Lower Mainland, to fruit canneries in the Okanagan Valley, and to sawmills up and
down the Coast. Despite a vigorous campaign to shunt women back into the home,
pressures in the postwar economy continued the trend toward paid employment. While
the resource-extraction sectors remained male dominated, growth in tertiary services and
the public sector (which relied heavily on female labour) combined with rising prices to
encourage women’s paid employment.
Paid employment was only one path toward political participation. As a
correspondent in the LPP’s Pacific Tribune observed in 1948, “we have to stretch
household finances and what our husbands earn is the root of our problem.”4 The wages
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and working conditions of male workers were, therefore, of immediate concern to
working-class women:
Whatever action most women take, it all springs from one desire—to maintain some
security for their families and help to preserve peace. That’s why thousands of women
have been out with roll-back prices petitions in an effort to bring down living costs.
That’s why women are taking jobs to ease the family burden and inevitably are being
drawn into union activity to increase their wages and protect their jobs.5

In 1950, the Vancouver chapter of the LPP-aligned Congress of Canadian Women
(CCW) lobbied Vancouver City Council to pressure the federal government for action
against rising prices. “It is becoming impossible for working mothers to stretch their
dollars any further,” local president Marie Godfrey said.6
Economic concerns provided the motive force for many working-class women’s
political action, but so did geo-politics. The year 1945 had held out great promise of
world peace and a new international order. BC women had played their part, boosting the
industrial capacity of the “people’s war” against fascism. However, as relations between
communist East and capitalist West soured, the Cold War drive to rearm and develop
nuclear weapons spurred peace activism. BC’s working-class women opposed Canada’s
signing of the North Atlantic Pact, condemned the Marshall Plan, and gathered thousands
of names on petitions to “Ban the Bomb.” Later, they warned of the “Radiation Hazards”
associated with nuclear testing. They forged bridges across Cold War boundaries, with a
militant minority forming Fair Play for Cuba Committees and Canada-China Friendship
Associations, and they visited the Soviet Union. These working-class women were at the
forefront of the movement for peace in western Canada, providing a permanent,
persistent presence in BC’s diverse communities. Challenging the ideological and
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cultural premises of Cold War North America, they nurtured a critical and radical
consciousness that flourished in the 1960s when a wider layer of British Columbians
mobilized against the Vietnam War.
Working-class women’s political activism in postwar BC was located between the
“militant mothering” identified by Joan Sangster and a more explicitly feminist politics.7
As a 1956 Pacific Tribune article argued, the fight was for “a mother’s right to choose
whether to go to work or stay at home.”8 Within unions such as the UFAWU, women’s
auxiliaries took determined political stances on issues such as the formation of a
Canadian Coast Guard and a fairer Workmen’s Compensation system; yet the UFAWU
auxiliaries also performed a more traditional function, organizing fundraisers and
distributing food during strikes. The tension between these forms of activism—playing a
supportive role for men, compared with engaging politically as equals—was
demonstrated on the women’s page of the Pacific Tribune in June 1948. Under the
headline “Home – Women’s Activities – Family,” one article announced a boycott
against the rising cost of bacon organized by the Vancouver branch of the LPP-aligned
Housewives Consumers Association. An adjacent article lauded the leading role of
women in the professional, legal, and political life of the USSR, where “42 out of every
100 specialists holding college degrees” were women.9 Gendered stereotypes were
starkly revealed when Communist unions organized a “Miss BC Industry” beauty
pageant at their 1948 annual picnic.10
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In the unions and political parties of workers, women demanded equality with
men. Some embraced the CCF-NDP’s democratic socialist creed, believing the problems
confronting women in the home and workplace could be ameliorated through the election
of a government committed to their interests. Others looked to the Soviet Union and what
they considered the elevated status of women in that country, joining the LPP-CPC. By
the 1960s, however, growing numbers of women were becoming critical of the
established institutions of BC’s working class, which they considered wedded to
patriarchy and top-down methods, and gravitated toward the ideology of feminism and
new forms of movement politics. They pressured the NDP and CPC to take action for pay
equity, childcare, and reproductive choice, and sought to open party structures and
leadership to women; some BC feminists abandoned these institutions entirely, forging
feminist unions and parties. Efforts to break male domination in the parties of the left
were only partially successful, revealing fissures within BC’s working class that endured.
Meg Luxton attributes the rise of the women’s liberation movement to
overlapping forces, including “increased education and labour market participation of
women” and “organizational practices” in groups such as the National Action Committee
on the Status of Women (NAC).”11 Mirroring trends in all political institutions, women’s
approach to politics in the postwar era was shaped by social class. Political participation
was viewed and approached in class ways; a greater proportion of leaders and
participants in feminist organizations were middle-class and professional women. As
Sylvia Bashevkin has observed, class and other barriers “obscured earlier visions of a
single emancipated womanhood, united in its goals and experiences”—a view sustained
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by Dorothy Cobble in her study of American feminism.12 However, as the proportion of
women in the paid labour force increased, the demands of women’s organizations began
to reflect this shift, extending to working-class concerns such as childcare and pay equity.
Systemic discrimination persisted but a layer of working-class women defied class and
gender barriers and assumed leadership positions in the struggle for social change in BC.
As Creese, Sangster, Kealey, and Bashevkin have observed, men occupied a
disproportionate place in the leadership of unions and left parties.13 Women were often
relegated to a “pink collar ghetto” of clerical work and auxiliary social functions, while
men enjoyed the prestige and influence of the podium and press. This gendered division
of labour shaped the archival record, amplifying men’s role to the exclusion of women’s
voices. Newspapers, minutebooks, and convention proceedings offer a skewed picture of
women’s political participation in postwar BC. As Hewitt suggests, “radicalism was
gendered male.” Male security agents (the RCMP did not allow women to join until
1973) focused disproportionately on male leaders of left groups, a bias reflected in
RCMP subject files from the Cold War years.14

First Steps
In the opening decades of the twentieth century, working-class women challenged their
subservient role in BC’s economy and society. Though forward-looking unions such as
the IWW and One Big Union professed equality irrespective of sex, race, or religion, they
12
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embraced a masculinist conception of working-class solidarity.15 During the Vancouver
General Strike of 1919, women telephone operators were among the last to return to
work, but suffered discrimination and union-busting when male trade unionists refused to
back them.16 The leadership of the Socialist Party of Canada was almost exclusively
male.17 The political realignment brought about by the First World War and Russian
Revolution, combined with the extension of the franchise to white women in 1917,
created a wider space for women’s political participation. BC’s first woman MLA, Mary
Ellen Smith, won a 1918 Vancouver by-election pledging “to put into place reforms long
talked of but still waiting realization.”18 Elected as an “Independent People’s Candidate,”
Smith sat as a Liberal, and served as the first woman cabinet minister in the British
Empire.19 Responding to pressure from working-class women, Smith was instrumental in
the passage of the Women’s Minimum Wage Act (1918) and Mothers Pension Act
(1920), BC’s first social-assistance legislation.20 A woman of a more socialist bent was
Helena Gutteridge, a British-born leader of the garment workers and Vancouver’s first
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alderwoman.21 However, in Gutteridge’s Federated Labour Party of BC and Independent
Labour Party (Socialist), predecessors to the CCF, men directed policy and operations.
Despite the examples of Smith and Gutteridge in elected office, the greatest
opportunities for working women’s political participation between the wars was on the
ground, in the CPC-affiliated Women’s Labor League and Housewives Consumer
League. Grassroots communist women played influential roles in a party that remained
male-dominated.22 These groups organized Hunger Marches on the BC Legislature in the
1930s and played an auxiliary role for the Relief Camp Workers’ Union and militant
struggles of the unemployed. Women’s auxiliaries of the longshoremen, fishermen,
miners’, and loggers’ unions were integral to the rebirth of industrial unionism in BC.23
It was not until 1947 that Canadian women of Chinese and South Asian descent
won the right to vote in BC, and 1949 when the provincial franchise was finally extended
to Aboriginal and Japanese-Canadian women.24 Despite the removal of these legalistic
hurdles to women’s political participation, systemic barriers—of class, gender, and racial
dimensions—endured.

Women’s Participation in the Paid Labour Force
The rise of organized feminism was influenced by increased labour force participation of
women and ongoing discrimination, in working-class organizations and society generally.
21
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The resource-extraction sectors of forestry, fishing, and mining relied heavily on male
labour, but even in 1948, more than 50,000 women were employed in BC’s industries.25
The wartime labour shortage had spurred the creation of public day care centres; no fewer
than 48 establishments were operating in Vancouver in 1944, providing care for 1480
children.26 Betty Griffin, who worked in an aircraft plant during the war, then as a social
worker, then as a school teacher, sheds light on the motivations driving BC women
toward paid work: “We needed money to live on. Plus, I wanted to get out to work. I
didn’t want to stick around the house for god sakes, hated housework, still do.”27 Another
Communist woman, Grace Tickson, locates the rise of the women’s movement in the
context of wartime opportunities available to women: “Once they had a taste of being out
in the workforce and not just at home they got more interested in getting their rights.”28
Women faced particular forms of discrimination in certain occupations, especially
married women in the teaching profession and the public service. Griffin recalls,
“Women could not teach if they were married…. If you applied as a married woman, you
had to sign a resignation form at the same time, that they could use whenever they
wanted.”29 These kinds of barriers were common in the postwar years, despite formal
protections in the Sex Disqualification Removal Act (1931). The legislation was “not
worth the paper on which it is printed,” CCF News claimed, since it had “been honoured
25
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more in the breach than in the observance and the provincial government itself has
broken it more than any other employer.”30 Linking sexism in employment to capitalism,
the News suggested that “paper rights cannot be translated into genuine equality under a
system which by its very nature creates a fierce competition for available jobs.” The CCF
accused the provincial government of striving
to edge out the married women civil servants who were employed during the war. In
order to keep up a semblance of compliance with the law, it is forcing these women to
deposit letters of resignation which can be produced when desired.31

But the provincial government was not solely to blame: Office & Professional Employees
Local 378, representing clerical staff at the BC Electric Company, proposed a clause in
their 1945 contract prohibiting the company from employing married women except in
cases where the husband was an invalid or had deserted his wife.32 Among those women
who retained paid employment after the war, the demand for “equal pay for equal work”
was advocated forcefully but with little immediate impact, until the Equal Pay Act
became law in the unstable legislative climate of 1953.33 Women such as Griffin faced
discrimination on two fronts—as married women teachers in a profession that technically
barred them from the classroom, and as political women at a time when teachers were
supposed to shun all political involvement. The Union of BC Municipalities voted in
1948 to prohibit teachers from running for municipal office.34
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Despite these barriers, the participation rate of married women in BC’s paid
labour force increased substantially in the postwar decades, from 13.3% in 1951 to 36.5%
in 1971. Overall, the proportion of women wage earners as a percentage of all wage
earners rose from 16% in 1941 to 34% in 1971 (see table 4.1).35 However, wages in all
sectors lagged far behind those of men.36 In 1952, the CCW noted that “the real wages of
women have become drastically lower in proportion to men’s wages since the last war.”37
Efforts to extend the benefits of unionization to women workers in the service sector
failed, notably at Eaton’s department stores, in the face of employer and government
opposition.38 Strongholds of service-sector unionism, such as the Vancouver local of the
Hotel and Restaurant Employees’ Union, were decimated by Red-baiting attacks on
elected officers.39 As Bashevkin observed, lower levels of female unionization meant that
“working-class women were less likely to be exposed to partisan—and specifically
NDP—stimuli in the workplace than working-class men.”40
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TABLE 4.1. Women’s participation in paid labour force, 1941-1971
Female wage earners
Male wage earners
Women as % of all wage earners

1941
55,226
287,932
16.1%

1951
97,978
346,374
22.0%

1961
155,862
421,786
27.0%

1971
284,740
561,635
33.6%

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Census of Canada, 1941-1971

However, changes in the postwar economy, particularly the growth of the welfare
state, public-sector employment, and tertiary services facilitated the unionization of
women. Rhoda Erickson of Victoria, who worked at the Empress Hotel, was elected
president of the Canadian Brotherhood of Railway Transport-General Workers (CBRTGW) local in 1959.41 Erickson served as chair of the Victoria Labour Council’s Political
Education Committee and ran for the CCF in the 1960 provincial election.42 When the
Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) was founded in 1963, 32% of its members
were women; in 1967, CUPE acclaimed Grace Hartman as secretary-treasurer.43 Grace
Tickson, who worked as a stenographer for the Department of Highways in Nanaimo,
served on the Nanaimo and District Labour Council executive and on the bargaining
committee for the BC Government Employees’ Union’s first collective agreement.44
By the mid-1960s, the whole tone of political discourse was changing in BC. In
the women’s auxiliaries of the UFAWU, the emphasis had shifted from the general classbased demands of compensation, safety, and peace to gender-specific themes such as
child care, pay equity, minimum wages, and reproductive choice—which dealt
41
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specifically with discrimination against women workers. Mickey Beagle, UFAWU office
manager, told the 1966 convention of the UFAWU Women’s Auxiliaries:
Women with young children who are working to help maintain their families need day
care centres. Women have no equality in fact as long as there are no day care centres, no
maternity leave, no adequate minimum wage and equal pay laws, and as long as there is
discrimination both in job opportunities and promotions.45

According to Betty Griffin, “the big revolution was the sixties.”46 As the structure of
BC’s paid workforce changed, women’s demands for equality were pursued with greater
clarity and forcefulness.

Working Women and the Communist Party
The most militant BC women in the postwar years, the Communists, experienced
particular forms of discrimination, subscribing to an ideology, an organization, and an
approach to political action that conflicted sharply with the Cold War drive for
conformity and moderation. Grace Tickson joined the LPP in 1949, while working as a
waitress in Vancouver’s East End and raising her young son Ray. Tickson’s husband
Walter, a war veteran and Communist, was employed as a logger in remote camps along
BC’s coast. Tickson is adamant that the decision to join the LPP was her own: “I didn’t
want to just join because he wanted me to…. I wanted to be convinced myself.”47 The
LPP was a major force in Vancouver at the time. The party’s municipal organ, the Civic
Reform Committee (CRC), had nearly won the mayoralty in 1947, under the leadership
of Effie Jones, a British-born school teacher who had joined the party in 1938 and played
an active role in the Housewives Consumer League. Jones garnered 19,218 votes to
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24,135 for her Non-Partisan Association opponent, winning 27 of Vancouver’s 51 polls.48
Jones campaigned tirelessly against bus-fare increases and utility price hikes by the BC
Electric Co., serving as president of the CRC (renamed the Civic Reform Association in
1948) and contesting aldermanic elections throughout the 1950s. Though never elected,
Jones pioneered the political participation of working-class women in Vancouver, and
established the independent, left-wing municipal base that would be consolidated by
Harry Rankin and the Committee of Progressive Electors in the 1960s.49 Other radical
women around this time were Communist school trustee Ellen Greenwell of Nanaimo
and Elspeth Munro Gardner, a Vancouver labour lawyer who was called to the bar in
1947 and retained close connections with the militant working-class movement.50 These
women influenced the decision of Grace Tickson and others to join the Communist Party.
Tickson joined the LPP at a time of great tension in the BC district, as the Red
Wars weakened Communist influence in the powerful industrial unions. Tickson and her
family settled in South Wellington, near Nanaimo, in 1950, as her husband left logging to
become a fisherman. Tickson became increasingly active in the LPP, and ran as the
Nanaimo candidate in the 1953 provincial election, on the party’s pledge to create
“100,000 New Jobs” through peace and trade, and its demand to diversify the provincial
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economy and “Stop selling the people’s assets to U.S. monopolists.”51 It was “the height
of the Cold War,” Tickson recalls. During the campaign, she was told to “Go Back to
Russia” and her campaign posters were defaced. Tickson garnered a scant 115 votes
under the single transferable vote system, in a tight two-way race that saw CCFer Dave
Stupich lose to the Social Credit candidate by a mere 18 votes.52
The appeal of radical working-class politics waned in the 1950s, but BC’s militant
tradition sustained a minority current even during the bleakest days of the Cold War. The
LPP maintained storefront offices in downtown Nanaimo and Vancouver and organized
public demonstrations at the BC Legislature, demanding trade with China and peace. In
the auxiliaries of the UFAWU and Mine-Mill, women organized boycotts over the cost of
milk and meat, and called for government intervention to control prices.53 In local peace
councils and CCW chapters, BC women were integral to the LPP peace campaigns. At
the CCW’s 1952 conference in Toronto, delegates discussed ways of “drawing in new
women…in our battle for peace,” while Olive Pagham of White Rock travelled to the
Soviet Union with a CCW delegation.54 The UFAWU’s Vancouver auxiliary endorsed a
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“Stop the H Bomb” petition and forwarded it to Prime Minister John Diefenbaker.55
When women from the Mine-Mill auxiliary attempted to attend a 1957 convention in
Spokane, Washington, they were blocked at the border.56
Tickson was active in the CCW’s Nanaimo chapter. “They weren’t all Reds in it,”
she says. “But most of them were.”57 In the 1950s, the chapter organized to have two
Russian women, a doctor and a professor, speak at an International Women’s Day event.
The Russian women’s entry visas were revoked, however, and the venue cancelled, at the
initiative of the notorious “Doctor” Zorkin.58 Grace Stevens, an activist in the central
council of UFAWU women’s auxiliaries59 and wife of union secretary Homer Stevens,
felt the consequences firsthand in 1967, when her husband spent a year in prison for
refusing to order striking fishermen back to work. “It was very emotional at the time,”
Grace recalls. “Seeing him with all the other people in jail, I thought it was so unjust…. I
believe that the court system is geared to keep those in power in power, so they don’t
have very much justice for the working man and those who represent them.”60 Grace
Stevens was one of four Canadians at the 1969 World Congress of Women in Helsinki,
Finland.61
In the late 1950s and 1960s, peace activism extended beyond the militant minority
of Communists and fellow-travellers, into groups such as the Canadian Committee for the
Control of Radiation Hazards and Voice of Women (VOW), founded in 1960. The threat
of nuclear war, and later the Vietnam War, were catalysts for action. Jonnie Rankin told
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the 1962 UFAWU women’s auxiliary convention that “during the past two years more
and more people were interested in peace.”62 During the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis,
working-class women joined a “peace parade” sponsored by the BC Peace Council: “I
would like to see every mother in the world demand total disarmament, then maybe
mothers like myself can go to bed without worrying whether or not we’ll all be blown to
hell,” Sylka Olkovick wrote in The Fisherman.63 Two years later, BC women celebrated
International Women’s Day by calling for Canada “to get rid of nuclear weapons.”64
Betty Griffin was active in the movement against the Vietnam War, agitating within the
BC Teachers’ Federation (BCTF) for an anti-war stance. She helped form the Teachers’
Committee on Vietnam, which sent a circular to Vancouver schools requesting teachers’
support for a full-page ad in the Vancouver Sun.65 The committee won passage of a
convention resolution opposing the war and organized a “tag day” fundraiser for medical
aid to Vietnam.66
Despite its avowed commitment to equality and praise for the enviable role of
women in Soviet society, the BC Communist Party relegated women to a secondary place
in its official leadership. “In that era the party was very patriarchal, strongly patriarchal.
Mom hated the party for it,” Kevin Neish recalls. His mother Gladys Neish, “a feminist
62
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Marxist” of Finnish background, participated in Communist-led peace campaigns but
refused to join the party, supporting instead the CCF and NDP. “That was a typical
political fight within the family,” says Neish.67 In the UFAWU, as Grace Stevens recalls,
women performed an auxiliary role, providing food during strikes rather than
participating actively in picketing.68 These UFAWU women lobbied governments for
workers’ compensation and unemployment coverage for their husbands, urged a
comprehensive medical care system, and demanded the formation of a Canadian Coast
Guard and other measures to improve safety at sea; despite changes in the 1960s, their
activism operated within a gendered framework.69

Working Women and the CCF-NDP
The political lives of BC’s working women followed distinct but overlapping paths.
Women in the CCF-NDP pursued the parliamentary, rather than Soviet, road to
socialism, but the underlying sentiment was the same, as a CCF News correspondent
noted: “Well ladies, I think it is time we got mad; not a purposeless rage, but with a cool
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determination to do something.”70 Women occupied leading positions in the BC CCF,
from local clubs to the legislative caucus, though gender division endured. A greater
proportion of MLAs were women than in the more electorally successful Saskatchewan
CCF, as Susan Walsh demonstrates.71 In Saskatchewan, women were denied nomination
in winnable ridings and relegated to secondary positions of leadership. Of the scores of
MLAs elected during the CCF’s 20 years in government, only three were women.72
Five women served as CCF MLAs in the BC legislature, three of them during the
Second World War. Dorothy Gretchen Steeves, a Dutch immigrant with a background in
law, had been elected in a 1934 North Vancouver by-election, the second woman MLA in
BC history. Steeves was from a “fairly prosperous” family, but had joined the Socialist
Party of Holland in her youth and her allegiance to the CCF’s Marxian leftwing aligned
her with the militant working-class tradition.73 In 1947 the Canadian government tried to
prevent Steeves from participating in a “Town Meeting of the Air” radio broadcast from
Vancouver, an early experiment in international “townhall” democracy that attracted an
estimated 50-million listeners worldwide.74 W.A.C. Bennett purportedly described
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Steeves as “the best debater he had ever seen in the BC Legislature.”75 BC’s third woman
MLA, Laura Jamieson, was a juvenile court judge and CCF MLA for Vancouver Centre
(1939-45; 1952-53). Though more moderate than Steeves, Jamieson was a strong
advocate of government nurseries to enable young mothers to work during the war.76
The third in this trio of CCF women, Grace MacInnis, represented Burrard (194145) and enjoyed a dynastic connection to the Canadian Left, as daughter of J.S.
Woodsworth and wife of MP Angus MacInnis. An avowed “moderate,” MacInnis was
instrumental in displacing Marxists from riding associations, the provincial executive,
and CCF News in the 1940s and 1950s. However, she did not shy away from principled
stances on controversial issues. During the war, MacInnis was admonished by Arnold
Webster for her defence of the Japanese-Canadians: “It will be a sacrifice for you to
postpone expressing your self—I know—but I am certain that this is not the time for you
to speak upon it.”77 Defeated in subsequent provincial campaigns, MacInnis won the
federal seat of Vancouver Kingsway in 1965, the first woman MP ever elected from BC.
MacInnis agitated on issues including consumer rights, food prices, reproductive choice,
childcare, and salaries for housewives, but often found herself at odds with the
increasingly militant tactics of second-wave feminists, including her cousin Ellen
Woodsworth.78 From 1968 to 1972, MacInnis held the dubious distinction of being the
only woman MP in the 264-seat House of Commons.
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The CCF-NDP was the driving force for a comprehensive welfare state and
“cradle-to-grave” security. However, as Nancy Christie has argued, the welfare state that
took shape was based on a narrow conception of women’s place in the postwar economy
and society. Family allowances, celebrated as a watershed in Canada’s social security
system and a radical departure in public policy, was, according to Christie, “a distinctly
conservative government initiative that preserved and indeed amplified the gendered
welfare state.”79 Despite women’s leading role in the CCF, the party approached women
voters primarily as consumers with narrow domestic concerns. An activist on the CCF
Women’s Council suggested that a campaign on cartels had to be presented “to women in
simple terms of consumer materials touching every home.”80
Women’s advancement in the BC CCF was often facilitated by association with
prominent CCF men. Lois Haggen, an accountant, succeeded her husband as Grand
Forks-Greenwood MLA, and during her decade in the legislature (1956-1966) moved
successive amendments (unsuccessfully) to the Equal Pay Act to insert the language
“equal pay for work of equal value.”81 The only woman to serve as provincial secretary,
Jessie Mendels, was married to provincial leader Harold Winch, while Gladys Webster,
provincial Organizing Committee chair in the late 1940s, was married to Arnold Webster,
who succeeded Winch as leader. After the transition to the NDP, Margaret Hobbs won a
1962 Revelstoke by-election prompted by her husband’s death, but lost the seat in the
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next general election; Hobbs served on the NDP Federal Council in the mid-1960s, one
of only four women on the party’s 78-member governing body.82
The leading ranks of the CCF-NDP remained male-dominated, despite the party’s
rhetorical commitment to equality. The secretary of the BC CCF Women’s Council,
Margaret Jones, lamented in 1949 that:
In spite of our profession of progressive thinking, too many men and women are still
conditioned to the belief that women’s place is in the home. If this is not the case why is
it that when a choice has to be made as to who shall attend a club meeting and who shall
put junior to bed, Dad goes to the club and Mom stays home?83

This inequality extended to the commanding heights of the party. All six provincial
leaders between 1932 and 1972 were men. Of 22 party presidents, only two were women.
Only one of twelve provincial secretaries, Mendels, was a woman.84 While the BC CCF
lauded the perceived equality in the British Labour Party, where 1,814 local Women’s
Sections purportedly enabled women to take “part on equal terms with men,”85
participation in the BC party was shaped by gender. Contrary to Azoulay’s conclusions
on the Ontario CCF, systemic barriers to women’s participation existed in BC.86 The
“law of the higher the fewer” and the “pink collar ghetto” identified by Bashevkin
certainly applied. Conforming with Taylor’s observation of Saskatchewan, women were
more likely to be nominated in losing ridings. Patricia Mary Luchinsky, a delegate to the
Victoria Trades and Labour Council from the Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union,
won the 1949 provincial CCF nomination in the affluent and conservative riding of Oak
Bay—and was soundly defeated with a meagre 13% of the vote to 84% for her Coalition
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opponent, Finance Minister and Conservative leader Herbert Anscomb. In neighbouring
Victoria City, a multi-member riding which elected three candidates, three CCF
women—including 22-year-old UBC student Phyllis Webb—went down to defeat.87
Asked about leading CCF women in the 1950s and 1960s, Eileen Dailly replies, “There
were always so few women, you know.”88
CCF women challenged their subservient role in their party. In 1946, a member of
the Women’s Council had observed that while one woman’s group was “fundraising in
the usual way—bazaars, etc,” a group of young women was taking a course on public
speaking, with one member saying: “I didn’t join the CCF to wash dishes.”89 At the
Women’s Council’s 1948 annual rally, Chilliwack lawyer Mrs. R. Conboy discussed
“The Legal Status of Women.”90 The 1948 BC CCF convention elected Dorothy Steeves
as president, the first woman to serve in that post.91 However, some CCF women, such as
Evelyn “Eve” Smith, were marginalized for their politics to the point where they left the
party.92 Men, both middle and working-class, and middle-class women dominated
leadership ranks, but working-class women served important functions at the local level.
Cecilia McInnes, a British immigrant who worked as a cleaner and cook at Royal Inland
Hospital, served as secretary of the Kamloops Labour Council (1956-67) and ran for
Kamloops city council in the 1960s.93
Changes in BC’s class structure—and particularly growth in the public sector—
spurred political involvement by working-class women. Camille Mather, a psychiatric
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nurse who had served as a Burnaby alderwoman, was elected CCF MLA for Delta in
1960, and took the campaign against radiation hazards into the BC legislature.94 Eileen
Dailly, a Burnaby school teacher and school trustee, sought the NDP nomination in
Burnaby North in 1966, a hotly contested race in an area that had voted CCF or NDP in
nearly every election since the 1930s. Dailly recalls running against four men and being
approached by an NDP member before the nomination vote: “Eileen, you made the best
speech. However, I can’t vote for you. You have a family. You should be at home with
them.”95 Dailly won the nomination and the subsequent election, and went on to represent
Burnaby North for the next 20 years. In one of her first speeches in the legislature, Dailly
suggested that women be appointed as parliamentary pages, which produced laughter
from her male peers. W.A.C. Bennett retorted, “And what would they wear!”96
As a rookie teacher in a one-room school house on Denman Island in the 1940s,
Dailly had forged a philosophy of education that shaped her approach to education
policy. She recalls visiting a pupil’s home and the father’s sharp reaction:
He pulled down this huge belt, about that thick, a couple of inches at least or more, and
he lifted up his hand to beat him. I just got in between them and said, ‘Stop!’ And then
when I got back to the farm where I stayed that night, I realized this poor kid knew
nothing but being beaten at home. And for me to beat him again, at school, what were we
going to get out of this? A sad, sorry little boy. It was a big lesson…. I had no idea I
would have an opportunity to use it when I became a Minister.97

In 1972, Dailly got the authority and resources to put her ideas for education into action.
Barrett appointed her Minister of Education. As minister, Dailly abolished corporal
punishment in schools and introduced kindergarten as part of the public school system.
She appointed the first woman District Superintendent and established a committee on
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sexist stereotypes in textbooks. In the NDP cabinet and caucus, Dailly says she never
experienced discrimination as a woman. Dave Barrett was “a good supporter of women.”
However, she recalls attending a council of ministers meeting in Toronto where she was
“completely ignored.”98 Four other women belonged to the NDP’s government caucus
after 1972 (though only Dailly served in cabinet, which was restricted to MLAs with
previous experience in the legislature): Karen Sanford in Comox, Phyllis Young in
Vancouver-Little Mountain, Daisy Webster in Vancouver South, and Rosemary Brown in
Vancouver-Burrard. Women remained a minority in the BC legislature and the NDP
caucus and cabinet, but they were moving closer to political power.

Working Women and the New Left
It was outside the legislature that working women were most active politically. Harking
back to the fight for suffrage at the turn of the century, women employed direct action,
mass rallies, and other tactics in their struggle for justice. In the 1950s, Bea Zucco led a
one-woman campaign against the province’s unfair workers’ compensation system.
When her husband Jack, a miner, contracted silicosis, Zucco took on the Social Credit
government, pro-business Workmen’s Compensation Board, social-welfare workers, and
WCB doctors demanding compensation for herself and her children, and coverage of
Jack’s medical expenses. In March 1956, Zucco and three of her children staged a sitdown strike on the steps of the BC legislature, until Labour Minister Lyle Wicks granted
compensation to Jack. Following his death in 1958, and an autopsy confirming silicosis
as the cause, Zucco was awarded $13,000 and coverage of all medical bills. However,
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victory came at price: Zucco had been evicted from her home and was obliged to place
her children in foster care.99 From the standpoint of radical labour, however, Zucco was a
hero of the working class: “Let us hope for more mothers like Mrs. Zucco, who deserves
the gratitude of every worker’s family.”100 Zucco’s participation was viewed in gendered
ways, part of the “militant mothering” tradition identified by Sangster, but changes were
afoot.
A new generation of women was increasingly challenging gendered notions of
women’s political practice. In the peace movement, new groups took shape, unaffiliated
to the CCW and the “old left” Communist Party. The Voice of Women (VOW) emerged
in 1960 and, despite a 1963 split over the Bomarc missile question, pulled a new layer of
women into peace activism.101 More radical and youth-oriented peace groups, such as the
Combined Universities Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CUCND) and its successor,
the Student Union for Peace Action (SUPA), lent a militant edge to Canadian campuses
and provided a framework and focus for a burgeoning student movement. In May 1963,
Kathy Herbison, secretary of the UBC Disarmament Club, informed SUPA national
headquarters that there were 130 members in Vancouver.102
Working women challenged the premises and practices of BC’s postwar industrial
relations system. When pulp mill workers at Harmac in Nanaimo, Elk Falls in Campbell
River, and Prince George left the International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite, and Paper
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Mill Workers (Pulp & Sulphite) for the breakaway Pulp and Paper Workers of Canada
(PPWC, after 1971, Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada), women mobilized a
political campaign to pressure the provincial government and Labour Relations Board.
Anne Royle, a research librarian and wife of a Harmac worker, organized a cavalcade of
200 cars and 800 workers from Gold River to the steps of the BC legislature, demanding
a secret ballot vote of the affected workers. A short while later, Royle set up a protest
camp on the steps of the Labour Relations Board.103 In Prince George, the PPWC
women’s auxiliary collected 5000 names on a petition that was presented to Labour
Minister Leslie Peterson.104 Women were also active within the PPWC. Local 11 member
Karen Cooling, from remote Gold River on Vancouver Island, served as secretarytreasurer of the Confederation of Canadian Unions (CCU), the breakaway labour
centre.105
The left-nationalist union movement also took hold among women workers at
Cascade Electronics, who joined the Canadian Electrical Workers’ union and later the
Canadian Association of Industrial, Mechanical and Allied Workers (CAIMAW).106 In
Victoria, women workers at the privately-owned Sandringham Hospital waged a threeyear strike for union recognition, “victims of the stubborn refusal of the owners to
recognize the legal right to union representation.”107 These expressions of militant,
women-led trade unionism evolved over the 1960s into an explicitly feminist approach to
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labour organizing, with new unions taking shape that included the Association of
University and College Employees (AUCE) and the Service Office and Retail Workers
Union of Canada (SORWUC).108 According to Jean Rands, who had run for Vancouver
mayor in 1966, SORWUC was formed in 1972 “with the objective of organizing those
industries where women predominated.”109 In 1972, only 28.8% of BC’s female wage
workers belonged to unions, compared with 48.9% of male wage workers, an imbalance
that contributed to wage inequality between the sexes and informed feminist organizing
strategies.110 However, this was an improvement from previous years, as unions
concentrated organizing efforts in the service sector, the locus of women’s paid work.111
Across Canada, ongoing discrimination fueled a political awakening of women,
both working and middle class. As sociologist Bonnie Fox suggests, middle-class women
left universities in the 1960s facing an adulthood that was “not substantially different
from the one their mothers were living”:
These women were caught in a contradiction: despite their strong educational credentials
and related aspirations, they encountered a labour market that offered few careers for
educated women, and a community that offered neither child-care supports to dual career
couples nor role models of adult women successfully living lives that were not centred on
domesticity.112

Responding to this contradiction, a Committee for the Equality of Women (CEW) was
launched in 1966, demanding a Royal Commission on the Status of Women, which Prime
Minister Lester Pearson initiated in February 1967. Local women’s groups took root
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across the country, to formulate recommendations to the commission and ensure action
on its recommendations. In BC, the Vancouver Status of Women emerged as a major
force, while the Vancouver Women’s Caucus, formed by former Simon Fraser University
students, provided a militant impetus to the growing movement. Dozens of smaller
groups formed across BC, spurred by a Western Women’s Liberation Conference in
Vancouver in 1969.113 That year, feminist pressure impelled the federal NDP to form a
Participation of Women Committee (POW).114 Challenging male domination in the party,
a founder of the Vancouver Status of Women, Rosemary Brown, captured the NDP
nomination in Vancouver-Burrard and won election to the BC legislature in 1972.115
In the 1970s, reproductive choice emerged as a central issue for the women’s
liberation movement. In spring 1970, seventeen women from the Vancouver Women’s
Caucus embarked on an Abortion Caravan to Ottawa demanding legalization of “A
Woman’s Right to Choose,” through repeal of Section 251 of the Criminal Code. They
were joined by nearly 500 women from across Canada on Mother’s Day weekend, and 37
women chained themselves to the chairs of the House of Commons gallery, forcing
adjournment.116 However, in the wake of this action, rifts within the women’s movement
were apparent when the Vancouver Women’s Caucus voted 21-18 in August 1970 to
expel the Trotskyist members of the LSA/YS from their ranks.117 The labour movement
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reflected changing opinions on the controversial abortion issue, with the Victoria Labour
Council endorsing legalized abortion in February 1970.118 At the 1970 BC NDP
convention, where Dave Barrett was elected leader, delegates endorsed “free abortion on
demand” and called for the opening of abortion clinics.119
The earlier generation of political women was ambivalent toward feminism and
the women’s liberation movement. Betty Griffin had never liked the idea of separate
women’s work in the CPC, and did not identify with the new feminist movement:
I wanted nothing to do with women’s work. My sister was into it over her head. She was
on the National Board of the Status of Women…. Not me. Never. No…. I was busy
organizing with the teachers and they were men and women and I didn’t want to be
divided off into a little sect. No way…. I wanted nothing to do with the Women’s
Movement. I had nothing to do with it. Bread and Roses I thought was the most dreary
song that I had ever heard.120

Griffin conceded that the women’s movement had “some good effects,” but viewed
separate women’s unions as “counterproductive,” particularly the unions of academics:
“They were the worst, UBC.”121 Eileen Dailly was more conciliatory, but still allowed
some distance from the new generation of feminists: “I never was a person who was
flamboyant, as you can gather,” though she identified with the Vancouver Status of
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Women and other women’s groups. “I’ve always been interested in promoting women’s
rights. Feminism? What the heck does that actually mean?”122
Working-class women’s political activism in the 1940s and 1950s provided a
bridge between the “Militant Mothering” described by Sangster and a more explicitly
feminist politics. Feminism was a political reflection of the growing number of women in
the paid labour force, and a rejection of the patriarchal, top-down structures of labour
unions and Old Left parties. The precedent of working-class women’s political
participation, however, around a range of issues extending from the home to international
affairs, had been established by the earlier generation of Communist and CCF women.
This militant current in working-class politics, sustained by women in the darkest days of
the Cold War, provided the backbone for BC’s robust socialist feminist movement and
lent a radical flavour to the emerging labour feminism. While Communist women and
those aligned with the CCF-NDP tradition remained divided by questions of ideology and
tactics, they shared a common experience of struggle for a more just social order, within
the context of a political and economic climate that continued to be dominated by men.

Ethnicity, Race, and Working-Class Politics in Postwar BC
BC’s racialized minorities also challenged ongoing inequality, as labour abandoned its
historic embrace of racism in the postwar years.123 The Aboriginal struggle for land and
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justice gained strength, as Frank Calder won election as the first Aboriginal legislator in
Canada in 1949—the first BC election in which Aboriginals could vote. JapaneseCanadians struggled against state-sanctioned racism, which restricted their return to the
BC coast until 1949 and denied compensation for land, fishing boats and other property
confiscated during the war. Chinese-Canadians continued to occupy the lowest rungs of
the paid labour force, though unions intensified their efforts to improve these conditions,
as CCF News observed in 1948:
Oriental labor was brought into the province by the big corporations in order to depress
the wages of the white population. Since then, organized labor has become wiser, has
brought the new workers into the unions, and the immigrants have become Canadians. It
is no longer a question of persecuting aliens—it is a question of the values and rights
which we attach to Canadian citizenship.124

In the BC Interior, one ethnic group—the Doukhobors and particularly the militant Sons
of Freedom sect—turned to arson, nude parades and bombings in an effort to preserve
their distinctive pacifist, anti-materialist culture. By the 1960s, BC’s racialized minorities
and broader left were influenced by global anti-colonization struggles. Red Power and
Black Power had BC incarnations, contributing to the election of Caribbean-born
Rosemary Brown and another African-Canadian, Emery Barnes, to the BC legislature.
These struggles for equality and cultural distinctiveness ran against the grain of a
homogenizing Cold War culture, and helped change working-class politics in BC.
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Aboriginal Political Activism
On 15 June 1949, Frank Arthur Calder was elected CCF MLA for the northwestern riding
of Atlin, defeating the Coalition candidate with 376 votes to 370. Calder was the first
Aboriginal elected to a Canadian legislature and later also the first appointed a Minister
of the Crown. A fisherman and secretary of the Native Brotherhood of BC (NBBC), with
a Bachelor’s degree in Theology from UBC, Calder went on to lead his Nisga’a nation to
BC’s first modern-day treaty, which became law in 2000. Calder served as Atlin MLA in
1949-1956 and 1960-1979, though the final years were marked by controversy; appointed
a minister without portfolio by Dave Barrett in 1972, Calder was kicked out of the NDP
cabinet following an impaired driving incident in 1973 and defected to sit with the Social
Credit caucus. Re-elected as a Social Credit candidate in 1975, Calder lost to the NDP
candidate by one vote in 1979.125
At the time of his 1949 election, however, Calder was at the forefront of an
emerging wave of Aboriginal political activism. For over a century, Aboriginals had
sought restitution for the colonization of unceded land; with the exception of the 13
Douglas Treaties on southern Vancouver Island and the Treaty 8 extension into the
province’s northeast, Aboriginal title was never ceded in BC.126 Government
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intransigence spawned organizational efforts and a 1919 declaration asserting Aboriginal
title; Indian Agents and the RCMP responded with “a series of potlatch arrests,
convictions and incarcerations,” based on an 1885 ban on the coastal gathering.127 In
1926, the Allied Tribes of BC petitioned the Parliament of Canada and King George V
for a hearing before the British Privy Council; Canada responded with Indian Act
amendments that made it illegal to obtain funds or legal counsel in pursuit of Aboriginal
title claims, a provision that remained on the statutes until 1951. The Allied Tribes
dissolved and, according to Stolen Lands, Broken Promises (2005), “Indigenous
resistance [went] underground.”128 The NBBC, formed in 1931, officially aimed “to
improve the socio-economic condition” of Indian people, particularly in the fishery, but
unofficially continued the fight for Aboriginal title through its organ Native Voice.129
During the war, Squamish activist Andrew Paull formed the North American Indian
Brotherhood to “organize Indians across Canada to fight for civil rights without loss of
travelled to Victoria to oppose non-Aboriginal settlement in the Nass and Skeena Valleys; four years later,
in 1885, three chiefs of the Tsimshian Nation travelled to Ottawa to press their land claims.
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Indian rights.”130 BC Aboriginals won the provincial vote in 1949 (the federal franchise
would not be extended until 1960 except for those prepared to give up their treaty rights
and renounce their status under the Indian Act).131 Frank Calder was elected Atlin MLA
for the CCF, which had fought for the Provincial Election Act amendments.132 Calder
delivered his maiden speech in the BC Legislature in February 1950, concluding with a
quote by African-American educator Booker T. Washington: “No race can hold another
race in the ditch without staying in the ditch itself.”133
Calder maintained an ongoing interest in fishing, serving as NBBC secretary
during his early years as Atlin MLA; in 1950 he was appointed honourary vice-president
of the BC Indian Arts and Welfare Society.134 In March 1952, Calder told delegates at the
UFAWU annual convention that the “Native Brotherhood should actually be part of the
Union,” that “there should only be one body of fishermen, one union in the province of
BC as far as the fishing industry is concerned.”135 The UFAWU worked in the postwar
years to forge greater unity between fishers—Aboriginal, Asian or White. Homer
Stevens, whose grandmother belonged to the Songhees and Cowichan Nations, built
strong relationships with the NBBC, despite the efforts of BC Packers and Canfisco to
foment divisions along ethnic lines. As Calder told the 1952 UFAWU convention: “The
companies try to keep us apart.”136
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The NBBC had won recognition from BC’s Department of Labour as the official
bargaining agent for Aboriginal fishers in 1945.137 However, in the postwar years, the
Brotherhood focused increasingly on social matters and relations with the federal
government, neglecting “the industry from which we gain our livelihood,” Calder
claimed.138 Conflict erupted for control over fishing grounds in traditional Aboriginal
lands, which, because of the unresolved title question, encompassed most of the landbase
and waterways of BC. “One of the problems of some concern on the Nass is that of the
relationship between the Japanese-Canadian fishers and the Natives,” UFAWU organizer
Tom Parkin observed.139 Tension also arose over sealing rights on the coast and the
withholding of licences from Aboriginal fishers.140 Dan Assu, NBBC vice-president and
a skipper from the Cape Mudge Reserve on Quadra Island, pointed out in 1950 that
“within the last few years the native skippers, one by one, have been refused the right to
fish for herring,” which he described as a “weeding out of Indian skippers and Indian
manned boats.” Assu demanded Aboriginal representation on the International Fisheries
Commission, while asserting that: “In the fishing industry we do not believe in racial
discrimination. We are all one people with the white and Japanese fishermen.”141
Demonstrating the emerging relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
fishers, the NBBC and UFAWU cooperated in 1950 in presenting salmon price demands
to cannery operators.142 That year, the UFAWU endorsed a campaign by the NBBC, the
BC Civil Liberties Union, and other Aboriginal groups opposing Bill 267, federal
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legislation amending the Indian Act.143 The Fisherman insisted that any changes to the
Act must give “the Indian people complete equality with other residents of Canada, at the
same time guaranteeing their aboriginal rights.”144
Homer Stevens attended the NBBC’s 1950 convention in remote Bella Bella,
which he described as an example of “brotherhood in action.”145 Two years later, NBBC
president Guy Williams addressed UFAWU delegates, asserting that aboriginals had been
“more or less treated as second rate citizens” and that the NBBC “is absolutely behind
every movement” the UFAWU made; however, when fishers went on strike in September
1952 and NBBC leaders ordered an early return to work, the UFAWU described the
action as “strike-breaking.”146 The UFAWU formulated bargaining proposals in 1956 to
“make equal treatment mandatory” for Aboriginal workers, who suffered discrimination
in seniority, a guaranteed monthly income, housing, and employer-paid laundry at fish
plants. These proposals would be of little value, the UFAWU suggested, “unless the
Native Brotherhood agreements this year are identical to UFAWU agreements.”147 At
remote Namu, Aboriginal women fish-plant workers took direct action, removing
segregated toilet sites labelled “Indian” and “White.”148
Moves toward unity were uneven, demonstrating the distance between Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal workers. Living conditions on Indian reservations and the racist
143
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residential school system (which persisted in BC until 1982) kept many Aboriginals a
world apart from the non-Aboriginal working class. In the Communist Party and BC’s
leftwing unions, there was a concerted effort to bridge this divide. The 1948 BC
convention of the LPP-led National Federation of Labour Youth (NFLY) highlighted the
abysmal treatment of Aboriginals at the hands of the provincial and federal
governments.149 In 1956, the Pacific Tribune reported that an Aboriginal woman living
near Port Alberni was surviving on $9 per month, denied an old-age pension and forced
to re-apply for relief every month. The Indian Agent for the area, N.W. Garrard, told the
Nanaimo Free Press this sum was sufficient to provide 1600 calories of nourishment per
day, while the Tribune described the situation as “a dragged out form of starvation.”150
In the BC legislature, Calder demanded in 1956 that the Provincial Advisory
Committee on Indian Affairs be scrapped “because it has done nothing since its
formation,” objecting to the practice of hiding “Indian problems in a corner, to be dealt
with by some committee outside this house.”151 However, in that year’s provincial
election, Calder lost his seat, “partly due to inactivity of [the] candidate,” a CCF internal
report noted; the prospects for the next election (which Calder contested and won for the
CCF) were “good if the Nishga Indians come in to vote from [the] fishing grounds.”152
Edison White, a hereditary chief who was elected chief of the Nanaimo band in 1956,
pledged to “fight for full citizenship without loss of Native rights.”153
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Calder had been elected founding president of the Nisga’a Tribal Council in 1955,
when it formed out of the moribund Nisga’a Land Committee.154 Serving in this position
for two decades, Calder spearheaded a 1968 legal challenge to establish Nisga’a title in
the Nass Valley. He sued the BC government and, though dismissed by the BC Supreme
Court and Court of Appeal, Calder and the Nisga’a persisted. In 1973, with former NDP
colleague Tom Berger as counsel, Calder won a landmark Supreme Court of Canada
ruling. Calder v. Attorney General of British Columbia (“the Calder decision”)
established the principle of Aboriginal title in Canadian common law, the legal basis for
future land claims.155
The BC NDP acknowledged that title was never extinguished in a 1969 position
paper, but the federal government was moving in the opposite direction.156 The 1969
White Paper on Indian Policy prepared by Indian Affairs Minister Jean Chrétien and
Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau claimed that Aboriginal title did not exist and
proposed the assimilationist policy of extinguishing Aboriginal status and treaty rights,
including the repeal of the Indian Act.157 BC Aboriginals unified in opposition to the
White Paper; 144 chiefs formed the Union of BC Indian Chiefs (UBCIC), which issued a
1971 Submission on Native Title asserting that
Persistently and patiently the Indians of British Columbia have sought redress. Always
the appeal has been to constituted authority, by means of peaceful persuasion. Frequently
there has been at least indirect admission of the justice of our Claim, accompanied
occasionally by grudging and minor adjustments... never has there been a total denial but
equally certainly never has there been satisfaction. Meantime, the lot of the Indian on
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many of the Reserves continues to be sub-standard, his culture vanishing, his role one of
enforced dependency.158

In 1971, the Canadian government withdrew the White Paper.159
By the late 1960s, the deeply rooted Aboriginal political tradition was changing,
influenced by the militant Red Power movement and American Indian Movement (AIM),
which emerged in the United States and culminated in the early 1970s in the tense standoff at Wounded Knee and the extradition and imprisonment of Leonard Peltier by a
Vancouver judge.160 An RCMP report on Red Power noted that “early in 1953 our
attention was drawn to the formation of a new provincial political party in British
Columbia…the Indian Independence Party.”161 Organizational efforts intensified in the
1960s, buoyed by Nisga’a advances and broader political radicalization; coastal and
interior Salish nations formed the Confederation of Native Indians of British Columbia at
a meeting in Musqueam in 1966.162 By the late 1960s, the Native Alliance for Red Power
(NARP) had formed its own “patrol” force, consisting of aboriginal youth on the watch
for police brutality and discriminatory arrests of Aboriginal people—borrowing the
tactics of the Black Panthers in the United States.163 Trotskyists in the Vancouver YS
held public forums in 1968 on Red Power, “establishing contact with the Indian
community.”164 James Beynon of the Capilano band ran for the Communist Party in a
1968 North Vancouver by-election, declaring that: “For over a hundred years the old line
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parties of Capitalism have subjected the Canadian Indian to poverty, humiliation, and
discrimination.”165 While Beynon captured a scant 36 votes, his candidacy was indicative
of the growing phenomenon of Aboriginal political activism, both on the Left and in BC
generally.166 One the eve of the NDP’s 1972 victory, an RCMP agent reported on efforts
to “form an Indian faction of the NDP at Williams Lake.”167

Overcoming “Asiatic Exclusion”
BC workers of Asian descent also waged determined equality struggles. They had been
largely excluded from labour’s ranks before the Second World Waer, as anglo-saxon
workers responded to the substandard conditions of Japanese, Chinese, and East Indian
workers with demands for “Asiatic Exclusion” and a “White BC.” The issue had split the
Canadian Labour Party in the 1920s, as Communist demands for Oriental
Enfranchisement met with stiff opposition from anti-communists, and some workers
migrated to the overtly fascist policies of Tom MacInnes and the Ku Klux Klan.168 Roles
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were reversed in the 1940s, with the BC CCF urging the humane treatment of JapaneseCanadians, and the LPP adopting a resolution in December 1944 proposing “that all
persons of Japanese extraction be barred from the coastal defense zone of British
Columbia in the post-war period.”169 The internment of 22,000 Japanese-Canadians
revealed fissures in both parties, as sociologist Werner Cohn points out, transcending the
left-right divide.170 Grace MacInnis advocated on behalf of the Japanese-Canadians,
while BC CCF leader Harold Winch was “always terrified” of the issue and sought to
prevent discussion, fearing it would cost the party votes.171
The CCF was more consistent following the war, as a federal Order-in-Council
dictated that Japanese-Canadians obtain a special permit from the Minister of Labour to
return to the coast.172 Between May and October 1946, 4000 Japanese-Canadians were
deported to Japan.173 In 1947, the president of the Japanese Canadian Citizens
Association (JCCA), a Dr. G.A. Ishiwara, wrote Angus MacInnis, expressing
appreciation for MacInnis’s “unceasing and unselfish efforts” to bring about the repeal of
this discriminatory Order-in-Council and help obtain “our full rights as Canadian
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Citizens.”174 When the federal franchise was finally extended to Japanese-Canadians in
June 1948, under pressure from MacInnis and others, the CCF commented that:
Some of the Japanese will be coming back to BC and the coast in the near future. We can
be confident that socialists and trade unionists will give the example of welcoming them
into our communities and insuring them the everyday and social rights of citizenship, as
well as the legal ones.175

Rupert Haggen, CCF MLA for Grandforks-Greenwood, described Japanese-Canadians as
“good citizens” in his maiden speech in the BC legislature in 1950, urging an end to
“racial discrimination.”176
On several fronts, however, discrimination intensified. The CCF and LPP
lambasted the Coalition government’s 1948 action ordering the dismissal of 800
Japanese-Canadian loggers in BC, which the CCF News suggested was reminiscent of
“Hitler’s brutality against racial minorities” and contrary “to all the decent principles for
which the war was fought.”177 Relying on a 1913 regulation against the employment of
Asian workers, the Lands and Forests Department overrode job-protection provisions that
IWA agreements provided to Japanese-Canadians. The CCF accused the Coalition of
“raising the issue of race in the hope that people may again be diverted from their own
economic problems.”178 LPP leader Nigel Morgan highlighted the hypocrisy of extending
employment rights to Asian workers during the wartime labour shortage, then reverting
to “cruel and arbitrary discrimination.”179 While the Coalition ultimately reversed the
decision, this reflected lobbying by lumber companies rather than a “a sense of
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justice.”180 Among Indo-Canadian woodworkers in Port Alberni and other districts,
racism was particularly acute.181
In the fishing sector, moves toward unity were evident, despite the UFAWU’s
questionable record during the war. After the Pearl Harbour attacks, The Fisherman had
pledged to “denounce all attempts to stir up racial prejudice,” yet demanded that “all
fishing licenses issued to Japanese be cancelled” and leased to white operators and “all
Japanese removed from the vicinity of fortified areas.”182 In contrast, the UFAWU went
on record in 1947 supporting the repeal of the Chinese Immigration Act and the 1948
convention adopted a resolution that “rejected racial discrimination and approved issuing
fishing licenses to Canadian citizens on a basis of equality.”183 In 1950, shortly after the
restrictions on returning to BC were lifted, the BC convention of the JCCA urged
members “to join the respective unions and not form any separate union of their own.”184
By June 1950, the Fisherman reported that “all Japanese-Canadians were now
members.”185 T. Buck Suzuki, chairperson of the JCCA’s Fisheries Committee and a
UFAWU leader, proposed a joint committee with representatives from the JCCA, NBBC,
and UFAWU, a move approved at a meeting in Port Edward. Frank Calder was elected
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chairperson of this joint committee, formed to “bring closer harmony between the
different groups and avoid friction within the industry.”186
But ethnic-based friction was apparent, particularly on the north coast, on the
Nass and Skeena rivers, where Aboriginals and Japanese-Canadians clashed over access
to fishing grounds. As UFAWU member Maya Koisumi recalls:
When the Japanese fishermen came back the Indians didn’t like it at all. They caused us a
lot of trouble. For example, they interfered with us putting our nets in the sea. If I put my
net down they put theirs down in front of it. There were some threats against Japanese
fishermen but it didn’t last long. We went to fish off shore to avoid disturbances. The
Indians fished in the river and at the mouth mainly.187

UFAWU organizer Tom Parkin urged peace: “There is no question that the living
conditions of the Native fishermen are bad but it is also a fact that they were bad before
the war and did not improve appreciably during the period when the Japanese were away
from the coast.” Parkin suggested the joint committee was “a far better approach to the
problem than to sit back and allow our little cold war to become a hot war.”188
Demonstrating the weakening of pre-war exclusionist attitudes, BC’s workingclass organizations sought to organize Asian, Aboriginal, and Black workers and end
discrimination in the franchise and employment. The BCFL (CCL) criticised a move in
early 1948 by the Chinese Trade Workers’ Association to enlist 10,000 BC members:
“The CCL has no provision and does not intend to make provision for separate unions for
different nationalities and will continue to insist upon equal pay for equal work and
elimination of all racial discrimination throughout Canadian industry.”189 When antisemitic leaflets were distributed through the Vancouver mail, prompting the arrest of 36year-old Thomas P. Graham, the Vancouver Labour Council (CCL) demanded stronger
186
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anti-discrimination legislation.190 In October 1948, The Fisherman raised the demand for
“equal pay for equal work” irrespective of ethnicity: “Equal pay for equal work is one of
our great aims. Let’s not forget that means equal pay for equal work for all men and
women. And that includes Negroes, Japanese, Chinese and all those who sprang from
Asiatic soil as well as those who came from other parts of the world. Nor does it exclude
the North American Indian.”191
A Vancouver Joint Labor Committee to Combat Racial Discrimination was
formed in 1950, “one of the first cooperative projects between local TLC and CCL
groups.”192 The committee called for a Bill of Rights and Fair Employment Practices Act,
which would “guarantee that all workers would be given the opportunity for a job and for
promotion merely on the basis of their ability and not because they belong to certain a
church or their ancestors happened to come from a certain country or that they don’t
happen to speak with an accent.”193 Committee spokesperson Knute Buttedahl cited
similar legislation on the books in Saskatchewan and Ontario, and stressed that passage
of legislation was not sufficient, that a permanent commission had to be established “to
carry out the terms of such legislation.”194 When Social Credit acceded to pressure with
Bill 33, the Fair Employment Practices Act (1956)—which outlawed discrimination in
employment or trade-union membership on the basis of race, colour, or religious belief—
the Vancouver branch of the LPP-aligned League for Democratic Rights described the
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move as “a step in the right direction, but it doesn’t go far enough.”195 The League
claimed that penalties against employers were insufficient and the complaints procedure
“too cumbersome” (a Commission would not be appointed until 1973 under the Barrett
NDP government). Moreover, Bill 33 dealt only with employment discrimination, failing
to address gross inequalities in the provision of housing and accommodation: “Many
hotels will not accommodate a person whose skin is not white. A number of beer parlors
in Vancouver will not serve mixed parties of negro and White people.”196 The League
reiterated the call for a provincial Bill of Rights.
Revealing the distance BC labour had travelled since the xenophobic days of
“oriental exclusion”—but also lingering concern over low-wage competition—delegates
at the 1956 BCFL merger convention urged “all affiliates to keep a close check on
immigrant workers working within their jurisdiction with respect to seeing that they are
not discriminated against with regard to employment, wages or working conditions.”197
The resolution, forwarded from IWA Local 1-217 in Vancouver, bore the mark of a
workforce seeking to protect its own conditions. More hostile was the LPP’s attitude
toward one particular group of immigrants, the Displaced Persons (DP’s) who
immigrated from Europe to Canada in the postwar years. Trotskyist Ross Dowson
described the LPP as “a purveyor of race hatred (against the D.P.’s),” but communists
maintained that Canadian immigration policy facilitated the entry of Fascists, which
would weaken working-class organization in Canada.198
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Nonetheless, the LPP sunk roots in previously vilified ethnic communities. In
1948, the Pacific Tribune and Fisherman eulogized the death of Wong Chong, a ChineseCanadian fish cannery worker and labour newsvendor who had “helped to build the
United Fishermen and Allied Workers among Chinese-Canadians” and “attended every
labor rally in the city.” Chong, a member of the LPP and Chinese Workers’ Protective
Association, was described as “a familiar figure to thousands of Vancouver working
people.”199 LPP-led unions, such as the UFAWU and WIUC, hired Chinese-Canadians to
organize low-paid workers in fishing and forestry. As an RCMP memo noted in 1949,
WIUC organizer Roy Mah was “a prominent Chinese member of the Labor Progressive
Party” and editor of New Citizen, a Chinese newspaper “which unofficially has the
blessing of the LPP.”200 In the 1956 provincial election, the LPP distributed 2,000
Mandarin leaflets in Vancouver’s Chinese community.201
Communist organizing efforts extended to the Indo-Canadian community, which
was heavily employed in logging on Vancouver Island and the Lower Mainland. Darshan
Singh Sangha, who would later sit as a Communist legislator in India’s Punjab state, was
an active LPPer in the 1940s, helping organize the IWA and win the vote for Indo-
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Canadians.202 In the 1960s, Hardial Bains, a Sikh and CPC member who went on to lead
the Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) (CPCML), organized in Vancouver’s
Sikh community, raising funds for Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and
supporting India during the Sino-Indian border dispute.203 The NDP also challenged
discrimination against East Indians, with Vancouver East MP Harold Winch, the former
provincial leader, spearheading changes to the immigration quota system in 1967; these
efforts were acknowledged in 1972 when Sikhs awarded Winch the kirpan sword, their
highest religious symbol, for his work on behalf of minority groups.204

Doukhobors
One issue that divided the LPP-CPC and CCF-NDP was the treatment of the
Doukhobors, and particularly the radical Sons of Freedom sect, which shunned private
property, staged nude parades in the Kootenays, and resorted to arson and bombings to
protest militarism and the forced education of their young.205 In 1929, 100 Doukhobors
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had been jailed in New Westminster’s Oakalla prison and eight children placed in
provincial custody for nude parading (which was outlawed in a 1931 Criminal Code
amendment that imposed a penalty of three-years imprisonment); between 1932 and
1935, 600 were interned on Piers Island off Victoria; in 1950, 400 Doukhobors were in
provincial jails.206 Conflict between Freedomites and orthodox Doukhobors associated
with the Union of Spiritual Communities for Christ (USCC) contributed to widely
divergent interpretations of this complex story.207
In 1947, the Coalition had stripped the right to vote from Doukhobors, Hutterites
and Mennonites unless they had served in the armed forces.208 While the provincial
franchise was restored in 1952, and the federal franchise in 1955, discrimination
intensified under BC’s Social Credit government.209 The CCF demonstrated little
sympathy toward the Sons of Freedom, who represented about 1500 of BC’s 8000
Doukhobors in the late 1940s. CCF MLA Randolph Harding, whose Kaslo-Slocan riding
was at the epicentre of the Doukhobor conflict, argued in 1948 that “stern measures”
were required only against actual law-breakers, and that the problem would remain
insoluble “if dealt with on the basis of racial or religious discrimination.”210 The year
Social Credit took office, in 1952, UBC anthropologist Harry B. Hawthorne completed a
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detailed report on the Doukhobor “problem,” recommending that legal restrictions on
nude parading, voting, and birth registration be eased, while also suggesting that the Sons
of Freedom “could be moved or isolated, among other possibilities.”211 Emboldened by
its legislative majority, Social Credit cracked down on the Freedomites in 1953. That
summer, 400 homes were burned down, mostly in the town of Krestova, and the
Freedomites established a polatka (tent village) in the Slocan Valley, at Perrys Siding. On
9 September 1953, the RCMP arrested 148 Freedomite men and women, transporting
them by train to Vancouver where they were sentenced to 3-years imprisonment. Their
103 school-aged children were declared wards of the Provincial Superintendent of Child
Welfare and interned at a heavily-guarded institution in New Denver on remote Slocan
Lake (where the Japanese-Canadians had been interned a decade earlier).212 The province
pursued its policy of mandatory schooling with an iron will in the 1950s, apprehending
Freedomite children from Kootenay villages at night for transport to the New Denver
dormitory. In August 1959, six years after it opened, the New Denver dormitory closed
and the children returned to their families.213
State repression of the Sons of Freedom was grounded in the ideologically
charged climate of the 1950s: Freedomites’ rigid pacifism conflicted sharply with war
hysteria and the nuclear arms race, while their anti-materialist values and property
destruction challenged the premises of an increasingly consumerist and acquisitive
culture. The Sons of Freedom occupied a unique place in the oppositional political
current of Cold War BC. In January 1954, a delegation of Freedomites travelled to
Victoria where they staged a protest on the steps of the BC Legislature, with placards
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declaring “We refuse government schools where the spirit of war and destruction is
nourished.”214 As the Pacific Tribune observed: “Bennett, Attorney General Robert
Bonner and Education Minister Ray Williston are trying to prove that their ‘forcible
assimilation’ tactics will eventually end the resistance of Freedomite parents to the
provincial school system, and transform their children into ‘normal’ Canadians. History
proves otherwise. Repression breeds resistance.”215
At its July 1956 convention, the Doukhobor Union of Canada described the BC
government’s forced schooling policy as a form of “genocide,” separating children from
their parents and contributing toward the Freedomites’ “physical destruction in whole or
in part.”216 In 1958, Doukhobors sponsored a “Peace Through Non-violence” conference
at UBC.217 Others embraced more militant protest tactics. In May 1956, three dozen
Freedomite women and men visited the Nelson, BC home of Emmett Gulley, secretary of
the local Coordinating Committee on Doukhobor Affairs, demanding the release of their
children; they were denied a meeting and driven out of the city with a fire hose. Twentyfive women were arrested.218 Days later 100 Freedomites protested the arrests, and when
the women were fined $15 or 10 days in prison, they refused to pay the fines and were
jailed.219 Anger mounted in the years that followed, erupting into arson and firebombings that targeted rail bridges, movie theatres, post offices, retail shops, a bus depot,
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Nelson’s courthouse, a hydroelectric tower, homes, barns, and private vehicles. One
hundred Freedomites were convicted and jailed in the early 1960s, and 71 others
acquitted in August 1962 due to a “lack of evidence.”220 In September 1962, 1000
Freedomites embarked on the “Great Trek” to the coast, arriving in Vancouver in January
1963 after a Kent municipal by-law preventing their passage was declared invalid in BC
Supreme Court; the BCFL went on record condemning “the infractions of civil liberties
by the Provincial Government and the Kent Municipal Council.”221 Freedomites
converged on the newly built Agassiz maximum-security federal prison, which held 100
of their brethren, and established a tent city.222
In the mid-1960s, the New Left sought to learn something from this earlier
generation of anti-militarists. Inflamed by the violence of the Vietnam War, and
“intrigued” by the “dualism” of Freedomite “militancy yet incomplete nonviolence” and
the USCC’s “passive pacifism,” the Student Union for Peace Action (SUPA) launched its
Kootenay Project. Eight students were deployed to the village of Ooteshenie, near
Castlegar, for the summer of 1965. They visited Freedomite and orthodox communities
throughout the Kootenays and Grand Forks area, and the Sons of Freedom protest camp
at Agassiz Prison; they joined direct-action protests at the Comox air base on Vancouver
Island, and organized a Hiroshima Day protest attended by 200 people in Castlegar.223
According to Peter Boothroyd, SUPA field secretary and a participant, the Kootenay
Project sought to support Doukhobors in “actively yet non-violently… confronting the
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BC government, the RCMP, and the press.”224 Reflecting the range of SUPA interests, it
focused on “the nature of active non-violence and its application to community conflict,
to conflict between our social system and a minority group, and to the development of a
politically effective force for international peace.”225

Black Power
BC never witnessed a desegregation campaign akin to the famous battles in the American
South, but developments in the postwar decades revealed the same concern to break
down the colour barrier.226 The CCF News noted in 1948 that discrimination against
black and Chinese workers persisted; Vancouver hotels refused to accommodate people
of colour while beer parlours refused to serve mixed parties, such as a group of United
Packinghouse Workers who were denied service after a union meeting because one of
them was black.227 The correspondent urged legislative reform, but also “individual
action to reform social attitudes”: “The only way to effectively break down racial
prejudice is to make friends with fellow-workers of other races and insist on being seen
with them in public until people get so used to it that they are no longer afraid.”228 Mona
Morgan, a Communist candidate for Vancouver alderman, ran on the pledge to “end
racial discrimination”: “City council must act now to have restrictive covenants removed
from property leases and sales. And amend licensing regulations to prohibit hotels and
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restaurants from practicing discrimination.”229 Seeking to foster greater understanding of
racial diversity, black Vancouverites hosted a variety show called “Project One” in 1948,
consisting of dances and folk songs aimed at “establishing a community centre open to all
citizens regardless of race or creed.”230
The case of Clarence Clemons, a black longshoreman who died in Vancouver
police custody in 1952, reveals enduring racism and divisions in working-class ranks. As
Ross Lambertson argues, Cold War antipathies shaped the response of labour and human
rights groups. An all-white coroner’s jury attributed Clemons’ death to earlier injuries,
inflaming the city’s black community, which numbered around 700, and spurring the
formation of the Negro Citizens League (NCL).231 However, the NCL was assailed as a
Communist front, with LPP and CCF efforts “proceeding along twin tracks but never
touching.”232 In the mid-1950s, another organization emerged, the BC Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (BCAACP). An “active and aggressive organization,”
the BCAACP soon surpassed the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters to become the
largest organization of Black people in BC. “It was not a radical organization and it
enjoyed a lot of support in the white community,” recalls Rosemary Brown, who served
on the BCAACP executive for several years.233 BC labour widened its support for anticolonization struggles in the 1960s. The Victoria Labour Council wrote to Prime Minister
Diefenbaker in May 1960, protesting the Apartheid regime in South Africa.234 In March
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1965, delegates to the Victoria Labour Council took collections for the “Selma fund for
Negroes and civil rights workers in the south.”235 A delegation of Black Panthers toured
BC in 1968, forging links with workers and the emerging student movement.236
Within the NDP, Black activists such as Brown and Emery Barnes rose to
positions of leadership, in a competitive organizational environment as the party
approached power. “I do not believe that our election resulted from any revolutionary
decision on the part of the voters to strike a blow for racial equality,” suggests Brown.
“Rather, their discontent with the existing government and their determination to turf it
out of office overrode their racial prejudice, and resulted in the temporary colour and
political blindness that allowed them to support us despite the fact that we were both New
Democrats and Black.”237 The contested nature of these liberation struggles, and ongoing
challenges in the increasingly institutionalized party, were reflected in Brown’s tense
relationship with Dave Barrett and members of the NDP caucus.238 Discrimination
persisted in working-class organizations and BC generally.

Conclusion
BC’s labour unions and Old Left parties grappled with the historic legacy of sexism and
racism in the postwar years, as women, Aboriginals, and workers of colour demanded
equality and engaged politically on diverse fronts. Legalistic barriers to employment and
voting were removed, as previously excluded groups joined the workforce and unions in
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record numbers. The growing labour-force participation of women spurred the Women’s
Liberation Movement and demands for childcare, pay equity, and reproductive choice.
Aboriginals pursued their historic claim to the unceded land base and resources of British
Columbia, and won recognition of indigenous title in the Supreme Court of Canada’s
historic Calder decision of 1973. Japanese-Canadians, like Chinese-Canadian and black
workers, challenge racism in working-class organizations and broader social institutions,
as the legacy of wartime internment generated conflict in industries such as fishing. In the
Kootenays, the Doukhobor population polarized over the issue of assimilation, with the
radical Freedomites resorting to arson and nude parades to protest militarism in the
school system; hundreds were arrested and 103 children detained. Between the 1940s and
1970s, intolerance weakened but did not disappear.
Equality struggles took diverse forms. Communists led the postwar drive against
discrimination in BC’s labour unions, deploying Chinese-Canadian, Japanese-Canadian,
and Indo-Canadian organizers in camps, factories, and mills. Social democrats in the
CCF-NDP elected the second, third, and fourth women to the BC legislature; the first
Aboriginal and black female law-makers in Canadian history; the country’s first Jewish
provincial premier; and, in 1968, the only woman in Canada’s 28th Parliament. To be
sure, the extent of equality in working-class organizations was often more formal than
real. Political participation continued to be shaped in gendered and racialized ways, with
white anglo-saxon men dominating leadership positions. Changes in the structure of BC’s
labour force produced tension in unions and left parties, old and new, as a new working
class emerged that was more representative of BC’s diversity. The working-class
response to this diversity was uneven; the defiant cultural practice of groups such as the
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Doukbohors provoked divergent responses on the left. However, despite these tensions
and inconsistencies, BC labour’s postwar commitment to the ideal of equality
distinguished it from its earlier history and from the more exclusionary politics of the
right.
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Chapter 5
Other Lefts: Trotskyism, Peace Activism, and the
Cold War Origins of the New Left

There was no clear rupture between an Old Left and a New Left in postwar BC. While a
Student Union for Peace Action (SUPA) brief claimed in January 1967 that the New Left
traced its origins to “the death of the political parties and the old left,” a continuum linked
these left formations.1 Confirming Maurice Isserman’s conclusions on the American left,
the links between the working-class politics of the early Cold War years and the labour
and youth radicalism of the 1960s were vital and real.2 In the peace movement and
organized labour, Old Leftists sustained an oppositional political culture that experienced
a resurgence in the 1960s, buoyed by the new working class and burgeoning student
population. The Trotskyist movement straddled ideological and generational divides,
providing a unique window into this continuous process of contestation. The seeds of the
1
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New Left can be traced to Cold War crises in established Old Left parties and structural
changes in BC’s working class. As growing numbers of BC workers became
disenchanted with both the Soviet and the social-democratic roads to socialism, and with
the North American strategy of Fordist accommodation, independent political tendencies
that had operated on the margins enjoyed a wider appeal. Trotskyist and Maoist groups,
which had divorced themselves from the Soviet Union, wreaked havoc on the Old Left’s
depleted ranks and sunk roots in unions, youth organizations, and emerging “new social
movements.” The New Left retained the older emphasis on peace and labour issues,
while pursuing an array of causes—the liberation struggles of women, aboriginals,
workers of colour, students, and gays and lesbians, and environmentalism which
demanded protection of ecosystems and (like the Old Left) an end to nuclear testing.
BC’s left of the 1970s demonstrated continuity and change; it bore the imprint of earlier
struggles but its form and substance had changed.

Trotskyism in Cold War BC
The origins of the New Left were located in the Old Left, in ideological and factional
currents extending back before the Second World War. Where Isserman identifies Max
Shachtman as a key figure in this historical continuum in the United States, Canada had
Ross Dowson.3 From the 1940s until the 1970s, Dowson was at the centre of the
Canadian Trotskyist movement and its myriad organizational forms—the Revolutionary
Workers Party (RWP), Socialist Educational League (SEL), Socialist Workers Party
(SWP), League for Socialist Action (LSA), and Young Socialists/Ligue des Jeunes
socialistes (YS). Though based in Toronto, Dowson retained a band of followers on the
3
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west coast and in the BC Interior, who pressured the CCF-NDP from the left, leading to
periodic expulsions in the 1950s and 60s. Vancouver was a bastion of Trotskyist strength;
Dowson confided in 1948 that the maintenance of Labor Challenge and the national
office “depends almost entirely on the Vancouver branch.”4 Dowson ultimately found
himself on the wrong side of a split in 1973, leaving the organization he had nurtured;
however, in the postwar era he led the effort to forge a brand of revolutionary socialism
distinct from the Stalinism of the LPP-CPC and reformism of the CCF-NDP—“a
revolutionary tendency untainted by the crimes of Stalinism.”5
The contours of Canadian Trotskyism are blurred by a historiographic emphasis
on the mainstream, rather than the margins, of working-class politics. Studies by Bryan
Palmer, Ian McKay, and Ian Angus illuminate this strain of Canadian socialism, while
Elaine Bernard and Heather McLeod provide a unique window into Trotskyism in
postwar BC.6 As early as 1928, the Labor Statesman, newspaper of the Vancouver Trades
and Labor Council, commented contemptuously that “the Trotskyites have no friends
outside of Russia and their friends inside are getting less and less.”7 During the early
1940s, BC Trotskyists focused their efforts on labour and anti-war work, striking a
position distinct from the CCF (which had critically endorsed Canada’s war effort in
4
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1939) and the Communist Party (which moved from opposition to a whole-hearted
embrace after Hitler invaded Russia); three apparent Trotskyists were arrested and jailed
in affluent Oak Bay in 1941 for possessing anti-war pamphlets.8
Trotskyists challenged LPP influence in powerful industrial unions including the
Marine Workers and Boilermakers, and the IWA. The “no-strike” pledges signed by
Communist union leaders and their support for speed-ups and piece-work to boost the
Allied war effort provided an opening for more militant shop-floor leadership.9
Boilermakers’ president Bill White was charged with “consorting with anti-party
elements” and accused of Trotskyism after he was spotted conversing with shipyard
militant Gordie McQuillan, whom he described as “one hell of a fine trade unionist.”10 In
February 1948, the LPP’s Vancouver City Committee charged four members—George
Black, Margaret Black, Pat Driscoll, and Renee Nelissen—with engaging “in disruptive
activities harmful to the working class,” for publishing the dissident sheet Communist
Voice, which followed “the typically Trotskyist policy of raising divisive and disruptive
issues.”11 In IWA locals 1-217 and 1-357, Trotskyists including Lloyd Whelan, Reg
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Bullock, and Tom Bradley led a Rank and File Caucus that was instrumental in curbing
LPP strength; Bullock had allegedly been “pulled out of the shipyards in 1946-47” to
“defeat the Stalinist stranglehold on the IWA.”12 These Trotskyist trade unionists
navigated a delicate line between opposing the LPP and playing into the hands of antilabour employers: “They wanted to expose the mismanagement by the Stalinist union
leaders, but not open the door to a generalized anti-socialist attack.”13
Trotskyist activism in BC’s working class was most evident, however, in the
strategy of “entryism” in social democracy, which wreaked havoc in the BC CCF-NDP.
“The French turn as it is called in our movement is a tactical maneuver designed to
overcome the general isolation that the revolutionary vanguard finds itself in today,”
Dowson explained.14 Dorothy Gretchen Steeves, CCF MLA for North Vancouver (19341945), suggested the most vocal opponents of a United Front with communists in the
1930s had belonged to “an extreme leftist group and were accused of being
‘Trotskyites’”; Rod Young was suspended from the CCF for associating with this
group.15 Trotskyists adopted a long-range view of relations with the CCF, as Dowson
explained to a Trail worker:
In 1937 the Canadian Trotskyists made an entry into the CCF, which appeared to offer
great opportunities of work inside its ranks. We would have preferred to affiliate to it but
this was denied us and so we entered to form a fraction around which we hoped to gather
12
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the militants. During the war we remained in the CCF advancing our ideas as best we
could. In 1945 we concluded that there were greater opportunities to spread our ideas
outside the CCF free from the censurous pressure of the bureaucracy and organized the
independent party in 1946.16

This new party, the Revolutionary Workers’ Party (RWP), formed after a failed attempt
by Lloyd Whelan, chairperson of the BC CCF Trade Union Committee, to bring a
revolutionary program to the floor of the 1946 CCF National convention.17 Whelan,
Bullock, Bradley (a former CCF organizer), Ruth Bullock (a CCF provincial council
member), and Elaine MacDonald defected to form the Labor Challenge Club. In October
1946, the RWP was founded at a Toronto convention and affiliated to the Fourth
International.18 The new party opened a Vancouver headquarters on Cordova Street and
attracted militants from the CCF, such as William White of the Britannia Beach MineMill local and William and Lillian Whitney of New Westminster. In December 1946,
three members of the LPP’s Ginger Goodwin Youth Club defected to the RWP.19
The RWP brought Dowson into contact with Trail civic worker Aubrey Burton.
Letters between Dowson and Burton provide a unique window into class relations and
working-class politics in the early Cold War years. In 1949, Dowson outlined the
strategy and analysis of the RWP, which opposed the LPP “peace fronts” because “they
poison the workers with pacifist illusions which disorient the anti-war fight and so
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objectively pave the way for war.”20 The party’s attitude toward the USSR was linked to
the struggle against labour bureaucracy in Canada:
We stand rigorously opposed to the capitalist war plans against the USSR. Wall Street is
not interested in destroying the Kremlin oligarchy but the property relations that were
achieved by the revolution and which have not yet been cancelled out by the Kremlin.
The defense of the USSR – what is left of the October conquests requires however the
destruction of the Kremlin bureaucracy just as the defense of the unions requires the
destruction of the Greens, Bengoughs and Moshers and their replacement with a
revolutionary leadership.21

Forging a revolutionary leadership in Trail, in the CCF and smelterworkers’ union, was
the object of Dowson’s correspondence with Burton.22 The RWP sought “a clarification”
in a political environmental crowded by the “Stalinist” LPP and “right-wing” CCF:
Yes it is unfortunate that there is not greater unity in the left. But the responsibility for its
present state of disintegration lies in large part at the door of the Kremlin oligarchy and
their stooges across the globe whose criminal policies have brought defeat after defeat
and disoriented a whole generation of revolutionaries. A new upsurge will see a
clarification and a unification of all worthwhile elements – the hopelessly sectarian and
muddleheads will be left by the wayside.23

Burton began distributing copies of Labor Challenge and building an oppositional
presence in the Trail CCF Club and LPP-controlled Mine-Mill Local 480. In September
1949, Dowson commended Burton for a Pacific Tribune letter attacking “the Stalinist
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Labor Progressive Party from a Marxist point of view. In this day of the cold war and the
witch hunt this is a breath of fresh air.”24
In February 1950, Burton observed first-hand the Steelworkers’ raid on Mine-Mill
Local 480, as the left and right wings of the CCF clashed. “On Feb 11 the MosherMillard bureaucracy launched their union-raiding campaign against the Stalinist
dominated IUMM &SW,” Burton reported.25 He attended the April 1950 BC CCF
convention in Penticton, aided by travel funds from Local 480, despite “behind-thescenes attempts to prevent my getting there on the parts of Bert Gargrave, J. Quinn, the
former MLA for this Riding.”26 Burton and a CCYM delegate were the only RWP
members in attendance.27 Burton described political polarization in the Trail CCF:
There exists today within the local CCF movement here two distinct wings neither of
which will have the least bit to do with the other. In short there exists in Trail now that
for which we are working to bring about provincially, a clear clarification between the
right and left within the CCF. The catch being that the “left” here is gravitating rapidly
towards the Stalinists.28

Burton responded by organizing a public meeting in May 1950 “to establish a fighting
socialist club by fighting Union men and women,” a CCF club free from LPP and
“moderate” influence.29 He was elected president of Civic Workers Local 343 in Trail.30
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At Reg Bullock and Dowson’s suggestion, Burton adopted the pseudonym Steve
Rosslund to protect his work in the CCF, as controversy arose over the circulation of
Labor Challenge to a CCF mailing list.31
Burton attended the stormy 1950 CCF National convention in Vancouver,
distributing mimeographed materials from Socialist Outlook, bulletin of the British
Labour Party’s leftwing, and organized a pre-convention caucus with BC “left
oppositionists” including Rod Young, Dorothy Steeves, Colin Cameron, Eve Smith and
Cranbrook MLA Leo Nimsick.32 However, a resolution Burton proposed opposing
“American armed forces in the Korean civil war” was rejected by Young and Steeves,
who feared it would alienate the left. “Colin Cameron and Eve Smith were the only two
leading oppositionists that supported me at all,” Burton reported.33 He met with other
RWP comrades in Vancouver and Seattle, gaining “an awareness of the Party as a force,
not just as semi-isolated individuals.”34 After the convention, Burton wrote to Young
supporting “a strong left-wing faction organized within the CCF” and suggested
launching a newspaper akin to Socialist Outlook.35 However, Burton confided to Dowson
that he “would prefer a clean break with the CCF now in favor of complete concentration
on the trade union aspect such as the Stalinists are carrying through, whether openly as a
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Trotskyist or just as a trade union militant.”36 “Coldwell has finished his party in this area
now,” Burton believed, but Dowson was more optimistic:
The elements that have reacted so violently to Coldwell’s open attacks on elementary
class struggle principles are not the workers of Canada who have come into and are
moving towards the CCF but the left overs from the past of the CCF—the SPers, the old
fundamentalists. The workers as a whole in Canada know little of what did take place in
the CCF convention and are not yet too concerned. They are not going to turn away from
the CCF because of this convention…. This left that is developing now doesn’t reflect the
level of class understanding of the Canadian working-class or their class experience.37

Dowson’s correspondence with Burton sheds light on conflicting leadership
currents within BC’s working class, and the nature of the new politics that was emerging
in response to the Cold War:
Within the lower ranks of the trade union bureaucracy there are shades of differences.
Many of the lower ranks of the union leadership are only a few years removed from the
shop, a few are leaders who were thrown up in the struggle, who were once militants and
have got soft. Today in the unions they play much the same role as the Youngs, Eve
Smiths etc play in the CCF. To a certain extent they are used as a left cover by the
bureaucracy. To a certain extent they play an independent and critical role. At certain
stages they act as a point of gravitation for militants like Young in the CCF in BC today.
We have to handle them different. L C [Labor Challenge] has given Young and co a form
of critical support—yet what is Rodney Young himself—a pretty treacherous cowardly,
opportunist element. But compared to Coldwell he represents in a distorted way a
progressive force and all critical elements tend to gravitate toward him. I have my own
ideas of what will probably happen to Young but we want to contact these critical
elements.38

While the RWP denounced Stalinism and top-down bureaucratic methods, it was not
immune from internal strife. Whalen and Bradley were suspended, and a factional fight
surfaced in the RWP Bulletin in spring 1950, prompting Burton to lament that if this was
the level of debate in the party, “we have small hope of ever persuading the rank and file
workers to accept us as their vanguard.”39 Ironic in light of his own factional activities in
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the BC CCF, Burton warned that “if we are not to degenerate into a mere sectarian group
I think we had better tighten up our party discipline” and suggested seeking remedy
through “the International itself” if “the rank and file fail to check it.”40
In the early 1950s, the line between RWP entryism and broader left criticism in
the CCF became blurred: moderates attacked the Socialist Fellowship as a Trotskyist
front, and the RWP’s presence in the Fellowship lent credence to allegations of a “party
within the party.”41 As Dowson admitted in April 1950: “Our first loyalty is of course to
our ideas and our party, but we have an orientation to the CCF so our second loyalty is to
the CCF.”42 He discussed the implications of “total entry”: “What would happen to Labor
Challenge? Well if we made a total entry it would fold up but we would within the
shortest time possible publish some kind of legal CCF fraction organ to take its place…. I
am inclined to believe that the Vancouver branch should carry out some fraction work in
the BC section before attempting to carry out an entry.”43 Following the 1950 Vancouver
convention, Dowson observed that the “Coldwell gang’s” efforts to “rip up the Regina
Manifesto and create a lynch atmosphere against the BC section” was galvanizing left
opposition in Eastern Canada. He anticipated the formation of “something along the line
of our Socialist Fellowship in the BLP,” highlighting the role of Trotskyists in the British
Left.44 Dowson welcomed the Left-Wing Conference that met in Vancouver in August
1950, noting that the RWP’s Vancouver branch had struck off “three or four comrades to
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get into the CCYM.”45 In October, Burton—by then executive secretary of the Trail CCF
Club—spearheaded the organization of a Socialist Fellowship in Trail, consisting of
militants from his own Civic Workers Local 343 and leftwing CCFers in Mine-Mill
Local 480.46
The RWP maintained a separate party organization but “entryism” was the main
strategy as the CCF Socialist Fellowship formed and then dissolved in 1950-1951.
Trotskyists debated whether the CCF represented the main agency for “political action by
labor” or whether it had degenerated into a “rotten section of the resurrected corpse of the
Second International.”47 When Burton produced a report titled Whether the CCF?,
questioning the logic of entryism, Dowson advised against breaking from the party:
“With the CCF label on us and with the protection that the Socialist Fellowship gives we
can in essence be Trotskyists politically, we can say everything we want openly but ‘Join
the RWP! Join the Fourth International!’”48 Behind the scenes, Dowson grew weary of
Burton’s anti-entryist stance. In November 1950, he suggested Burton move to
Vancouver for his “final polishing off…as a revolutionist.”49 A year later, as two Ontario
RWP activists travelled west, Dowson described Burton as “a most erratic and confused
comrade” with a “complete orientation to the Stalinist LPP” who “never did and still
doesn’t know the score. He doesn’t understand what our orientation is about.”50
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The RWP formally dissolved in spring 1952, suspending publication of Labor
Challenge as Trotskyists made a “total entry” into the CCF. Dowson’s brother Murray
envisioned “a long stay in the CCF stretching over several years,” suggesting that “the
comrades in BC will have to restrain themselves from leaping ahead of the rest of the
country due to the left-tradition of the West.”51 There was “not a public face to the
Trotskyist organization” between April 1952 and December 1955, Bernard noted.52 BC
Trotskyists submerged their activity into the Vancouver faction Box 18 and Stanley Park
CCF Club Forum. A protégé of Dowson’s named Barry, who had moved to Vancouver
from Toronto, ensconced himself in the Vancouver-Centre CCF and Stanley Park Club,
serving on the 1952 campaign committee that elected Laura Jamieson and Jim Bury to
the legislature.53 Another Trotskyist, Angus MacPhee, a pulp worker and president of the
Prince Rupert Trades and Labour Council, was also active in the 1952 Vancouver-Centre
campaign.54 Trotskyists’ effectiveness was blunted, however, by splits in the Fourth
International, which divided the Canadian membership.55 At the 1955 BC CCF
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convention, party leaders attributed their woes to Trotskyist infiltration; the Ontario CCF
had expelled 14 members, prompting demands for similar action in BC.56
The expulsions contributed to the December 1955 decision to re-establish a public
face, with the launching of Workers Vanguard newspaper and the Toronto-based
Socialist Educational League (SEL), “a product of the crisis that confronts the CCF.”
SEL was committed to “fight for a socialist CCF” and “win affiliation to the CCF as the
socialist education wing of the movement.”57 After the CCF abandoned the Regina
Manifesto at its 1956 Winnipeg convention, SEL contemplated fielding candidates in the
next federal election, but maintained that the CCF was still “an elementary and
progressive break from capitalist politics.”58 In BC, Trotskyists remained active in the
Stanley Park CCF Club Forum, and helped form the Vancouver Socialist Forum and
Socialist Information Centre (SIC) in the late 1950s, “an arena where conflicting,
competing and parallel views could meet.”59 Led by Ruth Bullock and Malcolm Bruce, a
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veteran communist who had left the LPP in the 1940s, SIC opened a Vancouver meeting
hall.60 Canadian Trotskyists maintained formal organizational ties through the Socialist
Workers Party (SWP), formed “following the shake-up of stalinism in 1956.”61 At a 1960
convention, held in Vancouver, SWP militants endorsed “the formal constitution of a
national public socialist wing of the New Party.”62
Trotskyist entryism in the New Party, like earlier CCF activism, was undermined
by in-fighting, which Dowson attributed to “an atmosphere… inimical to the full
participation of newer comrades”; “old timers,” because of their years of experience,
tended “to make decisions outside of the branch.”63 Clashes erupted over the nomination
of CCF candidates in Vancouver-Centre64, the appropriate structure for the New Party,
and strategy in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC).65 Ruth Bullock and Bill
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Whitney called for a separate BC newspaper, while Vancouver Branch 1 demanded
Bruce’s suspension as west coast editor of Workers Vanguard, citing his handling of copy
and allegiance to the rival faction.66 The split divided the two Vancouver branches;
Branch 1 favoured a “deep entry liquidationist” policy while Branch 2 favoured “a more
open policy”—the majority viewpoint at the 1960 convention.67 A City Executive was
formed to “unite our public activities in preparation for the emergence of our projected
more open national organization.”68 Jerry and Ruth Houle, deployed to Vancouver to
reconcile the warring factions, only aggravated the situation. Vancouver comrades
inundated the Toronto headquarters with complaints, and Dowson recalled the Houles to
Toronto in March 1961.69 On the eve of the New Party convention, Vancouver-based SIC
merged with Toronto-based SEL to form the League for Socialist Action (LSA). “Past
differences, sectarian pride, or vanity—all the barriers which have kept the socialists
divided—must be broken down,” the Vanguard urged.70 The birth of the LSA, more
stable organizationally than earlier Trotskyist groups and focused on the NDP, signaled a
new era in the history of the Fourth International in BC.
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Other Lefts
Parallel to these efforts, CCF dissidents were moving in diverse directions. In August
1956, a group of Vancouver CCF members and fellow travellers including Rod Young,
Jim McKenzie, and Richard “Lefty” Morgan responded to the Winnipeg Declaration by
laying the groundwork for a new party. This Socialist Committee for the Organization of
a Labour Party of Canada met regularly throughout 1956-57, drafting a provisional
constitution and launching the monthly mimeographed sheet Press, which was attacked
by Workers Vanguard because of its association with Young.71 In March 1957, the
committee endorsed Cedric Cox’s CCF candidacy in a Burnaby by-election, because,
though “critical of his platform…he spoke as a working class candidate should.”72 The
group’s Provisional Constitution was designed “to retain power in the hands of the rank
and file.”73 Its Interim Manifesto declared that “reform is not in the forefront and social
ownership relegated to some distant future.” While articulating an “Immediate Program,”
the Manifesto concluded that “we pledge ourselves never to rest content until we have
eradicated capitalism from the earth.”74 Taking aim at the LPP, the Manifesto declared
that “the Labour Party will oppose any other party which seeks to place the socialists of
one country under the direction of the socialists of another country,” and pledged to
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“support all movements of colonial emancipation regardless of the short term
disadvantages which may result.”75
The promised Labour Party never took shape. In early 1957, CCFer Dorothy
Steeves observed that Young was “completely at outs with the Trotskyites” and that
Press was “not much of an improvement over Box 16,” the earlier leftist CCF organ.76
“Poor Rod, he has to be leading something, even a party with no members.”77 Young,
McKenzie and Morgan continued meeting, as a discussion group that made contact with
communist Jack Scott and his wife Hilda: “She belonged to the group. I never did. I
couldn’t get along with the lawyer [Young]. Him and I used to argue something terrible,”
Scott recalls.78 Around 1959-60, the group met in the Scott home and morphed into a
CCF Socialist Caucus, which included communists, Trotskyists, and fellow travellers and
continued to publish Press, and later, the Socialist Caucus Bulletin. In June 1960, SIC
organizer Jerry Houle noted that “the Press group is still very much alive and appears to
be stepping up its activities”; Young addressed the Stanley Park CCF Forum on the topic
of “Pre-Marxian Socialism,” his first public CCF appearance since leaving the party in
1954.79 Young “speaks clearly and very simply,” Houle reported, enjoying “considerable
influence, more than some of our comrades would admit,” especially with “the youthful
serious element.”80 A month later, Houle lamented that “the Young group exists because
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of our failure in BC,” with “petty personal squabbles and unprincipled politics” driving
away new members, a view confirmed by Jack Scott.81
Unlike many Trotskyists, veteran socialist Malcolm Bruce was non-sectarian,
playing a lead role in Vancouver’s Socialist Forum and submitting articles to Press,
which Dowson described as “scandalous,” insisting that “our comrades should not be
identified with that sectarian rag of Young’s.”82 Bruce defended his actions in a letter to
SIC’s Vancouver City Executive Committee: “We must launch out on the great sea of the
actual class struggle and not paddle our sectarian canoe in the placid backwaters of mere
inner-party discussion which leads to impotence and stagnation.”83 In February 1961,
Bruce chaired a Socialist Forum meeting on the topic “The Union Dues Check-Off: What
is It About,” with speakers from the Marine Workers and Boilermakers, Canadian Iron
Workers, and International Longshoremen and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU).84 Later
in 1961, the Socialist Caucus organized a delegation to Cuba, independent of the CPC,
CCF-NDP, and LSA leadership, and were “the heart and soul” of the Columbia River for
Canada Committee.85 Some militants in this milieu joined the Communist Party’s
“Special Club” while remaining NDP members.86
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Lefty Morgan had rejoined the CCF in 1960 and was active in the FPCC,
discussing Cuba at the Stanley Park CCF Open Forum in May 1961.87 Morgan attended
the 1961 NDP convention in Ottawa, and on that trip visited Detroit, where he met Raya
Dunayevskaya, leader of a Trotskyist sect that had broken from the mainstream of
American Trotskyism in the mid-1950s. Morgan became a subscriber and contributor to
News & Letters, the publication of Dunayevskaya’s Marxist-Humanist tendency.
Dunayevskaya visited Vancouver in 1965 and delivered a talk at UBC. While Morgan
retained NDP membership, he remained critical of the party’s rightward drift and by the
mid-1960s was no longer active.88
Jack Scott and other “Special Club” dissidents responded to their 1964 expulsion
from the Communist Party by touring the Prairie provinces, Ontario and Montreal, laying
the groundwork for a new Canadian socialist movement. A founding conference was held
in Toronto’s King Edward Hotel, but strategic disagreement with Toronto socialist
Stephen Endicott (over the role of the revolutionary party) denied the Vancouver group a
base in central Canada.89 Scott and his comrades persisted, founding the Progressive
Worker newspaper, pledged to “renew the fight to revitalize the Revolutionary Working
Class movement in Canada.”90 The Progressive Worker Movement (PWM) developed
branches in Vancouver, New Westminster, Nanaimo and Victoria, and contacts among
dissident communist autoworkers in Windsor, Ontario.91 Scott’s close ally Jerry
Lebourdais was elected president of the Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers local at the
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Shellburn refinery, reflecting PW’s concentrated base in organized labour: “If you want
to talk about a proletarian movement we were it.”92 Lebourdais travelled to China in 1964
and in 1965 ran as the PWM candidate against NDP MP Harold Winch in Vancouver
East.93 Scott visited China several times and met personally with Chairman Mao.94
During its six-year existence, Progressive Worker developed a subscription list with 1500
names and a monthly circulation of 3000, exceeding the actual sales of the communist
Pacific Tribune, which “were going in a bloody furnace.”95 In June 1964, Canadian
Communist leader Leslie Morris (who succeeded Tim Buck) bitterly described the new
tendency as “perhaps the most dangerous phenomenon ever to have overtaken the cause
of Marxism in Canada”; Tribune editor Tom McEwen dismissed the PWM as “this ultra‘Leftist’ brand of Trotskyite provocation.”96 However, the Trotskyist LSA was equally
disdainful. The PWM was tainted by “the insidious heritage of Stalinist theory and
practice,” its work in the anti-war movement was marked by “sectarianism and
adventurism,” and its dismissal of “international unions as pawns of US imperialism…cut
[the group] off from the living process of the labor movement.”97
Jack Scott viewed the mid-1960s as the PWM’s heyday. “For a few years we
were able to play a small role within the class struggle in the Lower Mainland.”98
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However, as the decade unfolded, “the student movement began to dominate the scene”
and “we just petered out, stopped functioning really.”99 A faction emerged around
Vancouver activist Martin Amiable, accusing Scott and Lebourdais of dictatorial
practices before breaking away.100 Progressive Worker ceased publication in June 1970,
urging that “the major activity of socialists at this point in Canadian history ought to be
assisting the building of a truly broadly-based movement fighting for the independence of
Canada from foreign domination.”101 “It was what we never wanted to be,” Scott
suggests. “A British Columbia group that was trying to move the whole bloody country.”
According to Scott, workers were moving away from established organizations:
A lot of people were sort of floating off and sort of doing their own things. Organizing
little groups here and there and for some reason or another didn’t want to become
affiliated with anything in particular. This is the period of do your own thing sort of
business. Sort of a revolt against organization.102

Among Trotskyists, the New Left presented opportunities for unprecedented
growth but also exposed old contradictions. Malcolm Bruce left the LSA, which he had
helped found, and joined the PWM.103 The LSA and its youth wing, the Young Socialists
(YS), worked with others on the left, even the Communist Party in the anti-Vietnam War
movement, but tension was palpable.104 Khrushchev’s qualified reprieve of the errant
Trotskyist tendency in 1956 failed to blunt Communist hostility.105 As Ivan Avakumovic
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points out, communists “knew that Trotskyist strength lay in the very age groups where
the CPC had been notoriously weak since the beginning of the Cold War.”106 The Young
Communist League (YCL) dismissed the New Democratic Youth’s 1961 platform as
“Trotskyite,” and when Jean Rands ran for Vancouver mayor in 1966, the Communist
Party’s City Committee “warned any worker against voting for Rands…because of her
Trotskyite sponsorship which fosters disunity of the working class.”107 The YS had
declared confidently in 1965 that through its work in the NDY and the organ Young
Socialist Forum, the Trotskyist youth movement had established “the skeleton of a youth
movement of national scope.”108 By 1967, paid circulation of the newspaper surpassed
2000 copies per issue, establishing YS as “the socialists” [emphasis in original].109
However, in 1968 conflict erupted between the LSA’s Vancouver Branch and the
national organization, prompted by disagreement over Workers Vanguard editorial policy
and BC labour’s response to Bill 33, the anti-labour Mediation Commission Act.110 The
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split was aggravated by the old “entryist” debate on maintaining parallel open and secret
organizations. Vancouver Trotskyists, according to an internal bulletin, identified with
San Francisco, rather than Toronto, and opposed entryism in the NDP.111 A survey of
new recruits in the Vancouver YS reflected a range of New Left interests: “NDY-2
[members], Red Power-2, Anti-War-3, high school-1.”112 This was interpreted as having
“completely justified the decision for an open organization and maintaining a separate
organization.”113 However, at the LSA’s 1968 convention, leading members including
Rands and Allen Engler, Workers Vanguard west coast editor, were in the minority and
publicly resigned from the LSA. A faction emerged in support of Rands and Engler’s
position, urging the “direct propagation of Trotskyist ideas.”114
Other leftist splinter groups appeared around this time, such as the Canadian Party
of Labour (CPL), a Maoist offshoot of the US Progressive Labor Party, which bore no
connection to the earlier CCF-oriented formation; Capilano College instructor Ed
edited article by Allen Engler, west coast editor of the paper (writing under the pseudonym L. Kavanagh),
on “Bill 33 and Ferryworkers.” Engler and his Vancouver comrades objected to the removal of comments
criticizing the NDP’s reluctance to campaign against Bill 33 in a Vancouver-South by-election, and also a
shift in emphasis that gave “the wrong impression of Ray Haynes’ intentions” by downplaying efforts by
the BCFL leadership to avert a general strike against the legislation. As Engler informed Dowson, “since
we are involved in the struggles here, we are convinced we are more competent to make assessments” than
the editor “3,000 miles away.” Following a conciliatory letter from Dick Fidler, Vanguard editor, Engler
insisted that the Vancouver branch did not disagree with “the line of the movement” but “with you and
Ross thinking that you are the movement.” He called for internal discussion on the application of
democratic centralism in the LSA, the nature of the revolutionary paper, and the national question in
English Canada. Dowson responded that “a general strike represents a climax at a certain stage of the
struggle,” suggesting the Vancouver comrades, who were “outside the ranks of the trade union movement,”
were unrealistic in their assessment of the situation. Dowson advised the more modest strategy of urging a
BCFL lobby to Victoria the day Bill 33 came up for final reading.
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Lavalle, a future NDP official, was among the CPL’s BC militants.115 The Workers’
Communist Party, also Maoist, formed in Montreal after the 1970 FLQ crisis and
developed a presence in BC.116 Other groups included the Left Caucus and
Internationalists (forerunner to the CPCML), and Simon Fraser University’s Red
Collective, which Scott dismissed as “a ridiculous outfit.”117
The terrain of BC’s revolutionary left was becoming crowded, influenced by
ideological and organizational currents that rejected or at least criticised the Soviet Union
as the central reference point for a revolutionary politics in Canada. The tide was moving
away from the Communist Party at the same time that a growing layer of young people
turned toward radical politics. In 1962, the YCL had claimed eight BC clubs and “many
contacts,” observing that:
In a dozen ways Canadian young people are beginning to question government war
policies, to ask why there are no jobs, to wonder at the lack of educational opportunities,
and finally to question the reason for the continued existence of capitalism itself. We
must become a part of this great ideological debate in a new way.118

However, by the end of the 1960s, the YCL was defunct, and McGill instructor Chuck
McFadden, elected to the Central Executive Committee, was charged with the task of
reorganizing the youth section.119 Former party stalwarts such as Charlie Caron and Jack
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Scott had defected to the Maoists, while UBC student leader Charlie Boylan joined the
renegade Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) led by Hardial Bains.120
In 1970, Tommy Douglas, the federal NDP leader and Nanaimo-Cowichan-The
Islands MP, rejected the tactical orientation of the Maoists:
We do not accept the doctrine of the Maoists that ‘all power proceeds out of the mouth of
a gun,’ because if we accept that concept what we are saying is that society will be
dominated by those who have the most guns and the ruthless will to use them.121

Douglas made these remarks in the House of Commons, during debate on the War
Measures Act and the October 1970 FLQ crisis. Described as Douglas’s “finest hour,”
the veteran socialist remained firm in his commitment to the parliamentary road.
Meanwhile, a layer of young people migrated toward the violent tactics of the Weather
Underground and Red Army Faction—manifested in BC a decade later in the group
Direct Action! and the “Squamish Five” bombings.122

Anti-War and the Origins of the New Left
Opposition to militarism was the unifying thread for the diverse strains of BC’s Left. The
dashed hopes of the immediate postwar years were conveyed in a 1948 Pacific Tribune
column by Harold Griffin, titled the “Crusade Against Progress”:
Labor’s concept of victory over fascism and their own had nothing in common. Labor
saw, over the stacks of victory bonds, over the ships taking form on the ways, over the
planes taking to the air, the beginning of a new way of life distinguished by its broader
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freedom and greater economic justice…. Now, the banks are reclaiming the victory
bonds. The shipyards are closed down, the aircraft plants dismantled. Now a new promise
is fashioned from the shattered pieces of the old. Now they have taken their enemy’s
weapons for their own, the ally in the fight for freedom and the partner in victory has
become the new tyranny, the new enemy, and the way to peace is through the atom bomb
and a new world war.123

Opposition to nuclear arms and colonial wars linked the Old Left activism of the 1940s
and 1950s with the New Left ferment of the 1960s, even as the locus of activism shifted
from labour-based parties to the student movement.
In December 1947, members of the Canadian Seamen’s Union (CSU) launched a
picket at Vancouver’s Ballantyne Pier against the ship S.S. Colima, which was being
loaded with arms for Kuomintang China.124 Trade unionists, students, churchgoers,
CCFers and communists joined the CSU picket, while the Vancouver Trades and Labor
Council (TLC) endorsed a resolution from the Women’s International League for Peace
and Freedom (WILPF) condemning the munitions shipment.125 The Chinese Workers’
Protective Association commended this stand, with secretary H.C. Low accusing the
Canadian government of “prolonging the civil war in China.”126 When the Colima was
moved to Burrard Dry Dock for repairs, the LPP-led Marine Workers and Boilermakers
refused to touch the ship. The protests were weakened, however, by the Red Wars in
labour ranks. ILWU Local 501 pledged to load the ship and CCL president Aaron
Mosher ordered an end to picketing, a directive echoed by the BC CCF executive.127 This
prompted Robert Loosmore, of Ganges on Saltspring Island, to write in the CCF News
that union contracts and CCF electoral considerations were less important than the
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aspirations “of Chinese peasants who have for years been fighting for economic
improvement.”128 After a three-week delay, the Colima left Vancouver loaded with
planes, small arms, and ammunition for the Kuomintang.129 By November 1948, as
Chiang Kai-shek’s toehold on the Chinese mainland neared its end amid labour strikes in
Shanghai, Nanking, and along the Yangtze, The Fisherman commented: “Chiang Kaishek is tottering—all the American arms and explosives, all the dollars and credits have
availed him nothing. The people are against him and his corrupt regime and they are too
many for him and his allies.”130 The SS Islandside loaded 5,000 tons of explosives and 30
Mosquito bombers at Ballantyne Pier, and communists and fellow-travellers were again
on hand brandishing picket signs. “Ottawa is rushing the death cargo to bolster the
tottering Kuomintang regime,” the Pacific Tribune remarked.131
This campaign demonstrated divisions within BC’s working class – but also the
determination of the militant minority that challenged Cold War assumptions. In July
1948, Vancouver Labour Council (CCL) delegates had rejected an executive
recommendation and supported the WILPF by building a peace float for the Pacific
National Exhibition.132 CCF women including Vancouver alderwoman Helena Gutteridge
and former MLAs Dorothy Steeves and Laura Jamieson were active in the WILPF
Vancouver branch. Local CCF Women’s Committees, which extended to Port Alberni on
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Vancouver Island, opposed military recruiting in schools.133 In 1950, B.P. Johnson,
secretary of the Sooke CCF Club, demanded a CCF membership referendum on the
Korean War, insisting: “We must give all possible support to the fight of the colonial
people for independence.”134 As Trotskyist Aubrey Burton noted: “Growing opposition to
the Coldwell-Lewis leadership springs from the rank and file’s opposition to war.”135 The
1954 BC CCF convention placed itself on record opposing military involvement in IndoChina and declared that “Canada should substantially decrease her own armed forces.”136
Two years later, the BC Boys’ Parliament rejected military conscription.137 Even in the
darkest days of McCarthyite witchhunts, resistance to militarism was palpable in BC.
The BC Peace Council (BCPC) was at the centre of peace activism in the 1950s.
When the Royal Canadian Legion expelled LPPer and UFAWU leader Elgin “Scotty”
Neish in 1955, BCPC secretary Ray Gardner argued that “the real issue facing all
veterans today is the plan to rearm West Germany, to build a new Nazi army, and not
whether you are or are not the chairman of a peace council.”138 In January 1956, the
peace council sent a delegation to the BC Legislature urging a ban on H-bomb tests;
legislators later approved, by unanimous vote, a resolution urging the Canadian
government “to intensify its efforts to achieve world disarmament by international
agreement through the United Nations Organization.”139 The Vancouver Labour Council
(CCL) backed the disarmament campaign, while the Non Partisan Association (NPA)133
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dominated Vancouver City Council refused.140 When the CCW’s BC council learned of a
new round of US nuclear tests in the Pacific, the organization wired an appeal to Prime
Minister St. Laurent and MPs urging disarmament and federal action against H-bomb
tests.141 As the Pacific Tribune reported, radiation from atomic and H-bombs that had
already exploded in the atmosphere would result in the death, or prevent the birth, of 1.5
million human beings.142 The Burnaby LPP endorsed the 1957 by-election campaign of
CCFer Cedric Cox, declaring:
Overshadowing all these issues is that of the H-tests. This may seem far removed from
provincial politics. But as long as tests of nuclear weapons continue, the threat to peace
remains and people everywhere are menaced by the incalculable consequences of
radiation.143

Mirroring developments in the United Kingdom, where the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament (CND) was born, the issue of nuclear testing was a motive force behind the
emergence of an emboldened peace movement and a New Left. The Canadian Committee
for the Control of Radiation Hazards, formed in 1959, developed a strong presence in
Vancouver and collected more than 142,000 signatures on a petition against nuclear
testing.144 Camille Mather, CCF-NDP MLA for Delta (1960-1963), and party dissident
Eve Smith were active in the campaign, as was the Trotskyist LSA and Socialist
Forum.145 In 1960, the Vancouver Radiation Hazards committee hosted a talk by Dr.
Linus Pauling, the campaign’s founder and Nobel Prize-winning chemist who had
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refused to participate in the Manhattan Project. The Socialist Forum issued a leaflet
welcoming Dr. Pauling to Vancouver, advocating a policy of “unilateral disarmament”
and a Canadian referendum on nuclear arms.146 Later that year, an LSA activist described
the composition of the emerging anti-nuclear movement, based on a Radiation Hazards
meeting at UBC attended by 300 people: “The vast majority of the audience were under
forty, perhaps under thirty. Few people over fifty there. Relatively few workers with dirty
hands and faces were in the audience.”147 The LSA organized a protest picket at the
Vancouver fallout shelter, while the Communist Party warned that US military bases in
BC’s hinterland—the ‘Pinetree Line” radar bases at Baldy Hughes (near Prince George),
Mount Lolo (near Kamloops), and Puntzi Lake (near Williams Lake)—made BC a target
for nuclear attack.148
Peace activism was extending to new social groups and influencing Old Left
parties. The Voice of Women (VOW), formed in 1960, pulled middle-class women into
the campaign for peace.149 At the 1960 CCF National convention, the last before the CCF
gave way to the NDP, went on record demanding Canada’s withdrawal from NATO.150
While this position was reversed at the NDP’s founding convention, as party leaders
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sought to present a moderate face, peace activism grew in the new party.151 NDP leader
Tommy Douglas told the 1962 BCFL convention that the Cuban Missile Crisis
demonstrated the validity of the NDP’s position that Canada should not “increase the
membership of the nuclear club.”152 The same BCFL convention went on record
“opposing nuclear weapons on Canadian soil.”153 The Vancouver & District Labour
Council had earlier condemned nuclear tests, “despite an attempt at red-baiting by a
member of the plumbers’ union.”154 In 1962 several anti-nuclear groups such as Citizens
for Survival, Focus Society, and Gibsons Committee for Nuclear Disarmament federated
to form the League for Total Disarmament, which staged two protests in 1963 at the
Comox airbase, one of two acknowledged Canadian sites for nuclear-equipped US Air
Force planes.155
The nuclear disarmament movement flourished on university campuses. The UBC
Nuclear Disarmament Club was affiliated with the Combined Universities Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament (CUCND), which had formed in 1959 and issued the Montrealbased quarterly publication Our Generation Against Nuclear War.156 In October 1961,
the UBC club sent a telegram to Nikita Khrushchev condemning “the Soviet resumption
of atmospheric testing” and commended the UBC student council for circulating a
petition against atmospheric nuclear weapons tests. Club president Dorothy Thompson
declared that “the Disarmament Club does not endorse or affiliate with any political,
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religious, or ethnic organization or institution, its primary interest is human survival.”157
When the CUCND organized a picket on Parliament Hill in Ottawa in October 1961, as a
protest against the government’s refusal to adopt a non-nuclear stand, the UBC club
abstained due to travel costs, but club president Mike Audain said “We support the
Ottawa campaign wholeheartedly.”158 By 1963, the UBC club counted 130 members and
forged links with the Student Christian Movement and off-campus disarmament groups;
attempts were made to organize a CUCND club in Victoria.159
BC’s peace movement and Old Left sympathized with anti-colonial struggles in
Indo-China, Ghana, Algeria, and, after 1959, Cuba. The victory of Fidel Castro and his
July 26th Movement, defeating the US-aligned Batista regime, was celebrated as an antiimperialist victory at the doorstep of the American imperialism. When Washington
imposed an embargo on the Caribbean Island, Vancouver Trotskyists launched the Fair
Play for Cuba Committee (FPCC), picketing the US Consulate in November 1960.160
Trotskyists worried about “the Stalinists moving in and trying to take over,” with
Dowson advising Vancouver comrades to assure moderate FPCC supporters, such as
UBC professors, that “it is not a CP or a Trotskyist front” (emphasis in original).161 In
labour’s ranks, pulp worker Angus MacPhee won approval at the 1960 BCFL convention
for a motion investigating the hiring of a former Batista henchman as a special consultant
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to AFL-CIO president George Meany; the convention also approved a recommendation
to send a fact-finding mission to the island.162 In 1961, around the time of the failed US
invasion at the Bay of Pigs, communists and fellow travellers formed the Canada-Cuba
Friendship Society.163 During the October 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis—triggered by
Soviet attempts to deploy missiles to Cuba—a BC Peace Council march wound its way
through Vancouver, and NDP leader Tommy Douglas told the BC NDP convention, then
in session, that: “Some people talk of starting a war as if they were talking about going on
a picnic—and this is a world where, if war comes, there will be no hiding place for any
man, woman or child.”164
In the wake of the crisis, The Ubyssey student newspaper exposed a broad RCMP
Security Service anti-subversion campaign on university campuses.165 Tom Berger, NDP
MP for Vancouver-Burrard, queried federal Justice Minister E. Davie Fulton on police
surveillance during question period in the House of Commons.166 While an agreement
was later struck between the federal government, RCMP, Canadian Association of
University Teachers (CAUT), and Canadian Union of Students, the RCMP ignored its
provisions and maintained investigations at UBC, the new University of Victoria, and
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universities across Canada.167 The target of state surveillance was expanding in the
1960s, as radicalism moved from labour-based parties to student groups.
The Diefenbaker Conservatives, Canada’s only non-Liberal government between
1935 and 1979, deviated from the United States on a number of key foreign-policy issues.
Diefenbaker continued diplomatic relations with Communist Cuba and exported wheat to
Communist China. His government refused to bring Canada into the Organization of
American States, which was considered a mechanism of US domination in Latin
America.168 Most significant, the Diefenbaker Conservatives refused to install nuclear
warheads on Canada’s Bomarc missiles, a decision that prompted the prime minister’s
defeat in the House and triggered the 1963 election.169 Nuclear-disarmament activists had
campaigned against the Bomarc since 1959, and celebrated the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
of August 1963, the first concrete step toward détente between East and West.170
However, Lester Pearson’s minority Liberal government was elected on the pledge to
accept the warheads and on 31 December 1963 “kept its promise to US imperialism,” as
communists described it.171 Nuclear warheads arrived in Canada.
The campaign against the Bomarcs intensified. Larry Ryan, a Victoria postal
worker, steered a resolution through the Victoria Labour Council demanding that the
federal government “declare a non-nuclear role for Canada.”172 The Student Union for
Peace Action, which had evolved out of CUCND, organized its Kootenay Project (see
Chapter 4) and Comox Project, which launched “an integrated three-pronged attack on
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the RCAF base,” combining research and community education with nonviolent direct
action.173 “This would be one of the first times that the three aspects of the peace
movement’s work have all been actively undertaken and integrated within the same
community,” SUPA field secretary Peter Boothroyd claimed.174 Demonstrating links
between Canadian and American activists, a scuffle erupted at the Blaine border crossing
when 15 US activists were detained en route to Victoria for a 14-day march to Comox.175
The anti-nuclear campaign was tied to the escalating conflict in Vietnam. Canada
never maintained combat troops in Vietnam, but mounting evidence of what was called
“Canadian complicity” helped consolidate a domestic anti-war movement. “It was all
linked,” recalls Kevin Neish, who grew up in the peace activism of the 1960s.176 US
secretary of state Henry Kissinger threatened to use nuclear weapons against Vietnam,
echoing Truman’s threat against China during the Korean War. As the YS noted in 1968:
Vietnam is the biggest political issue today among Canadian youth, and the most
immediate factor in their radicalization. The escalation of the war, the increasingly
frequent and devastating revelations of the true nature of the war, and the growth of the
anti-war movement across this continent, makes Canadian support for the war more and
more untenable in the eyes of young people.177

In 1954, Canada had been appointed to the three-member International Control
Commission (ICC), charged with monitoring the Geneva Accords that ended the first
Indo-China war; but like Poland (which represented the communist bloc on the ICC),
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Canada was not neutral.178 The Communist Party insisted during the 1963 BC election
that the Legislature “demand an end to Ottawa’s support of the US genocide actions in
Vietnam and adherence to the 1954 Geneva Accord.”179
The movement against the Vietnam War attracted all elements of the BC Left,
both old and new. NDP activist Hilda Thomas, a UBC English instructor, was politicized
by the Vietnam War and served as chair of Vancouver’s Vietnam Action Committee. “I
was the token non-Trotskyist chair of that committee,” Thomas recalls.180 Protests against
the war intensified as American armed force increased, particularly after the
manufactured Gulf of Tonkin incident of 1965. In August that year, 39 youths were
arrested for blocking prime minister Lester Pearson’s motorcade in the Pacific National
Exhibition parade in Vancouver.181 Though dismissed as pawns of the Communist Party,
the young people demonstrated the growing appeal of direct action. On 26 March 1966, a
large peace march, 3000 strong, wound its way through Vancouver, uniting “youth,
students, labour, clergy and progressives.”182 The march was organized by SUPA and
NDP MLA Alex MacDonald told the crowd that “the Vietnamese people have earned the
right to be left alone.”183 That spring, a strong anti-war caucus emerged in the BC
Teachers Federation, while the UFAWU Women’s Auxiliary endorsed a Voice of
Women (VOW) delegation to Ottawa, demanding Canada “use its influence with the
178
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Johnson administration” to end the Vietnam War.184 However, Canada’s Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, Paul Martin Sr., echoed the “Domino Theory” at the core of
American policy in southeast Asia: “if the North Vietnamese aggression with Chinese
connivance succeeds, it will only be a matter of time before the next victim is
selected.”185 Highlighting Canadian complicity, NDP leader Tommy Douglas exposed
Canada’s annual sales of $300 million in war materials to the United States, for use “in
an undeclared war” in Vietnam, which he described as “a bloody and barbaric incident
that has no equal in our time…. The time for quiet diplomacy is over and the time for
speaking out is here.”186
By the late 1960s, BC’s anti-war movement included both old left trade unionists
and a new layer of activists (see Appendix F). Vancouver Labour Council secretary
Paddy Neale sat on the city’s Vietnam Coordinating Committee, “the only leader of a
labor council formally on a Vietnam coordinating committee”; on 27 April 1968 the
committee organized a large demonstration in Vancouver.187 Tom Clarke, the militant
president of Vancouver IWA Local 1-217, served as master of ceremonies at a benefit
concert for the National Liberation Front.188 A shift in leadership was discernable. The
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YS focused its efforts in UBC’s Committee to End the War in Vietnam and the high
school-based Students Against War in Vietnam.189 A group of University of Victoria
activists led a walkout of 4000 Victoria high school students in November 1971,
protesting US nuclear tests at Amchitka Island and the war in Vietnam. “I remember as a
kid walking out of school, marching downtown,” Kevin Neish recalls. “UVic students
were the ones leading it.”190
BC’s burgeoning antiwar movement was underpinned by a tangible manifestation
of resistance to American militarism: the thousands of American draft-resisters and their
families who settled in BC.191 Closer to home, BC’s New Left mobilized in support of the
national liberation movement in Quebec. During the October 1970 Front de Liberation
du Québec (FLQ) crisis, seven members of the activist group Vancouver Liberation Front
were arrested under the War Measures Act; Dawson Creek schoolteacher Arthur Olson
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was fired for expressing sympathy with the FLQ, under a special provincial order-incouncil.192 Vancouver City Council attempted to thwart protests by entertaining a motion
prohibiting public demonstrations deemed “subversive.” COPE alderman Harry Rankin
defeated the motion, as Vietnam Action Committee chairperson Hilda Thomas, a NDP
member, said: “Never before has this committee been so harassed and intimidated.”193 A
rally against the War Measures Act took place at the Vancouver Court House, followed
by an anti-Vietnam War march. On the one-year anniversary of the declaration of the
War Measures Act, a group calling itself the October 16 Committee organized a march
through downtown Vancouver to a federal building at Granville and Hastings.194

Student Power, Flower Power, and the Politicization of the Youth Revolt
Long before the youth revolt of the sixties, BC students cast a critical eye on the political
and economic landscape. In groups such as the Student Christian Movement (SCM),
Young Communist League (YCL), Co-operative Commonwealth Youth Movement
(CCYM), and Young Liberals, students debated social questions and challenged the logic
of the Cold War.195 When Victoria Mayor Claude Harrison called for the burning of
“subversive” library books in 1954, the Victoria College SCM, backed by the Liberal
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Club and International Relations Club, organized a protest where they burned an effigy of
the mayor.196
Growth in post-secondary education underpinned the new radicalism. The
Department of National Defence noted in 1963 that attendance at UBC “continues to
grow at a phenomenal pace… from approximately 10,000 in 1958-59 to 14,000 in 196263.”197 A more visible student movement emerged, one that operated at a distance from
BC’s working class. The Canadian Union of Students (CUS) highlighted the class bias in
post-secondary education in a 1966 survey, which found that only 35% of Canadian
university students were from “blue-collar” working-class families.198 While this marked
an improvement from previous decades, the report noted that Canadian university
students were “by and large not representative of the Canadian class structure but rather
bear the characteristics of the middle and upper classes of Canadian society.”199 In 1959,
CCF Cranbrook MLA Leo Nimsick had warned that a $100 tuition increase at UBC
would make “university more privileged.”200
Despite their distance from the working class, this new layer of students
gravitated to issues long championed by working-class parties, such as nuclear
disarmament and the liberation struggles of colonial peoples. In December-January 1964-
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1965, the CUCND took a radical turn at a Regina conference and reinvented itself as
SUPA.201 At UBC, student radical Charlie Boylan, a Communist Party member, was
elected first vice-president of the Alma Mater Society.202 At SFU, Trotskyists were
“recognized activists” in Students for a Democratic University (SDU), and an RCMP
agent warned that the LSA “could become a very strong radical influence on youth
organizations, both in the NDP and in the educational process.”203 Activist Don Roebuck
urged a shift in priorities from Vietnam to campus work, citing “the superior organizing
potential of a student syndicalist movement.”204 Sections of the New Left, however, were
disdainful of the student movement, which they dismissed as hopelessly middle class.
“The CP and Maoists have ignored the student power movement,” a YS internal bulletin
suggested.205 While SUPA retained “a small group of experienced leaders, considerable
financial resources and connections in the university establishments,” the LSA observed
that the organization, “after a meteoric rise, disintegrated due to its programmatic
inadequacy.”206
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SUPA split at its 1967 general membership conference at Goderich, Ontario,
spawning the short-lived New Left Committee (NLC), which claimed that
SUPA was essentially an attempt at rebellion by middle-class youth…. But isolated from
socialist traditions, SUPA was side-tracked by myths, the myth that revolutionary change
can be a result of spontaneous popular rebellions, the myth that capitalism can be made to
fulfill its liberal pretensions, the myth that radicals can ignore working-class struggles
and dismiss socialist perspectives.207

In November 1967, the New Left Committee Bulletin argued for a return to class-based,
workplace-centred organizing.208 However, the NLC had little presence in the western
provinces or Atlantic Canada, and within months executive members declared that: “The
NLC, as a political organization, has no useful role to play at present” and its “active
existence…shall not and ought not to be pursued.”209 A section of the NLC remained
active, particularly in the Canadian Union of Students (CUS), but trouble was apparent.
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Students at the universities of Windsor, Lethbridge, and Waterloo Lutheran voted to
leave CUS as referenda loomed at Western Ontario and Waterloo.210
In BC, the student movement peaked in 1968 at Simon Fraser University, where
114 students were arrested for occupying the administration building, demanding that
universities “be open and accessible to all who wish to use them.”211 Following the
occupation, the SFU administration clamped down on the restive Political Science,
Sociology, and Anthropology (PSA) Department, appointing a committee of trustees to
oversee the department’s affairs and curb its radical experiments in participatory
democracy. Professor Mordecai Briemberg, who had been elected department chair a
week earlier despite the protests of the university president and dean of arts, issued a
statement opposing this heavy-handed measure: “We are attacked because we want to
contribute our energy to assisting the people in the community who don’t control the
power and wealth of BC.”212 A Ubyssey editorial echoed this sentiment, in the midst of a
labour dispute between the UBC administration and non-academic staff: “We’d better
realize where our allegiance should lie. And it ain’t with the administrators, the polluting
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pulp millers, the forest barons and the Socreds.”213 Students at three working-class
Vancouver high schools refused to cross a janitors’ picket line in 1968.214 From Carihi in
Campbell River, to the innovative “Knowplace” school in Vancouver’s West End, to a
proposed “Free University” in Victoria, teachers and students were experimenting with
egalitarian and participatory models of education.215
The SFU occupation coincided with a wave of student and youth unrest that
enveloped Canada and other countries. From France to Chicago to Montreal’s Sir George
Williams (now Concordia) University, students were at the centre of major clashes with
authority.216 Unrest in Czechoslovakia, where reformist premier Dubcek sought to
establish “socialism with a human face,” confirmed that neither the American nor the
Soviet model jelled with the aspirations of rebellious young people. Addressing a group
of McMaster University students in 1969, federal NDP leader and Nanaimo MP Tommy
Douglas expressed this discontent with the Cold War superpowers: “in the interests of socalled peace the United States had systematically bombed the people of Vietnam and in
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the name of so-called security the Soviet Union sent its tanks rumbling into
Czechoslovakia.”217 Douglas described the youth revolt as a:
protest movement against a society that has failed to meet man’s deepest needs and which
impedes the realization of man’s finest aspiration…. It is the realization that the power
structure is beyond their control and unresponsive to the public will that has generated the
spirit of revolt in modern youth…. In this contest I am on the side of youth.218

Efforts to bridge the divide between the Old Left and emerging New Left
could be discerned. In 1967, old leftist Colin Cameron, who preceded Douglas as
Nanaimo MP, had addressed Selkirk College students in Castlegar on the “gulf
between the generations”:
The sort of future it will be is being decided now. Slowly, painfully, day by day we are
fashioning the future in which you will live. The ideas you and your generation are
developing to-day can determine the sort of world in which your children will struggle to
maturity. But to do so they must be translated into political terms….219

However, many New Leftists, such as former SUPA chairman Jim Harding, rejected the
NDP’s gradualism as “welfare-state-capitalist,” reflecting party leaders’ interests in
“stabilizing the present system” despite a program “cloaked in socialist rhetoric.” NDP
leaders, such as Tom Berger, were “the upward mobile members of the status quo, deeply
socialized in liberalism, accepting the tenets and techniques of repressive tolerance,” and
therefore not surprisingly favoured taxation over the expropriation of monopolies.220 The
NDP’s grievance was not with capitalism per se, Harding argued, but with how the old
middle class represented by Social Credit was managing the capitalist system:
If the NDP were elected in BC it would amount to a replacement of the old middle class
representation (from an earlier development of capitalism) by a new middle class of neocapitalism. It would reflect not a defeat but a change in the management of capitalism.221
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This rejection of reformism found a home in the left-nationalist Waffle faction, which
railed against US imperialism from Canada to Vietnam, and mounted a vigorous
challenge in the late 1960s and early 1970s (see Chapter 7). Outside the NDP, such views
were echoed by old leftist Harry Rankin, the radical lawyer and Vancouver alderman: “I
adamantly reject one type of compromise—that of joining a party whose sole business is
to maintain the present capitalistic system with improvements.222 Rankin, however, was
critical of sections of the New Left, particularly those “young radicals” who regularly
attacked him “for entering the political structure as it now stands…. It makes a hell of a
lot more sense to be inside where the action is, dealing with the issues, accelerating
change than to be outside just making noise!”223
The 1960s ended as young people gravitated to hands-on community projects in
the government-sponsored Company of Young Canadians (CYC) and the in-your-face
organizing style of the Yippie movement in the United States.224 When Yippie leader
Jerry Rubin delivered a speech at UBC in 1968, a crowd of 2000 students marched on the
university faculty club, raiding the liquor supply, climbing on furniture, smoking
marijuana, burning dollar bills, and bathing nude in the ornamental pond.225 According to
Jim Harding, there was a sharp politicization in the youth culture in the late 1960s, “from
a primitive sub-culture, naively believing at first that ‘love’, ‘flowers’ and mere
222
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dropping-out were sufficient…to viewing the state as their enemy.” BC youth responded
to “continuous” police harassment—exemplified in the 1971 Gastown ‘riot’—by forming
urban co-ops and communes, seaside and island communities, that provided “a base and
security for the counter culture.”226 According to Michael Walzer, New Left radicalism
“was the radicalism of a generation for whom neither security nor money had ever been a
problem.” The children of a generation that had struggled through the depression and
achieved a measure of security in the postwar years, New Leftists inherited, “in addition
to their comforts, only the vaguest idealism, corroded by a new and very strong feeling
for the possible pleasures of private life.” They forged a new radicalism in juxtaposition
to “the various radicalisms” of their parents’ youth.227
The relationship between BC’s Old Left and New Left was apparent in the
environmental movement that took shape in the 1970s. During the Second World War,
opposition to clear-cut logging of coastal rainforests fueled demands for conservation and
the first Sloan Commission.228 After the war, the UFAWU advocated license limitation
and the enforcement of a 12-mile boundary to protect Canadian fishing grounds; Dan
Assu, Native Brotherhood vice-president and a herring skipper from Cape Mudge on
Quadra Island wrote: “We are partners with other groups in the conservation of salmon.
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We are even missionaries in this respect.”229 Suburban development and industrial
pollution in the 1950s spurred an emerging environmental consciousness. Activists,
including veteran CCF MLA Ernie Winch, campaigned for the humane treatment of
animals and a ban on leg-hold traps.230 In 1961, the Burnaby Citizens Association (BCA)
contested the municipal election on the pledge to “STOP pollution in Burnaby now,” and
proposed pollution control standards to regulate the activities of oil refineries, sawmills,
and other businesses within the municipality. The BCA demanded a noise pollution bylaw, a ban on heavy trucks in residential areas at night, the development of Burnaby Lake
into a “recreation and wildlife preserve,” and the preservation of the Marine Drive area
for farming.231 Pollution also raised the ire of local residents in BC’s hinterland.
Communist-endorsed aldermanic candidate George McKnight, a pulp mill worker in
Vancouver Island’s Alberni Valley, demanded air control legislation to curb the high
incidence of respiratory disease. He circulated a petition demanding “provincial laws to
prevent industrial contamination of our air, river and coastal waters; and ensure clean
water on our lakes, rivers and beaches… It will cost money, but these profitable
industries can afford it.”232
Continuity between the Old Left conservationists and New Left environmentalists
crystalized on the issue of atomic testing, which spawned the Radiation Hazards
committees in 1959 and Greenpeace in 1971. “Before Greenpeace, it was the socialist
and peace movement that was fighting the open-air nuclear tests that the Americans were
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doing,” recalls Kevin Neish, whose communist fisherman father campaigned against
nuclear tests on Amchitka in the Aleutian Islands.233 By the late 1960s, diverse
environmental concerns were coalescing into a discernable movement, exerting pressure
on labour unions and established left parties. The BC NDP led legislative efforts to
protect North Vancouver’s Cyprus Bowl and curb hydroelectric expansion in the Skagit
Valley.234 The party’s 1970 convention, which elected Dave Barrett as leader, endorsed
the nationalization of all industries “that refuse to stop polluting the environment.”235 The
Victoria Labour Council took stances on industrial waste, domestic sewage, garbage, and
pesticide use, and in February 1971 opposed the passage of Alaskan oil tankers along
“the vulnerable BC coast.”236 Reflecting its historic commitment to environmental
conservation, the UFAWU staged a “sail-in” at Vancouver’s English Bay on 11 June
1972 to protest the proposed transport of Alaskan oil. Later that year, a second “sail-in”
was staged in the north arm of the Fraser River, demanding advanced sewage treatment at
the Annacis Island plant.237

Conclusion
The rise of BC’s New Left challenged and changed established working-class parties.
Social-movement activism energized the depleted ranks of the Communist Party, which
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organized demonstrations in the early 1970s against the War Measures Act, a proposed
increase in BC Hydro rates, and California grapes.238 Within the NDP, the New Left
chipped away at narrow Cold War policies and rigid institutional practices—sustaining
an oppositional current that Trotskyists had pursued since the Second World War. The
Waffle, like kindred groups, mobilized in opposition to US economic imperialism in
Canada and US militarism in Vietnam. NDP members such as Hilda Thomas, a feminist,
Waffler and chairperson of Vancouver’s Vietnam Action Committee, were part of this
emerging social-movement activism. The “third force” in BC’s Old Left—the Trotskyist
movement in its several organizational forms—navigated between these shifting political
currents and was transformed. Uniquely situated as the historic critic of both Stalinism
and social democracy, Trotskyism influenced student and labour militants but grappled
with internal strife.239 By the early 1970s, BC’s working-class movements had changed.
More diverse in orientation and composition than their counterparts of the 1940s, this
New Left was returning to the explicitly anti-capitalist politics that the Cold War had
sought to wipe out.
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Chapter 6
Tug-of-War:
New Militancy and Breakaway Unions

A very large part in the trend to the left has been the economic struggles of
the workers. Increasingly over the last two years these struggles have risen
in intensity. Militant forms of struggle such as ‘wild-cat’ strikes and mass
picketing have developed. Because of the anti-labour laws and the use of
ex-parte injunctions in labour disputes there has grown a greater
awareness of the political relationships existing in our country. More and
more the workers’ demands have included political demands. Witness the
threat of a general strike in BC….1
- ‘A New Wind From the East Side,’ CPC City Committee report, c. 1966

The Communist Party attributed Harry Rankin’s 1966 election to Vancouver City
Council to “the new turn to the left across the country and especially here in BC,” tied to
growing working-class militancy. As discussed earlier, labour relations in postwar BC
more closely resembled a tug-of-war than a compromise between labour and capital.
Union certification procedures, the legality of strikes and picketing, the composition of
the Labour Relations Board, the operation of the Workmen’s Compensation Board, and
the bargaining rights of public-sector workers were all hotly contested by unions and
employers. Both organized groups sought to tip the balance of forces to their benefit. The
supremacy of employers was entrenched in “management rights” clauses that pervaded
postwar agreements. Labour, however, often directed the agenda through the extent of
union organization and the militant agency of its rank-and-file.
1
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By the 1960s, structural changes in BC’s working class—the increased
participation of women, youth, and public-sector workers—changed the nature of
working-class militancy and contributed to a rank-and-file revolt.2 The temper of
industrial relations was also influenced by rising living costs, by insecurity wrought by
automation and unemployment, by rapid construction of transportation and energy
infrastructure in hinterland areas, by volatility in commodity prices, by the intransigence
of employers and governments to bargain in good faith, and by a growing frustration
among rank-and-file workers with cumbersome collective bargaining procedures and the
apparent complacency of established unions operating within this status quo. This
frustration was tied to a growing Canadian nationalist current, manifested in moves
across the sectors to sever ties with American unions and forge new organizations.
Tracing a continuum to earlier secessionist movements—the Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW), One Big Union (OBU), All-Canadian Congress of Labour (ACCL),
Committee for Industrial Organization (CIO), and Communist-led Woodworkers
Industrial Union of Canada (WIUC) that split from the IWA in 1948—the breakaway
movement of the 1960s and 1970s extended from “blue-collar” resource workers at
Castlegar, Crofton, Nanaimo, Kitimat, Prince Rupert, and Trail to the growing pool of
white-collar workers in the cities. By 1972, this working-class unrest gave rise to levels
of strike activity and striker-days unseen since the Second World War (see Appendix A).
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Origins: Breakaway Unionism in Historical Perspective
The origins of breakaway unionism can be traced much earlier than the 1960s—to the
postwar industrial relations apparatus that created a distance between leaders and the
rank-and-file; to the climate of recrimination and hostility that was the legacy of the 1948
Red Wars; and to the conservatism of International unions, which had spawned the IWW,
OBU, and CIO. In BC’s Kootenay region, the breakaway WIUC provided a tangible
alternative to the Internationals with a militant presence in the forestry sector of the
1950s.3 Legislative restraints on the right to picket and strike, a hallmark of labour
relations in postwar BC, encouraged a tradition of law-breaking and contempt for
governments, law enforcement, and the courts. Between 1946 and 1955, the BC Supreme
Court received 69 applications for injunctions relating to labour disputes and granted all
but two; from 1956 to 1965, this trend intensified, with the courts granting 224 of 226
applications for ex parte injunctions, where the union was denied notice or hearing.4 As
Tom Berger, BCFL legal counsel, wrote in 1966: injunctions “place the judiciary, as far
as the labourer is concerned, in the ranks of the employers.”5 The openly partisan rulings
of provincial and federal politicians, Labour Relations Board and Workmen’s
Compensation Board appointees, and provincial court judges provoked the ire of
organized workers.
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In 1950, a joint meeting of the rival Vancouver Trades and Labor Council (TLC)
and Vancouver Labour Council (CCL) demanded “the immediate repeal” of emergency
federal legislation ordering striking railroaders back to work. “This bill is going to be the
rocks on which the careers of many politicians are going to founder at the next elections,”
Jack O’Brien, publicity chairperson of the 15 unions involved in the dispute, told the
crowd.6 However, the 1950 Maintenance of Railway Operation Act stood, setting a
pattern of government intervention that became the rule by the close of the twentieth
century.7 BC trade unionists railed against the decision of CCL leaders Frank Hall and
Aaron Mosher to end the strike, before the legislation even came into force, but labour’s
weakness was apparent, a consequence of the Red Wars and labour laws designed to curb
sympathetic job action.8
In the postwar era, organized labour focused primarily on winning union security
and improving wages and benefits through negotiation and industrial action, but also
applied political pressure on governments to regulate prices. The lifting of wartime price
controls by the federal and provincial governments contributed to a sharp increase in
consumer prices, for foodstuffs such as bread, milk and meat, to petroleum, consumer
durables, and housing.9 Workers’ wage gains were often stripped away by employers’
price hikes. “We shall be told that the rise is caused by the demands of organized labor
for increased wages,” the CCF News quipped in August 1948. However, the real cause of

6
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inflation was the “insatiable greed of industrialists” and the “supine” attitude of the
federal government.10 In 1950 federal finance minister Abbott told Parliament that:
People do not like controls, and we have to recognize the fact that except in times of great
crisis, they will resist them, evade and circumvent them…. [T]he government’s policy is
to counter the inflationary pressures that may be generated by our expanded defense
program primarily by fiscal measures….11

Such measures did little to alleviate the inflationary pressure on workers’ wages, fueling
demands for wage increases in every round of bargaining. BCFL secretary-treasurer Pat
O’Neil told UBC’s CCF club in 1959 that “instead of protecting the public from
corporations, corporations are protected at the expense of the public.” 12 Later, this
sentiment inspired campaigns against “price-fixing” by food processing and distribution
combines, and encouraged the formation of consumer co-operatives.13
BC labour’s position was weakened in the 1950s by the lack of co-operation
between TLC and CCL unions, animosity toward red unions, and growing institutional
pressures. As Harvey Murphy told the 1952 UFAWU convention, the “most violent
propaganda” had brought about “the practice of having individual unions go by
themselves” to the provincial government, replacing the former joint “Labour Lobbies”
of TLC and CCL unions:
Big shots have come up in the labor movement, high salaried officials who look, not to
the rank and file any more, but who look for plaudits from the press of big business, and
who are glorified by the Governmental Agencies, and who look for their promotion, not
from the ranks of labor, but you see them stepping into Government office after they
want to leave a Trade Union position, and who are not responsive today to the voice and
control of the rank and file. This is what is happening today.14
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The labour bureaucracy, identified by Leier as a problem as early as the first decades of
the century, remained an obstacle to militancy in the postwar years.15 Murphy pointed to
the unity of employers as an example for labour to emulate: “I have never seen yet one
employers association attacking another employers association insofar as labour
legislation or its relationship with workers. The CMA in British Columbia unites them
all. Why is it not possible among the workers to have that same unity?”16 The Seamen’s
Union had been
smashed and obliterated…because some government body refused to grant it license to
operate. [But] whoever heard of the time when labor had to apply to a Government to
have its Trade Union license. And yet, in actuality, that is the situation today. Greater
powers bestowed on boards.17

Murphy identified a tension in postwar BC: the efforts of employer-oriented governments
and the courts to curb working-class agency, and the predilection of workers to use their
collective power to improve working and living conditions.
Even non-communist trade unionists retained a commitment to militant industrial
action: in 1952, the IWA led a 45-day strike that accounted for more striker-days than
disputes in all other industries combined in the years 1949 to 1956.18 After the IWA
strike, Local 1-80 president Tony Poje was sentenced to three months in Oakalla prison
and fined $3000 for defying a court injunction against picketing in Nanaimo.19 In
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construction, building-trades unions “led by conservative ‘business’ unionists” accounted
for 24 percent of all strikes in BC in the 1950s, while Murphy’s Mine-Mill was,
according to Stuart Jamieson, “relatively free of strikes of any consequence.”20 As
Jamieson concludes: “There is little or no reliable evidence to indicate that unions under
radical leadership have engaged in larger, longer, or more frequent strikes than those
under conservative leadership in British Columbia.” 21
Where radical and moderate union leaders diverged was on their respective
political strategies. Moderates, often linked to the CCF, placed greater emphasis on
striking at the ballot box. In 1952, IWA secretary-treasurer George Mitchell called for “a
day of reckoning with those politicians who so flagrantly disregard the expressed views
and needs of the Trade Union movement” and demanded the Industrial Conciliation and
Arbitration (ICA) Act be amended:
to safeguard and not handicap the procedures of genuine collective bargaining. The
Labour Relations Board must be held to its responsibilities under an amended Act, to act
not with bias against labor, but with even-handed justice toward labor’s struggles to raise
living standards.22

Mitchell said the IWA was exploring “ways and means for exercising a more direct
influence on political decisions.”23 In the 1952 general election, BC voters threw out the
authors of the ICA Act, replacing the Liberal-Conservative Coalition with the untested
Social Credit League. Emboldened by a legislative majority in 1953, W.A.C. Bennett
replaced the hated ICA Act with Bill 22, the Labour Relations Act (1954), which was
specifically designed “to reduce the frequency and impact of industrial disputes,” but as
Jamieson suggests, failed to have the desired effect: “In the unstable economic, social,
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and political context in which industrial relations are carried on in British Columbia, even
the best designed and most far-sighted labour disputes legislation (or the most severe and
punitive for that matter!) would have little or no effect upon the recurrent cycle of
industrial conflict in that province.”24 At its 1954 convention, the BC CCF demanded the
repeal of the new act, proposing a labour code “designed to halt and avoid the trend of
labor-management problems being referred to and decided by the courts, and to restore
the traditional freedom of collective bargaining.”25 George Home, BCFL president and a
BC CCF executive member, described the act “as one of the most vicious pieces of
legislation in North America.”26 Thwarted by the courts when they attempted to improve
employment conditions by means of the strike, delegates at the BCFL’s 1956 merger
convention urged that “all future appointments to the judiciary should be on the basis of
merit, divorced from political considerations.”27
Militancy was a regular feature of BC industrial relations in the 1950s, setting the
province apart from trends in the rest of Canada.28 Of 71 strikes in forestry in the years
1949-1959, 47 were “wildcat” or “illegal” strikes that took place outside formalized
bargaining procedures; in construction, 45 of 78 strikes were “wildcat.”29 The prevalence
of wildcat strikes often demonstrated tension between rank-and-file workers in the
hinterland and unions and corporations headquartered in Vancouver. A 1953 sawmill
strike in the Kootenays erupted a day after IWA officials assured operators that workers
24
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would remain on the job.30 In forestry and industrial construction, multi-employer
collective agreements were negotiated between unions and corporations, reducing the
number of “interest” strikes during bargaining but creating a distance with the rank-andfile that triggered mid-contract disputes. “Common grievances on the job tend then to
develop into unauthorized or wildcat strikes,” Jamieson argues.31 The wildcat
phenomenon of the 1950s reflected volatility in BC’s economy, particularly the boombust nature of its resource-extraction industries and cyclical construction sector. In the
recession years of 1953 and 1958, construction declined by 14.5% and 25% respectively,
in comparison with declines of 6% and 2.3% in Canada as a whole.32 In the boom years
of 1955-57, construction expanded by 73% in BC compared with a 36% rise elsewhere,
triggering fierce competition for labour in the building trades and driving up wages and
benefits to levels that cut deeply into profits once the boom subsided. The expectations of
construction workers did not subside, however, triggering prolonged strikes by workers
determined to win “boom” wages from intransigent employers.33
Some labour leaders, however, were more conciliatory in their relations with
employers and governments. In March 1956, on the eve of the TLC-CCL merger, VTLC
secretary-treasurer Roly K. Gervin became a spokesperson for Construction Industrial
Relations, an employer lobby group.34 “Many years of union experience was thus
suddenly placed at the disposal of the employers,” labour lawyer John Stanton observes.35
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A former RCMP officer, Gervin served as a Vancouver alderman with the businessaligned Non-Partisan Association. The Pacific Tribune attributed Gervin’s defection to
opposition from Bill Black, of the Hospital Employees’ Union, and Everett King, of the
Office Employees, to Gervin’s attempts to stifle debate on the new CLC constitution.36
Gervin’s new employer was soon embroiled in a major controversy over the collapse of
the Second Narrows bridge on Burrard Inlet. The earlier case of George Wilkinson,
Victoria TLC secretary and Chamber of Commerce member who participated in an
employer lobby to the BC legislature (discussed in Chapter 1), also highlighted this
phenomenon of class collaborationism in BC labour’s ranks.
Despite militant strikes to boost wages, few BC workers questioned the logic of
postwar growth. A correspondent to the CCF News, W. Mackey of Ganges on Saltspring
Island, deviated from the norm in challenging the materialism underlying labour’s
postwar bargaining strategy. Mackey took issue with the “selfishness” of labour’s
postwar aims, an abandonment of the old socialist objective of “the raising of the down
trodden, the equalization of all who wanted to work, or were unable to do so.”37 Mackey
articulated an internationalist critique of the growing disparity between workers in poor
and rich countries: “Can we continue boosting wages and profits for export goods,
depending on loaned money to buy our goods? Should we do most of the world’s
production of goods and other nations do a very minor part of it?”38 This view was
echoed at the 1956 BCFL merger convention, when packinghouse worker Jim Bury
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reminded delegates: “If we get a wage increase here it means driving a 1955 Pontiac
instead of a 1952 Chev. To the Africans it means at least one proper solid meal a day.”39
The year 1956 has been described as “the year of mergers.” In 1955, the
American labour movement had ended the 20-year-old AFL-CIO split, paving the way
for similar moves in Canada that gave rise to the CLC and unified BCFL.40 However, the
jurisdictional gymnastics associated with merging affiliates of the two central bodies
unleashed an upturn in breakaway sentiment. There was also a nationalistic component,
as Abella suggests: “the Canadian labour movement was no longer effectively
Canadian.”41 While the CLC weakened the Internationals’ hegemony by providing a
cohesive union central, it also signaled the end of the more home-grown CCL. In BC, the
desire of international officers to ensure the orderly development of unified affiliates
produced tension with local leadership and rank-and-file workers, tension exacerbated by
enduring anti-communism. In the summer of 1956, six BC union locals were under
trusteeship, most of them communist-led.42
That year, Mine-Mill staved off a raid attempt at the new Alcan smelter at
Kitimat, while its Nelson local waged a strike against Yale Lead and Zinc Mines Ltd. to
win parity with other miners in the district.43 Seeking to escape the discriminatory
provisions of Taft-Hartley, delegates to the 1956 BC District convention unanimously
approved the formation of an autonomous Canadian Mine-Mill union, not because of “a
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rift in the international union” but in order to conduct union affairs independently of US
law.44 Canadian members approved the creation of the 30,000-strong Union of Mine,
Mill and Smelter Workers by referendum, with the consent of the International. As Al
King, president of Trail Local 480 recounts, “This wasn’t a breakaway.”45
In other BC unions, however, alienation from US-controlled International
leadership was fueling breakaway sentiments and demands for autonomy and outright
independence. As The Woodpecker, organ of the WIUC Cranbrook local declared in
1955: “In the ‘Mergers’ that are taking place today in the International Unions, there is a
dangerous trend to become an even more servile tool of US Imperialist policy and an
accomplice to monopoly in Canada.”46 Pulp and paper workers in the Western Council of
the International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers (Pulp &
Sulphite) grew increasingly disenchanted, with Vancouver Local 433 business agent
Orville Braaten founding the Western Pulp and Paper Worker in January 1956. The
dissidents opposed merger talks with the IWA and clashed with International officers at
Pulp & Sulphite’s May 1956 Milwaukee convention, claiming jurisdiction over new mills
in Alberta and Saskatchewan.47 Local 433 was the largest union of paper box and bag
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workers in Canada, but in 1957 the International relinquished jurisdiction to rival CLC
unions.48 A Rank and File Committee for Democratic Action emerged, foreshadowing
the 1963 split that gave rise to the Pulp and Paper Workers of Canada (PPWC, which
changed its name to Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada in 1971).49
Other breakaway currents emerged at this time. In May 1956, 50 tunnel and rock
workers on the Westcoast natural gas pipeline at Harrison Hot Springs staged a wildcat
strike to protest a wage ceiling of $1.20/hour —40 cents below the prevailing BC rate—
agreed to by the International Hod Carriers union (AFL), their parent union. The
International expelled the officers of Tunnel and Rock Workers Local 168, but a trustee
was physically prevented from seizing the local’s Vancouver headquarters. At a mass
meeting in Pender Auditorium, declared “unconstitutional and illegal” by the
International, 1000 workers pledged support to the expelled officers. “We are within BC
labor laws and we will fight for BC wages on the job,” expelled secretary Art Andres
declared.50 The trustee opened a separate office, attempting to establish a rival local, but
the workers remained solid and forced the contractor, Sparling Davis Ltd., to accept a
wage scale at the prevailing BC rates.51 While Local 168’s delegates were unseated by
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the VTLC at the behest of the International, the Supreme Court of BC offered a rare
ruling favourable to the rank and file, preventing interference with the local’s bank
account, mail delivery, “contractual obligations,” agreements, and certifications.52 When
workers in Merritt, BC wildcatted for the higher rate, Local 168 won an increase of 30
cents despite the trustee’s promise to get “a boatload of Italian immigrants to man the
job.” This victory was offset, however, by the granting of jurisdiction on all pipeline
work to the International Labourers Union (CIO) Local 602, under the trusteeship of CLC
envoy Carl Berg.53 “Seldom has the argument for Canadian trade union autonomy and
inner-union democracy been so clearly illustrated,” the Pacific Tribune declared.54
To labour dissidents, the new CLC and BCFL were compliant tools of the
Internationals, central bodies that hindered rather than advanced the emancipation of
BC’s working class. Provisions in the CLC constitution, such as biannual rather than
annual conventions, despite pressure from communists and other left-wingers, were
interpreted as proof that CLC leaders sought to contain militant working-class agency.55
In November 1956, the merger was formalized at the BCFL convention. Despite talk of
unity, delegates were not prepared to abandon the Cold War exclusion of LPP-led unions.
Paper Makers Local 360 called on the BCFL to protest the CLC’s exclusion of the
Tunnel & Rock Workers and UFAWU, but the resolutions committee moved non52
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concurrence and delegates agreed. CCFer Tom Alsbury led the debate against the
UFAWU, invoking the misdeeds of the USSR: “We have seen in Hungary just how far
they can go in forcing their views on people.” He reminded delegates that Homer Stevens
had been granted an hour-long hearing at the TLC convention where the UFAWU was
suspended, and that the UFAWU (along with Mine-Mill and the Vancouver Civic
Outside Workers) was welcome to return to the mainstream of labour “at any time they
are prepared to accept democratic procedures and abide by the policies and constitution
of our Congress.”56 William Stewart of the Vancouver Marine Workers and Boilermakers
suggested, however, that claims that “the door is open” were hollow, and that divisions
would impede the work of organizing the unorganized. He noted that the highest incomes
in Canada were in Trail and Sudbury, cities covered by Mine-Mill agreements. “We
cannot say Mr. Chairman that we have a fully united labour movement here in Canada if
we consistently tell a number of unions you are not coming in because we don’t like your
officers.”57 Ray Haynes, narrowly elected to the BCFL executive council, called the
question and a majority of BCFL delegates voted to keep the UFAWU outside their
ranks. A motion on Trade Union Unity, submitted by Stewart’s Marine Workers &
Boilermakers, was rejected without debate, as was a resolution from Pulp & Sulphite
Local 312 to “enable the affiliation of all bona fide Trades Unions regardless of the
personal beliefs of their officers or members.”58 For the next decade and a half, pressure
mounted for the UFAWU’s admission.59
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Despite these divisions, BC labour continued to win organizational and
compensation gains. In July 1957, an industry-wide strike by coastal loggers was
narrowly averted by the direct intervention of W.A.C. Bennett, who arranged an all-night
bargaining session that awarded the IWA a 7.5% pay increase and extensive fringe
benefits.60 As Labour Minister Lyle Wicks reported to the 1957 BCFL convention, “we
in BC have the highest hourly average wage in all of Canada.”61 The next year, union
density in BC reached its historic peak, with 53.9% of workers organized into unions.62
When workers on the Canadian Pacific Steamship Service paralyzed transport between
the mainland and Vancouver Island, an emergency sitting of Parliament passed the BC
Coast Steamship Service Act (1958), the second instance of federal back-to-work
legislation, which ended the strike.63 The CCF National Council issued a statement
supporting the action, but condemned the Diefenbaker government for compulsoryarbitration provisions, which were “unnecessary to a resumption of services” and violated
“the legitimate rights of the organized labour movement.”64

The 1959 Strike Wave
The collapse of the Trans-Canada Highway bridge at the Second Narrows of Burrard
Inlet on 18 June 1958, then under construction, highlighted the dangers facing workers in
BC’s fast-paced economy, and contributed to a fresh wave of strikes and injunctions.
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Nineteen workers were killed, most of them members of Local 97 of the International
Association of Bridge, Structural and Ornamental Ironworkers. The contractor, Dominion
Bridge, won a new contract to rebuild the bridge, but when the company’s engineers
expressed concern over the safety of the new structure, Ironworkers Local 97 went on
strike. The strike was legal under the union’s collective agreement, but Dominion Bridge
was granted an ex parte injunction from Justice A.M. Manson directing Local 97 to order
the strikers back to work, based on the anti-strike provisions of Bill 43, the new TradeUnions Act (1959). Local 97’s officers complied with the letter of the judge’s ruling, but
made it clear they did so under compulsion and that Manson’s injunction was subject to
appeal. The workers, predictably, remained on strike. Manson responded with a hastily
convened hearing where he fined the union and its officers $19,000, or a year in prison.65
Legal action extended to other unions. George North, editor of The Fisherman,
published the editorial “Injunctions Won’t Catch Fish Nor Build Bridges” (Appendix G)
and was jailed by Supreme Court Justice Norman Whitaker—a former Liberal speaker of
the BC legislature—and the Fisherman Publishing Society was fined $3,000. North had
noted “the closeness of companies and the courts” and lauded the “sensible leadership”
the striking Ironworkers provided to BC workers. He suggested Bill 43 could be “made
ineffective and wiped off the books” by “trade union solidarity,” urging all BC unions to
follow the Vancouver Building Trades Council and support the Ironworkers. Anticipating
“big strikes…in the lumber and fishing industries…within the next few weeks,” North
stated that “United action by all labour can win these strikes despite the opposition of
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employers, government, and courts.” North spent a month in BC’s Oakalla prison for his
editorial.66
The 1959 Ironworkers’ dispute was only one battle in a year of turbulent
industrial relations. Bill 43, which supplemented the Labour Relations Act (1954),
restricted picketing and strikes and gave the LRB and government the power to issue
injunctions.67 According to labour lawyer Harry Rankin, the legislation “allowed
companies to obtain injunctions practically at will against striking unions.”68 The right to
freely disseminate information during labour disputes, established in Supreme Court
Justice Ivan Rand’s famous 1946 ruling, was set aside.69 Bill 43 also weakened workers’
bargaining power by prohibiting secondary picketing and confirmed unions’ status as
legal entities that could be sued for damages.70 A second piece of legislation, Bill 128,
outlawed civil-service strikes, amending BC’s Constitution Act to ensure “the
continuation without interference or interruption of public services.”71 These measures
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inflamed labour, while a pace-setting pension clause won by Mine-Mill Local 480 at
Trail increased pressure on employers in other sectors.72
A strike by the National Association of Marine Engineers against the Northland
Navigation Co. served as a test case for Bill 43’s anti-picketing language, but the marine
engineers won a favourable settlement after Vancouver unions devised the innovative
tactic of posting columns of “observers” in front of the plant—“the Northland
Formula.”73 In July 1959, 27,000 IWA members struck 134 companies, paralyzing BC’s
coastal forestry sector in a protracted strike. “There can be no retreat by the workers in
the face of government and boss-inspired injunctions,” the LPP’s Woodworkers Club
warned.74 The woodworkers remained out for 66 days before settling with a 25 cent
hourly pay increase over two years.75 In late July 1959, the UFAWU also struck, from the
mouth of the Fraser to Prince Rupert, the first industry-wide strike in fishing; the
UFAWU had earlier won the dues check-off for shoreworkers, and in 1959 demanded
higher wages, settling after 12 days.76 A strike of shorter duration but great significance
was the March 1959 walkout of 12,000 provincial civil servants, who struck for four
hours demanding higher wages and bargaining rights.77 This militancy, like a threatened
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strike of Vancouver Postal Workers during Christmas 1959, demonstrated the emerging
phenomenon of public-sector unionism.78

The Fight for Public-Sector Unionism
Resource extraction and processing were the most important locus of BC’s postwar
economy, but the public sector expanded as never before, as growth of the Keynesian
welfare state contributed to the emergence of the new working class. BC’s Hospital
Insurance Act (1948) inaugurated a central role for the province in the provision of health
services. The Hospital Employees’ Union (HEU), founded in 1944 when male and female
employees at Vancouver General Hospital merged their separate organizations,
intensified its struggle for recognition and fair compensation. HEU expanded to nineteen
locals in its first decade and began negotiating regional contracts in 1961 (rather than
separate contracts with each hospital); in 1968 HEU achieved its first master agreement,
bargaining with an employers’ association representing 66 BC hospitals. That year, the
federal Medical Care Act paved the way for public health insurance in every Canadian
province, a universal single-tier comprehensive system that labour had demanded for
decades.79
Growth in public services and public employment was mirrored in education,
where teachers had long struggled for adequate compensation and union recognition. The
BC Teachers Federation (BCTF) was founded in 1917 and Victoria teachers led a historic
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strike two years later.80 But affiliation with central labour bodies remained contentious.81
Like other white-collar workers, many teachers viewed themselves as “professionals,” set
apart from the industrial working class. BC labour’s gains during the Second World War
demonstrated the benefits of formal bargaining relationships and labour affiliation: wages
soared among militant resource and manufacturing workers, while the salaries of
teachers—employed by 400 school boards in BC’s far-flung communities—fell behind.
In December 1943, the BCTF affiliated with the TLC, and in 1947 won “closed shop”
recognition—all BC teachers were required by legislation to belong to the BCTF.82
However, as the Pacific Tribune observed, “few BCTF locals carried through the
affiliation by sending delegates to local labour councils.”83 The province improved
conditions in the schools, as recommended by the Cameron Commission on education,
and collective bargaining drove up teachers’ salaries.84 When Richmond janitors went on
strike in 1953, teachers took no action.85 In 1956, on the eve of the TLC-CCL merger, BC
teachers again debated affiliation. Some teachers favoured severing ties in the view that
union affiliation was “incompatible with professional status.” But communists warned of
the folly of this course, at a time when the BC School Trustees Association was pressing
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for “merit-based” pay that threatened the teachers’ hard-won salary gains. 86 However, in
May 1956, BCTF delegates voted to withdraw from the TLC and remain outside the
merged BCFL and CLC.87
From the outset, the BCFL focused on public-sector unionism. The HEU’s
William Black was elected founding president, and the 1956 merger convention adopted
a resolution from the BC Government Employees’ Association (BCGEA) calling for “a
properly regulated bargaining procedure…with provisions for impartial arbitration of
disputes,” a right that already extended to police, firefighters, teachers, and municipal
workers.88 As the CCF News had observed in 1948: “With the exception of the provincial
public servants in Saskatchewan, civil servants in Canada today enjoy far fewer rights
than their opposite number in the leading democracies of the world.”89 The BCGEA
(formed as a province-wide organization in 1944 out of the earlier Provincial Civil
Service Association) affiliated with the TLC in 1945.90 Like teachers, provincial
government workers were ambivalent about their relationship with the organized working
class. However, conditions in the 1950s and 1960s underscored the need for stronger
labour ties. The BCGEA stayed inside the BCFL and CLC, and in 1957 conducted a
strike vote that won pay increases, the promise of a 40-hour week, and a public inquiry
into bargaining rights.91 UBC law professor A.W.R. Carrothers reviewed the 1948 Civil
Service Act and recommended that collective bargaining be extended to civil servants,
but “kept separate from the Labour Relations Act,” rejecting the system then in operation
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in Saskatchewan.92 Carrothers opposed “closed shop” recognition for the BCGEA and
proposed binding arbitration as the final recourse for settling disputes, insisting that
“there was no statutory restriction on freedom to strike…it is not in the collective nature
of civil servants to strike.”93 Sixteen BCGEA delegates were seated at the Victoria
Labour Council in January 1958.94
In 1959, provincial government workers’ grievances bubbled over, tied to the
broader current of militancy. On 13 March 1959, 12,000 BCGEA members went on
strike at 7 a.m., picketing government buildings across the province; by 10:30 a.m.,
Supreme Court Justice McInnes had issued an injunction against “watching, besetting,
and picketing,” and the BCGEA ended the strike, citing weak support in Victoria.
Another judge, J.A. Ratten, declared that picketing government buildings amounted to “a
virtual blockade,” while the union said the issue was whether “the law of the land is to
apply equally to government employees.”95 The legislature approved amendments to
BC’s Constitution Act a week later making it illegal to “picket, watch, or beset any
[government] building.”96 Animosity between the BCGEA and Social Credit intensified.
In October 1960 the government cut off payroll deduction of dues, citing affiliation to the
BCFL, which was engaged in New Party talks with the CCF opposition. The timing of
this move betrayed Bennett’s fears of politically active public-sector workers. However,
the BCGEA was not prepared to lose the dues check-off and immediately suspended
92
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affiliation, a move approved in a December referendum by 4793-1827 votes; delegates
withdrew from labour councils across BC.97 Despite this olive branch to Social Credit,
the check-off was not restored until 1967. Membership and finances slumped by 40% in
the first year, as a team of several hundred volunteer stewards scrambled to collect
dues.98 “It almost destroyed them,” future general secretary John Fryer has suggested.99
By the end of the decade, provincial government employees in all Canadian provinces
with the exception of BC had won formal recognition and collective bargaining rights.100
BC’s public-sector unions were less tainted by earlier Red Wars and spurred a
new kind of unionism. Ben Swankey, former Alberta LPP leader who moved to Burnaby
in 1958 and worked for the CPC’s Trade Union Research Bureau, suggests there was a
gender dimension. Cold War divisions weakened as
all the women came into the labour movement from the public service. They didn’t bring
any anti-communism with them. They just brought a desire to organize. I think they were
the decisive factor in making it a Canadian labour movement…. Women were mostly in
the public service. And they were the least influenced by anti-communism…. They sure
as hell didn’t want any American control over Canada.101

Women accounted for a third of the 80,000 workers in the Canadian Union of Public
Employees (CUPE), which formed in 1963 when the National Union of Public
Employees (NUPE) merged with the smaller National Union of Public Service
Employees (NUPSE) to create the CLC’s second largest affiliate. The RCMP Security
Service “closely watched” these developments, claiming that Grace Hartman, a NUPE
member and future CUPE secretary-treasurer, reported to “the CP of C’s Metro Toronto
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Labour Committee.”102 While NUPSE unanimously favoured the merger, a majority of
BC delegates at NUPE’s final convention were opposed, believing it undermined local
autonomy and the role of local staff representatives. They were defeated on a 232-71
vote. “Several BC locals did not affiliate immediately with the new union,” CUPE BC’s
official history records.103 The Vancouver Civic Outside Workers, barred from the house
of labour for communist leadership, remained outside CUPE, striking successfully in
1964 and 1966 for higher wages and increased vacation time.104 However, the aspiration
of CUPE leaders to create “the biggest national union in the country,” and a dispute with
the CLC, created an opening for the red union: “[we] saw an opportunity of our local
with this progressive policy getting into the national union and working in the labour
movement from the inside,” secretary Jack Phillips recalls.105 In 1967, CUPE threatened
to withhold per capita dues and the CLC grudgingly accepted the affiliation of the outside
workers.106
Bargaining rights in the federal civil service came to the fore in a 1965 wildcat
strike of Vancouver postal workers, who along with their Montreal counterparts initiated
a national strike, to win parity with other public-sector workers; as the Vancouver Sun
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noted, postal workers earned $3,000 less per year than police officers and firefighters and
$2,000 less than labourers employed by the City of Vancouver.107 Despite a court
injunction prohibiting picketing and opposition from union leaders, Vancouver postal
workers pulled off a 100% shutdown of mail service in the Pacific metropolis.108
Following the strike, leaders of the Canadian Postal Employees Association (CPEA) and
Federated Union of Letter Carriers (FULC) were voted out of office, as CPEA reinvented
itself as the Canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW).109

Wildcat Strikes
The pattern of government intervention, employer intransigence, and working-class
militancy intensified in the 1960s, influenced by inflationary pressures, structural
unemployment, and conflict over automation. The Communist Party took aim at “a
chronic unemployment situation that has been getting steadily worse ever since the end of
the war, in good times and bad. Our vaunted free enterprise economy simply has not been
able to provide jobs for the people.”110 Communists proposed a 30-hour work week to
combat unemployment, which exceeded 63,000 in spring 1960.111 The Trotskyist SWP
helped organize the unemployed, supporting an effort by Courtenay militant David
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McGarvie to make “the BC Federation realize they can’t sit on their hands any longer.”112
In response, the BCFL drafted a plan of organization for a British Columbia Federation
of the Unemployed (BCFU), headed by the secretary-treasurers of the BCFL, local labour
and building trades councils, a CLC representative, and five “representatives of the
Unemployed in British Columbia.”113 The Victoria Labour Council, meanwhile,
spearheaded an unemployed workers’ union that rallied at the opening of the legislature
in 1961.114 Fears of unemployment were heightened by automation in production, as
employers undertook substantial capital investments to contain labour costs. Forestry
exemplifies this trend: in the 1950s, output and profit increased substantially “without
any appreciable increase in the size of the labour force.”115 Protracted strikes reflected the
weakened bargaining position of forestry workers, who sought parity with workers in the
overheated construction sector. Working-class grievances against automation mounted as
workers in all sectors saw jobs replaced by machines. The Kensington LPP Club noted in
1957 that “automation must be recognized as a revolutionary development in our life,
bringing into focus the sharpest contradictions of capitalism.”116 In the 1966 provincial
election, the Communist Party demanded that labour be given “full voice in planning and
determining the benefits of automation.”117
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Despite mounting working-class grievances, overt conflict was less pronounced in
the early 1960s than it had been in the previous decade. Only 2 of 34 “large” strikes in
Canada from 1960 to 1966 occurred in BC—a 1964 strike of 4700 office workers and
lumbers workers, and a 1966 strike of 13,000 logging and lumber workers.118 However,
this data conceals ambiguities in working-class unrest, and persistent sources of conflict
between BC workers and employers. In August 1962, a dispute over seniority promotion
of one millworker escalated into a 10-day wildcat strike that halted production at the
MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River Company’s Somass plant in Port Alberni; the LRB
granted the company permission to sue IWA Local 1-85 president Walter Allen and 48
workers for damages, while the BCFL demanded the prosecution be dropped.119 Another
1962 strike, at Allied Engineering in Vancouver, led to mass pickets and a police attack
in which Tom Clarke, militant president of the Marineworkers and Boilermakers, was
bitten by a police dog.120 A 1963 wildcat strike at the South Seas Mines in Ashcroft, a
non-union shop, signified the mood on BC’s resource frontier, where workers embraced
job action in the absence of union protection.121 Rank-and-file tradespeople challenged
company officials and several Internationals during construction of the Northwood pulp
and paper mill in Prince George, precipitating wildcat strikes.122 In Squamish,
construction of the $12-million FMC Chemical plant was halted when over 200
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electricians, pipefitters, ironworkers, boilermakers, and machinists refused to cross
“mystery pickets,” as the Vancouver Sun described the unauthorized lines, during a 1965
dispute over room and board allowance.123
Social Credit pursued the familiar strategy of hindering workers’ agency through
restrictive legislation. Communists called for the repeal of Bills 43 and 128, and
introduce a Bill of Rights that would “guarantee the right to organize, to bargain
collectively, to strike and picket” to all workers.124 High wages and good working
conditions “were won through struggle by a powerful trade union movement,”
communists claimed, rather than through the benevolence of employers and Social
Credit.125 The NDP took aim at Bill 42, amendments to the Labour Relations Act that
outlawed the check-off of union dues for political purposes, while placing no equivalent
restrictions on Social Credit’s corporate backers.126 In 1962, Social Credit considered
further Labour Relations Act amendments, proposed by the Canadian Manufacturers
Association BC division, outlawing strikes by workers who belonged to unions
representing a minority of workers in a multi-union plant.127 The new militancy prompted
proposals ranging from a Labour Court to binding arbitration for resolving disputes short
of strikes. Also considered were joint Labour-Management committees to resolve
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conflicts during the “no strike” period between rounds of bargaining.128 Wildcat strikes
intensified, J.T. Montague argues, “as the scope of the issues that might go to bargaining
widened.”129
In autumn 1965, a strike of oil refinery workers on Burrard Inlet nearly escalated
into a province-wide general strike.130 Initially confined to British American Oil, the
strike spread in November to Imperial Oil and Shell refineries. The underlying issue was
the Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers’ demand for job protection in the face of
automation, and notification of the companies’ intent to install new technologies. At the
Shellburn refinery in Burnaby, where Jerry Lebourdais of the Progressive Worker
Movement served as local president, the workers staged a sit-down strike. “There was a
lot of militant feeling throughout the industry in BC and a lot of workers were prepared to
go, but they were looking to the leadership of the union and the leadership of the union
didn’t want to strike,” Jack Scott claims.131 The oilworkers’ Canadian Director, J.R.
Duncan, set a deadline for an agreement, threatening a shutdown of all BC refineries,
while Social Credit labour minister Leslie Peterson warned: “we cannot tolerate that type
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of action.”132 Company representatives claimed to maintain 80% production, as oil
workers turned to secondary picketing and boycotts of suppliers and customers.133
On the Columbia River dam project, 350 construction workers respected an oil
workers’ picket line, temporarily halting work and prompting a court injunction. Another
injunction limited picketing against Imperial Oil to the Ioco plant.134 The Vancouver
Labour Council, led by secretary-treasurer Paddy Neale, threatened a general strike if the
BCFL did not act first, prompting the BCFL to canvass affiliates on a 48-hour walkout.135
Officers of the IWA, PPWC, Building Trades, Marine, Transport, and Teamsters pledged
support, establishing a Strike Coordinating Committee.136 Social Credit claimed the strike
was politically motivated, allegations NDP leader Bob Strachan described as “complete
and utter falsehood.”137 Attorney General Robert Bonner threatened lawsuits against
unions that violated the province’s labour laws, while the Canadian Manufacturers
Association advised “serious consequences” against any worker who joined a general
strike.138 CLC and International officers scrambled to avert a general strike, with the
International Association of Machinists and the Teamsters announcing they would not
participate in any illegal work stoppage.139 In late November, Bennett brokered an
agreement providing oil workers with a 35 cent hourly wage increase, input into
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automation, job-protection, and retraining.140 BC labour stepped back from the brink of a
general strike.
The next spring, Communist leader Nigel Morgan commented on the mounting
unrest and the response by BC’s economic and political elite:
Big business fears the rising challenge to the so called ‘residual rights of management’
resulting from the technological revolution. They know that rising prices, rising taxes and
today’s phenomenally high profits are creating widespread social unrest, setting the stage
for substantial gains by a united labor movement. They are preparing to provoke another
major confrontation with labor, and Premier Bennett’s plans for an election half way
through the usual term of office, threatening to make the general strike of last fall a major
issue, is part of that plot.141

Wildcats erupted as workers sought wage increases commensurate with the rising cost of
living; large wage increases won through illegal strikes by Hamilton steelworkers and
Sudbury Inco workers spurred militancy across the country.142 In August 1966, these
pressures erupted in the second nation-wide rail strike in Canadian history, when 110,000
workers in 17 unions struck against the CPR and Canadian National Railway. An
emergency sitting of Parliament legislated an end to the strike, awarding an 18 per cent
wage increase, but several hundred BC railworkers remained off the job for four days
until they received an assurance that there would be no reprisals.143

Breakaway Unions and Militant Leadership
The rising militancy intensified conflict between BC workers and International unions. In
the wake of the Second Narrows bridge collapse and “unauthorized” 1959 strike,
Vancouver ironworkers responded to attempted trusteeship by forming the breakaway
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Canadian Iron Workers (CIW) Local 1 in June 1960.144 Also that year, the West Coast
Seamen’s Union (WCSU), the Vancouver remnant of the once-powerful CSU, ended a
four-year affiliation with rival SIU after seamen were ordered to cross a longshoremen’s
picket line.145 The Trotskyist SWP discussed “Canadian trade union autonomy and
separatism” at its 1960 Vancouver convention.146 The Communist Party, however,
opposed the breakaway trend, issuing a leaflet urging “Canadian autonomy for
Ironworkers” and claiming “the answer to US control and domination…cannot be found
in the secession of individual locals or in splinter movements.”147 CIW challenged the
International for certification in rural and urban centres, and led a 1962 strike that
paralyzed a half-dozen Vancouver construction sites when rank-and-file workers in other
unions respected CIW picket lines. In the mid-1960s, CIW members picketed the BC
legislature, demanding a public inquiry into the LRB’s apparent bias and exposing a $150
initiation fee, collected by the Internationals, from workers on the Columbia and Peace
dam projects.148
In Pulp & Sulphite, a jurisdictional dispute at the new Castlegar pulp mill and the
harassment of BC dissidents Orville Braaten and Angus MacPhee by US border officials
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at Detroit contributed to the formation of PPWC in 1963.149 The breakaway quickly
captured certifications at Castlegar, Crofton, Woodfibre, and Prince Rupert, but PPWC
Local 5, the “converter local” vying for 16 certifications at paper products plants in the
Lower Mainland, had more difficulty. Pulp & Sulphite was led in BC by Pat O’Neil (not
to be confused with Paddy Neale), secretary-treasurer of the BCFL, and collusion
between the International and employers stalled PPWC’s growth at around 2000
members.150 In 1966, the LRB declared that PPWC was not a “union under the meaning
of the Act” and delayed certification votes at four mills that promised to double PPWC’s
membership. Harmac and Prince George (and later Skookumchuk) joined PPWC, but
Port Melon and Elk Falls stayed with the International.151 In the midst of these
149
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certification drives, O’Neil and the RCMP were exposed for wiretapping PPWC’s 1966
Vancouver convention.152
A key dispute in the breakaway movement was the April 1966 wildcat strike at
the Lenkhurt Electric plant in Burnaby. The IBEW had struck a deal with the company
authorizing increased over-time during contract negotiations, but the Lenkurt workers
walked out and 257 were fired. Relations with the International had been acrimonious
since the 1950s, when a trustee was appointed to purge Local 213 of its communist
officers (see Chapter 2).153 The Lenkurt strike escalated when the IWA and other unions
mobilized behind the fired workers, who continued to picket the plant; a court injunction
against picketing led to a clash between police and picketers and 30 arrests. Four
prominent BC labour leaders—Vancouver Labour Council secretary Paddy Neale, IWA
Local 1-217 vice-president Tom Clarke (formerly of the Boilermakers), Marine Workers
& Boilermakers president Jeff Power, and IBEW Local 213 business agent Art
O’Keefe—received prison sentences ranging from three to six months, along with 26
other union activists who were fined a total of $3,100. “We would act in the same manner
if it became necessary,” said Neale, who was jailed for four and a half months.154
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Lenkurt served as a lightning rod for BC opponents of American unions.155 One
of the wildcat’s leaders, Jess Succamore, a 34-year-old immigrant from Lancashire,
received a 25-year suspension from IBEW membership and went on to serve as national
secretary-treasurer of the breakaway Canadian Association of Industrial Mechanical and
Allied Workers (CAIMAW) and president of the Council of Canadian Unions (CCU,
renamed Confederation of Canadian Unions in 1973).156 After the strike, Succamore and
George Brown, assisted by the Progressive Worker Movement, founded the Canadian
Electrical Workers’ union (CEWU), to hold together the 200 strikers who were never
reinstated. In 1969, CEWU merged with Winnipeg-based CAIMAW, which took a
militant turn in 1971, electing Succamore secretary-treasurer and moving its headquarters
to Vancouver.157 “That’s what came out of the Lenkurt strike,” Jack Scott suggests, “the
beginning of the independent Canadian labour movement in BC.”158
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Lenkurt intensified BC labour’s opposition to the anti-labour stance of Social
Credit and the courts. “Lenkurt sparked an all-out campaign by the labour movement
against the use of injunctions, the jailing of labour leaders, and restrictive labour
legislation imposed by the Social Credit government,” writes Elaine Bernard.159 The
BCFL organized an October 1966 conference on injunctions, financially supported the
families of the jailed labour leaders, and distributed 100,000 pamphlets titled Guilty Until
Proven Innocent; the BCFL’s legal counsel, Tom Berger, produced a report on
injunctions, as the BC NDP caucus and provincial council demanded that ex parte
injunctions “must be completely eliminated.”160 The Communist Party’s Delta-New
Westminster regional committee discussed Lenkurt and the broader upturn in militancy:
Labour has made many economic and political gains in BC in the last few years with
1966 putting a stop to a lot of apathy…. The workers at Lenkurt went on strike because
of overtime and were sold out by their International and Local Presidents, but they were
not discouraged and the province will long remember the co-operation that other unions
gave to that struggle and the arrest of 30 trade unionists, with fines and jail sentences.
Our labour leaders are willing to go to jail to defend their principles. On the other side the
Socred government is pressing charges against the strikers and issuing injunctions to the
monopolies.161

This message was reinforced in 1967, when a strike of Prince Rupert trawlers
ended with the jailing of UFAWU secretary Homer Stevens and president Steve Stavenes
and $25,000 in fines.162 Four days into the strike the BC Supreme Court granted an ex
parte injunction ordering shoreworkers to handle “hot” fish, to prevent it from spoiling.
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Vessel owners won a second injunction directing the union to send a telegram informing
“all members concerned in the…processing of ground-fish” to handle the cargo. Rather
than comply, the UFAWU put the question to a membership vote, receiving an 89%
mandate against acting on the order. Justice Thomas A. Dohm, who would soon leave the
bench to serve as president of the Vancouver Stock Exchange163, sentenced Stevens,
Stavenes, and UFAWU business agent Jack Nichol to a year in Oakalla prison for
contempt of court. While Nichol’s conviction was overturned on appeal, Stevens and
Stavenes served their full terms, after the federal Solicitor General denied a request for
clemency. They were released in July 1968 to a heroes’ welcome.164
During the Prince Rupert strike, a trawl membership meeting in Vancouver
organized a mass picket at Vancouver Shipyards, encouraging “anyone who wishes to go
on the picket line, no matter which union they belong to—men or women, to help us win
this strike.”165 But as Stevens recalls, CLC officers and staff “used every means to
discourage their affiliates from supporting us in any way.”166 Morale waned as the strike
dragged on, with Prince Rupert members joining the Deep Sea Fisherman’s Union and, at
the Prince Rupert Co-op, defecting to a breakaway union. In August, the strikers voted to
return to work.167 The strike was further weakened by a group calling itself the
“Marching Mothers,” which the central council of UFAWU Women’s Auxiliaries
dismissed in a radio broadcast as “wives of the vessel owners” who “speak for a tiny
privileged minority.”168 For one Marching Mother, Prince Rupert alderwoman Iona
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Campagnola, the trawlers’ strike provided a springboard to political power: Campagnola
was elected Liberal MP for Skeena in 1974, serving in the Trudeau cabinet and, later, as
Liberal Party of Canada president and BC lieutenant-governor.169
Isolated from the CLC and mainstream of Canadian labour, the UFAWU
considered forming a rival union centre, influenced by PPWC’s growth. Stevens recalls:
We had fairly close relations with the PPWC, although some of their officers held that we
were being contrary to our own principles because we were still trying to get reinstated in
the CLC. They attempted to persuade us that the best route to go was to form a separate
all-Canadian federation of labour. We chewed that over on various occasions but decided
that it would be a mistake. It wasn’t going to help in the long haul to simply have one
more labour federation. So we decided against it.170

PPWC became an influential union, representing a majority of BC pulp and paper
workers and honouring IWA picket lines during a 1967 strike.171 The IWA considered
granting strike pay to PPWC members, which inflamed Pulp & Sulphite and exposed
divisions in the BCFL, between a craft union faction grouped around Pat O’Neil and
militants around IWA Local 1-217 leader Sid Thompson.172 Allen Engler, west coast
editor of the LSA’s Workers’ Vanguard, observed:
The craft unions are…very hostile to the IWA [and] have made it clear that they want the
IWA expelled if it does not toe the line…. We consider the Thompson caucus the basis
for an alternative to the present leadership…. Since there has been considerable decline in
the amount of employment in the sawmills in the last fifteen years there are militant
activists in such key unions as Letter carriers, plumbers, and carpenters who were
associated with the caucus at one time or others and still take leadership from it.173
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The New Left and the New Militancy
The New Left situated its critique of organized labour in the context of postwar
capitalism. Union leaders had embraced “co-management,” SUPA leader Jim Harding
claimed, accepting “most, if not all, of the assumptions of capitalism and imperialism
and, in their briefs to the elites, ask only for a larger slice of the pie.”174 However, issues
of “control” and the upturn in militancy “were beginning to challenge established union
bureaucracies…. Most old leftists have either accepted the capitalists’ definition of the
postwar ‘boom’, or have so abstracted the class struggle that they can’t understand the
new tactics being used to contain labour.”175 Radicals, including Communists, had “failed
in many labour needs,” the LSA claimed, such as organizing “women and youth.”176
While organized labour was “the most powerful instrument yet created by working
people…to defend and advance their interests,” its “effective power” had been “crippled”
by state intervention. To the LSA, the “new militancy” was an “outgrowth of the mass of
young workers entering the labor force in recent years, who do not bear the demoralizing
burden of past failures and have no patience with the injustice of existing living standards
and working conditions.”177
The new militancy extended across the industries, affecting white-collar workers
who were traditionally ambivalent toward the organized working class. In 1965, the
Federation of Telephone Workers, representing workers at the BC Telephone Company,
affiliated with the BCFL and four years later waged their first strike in 50 years, winning
a 20% pay increase; in 1971, the telephone workers broke away from their International
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to join the new Canadian Federation of Communications Workers.178 Other white-collar
workers were similarly affected. Office & Professional Employees Local 378 grew in the
1960s from a base among clerical staff at the BC Hydro & Power Authority to include
many private-sector firms. Local 378 members at International Power and Engineering
Consultants Ltd., a former BC Electric Co. subsidiary, staged two wildcat strikes in 1968,
while strikes were waged for union recognition at Federal Pacific Electric, Dominion
Glass, and the Hertz and Avis car rental agencies.179 In late 1969, after a strike at Simon
Fraser University, the RCMP reported on efforts by professors and trade unionists “to
establish a working relationship.”180
Despite the increasingly restive rank-and-file, one bastion of BC’s militant
working-class tradition surrendered to a Cold War rival. In 1967, Mine-Mill merged with
Steel. In northwestern BC, 28 Mine-Mill members had died in a 1965 avalanche at the
Granduc mine, and the union then lost certification to the Three Way Pact—the
International Building Labourers, Teamsters, and Operating Engineers Local 1005—
which negotiated a “pre-contract agreement” before a new workforce was hired.181 In
1966, the 15,000-strong Sudbury Inco local went over to Steel, as did Mine-Mill’s
American counterpart. “A lot of rank and file members were tired of the endless raiding
and wanted both unions to start fighting for their members instead of fighting each
other,” recalls Al King, Local 480 president (1950-60) and Western District secretary
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(1960-67).182 At a June 1967 convention, delegates voted 95-31 to join Steel, a decision
Mine-Mill members affirmed by a 3-1 margin. In a bitter irony for partisans of
independent unionism, the merger came into force on 1 July 1967, the centennial of
Canada’s confederation.183 Interpretations vary widely. Labour lawyer John Stanton, who
served as Mine-Mill counsel, described the merger as “the tale of a political party and
several of its leading members who sold out their own declared principles and
manipulated an independent Canadian union, which they had done much to create, into a
US-affiliated, business union.” Stanton accused western director Harvey Murphy of
“internal treachery” and “unhealthy collaboration.”184 Al King, however, denies such an
allegation: “‘Boss collaborator’ is the last thing Harvey Murphy could ever be.”185 This
view is echoed by Allen Seager, who described Murphy as “a responsible and honest
trade unionist… a credit to his class.”186 Critics cite key staff positions awarded to MineMill president Ken Smith, secretary-treasurer William Longridge, and Murphy.187 “That’s
one thing I’ll never be able to forgive about Harvey Murphy,” Bill White insists. “He let
the bastards get to him…. I figured then and I still figure today that Steel is as phoney as
a three-dollar bill.”188 Murphy died in Toronto in 1977. However, in a 1972 letter to the
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Trail Times, as the breakaway CCU courted Cominco workers, he insisted that the
“merger was made under the direction of the Canadian membership.”189
Steel won control of the 3000-member Trail local but two BC Mine-Mill locals
broke away, the BC Diamond Drillers and the Domtar plant in New Westminster,
following the lead of Falconbridge in northern Ontario.190 Tension was brewing in other
quarters. Discontent at the Alcan smelter in Kitimat, near Prince Rupert, gave rise to the
breakaway Canadian Aluminum Smelter and Allied Workers’ (CASAW), which worked
closely with CAIMAW and affiliated with the CCU.191 Steel had represented Alcan
workers since 1956, when it signed a “pre-contract” agreement during construction. In
1970, a bitter three-month strike ended with a 59% ratification vote; rank-and-file
dissidents invited PPWC to raid the smelter, but the LRB rejected certification on
grounds that some union cards had been forged. The rank and file responded by forming
CASAW, which won certification in a 1172-385 vote in 1972.192 Ray Haeussler, an
Alcan worker and future CASAW national secretary-treasurer, discussed the role of
nationalism: “Let’s be honest: we made the national issue an issue in order to get away
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from the Steelworkers. This thing started as dissatisfaction with the United Steelworkers
of America, mainly with the strike.”193
Opposition to Internationals was rooted in shop-floor discontent, the desire for
local control, and what the breakaways saw as a drain of workers’ dues to the United
States; a 1968 Revenue Canada report claimed that $68-million stayed in the US above
and beyond expenditures.194 Kitimat Alcan workers paid $200,000 per year prior to the
breakaway, $120,000 of which went “across the line.”195 Breakaway sentiment was also
influenced by the militarist policies of many Internationals; AFL-CIO president George
Meany endorsed Richard Nixon’s 1972 campaign for the US presidency, supporting “a
policy Canadians have nothing to do with, a war policy,” as a Trail smelterworker
described it.196 Social Credit cabinet minister Patricia Jordan, North Okanagan MLA,
commended Meany’s support for “binding arbitration” and opposition to “strikes of
people making more than $7,500 a year.”197 A section of BC’s labour leadership,
however, was not prepared to leave the Internationals. In 1971, the BCFL executive
council condemned “the disruptive tactics of the PPWC and other breakaway unions” and
urged the Internationals to move “quickly and decisively to provide full autonomy for
their Canadian members.”198 Four Internationals—Steel, Pulp & Sulphite, IBEW, and
IAM—launched a “Go for Unity Now!” campaign with the BCFL and CLC, hoping to
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win back 5300 breakaway union members in BC.199 Federal NDP leader David Lewis
urged delegates at the 1972 Miami convention of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters to
recognize “a new Canadian nationalism” and support “Canadian autonomy within the
International.”200
An old leftist who engaged in a unique dialogue with the New Left, Jack Scott,
located the breakaways in the context of capitalist crisis. In the final issue of his BC
Newsletter he stated: “The existing trade union movement, which is the only mass
organization of the working people presently functioning, is incapable of dealing with the
developing crisis, especially in view of the fact that it is controlled by the US bureaucrats
who exert every effort to hold it in check.”201 The breakaways, meanwhile, adopted a
critique of capitalism and militant tactics to meet employers’ attacks. Kevin Neish, who
worked as a heavy-duty mechanic and CAIMAW shop-steward at the Newmount coppergold-silver mine near Princeton in the 1970s, recalls a spirit of solidarity:
CAIMAW was a great union. They supported other unions, they supported the
Steelworkers—even though the head office of Steelworkers was raiding CAIMAW,
because CAIMAW was an independent left-wing union—even when they were raiding us
we would still support the [Steel] strikers from mines near us. We would send money and
support to them, irregardless of the fact that they were raiding us.202

Conclusion
Throughout the postwar era, BC workers challenged the premises and practices of the
industrial relations regime, in the face of an intransigent provincial bourgeoisie and
hostile governments, courts, and allied agencies. Though weakened by red-baiting and
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the allure of an affluent society, a layer of working-class leaders and rank-and-file
workers refused to follow the path of accommodation and compromise. Periodic
struggles against repressive labour laws—Bills 28, 39, 42, 43, 128—served as lightning
rods for latent working-class dissent. Key strikes—loggers in 1952, ironworkers and
provincial government workers in 1959, oilworkers in 1965, electrical workers in 1966,
fishers in 1967, telephone workers in 1969—served as catalysts to wider industrial action
and an oppositional working-class culture. Automation, unemployment, inflation, and
workplace safety exposed basic antagonisms between worker and owner, as a new
working class of women, youth and public-sector and white-collar workers challenged
existing patterns of power and authority . Finally, the discriminatory exercise of
injunctions in labour disputes fueled contempt for the rule of law and an openness to
“illegal” wildcat strikes. The inadequate responses of American-controlled International
unions to these diverse oppositional currents revived the historic secessionist sentiment,
giving rise to breakaway unions such as CIW, PPWC, CEWU, CAIMAW, and CASAW.
The growth of breakaway unions and a militant rank-and-file precipitated change
in the policy and attitude of established labour unions, healing a decades-old wound in
BC’s working class. Delegates at the 1968 BCFL convention instructed officers to lobby
the CLC for readmission of the UFAWU, a stance reaffirmed at two subsequent
conventions.203 However, opposition to red unions endured, with the Victoria Labour
Council hotly debating constitutional amendments in 1969 against “totalitarian
agencies.”204 Jack Phillips, representing Vancouver civic workers, declared at the 1970
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BCFL convention: “We’ve had enough of this McCarthyite garbage in the trade union
movement. It’s time these doddering old men heading the CLC were told that trade
unionists want to solve the problems of today, not rehash the disputes of 20 years ago.”205
Phillips proposed withholding per-capita dues, a tactic that had forced the CLC to admit
his own CUPE local. In December 1972, the CLC’s executive council relented and
accepted the UFAWU’s affiliation.206 For 19 years, fishermen and their allies had waged
a determined fight to win readmission. Indicating a détente in BC’s working class, their
efforts bore fruit. On 7 February 1973, Elgin “Scotty” Neish was seated as a delegate of
the Victoria Labour Council, ending his 22-year exile from the house of labour.207
UFAWU delegates were seated at labour councils up and down the coast. A relic of
labour’s Cold War had been laid to rest.
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Chapter 7
The New Working Class and the New Democratic Party

We’re out in the wild west here…. Their agenda was to stop us from
coming into power at all costs. It cost them plenty but they paid. They
bought and sold the governments, the corporations did….
I wouldn’t describe it as a ‘New Left.’ It was a maturing left. The baby
was born. It had been through its diapers. We had a history with
democratic socialists since the turn of the century. We nearly formed the
government in ‘52. We should have had one in the ‘40s. But the
Coalition…went on from the forties, right through Social Credit. It broke
down once, in ‘72.1
-Dave Barrett, Premier of BC (1972-1975)

The New Democratic Party (NDP), formed in 1961, represented an alliance between the
Old Left, organized labour, and an emerging professional middle class, and explicitly
invited “liberally minded persons” to join its ranks.2 The BC NDP was a paradoxical
political animal—inheriting some of the best and worst characteristics of the CCF and
organized labour. NDP politicians and rank-and-file members sustained oppositional
currents in the corridors of power and BC’s far-flung communities, at the same time that
top-down practices endured. Janet Burns discovered “a weak but significant relationship
between trade union membership and New Democratic Party voting” but “no statistically
significant relationship between working-class self-identification” and party support.3
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Labour ties had both positive and negative features, Wallace Gagne and Peter Regenstreif
concluded. They provided “a bulwark against sudden” shifts but impeded the NDP’s goal
of “broadening its base of support” because of the “pronounced public aversion to the
involvement of trade unions in the party.”4 CCF-NDP veteran Dorothy Steeves confirms
this view: “in the public mind, the link up with the Trade Unions did us no good at all.”5
The emergence of the new working class produced tension in NDP ranks,
influencing the turbulent transitions from the Strachan to Berger to Barrett leaderships—
and paving the road to victory in 1972. Public-sector workers, youth, and professionals
clashed with Old Left labour leaders. However, the Waffle challenge, which sought to
restore socialism as the NDP’s objective, was less acrimonious in BC, where sections of
the establishment including Barrett signed the manifesto. The leadership of Dave Barrett,
a social worker, signified changes in the structure and culture of BC’s working class,
from blue-collar industrial occupations to white-collar professions. Moreover, because he
was Jewish, it also revealed increased acceptance of previously excluded groups. Fired
from Oakalla Prison after he won the CCF nomination in 1960, Barrett defeated Social
Credit labour minister Lyle Wicks in Dewdney, a rapidly suburbanizing riding on the
eastern edge of Greater Vancouver. Barrett was part of the new working class that
elevated his party to power:
Most of the people up until the late 50s and early 60s had essentially working labour
backgrounds. Skilled labour. An occasional teacher. The party began to change in the 60s
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as younger members came in. They came from a variety of professions and brought a
focus that was different in some areas…. I came on the crest of the change.6

In 1972, as voters grew weary of “Old Man” Bennett amid major industrial strife, and
Social Credit support migrated to the Conservative Party, the NDP formed the first
labour-backed government in BC history.

Origins: The New Party
The 1956 Winnipeg Declaration and TLC-CCL merger paved the way for a new political
alignment on the Canadian left, a marriage between the CCF and CLC.7 The impetus
came from industrial Ontario, but the New Party movement extended throughout party
and union ranks. The BCFL 1956 merger convention created a Political Education
Committee to formulate legislative strategy with unions, co-operatives, farm groups, and
parties including the CCF; a year later, BCFL delegates declared that “the CCF warrants
the support of the workers in British Columbia, as the best means to obtain their
legislative aims.”8 Several delegates opposed the motion, including boilermaker and
LPPer Bill Stewart representing the Vancouver Labour Council, who said the CCL policy
asking union members “to support one political party…has never worked.”9 N.W.
Swanson of Vancouver Office Workers Local 378 opposed the motion because it would
“cause disruption in our organization… the fastest growing union in Canada….”10
However, a majority of delegates, such as J. Moore of IWA Local 1-85, favoured the
6
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CCF, arguing that “the Social Credit party of BC are debating a resolution to outlaw
strikes by the labour movement in BC. That is the kind of political action you get from
parties representing big business like MacMillan, Bloedel, Wenner-Gren and the CPR.
They realize the importance of political action as the workers have yet to realize it.”11
The New Party took shape as BC’s union density reached its historic peak—the
apex of union strength in postwar North America, when 54% of wage workers belonged
to unions.12 However, union strength did not translate into a surge in radical politics:
“With the industrialization of BC and the stabilization of the economy has come a certain
conservatization of the workers,” the Trotskyist SEL observed.13 Nonetheless, New Party
talks proceeded, with the BC CCF executive appointing a committee to plan future cooperation.14 In May 1958, CCF convention delegates welcomed the CLC and BCFL’s
decision to formalize political involvement, and pledged “co-operation and support in
mobilizing the forces of farmer, labor, CCF and forward looking persons in British
Columbia.”15 A historic joint conference of the CCF and BCFL executives convened in
May 1959.16 Commenting on limited wage gains at the negotiating table, and the use of
injunctions against unions, BCFL secretary-treasurer Pat O’Neil told a group of UBC
students that “only through political action can the aims and objectives of the trade union
movement be achieved.”17 However, in summer 1959, a major strike wave threatened to
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derail New Party talks. Citing a protracted IWA strike, BC CCF secretary Harold Thayer
feared that Bennett would call an election during the strike to “save the province from
economic chaos”: “Such an election would magnify our problems many times.”18
CCF members were far from unanimous on the New Party idea. Thayer conceded
“there is a reaction setting in in this province regarding the merger…because of the time
it takes labor to organize to do a political job…. CCF members are becoming impatient.
They want action and see none.” While the merger proposal had been “welcomed
generally,” some members “were skeptical but went along.”19 MLAs Cedric Cox and Leo
Nimsick, who belonged to Mine-Mill and opposed Steel raiding, declared their contempt
for the New Party idea.20 Dorothy Steeves was also “against it,” describing the
motivation as “purely monetary…. The party thought the trade unions would pour money
into our movement.”21 George Home, CLC political education director and veteran of the
anti-communist Red Wars, also disagreed with the move:
I still think they should have built on the existing structure we had in the West and
gradually built it up in the East. I’m an organizational person, and I figured that
organization was the key. What I saw happening was that some people were attempting
to hit the CCF over the head with a hammer and build a new organization closer to the
Liberal party.22

Kootenay West MP Bert Herridge described himself as “an orthodox CCFer.”23 In 1960,
the BC CCF executive went on record regretting that the National Committee for the
New Party invited “individuals to join New Party Clubs and have representation at a
founding convention without any personal commitment” to the philosophy and program
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of the CCF and CLC.24 One group not included in the New Party was the Farmers’
Union, because “such an endeavour would be useless in BC,” Thayer wrote. “The
Farmers’ Union is in the hands of Socreds and non-political types. There is no hope of
persuading the provincial organization to meet with the CCF and BC Federation of
Labour.”25 Despite these obstacles, there were signs of momentum. A new $100,000
headquarters opened on Vancouver’s Broadway Street, and membership increased from
3,981 in 1958 to 5,058 by the end of 1959; Stephen Lewis, then a 21-year-old
undergraduate student from Ontario, worked as a BC CCF organizer in summer 1959.
“The morale of the movement is good,” Thayer noted, “and it seems that only internal
strife can keep the CCF from forming the next government.”26
Communists welcomed the New Party as an opportunity to end their protracted
exile from the mainstream of Canadian working-class politics. Predictably, CCF and
CLC leaders shunned these efforts. The BC CCF executive opposed a membership
application from Orville Braaten, business agent of Pulp & Sulphite Local 433, on
grounds of “political instability” and past LPP association, but delegates at the 1959
convention overturned this recommendation and admitted Braaten into the CCF. When
Braaten won the CCF nomination in North Vancouver in 1960, “the right wing in their
usual fashion got up as a body and left the hall.”27 The BCFL’s 1960 convention voted to
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limit participation in the BC Committee for the New Party to those prepared to “work for
election of a CCF government,” a move Communists described as “a serious setback.”28
They fielded candidates in 19 constituencies in the 1960 provincial election, citing failed
efforts to be included as “an integral part of the new alternative.”29 Communist leader
Tim Buck further alienated CCF leaders when he told a Victoria audience that 60
Communists belonged to New Party clubs.30 The night prior to the election, posters
appeared on telephones poles around Vancouver linking the CCF with Communism.31 On
a brighter note, the irascible Tom Uphill of Fernie bowed out of the 1960 election—the
first time since 1912 that his name did not appear on a ballot—to prevent a split in the
working-class vote, the veteran MLA said.32
The 1960 election, the last contested under the CCF banner, produced the best
outcome since 1952, despite determined opposition by major resource corporations and
splits in labour’s ranks. The Macmillan, Bloedel & Powell River company prohibited
loggers from campaigning on company property, including bunkhouses. Three days
before the writ was dropped, the forestry giant had been awarded “one of the largest
forest management licenses ever issued in BC,” M.J. Coldwell told a group of Powell
River workers.33 During the campaign, Mine-Mill circulated a letter to CCF candidates
urging support for a Workmen’s Compensation claim, prompting CCF campaign
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manager Grant MacNeil to warn “all Candidates to refrain from public comment
regarding current trade union jurisdictional disputes.”34 Despite these obstacles, the CCF,
running under the slogan Put People First and a pledge to nationalize the BC Electric
Company, captured 16 seats, compared with 10 at dissolution, and improved its share of
the vote from 28% to 33%; Social Credit support dropped to 39% (from 46%) and 32
seats (from 39).35 As Paddy Neale, Vancouver Labour Council secretary and a defeated
CCF candidate in Vancouver-Burrard pointed out, fewer than 4000 well-placed votes
would have translated into a CCF majority.36
Dave Barrett’s election in Dewdney—defeating Labour Minister Lyle Wicks, the
sponsor of Bill 43, the employer-friendly Trade-Unions Act (1959)—was particularly
gratifying for the CCF and labour. Barrett had been fired as a program officer at Oakalla
prison for his political involvement.37 The Vancouver Sun highlighted the achievement of
“giant-killer David Barrett, the 29-year-old ex-civil servant who knocked the props out
from under Wicks in Dewdney.”38 Wicks attributed his defeat to an influx of union
members in the growing suburban areas of the formerly rural riding. The western end—
containing Burquitlam, Coquitlam, and Port Moody—had nearly doubled in population in
a few short years, and voted heavily for the CCF, while the eastern reaches remained
loyal to Wicks and Social Credit. Wicks suggested, however, that Bill 43 was not a factor
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in his defeat, but conceded that the working-class voters in the suburbs “did not
appreciate the good that Bill 43 had done for the province.”39

The BC NDP
On 4 August 1961, delegates at the Ottawa Coliseum voted 784 to 743 to name their new
organization the New Democratic Party, rather than the Social Democratic Party,
emphasizing the party’s newness rather than its socialism.40 Tommy Douglas, CCF
premier of Saskatchewan, was easily elected leader, defeating outgoing CCF leader
Hazen Argue, MP for Assiniboia, who was supported by a majority of the CCF caucus
but defected to the Liberal Party six months later.41 Prominent members of the BC CCF,
including Dewdney MLA Dave Barrett, were unable to attend the Ottawa convention,
because of a special legislative session that nationalized BC Electric: “Bennett called the
session to stop us from going back for the New Party convention,” Barrett suggests. “We
didn’t attend. It didn’t matter to me. It was just moving on with the party.”42 At a
Vancouver convention in October 1961, the BC NDP was born, acclaiming Strachan as
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leader and Tom Berger, a 28-year-old Vancouver lawyer, as president.43 Barrett told
delegates: “There is no place in the NDP for those of faint hearts or weak knees.”44
Prior to the Vancouver convention, Paddy Neale discussed the NDP’s relationship
with organized labour: “It is as true for labor as it is for big business that we represent
vested interests. But our special interests are the interests of the majority. It’s as simple as
this to us: we have the most people so we should have the most representation.”45
However, ongoing ambivalence in the CCF rank and file was evident when federal
secretary Carl Hamilton wrote to Mendels regarding the “status of affiliated members at
the constituency level… Since the whole matter is a touchy one.”46 Social Credit imposed
a legislative roadblock between the NDP and BC unions: Bill 42, amendments to the
Labour Relations Act that outlawed the automatic check-off of union dues for political
purposes.47 Douglas described the legislation as “restrictive, unfair and discriminatory.”48
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In December 1962, the NDP counted 195,500 affiliated members across Canada but only
29,000 in BC.49
Like the CCF, the NDP was not immune from internal strife. Partly, this reflected
enduring Cold War crises on the left, which were manifested in the leadership’s drive for
moderation and battles in the early 1960s over NATO, NORAD, and Cuba.50 Partly, this
reflected institutional pressures in all parties, exacerbated by Cold War debates and the
influence of the NDP’s union affiliates. Partly, this inner-party conflict reflected
deliberate efforts by the Trotskyist League for Socialist Action (LSA) and its youth wing
the Young Socialists (YS), which pursued the policy of entryism in social democracy (see
Chapter 5).51 On the eve of the Ottawa convention, the LSA pursued “an anti-war
program and a class struggle policy,” urging withdrawal from NATO and NORAD and a
referendum on nuclear arms for Canada; the BC CCF responded by rejecting an
application for membership from Ruth Houle, a Vancouver LSA member.52 Workers
Vanguard ran the headline: “Keep McCarthyism out of New Democratic Party,” but the
BC NDP leadership declared that any member distributing Workers Vanguard or Press
was liable for expulsion.53
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Railroader and leftist dissident Richard “Lefty” Morgan had rejoined the CCF in
1960, following the demise of his short-lived Labour Party of Canada. Morgan was
elected secretary of North Vancouver’s Deep Cove CCF Club and attended the NDP’s
founding Ottawa convention as a delegate, along with Jerry Lebourdais, a communist
militant in the Oilworkers’ union.54 Commenting on the BC NDP convention in October
1961, Morgan said the party was “in a very sick condition,” “on its deathbed” from the
standpoint of meaningful membership participation. “On the other hand, if the party is to
be one in which the individual member is regarded as the simple provider of willing
hands at election times and a constant source of revenue at all times then there is perhaps
some future for this machine of political forces.”55
In its formative years, the NDP fared better in federal politics than in BC
provincial politics, where the free-enterprise vote gravitated behind Social Credit. In the
June 1962 federal election, the party captured 10 seats (out of 21 across the country) with
31% of the vote—surpassing the Liberals, Conservatives, and Social Credit.56 This result
was marred, however, by Tommy Douglas’s defeat in Regina, a casualty of the doctors’
strike against Medicare.57 Reflecting the strength of BC’s parliamentary socialist
tradition, Douglas was parachuted into Burnaby-Coquitlam and easily won a by-election
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with a majority of ballots cast.58 However, Douglas warned a high-level Ottawa meeting
of NDP and CLC leaders that the Liberals and New Democrats would be engaged “in a
head-on fight for the votes of non-political trade unionists and white collar workers in the
urban areas of the country.”59 Changes in Canada’s class composition influenced NDP
tactics in the unstable parliamentary climate of the 1960s. In the April 1963 federal
election the NDP lost one BC seat, Tom Berger’s in Vancouver-Burrard, and dropped to
17 seats in the House of Commons, but its share of the BC vote held at 30.3%.60
In provincial politics, the NDP fell to 14 seats with 28% of the vote in September
1963, a setback from the previous election when the CCF had cut into Social Credit
support.61 The election appeared to confirm the fears of the New Party’s detractors. NDP
provincial secretary Ernie Hall identified “a definite trend toward stability and away from
the chance of a minority NDP government.”62 Vancouver Sun columnist Jack Scott63,
hardly an ally of the left, suggested that the “only surprise…was that the NDP didn’t lose
more seats,” lamenting the party’s willingness “to compromise its basic philosophy to
appear respectable.” He cited NDP support for NATO and disciplinary action against
dissidents including MLA Cedric Cox and MP Bert Herridge, who was rapped “across of
the knuckles” for appearing at a May Day gathering. “What no one seems to have said
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out loud is that, in fact, the NDP ran scared, that it went tippy-toe to avoid a frontal test of
public opinion on what it really believes.”64
The conflict with Cox exposed divided opinions over Communist Cuba, as the
United States sought to regain control over the rebel island 90 miles off the Florida coast.
During the October 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, Douglas had told the BCFL convention
that: “The story of Castro is a people’s revolution, that overthrew one of the bloodiest and
corrupt, and most vicious dictatorships in the history of the Western Hemisphere…. The
policies that were followed on this Continent, pushed them into the arms of the Soviet
Union.” Douglas expressed an idealism uncharacteristic of most politicians and appealed
to internationalism:
My friends, the day is coming when honest working people, toiling people will have to
reach their hands across the sea and across international boundaries and across the
barriers of language, and join hands and say to the statesmen of the world, we want to
live in peace, we want to build a world in which there will be security, a world in which
social justice and economic security and human brotherhood will cover the earth as the
waters now cover the sea.65

However, the BC NDP leadership clung to a stolid Cold War pragmatism. In January
1963, Cox, the Burnaby MLA who had filled the legislative seat and married the daughter
of old Marxist Ernest Edward Winch, travelled to Cuba with the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee (FPCC), which he chaired. Cox was the first Canadian politician to visit the
island since the revolution, the FPCC claimed, and he had been invited by the Cuban
Ambassador, but Strachan requested that he cancel the trip.66 Cox refused, and upon his
return to Burnaby defiantly told a crowd of 500 people:
The Americans are not at all concerned about the wealth of Cuba or the people of Cuba.
What they are concerned about are the ideas that are implanted in the minds of the people
of Cuba and these ideas have now spread out to all of Latin America. They can drop
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bombs on Cuba, they can kill every Cuban if they want, but they will not kill the ideas
that are implanted in the minds of the Latin Americans now.67

These ideological tensions spawned a Socialist Caucus in the BC NDP. At the
second provincial convention, in October 1962 (conventions were held annually until
1968), delegates refused membership to left-winger Rod Young, expelled eight New
Democratic Youth (NDY) members, and suspended three others for distributing Workers
Vanguard and belonging to the LSA.68 Lefty Morgan objected to the convention
proceedings, accusing Tom Berger of “unfair and unjust conduct” in his handling of
Young’s appeal.69 Cox and two other dissidents, Hugh Clifford and John Macey,
subsequently announced the formation of the Socialist Caucus:
Since the founding of the New Democratic Party and the widening of the perimeter of our
Party to include the ‘liberally minded’, many old CCF’ers felt concern not only for the
future of our socialist philosophy but also for the security of the socialist. The organized
assault on the socialist youth and subsequent expulsions and the manner in which the
recent Provincial election was conducted have justified our fear.70

The caucus pledged to promote social ownership of natural resources and the means of
production as “the only practical economic basis upon which to build a new society,”
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aiming to win majority support for this policy.71 Party leaders, however, dismissed the
group as a “Trotskyite front,” a “bunch of screwballs” in the words of Tommy Douglas.72
In 1963, the BC NDY disciplined 11 more members for belonging to the LSA, an
action sustained by the BC NDP executive, as 30 young Trotskyists were expelled across
Canada, “almost our entire NDY fraction.”73 Provincial secretary Ernie Hall anticipated
“a great deal of trouble” at the 1963 provincial convention, and the next March the BC
NDP executive declared LSA membership “incompatible with membership in the NDP.”
Vancouver Trotskyists Ruth and Reg Bullock were expelled, forcing YS members to
avoid “openly and formally” identifying with the League.74 The expulsions curbed
Socialist Caucus growth. The caucus was “all but dead,” the Vancouver YS conceded,
and “with the exception of two or three clubs, the NDY in Vancouver is inactive.”75 At
the 1964 provincial convention, the Socialist Caucus “was defeated on every issue, and
was isolated by the end of the convention,” the federal secretary observed. Delegates
approved changes to the party constitution making constituency associations (rather than
clubs) the sole basis for representation of individual members.76 After the convention,
Socialist Caucus member John Macey, a lawyer, applied to the Registrar of Companies to
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create a society called the Canadian Commonwealth Federation—a move blocked by BC
NDP leaders.77
Ideological strife was only one challenge confronting the young party, as the
flurry of provincial and federal elections strained NDP finances. As party president
Berger told the 1962 provincial convention, the Victory Fund Drive had not been a
success, forcing the provincial office to adopt “an austerity program” and “tight money
policy.” The $3 annual membership fee “is not adequate,” Berger claimed.78 Despite a
$500 donation from the BC Hospital Workers in spring 1963, the party ended the year
with a $24,350 cash deficit.79 However, the NDP’s federated structure and labour
affiliation made it possible to collect and disburse funds across the country; evading Bill
42, the Ontario-based United Auto Workers loaned $5,000 to the BC NDP for the 1963
election, disbursed through the federal party, which raised an additional $10,000 in
donations.80 A similar device enabled BC locals of the United Packinghouse Workers to
maintain NDP affiliation and contribute funds by way of sister locals in eastern Canada.81
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IWA Local 1-80 of Duncan was advised to pay five cents per member per month for as
many members as it could afford, and “affiliate your entire membership using the checkoff” if Bill 42 was declared ultra vires in the Supreme Court.82 However, the impact of
Bill 42 was apparent: at the end of 1965, only 12 BC union locals (out of 1061)
representing 2374 workers (1% of the organized working class) were affiliated in good
standing; nine were United Packinghouse locals and all but one were located in the
Lower Mainland.83 “Due to anti-Labour legislation affiliation is not good,” the party’s
Organization Committee concluded.84
In the 1960s, growing restlessness in workers’ ranks spilled over into the BC
NDP. Larry Sefton, a Steel director, objected to Kootenay West MP Bert Herridge’s
“support for our enemies” in the Mine-Mill fight.85 While MLAs Cedric Cox and Leo
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Nimsick belonged to Mine-Mill, the leadership gravitated behind the raiders; former Steel
staff representative Wally Ross was hired as provincial secretary in 1968.86 Labour
militancy and growing anti-war activism compelled the BC NDP “to make the class basis
of the party clear,” Socialist Caucus member Sheila Turgeon claimed after the 1965
federal election, when the NDP retained its nine BC seats with 32.9% of the vote—a
plurality among the four major parties.87 Tommy Douglas declared himself in favour of a
general strike in support of striking oil workers, a move applauded by the Socialist
Caucus: “By supporting the proposed general strike, the party dramatically jumped down
from the colourless middle ground…and unequivocally took sides.”88 Staunch moderate
Grace MacInnis, MP for Vancouver South, also supported the oil workers and later called
for the nationalization of the Canadian steel industry, while MLAs Arthur Turner and
Alex MacDonald demanded nationalization of the brewing monopolies, which had
refused to negotiate with their workers. Pressure from the left impelled the party toward a
more interventionist policy. Provincial leader Bob Strachan pledged to nationalize the BC
Telephone Company.89
However, such stances did little to improve NDP fortunes, which plateaued in the
mid-1960s a decade after Strachan took the helm. Prior to the 1966 election, provincial
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secretary Clive Lytle suggested the NDP appeal to voters as “consumers rather than as
producers,” fearing an emphasis on “social problems affecting minorities” and “welfarestatism” would be “inviting electoral failure.”90 The NDP caucus grew from 14 to 16
seats, as its share of the vote expanded from 28% to nearly 34%, a result Lytle (who
managed the campaign) described as “quite satisfactory.”91 But NDP gains provided little
solace against W.A.C. Bennett’s sixth consecutive victory, with a solid legislative
majority. In the BCFL and other circles, pressure mounted for a change in leadership,
spurring a recruitment campaign for Tom Berger, the BCFL’s legal counsel and former
MP, who captured one of two NDP seats in Vancouver-Burrard in 1966.92 Federal
secretary Cliff Scotton congratulated Berger, expressing hope that the BC party “will
now start working to build the organization necessary to crack the Socred machine.”93
Berger had been elected party president in 1961, at age 28, after running
unsuccessfully as a CCF provincial candidate in Vancouver-Centre in 1960.94 He was
among the 10 NDP MPs elected from BC in the 1962 federal election, capturing
Vancouver-Burrard in a tight three-way race.95 His enthusiasm on the hustings and trail-
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blazing legal work earned him a reputation as a “young man in a hurry.” As an MP,
Berger introduced a number of private member’s bills with proposals including a Civil
Servants’ Bill of Rights and Criminal Code amendments protecting the right of trade
unions to participate in peaceful picketing.96 However, the 1962 Parliament was shortlived, and in the March 1963 election Berger lost to a Liberal by over 2000 votes.97 He
ran again as a provincial candidate in Vancouver-Burrard in September 1963, but lost by
300 votes.98 Following this string of defeats, Berger returned to his legal career,
establishing a practice in Vancouver. He successfully sued Bennett for slander in the case
of former civil servant George Jones and drew headlines for work in labour law and
aboriginal land claims.99
Bennett pejoratively described Berger as a “city-slicker lawyer” rather than a
member of the working class. Berger’s base, however, rested squarely in organized
labour. He worked as counsel for the BCFL and enjoyed the support of E.P. “Pat”
O’Neil, BCFL secretary-treasurer (1958-66) and Pulp & Sulphite’s BC lieutenant, and
also political scientist Walter Young, a CCF-NDP loyalist who had served on the New
Party committee.100 In 1967, the campaign against Strachan broke into the open,
triggering two years of bitter inner-party conflict. At a NDP provincial executive meeting
on 13 April 1967, Berger announced his intention to seek the leadership. Union locals
rushed to establish NDP affiliation so they could send delegates to the upcoming
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convention.101 On 3 June, Strachan withstood the challenge, 277-178 votes, but Young
described this result as “a stay of execution.”102 Berger felt the vote would have gone
differently if he had another month to campaign.103
Influential NDP members were uneasy with Berger’s ambition and particularly
the conduct of some of his supporters. “I was shocked that they were attacking a sitting
leader,” Dave Barrett recalls, describing Strachan as “tough as a rock, extremely bright,”
with a “good sense of humour underneath”:
I was totally on board with Strachan. I have nothing against Berger. To this moment, I’d
trust my life with him, and I mean it. A wonderful guy. Extremely bright…. He was
being pushed by a handful of people in the party, one or two MLAs. A hell of a good
person to push. It’s a question of the timing that really began to break up the group….
The mood for a lot of people was that it was too early. He had just got there.104

Across the country, NDP support surged to 26% in a November 1966 Gallup poll,
and a May 1967 Sudbury by-election win increased the federal caucus to 22 MPs.105
However, Douglas’s warning of competition from Liberals for urban white-collar votes
was confirmed. NDP fortunes stalled in the 1968 federal election, as the Trudeau Liberals
surged to 16 BC seats with 42% of the vote. The NDP’s share of the BC vote held at
32.6% but three BC MPs lost their seats—Douglas in the reconfigured Burnaby-Seymour
riding, Bob Prittie in neighbouring Burnaby-Richmond, and Tom Barnett in Comox-
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Alberni by a scant nine votes, a result declared void by the courts.106 Douglas fell to
former BC Liberal leader Ray Perrault by 138 votes.107 According to Eileen Dailly, the
Burnaby North MLA who served as Douglas’s official agent:
It was a sad day, but I could see that Tommy was in great difficultly…. He wasn’t in our
riding much at all. Because the head office knew how popular he was, knew he was in
demand all across the place. We had a heck of a time getting him just to stay where he
had to win the seat. And I used to point this out to the federal office, and, “Oh no,
Tommy won’t lose.” Tommy lost. It doesn’t matter how popular you are. The people
there want to see you. Ray Perrault was running around and having coffee parties every
day and making speeches. Tommy was devastated. And you can’t blame him.108

Douglas was easily parachuted into Nanaimo-Cowichan-The Islands, after old Marxist
Colin Cameron passed away a month after the election, but party leaders were growing
restless.109 Stephen Lewis, MPP for Scarborough West and son of York South MP David
Lewis, flew to BC to urge Douglas to resign as leader.110

Bill 33 and the Boycott of Bennett’s Mediation Commission
In 1968, Social Credit responded to a sharp upturn in strike activity—and a walkout by
1100 ferryworkers—with yet another legislative device.111 Bill 33, the Mediation
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Commission Act, allowed for compulsory arbitration of any dispute considered
threatening to “the public interest or welfare” and transferred the power to end strikes
from the Legislative Assembly to the cabinet.112 Labour viewed the new legislation as a
grave intrusion on the right to bargain freely and strike, “the sharpest spike ever aimed at
the heart of the provincial labour movement,” delegate Ed Haw told the Victoria Labour
Council.113 The Communist Party accused the Bennett government of enacting “the worst
anti-labor legislation on this continent.”114
Labour reacted aggressively against Bill 33, particularly Section 18, which
empowered the cabinet to declare a recommendation of the Commission binding in
instances where an ill-defined “public welfare” was at stake. Unions including the
Vancouver Building Trades Council, Vancouver letter carriers, Amalgamated Transit
Workers, ILWU, and several large IWA locals agreed to walk out if the legislation came
into force. However, the BCFL leadership deflected demands for a general strike. A
March 1968 conference, attended by union officials from across BC, was dismissed by
the Trotskyist LSA as “a conference of pork-choppers” called to “head off ‘rash
actions.’”115 While BCFL secretary Ray Haynes insisted that “the door is not closed” on a
general strike, the LSA noted a “real deep cynicism among workers.... It is consequently
the duty of militants who are leaders of strategic groups of workers, to recognize that the
Fed leadership will not give leadership, and that it will come only if they are prepared to
give leadership.”116 Burnaby-Edmonds MLA Gord Dowding urged the NDP provincial
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council against making Bill 33 an issue in a May 1968 Vancouver-South by-election,
which was won by the NDP.117
When the Bennett government ignored labour’s opposition and proclaimed Bill
33, the BCFL declared a boycott of the Mediation Commission hearings, a request
“overwhelmingly supported” by affiliated and unaffiliated unions.118 Statements by the
commission’s chairman that “There should be no collective bargaining for Civil
Servants” only inflamed the public sector.119 The BCGEA recruited John Fryer, a labour
economist and CLC research director, to transform their association into a union.120 In
October 1969, BCGEA delegates voted 62-51 to rename their organization the BC
Government Employees Union (BCGEU), a move rejected 51-47 a year earlier, and
approved resolutions launching a “Collective Bargaining Rights Now!” campaign,
restructuring the organization along industrial lines, and increasing dues from $2 to $3
per month. “We created an industrial union,” Fryer recalls.121 BCGEU membership grew
from 12,500 in 1969 to 16,000 in March 1972, four times the rate of growth of
government services.122 In September 1969, Bill 33’s compulsory arbitration provisions
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were invoked for the first time, when the Mediation Commission imposed an agreement
for police officers in Saanich and Oak Bay.123
As labour challenged the Mediation Commission Act, a group of economists
debated solutions to BC’s stormy industrial relations climate. J.T. Montague stated
bluntly: “The pressure of the strike remains the impetus to settlement,” a view echoed by
Ronald Shearer: “The threat of the strike is essential and as such it should not be
outlawed.”124 Stuart Jamieson pointed out that the federal Task Force on Industrial
Relations “strongly endorsed collective bargaining rather than legal regulation” and
“recommended reducing the scale and frequency of government intervention in, and
restriction of, collective bargaining activities.”125
Bill 33 failed to curb growing industrial unrest. In 1969, meatcutters in the
Canadian Food & Allied Workers’ Union waged a three-month strike “attempting to
break the 40-hour week.” Despite a slick public-relations campaign by BC’s major food
retailers, the workers won the 39-hour week and other gains.126 Also in 1969, telephone
workers waged a successful six-week strike against the BC Telephone Company, while
the Plumbers and Tunnel & Rock Workers engaged in lengthy and difficult strikes. The
Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers—at the centre of the 1965 general strike movement—
walked out against the big oil companies on 21 May 1969, striking for five months in
what the BCFL executive council described as “one of the most bitter strikes waged in
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BC over the last few years.”127 Militants in the Vancouver & District Labour Council
(VDLC) attempted to reverse the BCFL’s single-company boycott of Imperial Oil, which
they described as “ineffective.”128 The LSA urged “united labour action. Shut down the
refineries with mass picketing…. Would the government dare to arrest the whole labor
leadership in Vancouver?”129 However, a VDLC decision for a mass rally and march to
the Vancouver Court House to protest Bill 33 was rescinded.130 Labour’s fight against
Bill 33 was undermined by the collaborationist stance of several union leaders, a rift
exploited by the new Employers’ Council of BC.131 Charles Stewart of the Amalgamated
Transit Union served as “labour” representative on the Mediation Commission earning
$20,000 per year, while the Teamsters, led by Liberal Senator Ed Lawson, were similarly
compromised. The BCFL executive council commented bitterly that despite “sabotage by
this political opportunist, the policy and strategy of this Federation with respect to Bill 33
have proven to be the only approach.”132

The Tom Berger Leadership and 1969 Defeat
Amid growing working-class anger at Social Credit, the NDP grappled with the question
of leadership. In early 1969, Strachan resigned as BC NDP leader.133 Barrett, the
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Coquitlam MLA who had remained loyal to Strachan, declared his candidacy, as did
Vancouver East MLA Bob Williams, SFU activist John Conway, and Berger.134 At the
April 1969 convention, Berger defeated Barrett by the narrow margin of 36 votes, 411375.135 Barrett leapt to the platform to make the vote unanimous, but animosity between
the camps prevailed.
1969 was to be the year of NDP victory. Enthusiasm in the province was running
high, a pre-election report noted, and many NDP supporters were “convinced that victory
is inevitable.”136 Optimism surged with a string of NDP by-election victories, retaining
Revelstoke-Slocan and Burnaby-Willington and capturing Vancouver-South—“a bellweather area with a high representation of young marrieds”—from Social Credit.137 The
government lost two other by-elections to Liberals, in well-heeled North VancouverCapilano and Oak Bay. The tide was turning against Bennett, as Martin Robin observed:
Bennett and his colleagues are anxious to revive British Columbia’s traditional red bogey
but its credibility is becoming harder to maintain. Public malaise, in a province prone to
hysteria, has focused on the student movement and hippies, alongside which the NDP
appears as an assemblage of pious clergy.138
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Anticipation of an NDP breakthrough was not confined to the left. Provincial secretary
Wally Ross suggested Bennett was “scared stiff,” framing the campaign as a struggle
between “Christian free enterprise” and “godless socialists,” promising “take-home pay
instead of strike pay,” and warning of “the flight of frightened capital.”139 The NDP
targeted 14 Social Credit seats, 11 of which were needed to form government if all
incumbent NDP MLAs retained their seats (the party predicted the Liberals would neither
gain nor lose seats).140 To finance this effort, the NDP requested $4,000 per month from
the labour movement of eastern Canada, beginning on 1 June and continuing until the
election, to cover wages, transportation, and accommodation for four organizers in the
targeted ridings. Steel, Packinghouse/Canadian Food and Allied Workers, CUPE,
Canadian Brotherhood of Railway & Transport (CBRT), Pulp & Sulphite, and the CLC
were approached. The IWA, whose “contribution to the NDP of BC far outstrips that of
any other single union,” was excluded from this appeal, said Ross.141 CUPE pledged
$3,000, with the proviso that “information regarding this donation be handled carefully in
BC” because many members “were not particularly oriented towards the New
Democratic Party.”142 Funds were deposited in the BCFL’s “Fight Bill 33 Fund” and
spent on organizers’ wages, leaflets, and other campaign expenses.143 While this direct
appeal to national union headquarters aggravated CLC secretary William Dodge, it
successfully bypassed Bill 42 and generated crucial funds for the NDP’s war chest.144
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On 21 July 1969, Bennett called a summertime election, apparently “to dilute the
university vote to the greatest possible extent.”145 He embarked on a frenzied 1,500kilometre tour of the province, armed with a glossy election platform, The Good Life,
paid for with $500,000 from the Social Credit war chest.146 Initially, federal NDP
secretary Cliff Scotton expressed “cautious optimism,” with 30 to 40 NDP organizers
from various provinces converging on BC, backed by the “enthusiastic participation” of
BC NDP members. However, “poor canvassing conditions due to extensive vacation
absences” undermined the party’s grassroots campaigning style.147 Midway through the
campaign, momentum turned against the NDP. Bennett honed in on Berger’s pledge to
nationalize the BC Telephone Company, which had witnessed its first strike in 50
years.148 While Berger insisted that, “Our program so far as nationalization is concerned
begins with the telephone company and ends with the telephone company,” the
nationalization plank influenced undecided voters, who were susceptible to Bennett’s
anti-socialist appeals.149 When the ballots were tallied on 27 August 1969, NDP members
were confronted with a painful result: 12 NDP seats to 38 Social Credit and 5 Liberal; the
party lost 4 seats, including Berger’s in Vancouver-Burrard by 279 votes.150 While the
party’s share of the vote improved slightly to 34%, and its vote total increased from
253,000 in 1966 to 332,000 in 1969, the verdict was clear. Less than a month after the
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election, Berger resigned as BC NDP leader, naming Dave Barrett “de facto leader of the
party.”151
The NDP faced a financial crisis: $63,000 debt for the provincial party and
another $100,000 owed by local constituencies.152 Treasurer and defeated VancouverSouth MLA Norm Levi recommended that all six organizers be laid off, and that the
provincial office close until the financial picture improved.153 Provincial secretary Wally
Ross tendered his resignation, but was later persuaded to remain until mid-1970.154 The
Democrat suspended publication.155 “I cannot stress too strongly the tremendous danger
of the party marking time…and falling back without some central co-ordinating office,”
federal secretary Cliff Scotton warned.156 MLA Dave Stupich of Nanaimo organized a
BC Tomorrow Raffle to pay off the provincial and constituency debt.157 The BCFL
executive council, meanwhile, urged affiliates that “this is the time to intensify our efforts
on the political field.”158 The BCFL Political Education Committee observed:
it is unfortunate that Premier Bennett recognizing the fact that Social Democratic
governments have only come to power through full trade union participation and support,
has succeeded in persuading some trade unionists and NDP members to accept his view
that unions should not participate in the NDP.159
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The year 1969 closed with only 20,972 BC workers affiliated to the NDP through their
unions, out of 292,000 unionized workers in province.160 Despite mounting militancy and
opposition to Social Credit labour laws, the NDP had failed to provide an effective
vehicle for working-class agency. An aversion to socialism among a layer of workers,
and a preference for extra-parliamentary change among others, undermined the NDP’s
appeal.

New Left and the Waffle
In the late 1960s a layer of New Left activists migrated into the NDP. At the 1965 federal
convention in Toronto, dissidents had formed a federal Socialist Caucus, “the first time
socialists in the Party made an effort to coalesce a cross-country body of opposition to its
reformist program and leadership.”161 The group launched Socialist Caucus Bulletin,
focused on labour issues and the Vietnam War. Kootenay West MP Bert Herridge led a
march of 150 delegates to the US consulate, and the convention adopted a resolution
opposing the war.162 Caucus member Sheila Turgeon described the 1966 BC NDP
convention as “more democratic and relaxed” than previous meetings, marked by “a
reluctant swing to the left on Vietnam” but “a further shift to the right programmatically
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on nationalization.”163 According to Turgeon: “Between the stalwarts of the old CCF and
the new socialists lay a broad gap of years. Dorothy Steeves typified the best tradition of
the old CCF.”164
The NDP’s appeal among young people was confirmed by the YS in 1966: “for
all its dedicated fulltime workers and unlimited publicity…SUPA has never been able to
muster a quarter the number of active members of the NDYC…. In spite of its leadership,
the NDY because of its ties with the NDP has a far broader appeal than the New Left.”165
SUPA chairman Jim Harding conceded that activists were moving into the NDY,
confiding to a colleague that “SUPA has failed…to relate to radical potential.”166 Another
SUPA activist suggested the NDP’s existence had made “the emergence of a new left
more difficult in Canada than in the case of the USA.”167
The New Left occupied a precarious position in the NDP, which like the CCF
imposed limits on dissent. “The right wing is not prepared to tolerate indefinitely our
presence and the growth of our influence,” the Vancouver YS noted in 1966.168 In spring
1967, a fresh wave of expulsions purged the NDY of its “socialist left wing,” imposing “a
puppet leadership on the Youth of do-nothing careerists.”169 Nanaimo-Cowichan-The
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Islands MP Colin Cameron (threatened with expulsion for belonging to the Socialist
Fellowship in 1950), signed a petition opposing “the recent expulsions of young antiVietnam war activists”; Herridge (expelled for advocating co-operation with communists
during the Second World War), donated money to the Committee to Defend the
Expelled.170 The expulsions confirmed, according to the LSA/YS, “the hostility and fear
of the NDP leadership to a serious and viable youth movement.”171 However, Trotskyists
remained committeed to entryism, describing “Labor’s creation” of the NDP as “the most
significant political development” of the twentieth century:
Conceived originally by the CCF and CLC leadership as a multi-class liberal-labor party,
the NDP has taken root and grown as a class party, based in industrial urban centers, on
the votes, organized muscle and financial strength of trade unions. The NDP presents a
class alternative to the capitalist parties.172

In 1969, the most serious New Left challenge surfaced in the NDP—the Waffle.
The BC Waffle, unlike its Ontario counterpart, never elicited the same scorn among
provincial party leaders. The ideological distance between NDP leaders and dissidents –
which John Bullen identifies as the major factor behind the group’s demise in eastern
Canada – was narrower in BC, reflecting the relative radicalism of the working-class
movement.173 Barrett and his group—which included MLAs Bob Williams, Jim Lorimer,
Eileen Dailly, Alex MacDonald, and former MLA Norm Levi—signed the manifesto For
an Independent Socialist Canada (Appendix H), as did VDLC secretary-treasurer Paddy
supporting the LSA, but included two Quebec NDY members, including future Labor Challenge editor
Dick Fidler, and Lyle Severin in BC.
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Neale, not necessarily because they shared its radical zeal, but in Barrett’s words “to
encourage debate.”174 “It seemed harmless to me,” Eileen Dailly recalls, who was
surprised by the uproar at the 1969 federal convention.175 Levi, a social worker, was a
former BC NDP president (1966-68) who had moved the party from annual to biannual
conventions, but retained connections to a social-movement base.176
Formed in April 1969 and led by Queen’s University instructor James Laxer (a
SUPA activist and son of former Communist organizer Robert Laxer) and University of
Toronto economist Melville Watkins, author of an influential 1968 report on foreign
ownership, the Waffle mounted the most significant challenge to the NDP leadership
since the party’s formation.177 It combined a left-nationalist critique of foreign ownership
with the more explicitly anti-capitalist politics associated with the New Left. From its
inception, the Waffle was centred in Ontario, though it developed a presence in all
provinces, particularly Saskatchewan and New Brunswick, where it briefly won control
of the provincial party.178 In BC, the NDY convention of October 1969 endorsed the
Waffle Manifesto; Watkins met Vancouver supporters and delivered an address at UBC.
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However, of 21 federal NDP riding associations that endorsed the manifesto, only one—
Tommy Douglas’s old Burnaby-Seymour riding—was in BC.179 At the Winnipeg
convention in October 1969, delegates rejected the Waffle manifesto 499-268, favouring
the leaderships’ compromise “Marshmallow” manifesto, For A United and Independent
Canada.180 During the debate VDLC secretary-treasurer Paddy Neale said he appeared
“on this side of the hall to show that the whole labour movement of Canada is not
conservative…. Unless this party leads the way and says we have an alternative, and the
alternative is public ownership of the means of distribution, the means of production, and
of our natural resources, we are in trouble.”181
To the Waffle, however, the Winnipeg convention was only the “first
objective.”182 Organizing efforts unfolded across the provinces in 1970: a Western
Regional Waffle conference in Banff in April, a national Waffle conference in Toronto in
August, and demonstrations against the continental energy resources deal.183 The Waffle
hired a full-time organizer and published Waffle News, disparaging the moderate policy
of the new Schreyer government in Manitoba and supporting striking Dunlop workers in
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Toronto.184 In BC, Wafflers supported a tugboat workers’ strike and protested an increase
in BC Hydro rates.185 The BC Waffle released a report criticising labour affiliation to the
NDP, which it described as “mere affiliation between bureaucracies…leaving most of the
members of both organizations out in the cold… For affiliation to be useful, the abuses,
manipulation and undemocratic structuring…must be ended.”186 At the 1970 BC NDP
convention, which elected Dave Barrett as leader, the BC Waffle put forward a slate of
officers—three of whom were elected—and presented a “draft statement of principles”
declaring that only the working class can “uproot and transform the established power
structure.”187 A resolution was adopted eliminating fixed membership fees.188 Waffle
News estimated that 150-200 of 500 delegates supported Waffle candidates and
resolutions.189
In 1971, Laxer declared his candidacy for the federal leadership vacated by
Tommy Douglas, providing a lightning rod for opponents of the party establishment
backing deputy leader David Lewis and International unions such as Steel. Laxer made
public ownership of natural resources the centrepiece of his campaign, a position
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repudiated by Lewis, as was Laxer’s call for accommodation of the separatist Parti
Québécois.190 “Confrontation is the name of the political game these days in the NDP,”
Victoria’s Daily Colonist observed.191 At the leadership convention in Ottawa in April
1971, Laxer mounted a surprisingly strong challenge, forcing the race to a fourth ballot
where he lost to Lewis with 613-1046 votes.192 Frank Howard, MP for Skeena in
northwestern BC, finished at the bottom of the first ballot, with 124 votes. Prior to voting,
Douglas, who continued to serve as Nanaimo MP, warned against “the extreme
nationalizing tendencies of the party’s left wing,“ according to the Vancouver Sun.193
Opposition to the Waffle reflected earlier Cold War practices, imbued with a
sense of urgency because of the rising breakaway union phenomenon. To International
unionists at the helm of the CLC and NDP, the Waffle’s left-nationalism was cause for
concern. As early as 1962, Tommy Douglas had proposed a campaign focused on foreign
ownership and control of Canada’s economy, but Steel leaders Larry Sefton and Bill
Mahoney were opposed because it would “degenerate into an appeal to superficial
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nationalism and anti-Americanism.”194 When the NDP’s 1969 federal convention
approved “in principle” the idea of industrial democracy, a cause championed by Oshawa
MP Ed Broadbent, CLC secretary William Dodge protested the lack of official labour
input “on this highly controversial subject.”195 As the Waffle gained strength and began
to encourage breakaway movements—like one at Stanley Steel Co. in Hamilton where
150 workers left the International in November 1971—Steel drew a line in the sand.196
“Support is no longer automatic,” Steel organizer Bob Mackenzie (later Labour Minister
in Bob Rae’s Ontario NDP government) informed David Lewis.197 Mackenzie’s
Hamilton-Mountain NDP constituency association demanded “exclusion from
membership” for anyone belonging to “any clearly identifiable ongoing political
group.”198
Appeals were issued from across the country urging tolerance between the
warring factions. “In BC, we have ‘Wafflers’, non-wafflers and anti-Wafflers,” the
Langley constituency association declared, “but so far we have managed to conciliate our
differences towards that greater objective of winning seats whether the candidate is a
194
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waffler or not. There is no talk of disciplinary action and possible expulsion here.”199
Vancouver’s Point Grey adopted a similar stance, while Fort George requested more
information from both camps.200 The Vancouver Sun, however, considered the Waffle “a
threat” to the NDP’s “national credibility and its chances in a federal election,” and
W.A.C. Bennett dared the provincial party to hold a leadership convention so moderates
could replace Barrett, “a member of the Waffle group.”201 “Bennett is making political
hay out of the Ontario promoted split,” Langley campaign organizer Charlie Haddrell
warned.202 The stage was set for the Ontario NDP’s June 1972 Orillia provincial council
meeting, which culminated in an edict that the Waffle disband and a decision at London
to leave the NDP and form the Movement for an Independent Socialist Canada, which
fielded candidates in the 1974 federal election.203 “It was a great movement, while it
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lasted,” Communist Ben Swankey recalls. “But they weren’t strong enough to take over
the NDP.”204
“It was definitely quite a tense time,” Eileen Dailly says. “And yet they were quite
a small group…. It’s really sad, isn’t it. Because to have any kind of split like that is not
good for any major party, because the public’s wondering what the heck’s going on.”205
But others saw the Waffle as a positive development for the NDP and the Canadian Left.
Dorothy Steeves, an old leftist who belonged to the Waffle, felt it was important for the
party to “do something bold, and appeal to the imagination of people.”206 The YS
observed that “student radicals who previously wrote off the NDP as a factor became
involved in it through its Waffle caucus.” New Leftists gravitated to the NDP, the YS
argued, because of its relevance as a labour party and the Waffle’s anti-imperialist
sentiment that resonated strongly among students.207 According to Hilda Thomas, a UBC
English instructor, feminist, and outspoken Waffler (and co-chair of the 1975 Rosemary
Brown leadership campaign), “an attempt was made to organize the remnants of the
Waffle” at the Richmond home of Harold Steves, but little came of it.208 Leftist activities
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became concentrated in the party’s Vancouver Area Council, and, a few years later, in the
Left Caucus.209 Outside the NDP, the Waffle’s defeat was interpreted as confirmation that
social democracy had “sold out” to capitalism. Veteran communist Tom McEwen,
Pacific Tribune editor, linked the Waffle to earlier left factions: “Right-wing social
democracy cannot ‘bed down’ with bourgeois ideology and at the same time retain its
pretentious claims of being ‘socialist.’ So its historic role, that of fomenting confusion
and betrayal is preserved…by getting rid of its dissidents.”210

Barrett and the Road to Power
Tom Berger’s defeat in the 1969 election and subsequent resignation left the BC NDP
leadership open. As runner-up in the leadership race, Barrett was the obvious successor.
Moreover, his social-movement orientation made him amenable to the party’s resurgent
left wing. “Barrett was a left-winger in his party,” Swankey recalls. “A person you could
work with. He had close connections with the rank and file, of the party and the people,
and he still has.”211 The NDP legislative caucus met after Berger resigned and elected the
Coquitlam MLA as House Leader.212
Animosity generated during the leadership fight, however, had not dissipated and
a powerful labour group remained vehemently opposed to Barrett, a situation aggravated
by the party’s precarious financial situation. As Eileen Dailly recalls, there was “a lot of
tension” between Barrett and BCFL president Ray Haynes, whom LSA activist Allan
209
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Engler described as “one of the most despised trade union leaders in BC…the leader of
the conservative craft union faction of the BC Fed.”213 Joyce Nash of Ladysmith asked:
“Why do men feel that their position can only be strong at the expense of others?”214
Ironically, Barrett moved into the NDP leadership at the moment union affiliation
reached a record high.215 “It is not a labour party,” Barrett insists. “It never has been a
labour party. I would wish that everybody who worked or joined a union would vote for
us. It’s not that way. The perception has been deliberately created that the labour
movement dominates.”216
In early 1970, as a leadership convention approached, the conflict between Barrett
and the BCFL erupted. Barrett and the NDP caucus signed a declaration stating: “As a
group that hopes to govern this province for the benefit of all people, our view must
reflect the broader public interest rather than the view of one single sector of society.
Significant as the organized labor sector is, the public interest must prevail.”217 A line had
been drawn. Wally Ross, who had tendered his resignation as provincial secretary,
observed that “the issues in the BC section are clearly defined: 1) the accountability of
elected members to the Convention; 2) the question of who runs the Party: the Caucus, or
the Executive.”218 Barrett embarked on a provincial tour in his Volvo, accompanied by
SFU political scientist Martin Robin, to “consolidate his position in the party” and lay the
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foundation for the next general election.219 The two travelled to Prince George, then
Prince Rupert, with stops along the way; collections at local meetings, attended by a halfdozen to several hundred members, covered the cost of accommodation, gas, and food.
Robin parted with Barrett at Prince Rupert, and then Barrett travelled to the Okanagan.
By the time of the leadership convention, held in Chilliwack in June 1970, Barrett had
met, by his own account, with nearly every constituency association in the province. He
was acclaimed leader of the BC NDP.220
The prize that had evaded Barrett a year earlier was now his. He began in earnest
to prepare for the next election, still two and a half years away. “I knew I had one shot
and that was it,” Barrett recalls.221 However, the rift with organized labour threw a
curveball at the new leader, despite a convention resolution reaffirming “strong ties”
between the NDP and unions.222 As the Waffle News reported in July 1970, “the Barrett
forces (which comprise the left and centre of the party) basically smashed the party’s
right wing at the convention.”223 Haynes was defeated for the position of first vicepresident by Paddy Neale, VDLC secretary and a Barrett ally.224 A short time later, the
BCFL called the mortgage on the BC NDP’s Vancouver headquarters, leaving the party
without office space.225 Barrett and his group—Williams, Lorimer, Levi, Dailly,
MacDonald—responded by finding their own building, a vacant Swedish church near
East Hastings and Victoria. Twenty-one debentures valued at $1,000 each were sold to
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party members, including Barrett, and the building was purchased for $21,000. Hartley
Dent, an Anglican priest, was hired as provincial secretary.226 Despite the tension, in
November 1970 BCFL delegates rejected a motion to withdraw from the NDP, “despite
growing disaffection between some members of both organizations,” the Globe and Mail
reported.227

The Fall of Social Credit
Social Credit tried in vain to legislate away mounting working-class unrest. In February
1970, the government introduced Bill 22, amending the Labour Relations Act to accredit
employer organizations as bargaining agents. NDP MLA Ernie Hall complained that
“changes that are requested by the labour groups…don’t receive the same kind of speedy
treatment.”228 Bill 22 also altered the time-frame in which raiding was permitted, a move
specifically designed to thwart a PPWC breakaway at Chemainus. In summer 1970,
PPWC waged an eight-week strike against a multi-employer bargaining group, shutting
down mills at Crofton, Harmac, Prince Rupert, Prince George, Castlegar, and
Skookumchuk.229 A strike by tugboat workers paralyzed Lower Mainland sawmills and
Vancouver’s waterfront, prompting injunctions and a mass meeting of 400 trade unionists
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where labour leaders vowed to defy discriminatory court orders.230 Indicating growing
militancy in public-sector ranks, the Trotskyist Labor Challenge noted that, “The first
signs of a new militancy have appeared in the BC Teachers Federation.”231
In January 1971, at the opening of the legislature in Victoria, the BCFL organized
a protest demonstration against Bennett’s labour policies. Barrett reportedly told the
crowd “This is your building,” and 200 protesters – described by an RCMP agent as
mainly “Hippies and VLF types” (Vancouver Liberation Front) – occupied the foyer and
public gallery, disrupting the speech from the throne.232 In the chamber the next day,
James Charles Chabot, Social Credit MLA for Columbia River, took aim at labour’s
relationship to the NDP: “They were flaunting the red flag out in the front, a red flag
attached to banners such as these: ‘Jobs with the NDP Labour to Power.’”233 Chabot
claimed that Barrett’s public tiff with Haynes and the BCFL leadership was a sham:
“When Ray Haynes tells him to jump, he asks, ‘how high?’”234 Voicing a familiar Socred
theme, Chabot—who would replace Leslie Peterson as Labour Minister in April—issued
a warning against labour militancy:
The majority of time-loss due to strikes and lockouts that took place in Canada, took
place in our Province. We have lost approximately three million man-days in 1970,
almost half the national total, more time-loss than in the preceding decade in this
Province. Economically this has had a very severe effect on our ability to render services
to people…. Governments can no longer tolerate unions that would attempt to coerce
their will upon the electorate, regardless of the consequences.235
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Describing the “union shop” and “closed shop” as forms of compulsion, Chabot said that
BC labour took its position for granted: “Some unions fail to appreciate this tremendous
concession.” He advocated amendments to the Mediation Act to remove penalties against
individual workers and increase penalties against unions.236
Such threats failed to stem the widening rank-and-file revolt. In March 1971, the
BC Teachers’ Federation (BCTF) staged a one-day strike, the first province-wide
teachers’ strike in BC or Canada; 500,000 students were affected as most of the union’s
22,000 members walked out.237 Later that month, the BCFL held a special convention
where delegates declared that “free collective bargaining, the existence of a strong trade
union movement and vital democratic rights, such as the right to strike” were “seriously
threatened by British Columbia’s power-intoxicated Social Credit government.” They
instructed BCFL officers to mobilize “the labour movement politically” and increase
affiliations to the NDP.238 However, ongoing tension was evident when the BCFL
executive council declared: “in spite of the reluctance of some in the Party to be
associated with the trade union movement, the NDP still represents for trade unionists the
only viable and meaningful alternative to the three old-line parties.”239 In 1972, BC’s
working class reached a level of militancy unparalleled since the 1940s and surpassing all
North American jurisdictions outside Quebec.240
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Such was the context of the NDP’s drive for power. Despite Barrett’s distance
from the captains of the BCFL, several important unions embraced political action in a
bid to oust Social Credit, particularly the BCTF, which was livid over the Bill 3
amendments to the Public Schools Act that would have limited school spending and
salaries. An RCMP agent reported that “the primary aim” of the BCTF’s April 1972
annual meeting “was to discuss ways of fighting against the British Columbia
Government’s controversial Bill 3.”241 Union president Adam Robertson told delegates:
“We must leave the seeming security of our classrooms to enter the political arena.”242
Delegates approved a strike vote and voted 495-84 for a special levy of one day’s pay to
build a $1.25-million political war chest, to “finance citizens’ committees in BC
ridings”—a move opposed by Social Credit and the employer-friendly Supreme Court.243
Mass rallies took place under the aegis of a “Collective Bargaining Defence Committee,”
bringing together teachers and other public-sector workers in what the RCMP called “a
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common front.”244 In May, CUPE BC described the Bennett government as “a menace to
working people” and pledged to join with BC teachers “in their campaign…to turn the
Socreds out of office.”245 As BCGEU secretary John Fryer recalls: “The BCTF was
absolutely critical” to Social Credit’s defeat. “W.A.C. Bennett considers in his grave that
they were the ones that did him in. I know that for a fact.”246
The summer of 1972 was marked by militant job action—the highpoint of a year
of industrial unrest that saw one-third of BC’s unionized workers walk picket lines—
106,399 of 332,091 union members.247 The BCGEU set up illegal pickets at 20
department of highways yards in May, and disrupted a Kamloops speech by Bennett and
his Highways Minister Phil Gaglardi.248 In June, a lock-out of 30,000 construction
workers prompted a back-to-work order under section 18 of the Mediation Commission
Act, which the workers defied, and RCMP raids on the BC-Yukon Building Trades
Council headquarters and a dozen union offices from Victoria to Prince Rupert to
Cranbrook—on orders of Bennett’s attorney general.249 In June, 5000 IWA workers
wildcatted, shutting down three mills in the Alberni valley and logging operations at
Inglewood and Squamish; within a week, all 28,000 coastal fallers had joined the
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strike.250 A settlement favourable to the fallers was reached after 25 days, but the
Vancouver Sun reported that “many rebel fallers followed through with a threat to stay
off the job,” while Robert Bonner, Bennett’s former attorney general and president of
forestry giant MacMillan Bloedel, said the compensation package would hurt BC’s
export position.251 In the Interior, 4000 loggers wildcatted in anticipation of a legal strike,
while the PPWC applied for certification at two IWA mills in Port Alberni.252 In July,
2,800 Vancouver civic workers walked out, while a two-week strike of Cominco smelter
workers in Trail, members of the United Steelworkers, spawned the breakaway Canadian
Workers Union (CWU).253
The heightened militancy of BC workers in 1972 reflected pressures that had been
building for decades, but also the inflationary squeeze on workers’ wages that became
acute in the 1970s.254 W.A.C. Bennett called an election on July 24, as his leadership
came under fire by members of his own cabinet, including Gaglardi. As Dave Barrett
recalls: “Bennett was getting old. Phil Gaglardi was making noises that he wanted to be
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leader. That was a big issue in the campaign itself.”255 The premier hoped for a repeat of
his summer 1969 victory, with students and workers preoccupied with more leisurely
pursuits.256 However, after seven consecutive victories the formula failed. Barrett
employed an aggressive, populist strategy, designed to ridicule and discredit the decaying
Social Credit regime. When Bennett accused Barrett of fomenting a demonstration in
New Westminster, where a cabinet minister was injured, the NDP leader sued the
premier. When Bennett warned of “dangerous Marxists” in the NDP, Barrett jokingly
asked, “which one, Groucho, Harpo, or Zeppo? I just made it the theatre of the absurd
that it was.”257 The NDP platform, A New Deal for People, said that despite lofty
promises, Social Credit delivered “unemployment statistics, labour-management
confrontations, battles with teachers and doctors, and welfare for too many of our
citizens.”258 The NDP promised “an end to the labour-management crisis” by repealing
Bill 33 and discriminatory provisions in the Trades Union Act and Labour Relations Act,
restoring “free collective bargaining” and the right of workers “to a fair share of the fruits
of their labour.”259
On 30 August 1972, a revived Conservative party under North Vancouver lawyer
Derril Thomas Warren—“a very bright young lawyer”—captured 13% of the vote,
attracting wayward Socred voters as the party’s support dipped to 31%. NDP support
grew from 34 to 40% and Dave Barrett formed a majority government with 33 of 58
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legislative seats.260 The free-enterprise monopoly on political power was broken. After 20
years, Bennett lost the premiership. After 70 years on the opposition benches, social
democrats captured legislative power. A new chapter in BC working-class history began.

Conclusion
The NDP’s 1972 victory reflected structural changes in British Columbia’s working class
and a crisis within the provincial bourgeosie. As Daniel Koenig and others argued in a
1974 study, assessments that Social Credit “defeated itself” provide only “partial
explanations.”261 Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Social Credit had enjoyed the support
of a layer of workers, supplanting the crass partisanship of the old-line LiberalConservative Coalition with a populism that promised economic growth and security
short of CCF-NDP socialism. Rapid resource expansion and buoyant economic
conditions provided the ingredients for success. However, beneath the veneer of W.A.C.
Bennett’s “good life,” structural changes sowed the seeds for political change.
Unemployment, automation, inflation, and restrictive labour laws generated discontent—
among blue-collar resource-extraction workers and the emerging white-collar new
working class. The NDP was well-positioned to harness this discontent. It represented an
alliance of the old left CCF tradition, blue-collar and white-collar workers, marginalized
social groups, and upwardly mobile members of the urban middle class. The party’s slate
of candidates in 1972 reflected this diversity, including school teachers, a city planner, an
accountant, a lawyer, an Aboriginal fisherman, and several social workers, two of them
black and two of them (including Dave Barrett) Jewish. Social Credit faltered at a time
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when the BC NDP was riding a wave of electoral strength, coming to terms with its
demons and sidestepping the Waffle controversy to present a favourable image to voters.
The party’s diverse electoral base was integral to victory in 1972. However, it also fueled
conflict after the NDP assumed the reins of government.
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Conclusion

In the postwar decades, British Columbia workers and employers engaged in a tug-of-war
for control of the province’s resource wealth, the framework of industrial relations, and
the limits of labour’s social wage. While this conflict was mediated through collective
bargaining and an expanding welfare state, tensions endured. The Cold War blunted the
edge of socialism, inducing crises in the Labor-Progressive Party and Co-operative
Commonwealth Federation and propelling Social Credit to power. However, a militant
minority of workers nurtured an oppositional political culture throughout the 1950s, in
the labour, peace, and women’s movements. Structural changes in BC’s economy and
working class laid the groundwork for political renewal and influenced Old Left parties.
Alongside the predominantly male, blue-collar, resource-extraction workforce, a new
working class took shape, as women, youth, white-collar workers, and public-sector
workers swelled labour’s ranks. The historic affluence achieved during the “long boom”
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of North American capitalism was undercut by rising unemployment, automation, and
inflation. In the 1960s, BC’s working class gravitated toward breakaway unions and a
New Left that was industrially militant and politically radical—and more diverse and
diffuse than earlier left formations.
In the decades following the Second World War, the militant and radical
traditions of BC workers reached their logical end: a level of industrial conflict—2.1
million striker-days in 1972—that set the province apart from most North American
jurisdictions and a class-polarized party system that more closely resembled European
patterns of partisan alignment than North American “brokerage” politics.1 Labour’s
organizational muscle coming out of the successful war against fascism succeeded in
unraveling the partisan coalitions that had governed BC since the inauguration of the
party system in 1903; in the 49 years from 1903 to 1952, Conservative and Liberal
governments alternated, or shared, power; in the 49 years from 1952 to 2001, new parties
of the right and left—Social Credit and NDP—governed Canada’s westernmost
province.2 Ironically, victory for the labour-backed NDP in 1972 occurred at the moment
that labour’s historic postwar gains began to unravel. The “oil shocks” of 1973, rampant
inflation, and the competitiveness of German and Japanese manufacturing vis à vis North
American industry eroded the economic strength underpinning collective bargaining and
the welfare state’s social wage; Fordist accommodation came under siege, foreshadowing
the neo-liberal assault. BC’s working class approached legislative power on the eve of a
determined assault by an aggressive and global capitalist class.
1

The pattern of labour militancy was approximated only in Quebec and Newfoundland, which, like BC,
had high levels of union density in the resource-extraction sectors. Statistics Canada, Labour Force
Historical Review (2004).
2
See Donald E. Blake, et al. “Sources of Change in the BC Party System,” BC Studies, 50 (Summer 1981),
3-28.
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Tug-of-War Rather than Compromise
Rather than a “compromise”, industrial relations in postwar BC more closely resembled a
tug-of-war, a constant conflict between labour and capital over the terms of collective
bargaining and the balance of power between workers and employers. From the moment
that legislative jurisdiction over labour relations returned to the province in 1947, BC
workers and employers applied pressure on governments to enact laws and regulations to
their benefit. Even as partisan alignments shifted from the Liberal and Conservative
parties to populist parties of the right and left, the basic conflict over the terms of
industrial relations remained. Sections of the labour leadership made peace with
expansionary postwar capitalism, but many unions remained defiant. The United
Fishermen and Allied Workers Union (UFAWU) refused to accept the prerogatives of
private-enterprise in the fishery; sidestepped in the drive for industrial legality, the
absence of union certification created an opening for militant leadership. The compliance
of the judiciary in the jailing of UFAWU secretary Homer Stevens and president Steve
Stavenes (and numerous other labour leaders in this period) reflects the bias of the state
and allied institutions in postwar industrial relations. The wide sympathy enjoyed by
Stevens among fishers reflects the limited appeal of Cold War anti-communism among
BC resource-sector workers, who accepted Communist leadership as the most effective
means of advancing their interests as workers.
The absence of “compromise” in postwar industrial relations is further revealed
by the predilection of wide sections of BC workers to engage in “wildcat” strikes and
other forms of job action proscribed by BC’s postwar labour laws. The most articulated
rejection of compromise took the form of “breakaway” unions, where workers abandoned
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their parent International unions to forge independent and militant organizations such as
the CIW, PPWC, CEWU, CASAW, and CAIMAW. That these breakaway unions
emerged first in BC should not be viewed as accidental. The province had a deep
tradition of independence, from both the labour leadership based in eastern Canada and
International unions based in the United States. The province’s resource-extraction
economy was more conducive to industrial, rather than craft, unionism; the IWW gained
a strong following in BC in the first decades of the 20th century; the One Big Union was
initiated by BC socialists in 1919; the CIO took root among BC loggers, miners and
shipbuilders; communists advocating Canadian independence retained the loyalty of
workers long after “red” unions had been broken elsewhere—Mine-Mill and the
UFAWU remained BC’s second and third largest unions throughout the 1950s.
Combined with the tradition of political independence dating back to the turn of the
century, BC workers were positioned to lead the effort for independent Canadian unions
in the 1960s and 1970s.
In postwar BC, collective bargaining and the social wage provided by an
expanding welfare state insulated workers from the most glaring inequities of the private
enterprise economy, giving rise to a level of union density and a degree of affluence that
was without historical precedent. The expansion of public enterprise in the fields of
transportation, energy, health and education drove economic growth in BC’s hinterland,
and contributed to economic diversification in established urban centres. Vancouver
emerged as the service centre for western Canada, giving rise to a “metropolishinterland” dynamic centred in the Lower Mainland. These structural changes in BC’s
economy combined with changes in the social fabric of the province. The increased
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participation of women in the paid labour force and the recognition of diverse ethnic
groups altered the working-class experience. Technological innovation and automation
also precipitated change within BC’s working class, altering the work process,
employment patterns, and the texture of working-class life. Technology fueled the age of
mass consumption, the proliferation of consumer durables and labour-saving devices.
Technology also gave rise to the television age, hastening the individuation of workingclass culture, and the proliferation of the automobile, which diluted collective bonds
between workers and made possible suburbanization. The automobile, television, and
suburbia signaled a departure from previously close-knit working-class communities,
creating barriers to the collective agency of the working class—particularly in urban
centres like Vancouver.
In the old left LPP and CCF, rank-and-file workers engaged in a unique dialogue
with emerging social groups—students, professionals, and upwardly mobile members of
the middle class. In groups such as the BC Peace Council, Vancouver Committee for the
Control of Radiation Hazards, Combined Universities Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament (CUCND), Voice of Women (VOW), and Student Union for Peace Action
(SUPA), the Old Left and New Left mobilized around issues such as atomic testing, the
rights of Aboriginal peoples, Asians, Doukhobors, and workers of colour, and the
liberation struggles of colonial peoples from China to Cuba to Vietnam. Tied to the
increased participation of women in the paid labour force, and ongoing male domination
in labour unions and left parties, a layer of working-class women embraced women’s
liberation and the ideology of socialist feminism, demanding pay equity, public childcare,
and reproductive choice; these women worked to change the unions and parties, and
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some employed forms of direct action that conflicted with the narrow electoralism of the
social-democratic NDP.
Disenchantment with the Communist Party’s “Stalinism,” graphically displayed
by Soviet armed force in Hungary (1956) and Czechoslovakia (1968), and dissatisfaction
with the CCF-NDP’s limited parliamentary agenda, resuscitated leftist tendencies that
had operated on the margins. Trotskyist and later Maoist formations grew on the wave of
worker and student unrest—embracing a conception of revolutionary socialism that
located these tendencies in the vanguard of a worker-student uprising against the
colonialism, consumerism, and “soullessness” of North American capitalism. The
Trotskyists in Ross Dowson’s Revolutionary Workers Party, League for Socialist Action,
and Young Socialists challenged the CCF-NDP’s moderate leadership, while Jack Scott’s
Maoist Progressive Worker offered a left-nationalist critique of organized labour.
Another, more indigenously inspired, New Left formation—the Waffle—mounted the
most formidable challenge to the NDP’s dominant political strategy. Established
working-class parties were influenced by this ferment; Barrett and many in his cabinet
signed the Waffle’s manifesto For an Independent Socialist Canada.3 Out of this
constellation of social forces—more fragmented but also more dynamic than the waning
institutional expressions of the Old Left—the NDP was elected to power in 1972.
The NDP’s victory revealed the temporary dissolution of the free-enterprise
coalition around Social Credit, rather than a huge increase in NDP support. Even so, it
signified the beginning of a new era in working-class history and working-class politics,
as BC workers were forced to grapple with the responsibilities of governing and the
3

Outside BC, Oshawa MP Ed Broadbent was an early Waffle supporter, though he later distanced himself
from the group. See Judy Steed, Ed Broadbent: The Pursuit of Power (Markham, Ont.: Viking, 1988), 140164, 172-173.
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difficulties of implementing a socialist programme in the confines of a commodity-based
capitalist economy. Wall Street’s characterization of Barrett’s BC as “a Northern
Chile”—and alleged CIA surveillance of Barrett and members of his cabinet—tells us
something of the pressures confronting a socialist administration in Cold War North
America.4 Internally, the challenges facing BC labour and the NDP point to the persistent
tug-of-war over labour relations—and reveal conflicts of ideology, policy and
organization reminiscent of Michels’ “Iron Law,” underscoring the difficulty of
sustaining a culture of democracy in established institutions. While BC labour and the
NDP went some distance in preserving mechanisms for grassroots control and collective
agency, enduring “top-down” methods left BC’s working class vulnerable to the
ascendant corporate assault. This was the contradiction of the NDP’s 1972 “victory.”
In summation, the preceding study has documented the transition of British
Columbia’s working-class movement from one left formation to another—from Old Left
parties at the inauguration of the Cold War in 1948 to the New Left politics of the
1970s—the social-movement activism and rank-and-file revolt that preceded the NDP’s
victory in 1972. Throughout this period, BC workers engaged in a tug-of-war with
employers over the shape the postwar industrial relations system would take, challenging
labour laws to gain a larger share of BC’s resource wealth and alter the balance of power
in BC’s economy. While Cold War anti-communism weakened the appeal of more
radical forms of working-class politics, an oppositional current was sustained in workingclass parties (both large and small) and in the labour, peace, and women’s movements.

4

‘A Northern Chile?,’ Barron’s (Boston), 2 April 1973; Hansard, Official Report of the Debates of the
Legislative Assembly, 12 April 1973, 2610; 14 March 1974, 1171. CIA surveillance of Barrett, Alex
MacDonald, and Frank Calder—and the leaking of documents to Social Credit—was alleged by Edmonton
publisher Mel Hurtig in 1975, citing an unnamed source. Barrett and Miller, Barrett, 106-107, 110.
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Structural and political changes in the 1960s buoyed older formations and contributed to
the rise of a new working class and a new left. Through old and new left formations, BC
workers succeeded in transforming partisan alignments and elected the New Democratic
Party to power in 1972. Persistent problems in their ranks—centring on the historic
tension between democracy and organization—left working-class British Columbians
vulnerable to the increasingly aggressive prescriptions of global capitalism in the 1970s
and beyond.

Afterword
For 40 years, literally tens of thousands of people have worked in the CCF and
NDP to bring this day about and I promise you this: I will not let their hopes or
aspirations down. We will now move into a peoples’ century in British
Columbia.5
-Dave Barrett victory speech, 30 August 1972
We were in a cabinet meeting, and somebody said, “Are we here for a
long time, or a good time?” And my response was “a good time.” I knew
very well that even though we could push the vote up, based on what we
did, we would not be fighting a divided right wing.6
-Dave Barrett, interview, 24 April 2006
Beneath the euphoria of the NDP’s working-class supporters and anxiety of the
province’s traditional elite, the August 1972 victory was bittersweet. For in the preceding
quarter-century, the parliamentary socialist party had changed. The social pressures of
Cold War conformity, and the corresponding narrowing of ideological belief, had
transformed the substance of CCF-NDP programme from the wholesale embrace of a
socialized economy to the advocacy of a more humane form of capitalism. Mirroring
5

Dave Barrett victory speech, Coquitlam, 30 Aug. 1972, CBC Radio Archives <http://archives.cbc.ca/IDC1-73-1637-11304/politics_economy/british_columbia_elections/clip3> (accessed 16 April 2007).
6
Barrett interview, 24 April 2006.
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changes in social-democratic thinking from the British Isles and continental Europe to the
Antipodes, the New Democratic Party that was elected to government in 1972 posed a
muted threat to private enterprise. To be sure, the government of Dave Barrett
implemented policies that transcended those of the avowedly free enterprise Social Credit
administrations that preceded and succeeded it. The Barrett NDP left a legacy of enlarged
health, education, and social service sectors, limited nationalizations in the realm of coal,
pulp-and-paper, natural gas distribution, and automobile insurance, and important
legislative changes in the form of Community Resource Boards, the Human Rights
Commission, a more equitable Labour Relations Board and Labour Code, strengthened
regional governments, and the Agricultural Land Reserve. Unlike the elder and younger
Bennett, Barrett incurred the wrath of mining interests for imposing steep increases in
mineral royalties, and he had the courage to withstand the opposition of private insurance
corporations in bringing automobile insurance under public ownership.7
However, other aspects of the Barrett NDP’s record were more ambiguous. While
the government extended bargaining rights to civil servants and transferred the power to
grant injunctions during labour disputes from the courts to a reformed LRB, tension
remained.8 The government faced the legislature in February 1973 in the midst of a
school janitors’ strike in Victoria, amid calls for government intervention.9 The premier’s

7

The activist orientation of the Barrett NDP is illuminated in ‘Action in British Columbia,’ Cooperative
Press Associates (Ottawa), 29 Sept. 1972, file 436-26, vol. 436, CCF-NDP fonds, LAC; also Lorne John
Kavic and Gary Brian Nixon, 1200 Days: A Shattered Dream: Dave Barrett and the NDP in BC 1972-75
(Coquitlam, BC: Kaen, 1978), 145-164; Barrett interview, 24 April 2006; Dailly interview, 2 Aug. 2005;
Levi interview, 19 April 2006.
8
Labour Code, SBC 1973 (2d Sess.), c. 122; Public Service Labour Relations Act, SBC 1973 c. 144;
Hansard, Official Report of the Debates of the Legislative Assembly, 25 Oct. 1973, 951-974; ‘BC Labor
Minister’s Workload,’ Cooperative Press Associates (Ottawa), 29 Sept. 1972, file 436-26, CCF-NDP
fonds; McLean, A Union Amongst Government Employees, 122-126; ‘Labor law change 1½-2 years away,’
Sun, 10 Nov. 1972. “The BC Mediation Commission will officially die Nov. 20,” the Sun reported.
9
See Hansard, Official Report of the Debates of the Legislative Assembly, 6 Feb. 1973.
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strained relations with the BCFL leadership, a symptom of inner-party fights in the
1960s, foreshadowed conflict between his government and unionized workers. During his
tenure as premier, Barrett alienated sections of his working-class base by imposing
legislative restrictions on the right of public-sector workers to strike.10 Like Social Credit,
labour militancy contributed to the NDP’s downfall in 1975. The experience of the
Barrett government tells us something of the limitations of a parliamentary strategy of
social change—and the weaknesses of the New Left in pursuing its political agenda.
The election of the Barrett government marked the conclusion of a 70-year project
of attaining a socialist majority in the provincial house; it also marked the beginning of a
new period in the working-class history of BC. The protest party, institutionally linked to
organized labour, increasingly assumed the trappings of a status quo party, legislating
striking workers back to work, imposing wage controls and other concessions on
workers, and legitimizing hierarchical structures and practices within its own ranks. From
1972 onward, a heightened antagonism could be noted within the left, between an
increasingly professionalized NDP bureaucracy and dissenting elements associated with
the New Left, feminism, environmentalism, and militant labour. While this antagonism
was present in the CCF-NDP tradition from its inception, it became particularly
pronounced following the election of NDP governments across the provinces.11

10

Kavic and Nixon, 1200 Days, 145-164; also ‘Teachers fight cutbacks,’ Labour Challenge (Toronto), 4
March 1974, file 5, vol. 110, Previously Released Files series, RCMP Security Service, CSIS records,
LAC.
11
Leo Zakuta, A Protest Movement Becalmed: A Study of Change in the CCF (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1964); also Norman Penner, From Protest to Power: Social Democracy in Canada, 1900Present (Toronto: Lorimer, 1992). The experience of the Barrett NDP government is examined in Kavic
and Nixon, 1200 Days, and Dave Barrett and William Miller, Barrett: A Passionate Political Life
(Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 1995). James McAllister discusses the strengths and limitations of
Manitoba’s first NDP government in The Government of Edward Schreyer: Democratic Socialism in
Manitoba (Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1984). The Ontario experience is
explored in George Ehring and Wayne Roberts, Giving Away a Miracle: Lost Dreams, Broken Promises,
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Larger structural changes were also on the horizon. BC labour approached
political power at the moment that the ability of governments to restrain the power of
capital began to unravel. As Gary Teeple has argued, the internationalization of capital,
combined with the shift from Fordism to information technology and an international
division of labour, eroded the bargaining power of workers in the industrialized
countries.12 The postwar settlement, which gave rise to the welfare state and an
institutionalization of class conflict, became unhinged in the early 1970s. The oil shocks
of 1973 aggravated inflationary pressures,13 while North American industry entered into a
prolonged crisis in the face of the ascendant, competitive manufacturing sectors of
Germany and Japan. BC workers elected “their” party to government at the moment that
the basis for North American labour’s historic postwar advance was undermined.
Moreover, the assumptions that had formed the basis of postwar social democracy were
being superceded by sweeping changes in the structure of international capitalism.14
As working-class agency was directed into diffuse, rather than institutional,
channels, BC workers had less capacity to challenge the prerogatives of an increasingly
aggressive global capitalist class—that, as always, sought to extract the maximum profit
from the province’s timber, mineral, and energy resources. This “individualization” of the
working-class experience reflected improvements in the working-class condition in
postwar BC, but left working-class people vulnerable to the more hostile economic and
and the Ontario NDP (Oakville, ON: Mosaic Press, 1993); Thomas Walkom, Rae Days: The Rise and
Follies of the NDP (Toronto: Key Porter, 1994); and Bob Rae, From Protest to Power: Personal
Reflections on a Life in Politics (Toronto: Viking, 1996).
12
Gary Teeple, Globalization and the Decline of Social Reform: Into the Twenty-First Century, Second Ed.
(Aurora, ON: Garamond Press, 2000).
13
See James Laxer, Canada’s Energy Crisis (Toronto: James Lewis & Samuel, 1974); John F. Helliwell et
al., eds., Oil and Gas in Canada: The Effects of Domestic Policies and World Events (Ottawa: Canadian
Tax Foundation, 1989).
14
See Francis Fox Piven, “The Decline of Labor Parties: An Overview,” in Piven, ed., Labor Parties in
Postindustrial Society (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991), 1-19.
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political climate that emerged in the 1970s. Economic growth and the expansion of state
services had elevated living standards and the economic security of workers, reducing the
need for participation in unions and political parties. But the distance between many
workers and “their” institutions reflected a rupture that was not easily reversed. Bill
White, president of the powerful Vancouver Shipyard Workers’ Federation during the
war, commented in the 1980s on declining union participation in the postwar era:
Most fellas in a union today, they hardly know they’re in it except for the nick in their
paycheck, and half of them don’t notice that… Much as I hate to say it the closed shop
has a lot to do with this. When you had to go out and sell your union to every member
you worked harder to prove it was worth it and you kept more men in the field. Now the
leadership can lay back in the head office and pay themselves big salaries because they
know the dues are going to come rolling in anyway. I doubt there’s a union in the country
that had a shop stewards’ movement like the one we had.15

BC’s tradition of labour militancy and political radicalism had its foundations in the
active participation of rank-and-file workers. By the 1970s, institutionalized collective
bargaining and an institutionalized social-democratic party alienated workers from the
locus of economic and political decision-making. Militant agency—their historic weapon
against capitalist exploitation—had been paradoxically rendered essential and obsolete.
The tug-of-war continued.

15

Howard White, A Hard Man to Beat: The Story of Bill White, Labour Leader, Historian, Shipyard
Worker, Raconteur (Vancouver: Pulp Press, 1983), 210.
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Appendix A
Industrial unrest in BC, 1945-1972
Year

# of
strikes/lockouts

employers
affected

workers
involved

striker-days

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

18
21
25
10
11
22
26
36
36
24
24
35
35
29
34
14
17
33
23
29
40
39
54
66
85
81
111
101

18
524
65
63
44
46
120
381
113
119
63
69
98
188
233
16
28
60
27
72
88
411
101
140
―1
―
―
―

6,810
40,014
6,386
3,216
3,007
13,579
3,326
46,806
8,207
12,622
3,695
3,197
8,914
11,709
33,443
999
1,638
1,982
824
9,503
6,755
24,748
11,371
12,179
17,916
46,649
52,333
106,399

65,595
1,294,202
153,168
106,230
31,692
105,792
74,722
1,234,120
260,335
140,958
44,000
39,211
225,869
325,211
1,423,268
35,848
34,659
32,987
24,056
181,784
104,430
272,922
327,167
406,729
406,645
1,684,463
276,030
2,120,848

workers affected
as % of total
union members
6.19
37.01
5.35
2.38
2.10
9.28
2.11
21.88
3.67
7.07
1.80
1.67
4.13
5.00
15.25
0.46
0.74
0.91
0.37
4.16
2.84
9.66
4.15
4.25
6.12
15.04
16.53
32.04

SOURCE: BC Department of Labour, Annual Report (1945-1972)
1

Data on employers affected was not reported after 1969. See BC Department of Labour, Annual Report
(1969-1972).
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Appendix B
Union density in BC, 1945-1972
Year

# labour
organizations

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

617
636
642
715
745
761
770
772
766
795
865
869
907
952
948
923
1,048
1,043
1,041
1,057
1,061
1,064
1,054
1,092
1,085
1,010
1,035
1,079

# workers covered
by collective
agreements
110,045
108,125
119,258
135,320
142,989
146,259
157,287
170,036
174,894
178,533
186,951
191,952
216,070
233,972
219,279
215,437
221,946
216,685
222,138
226,690
237,864
256,241
273,946
287,502
292,842
310,222
316,587
332,091

# workers in the
non-agricultural
paid workforce2
283,000
322,000
334,000
338,000
340,000
335,000
342,000
362,000
368,000
370,000
390,000
421,000
439,000
434,000
452,000
448,000
455,000
477,000
501,000
529,000
561,000
597,000
636,000
663,000
714,000
722,000
753,000
794,000

Union density
38.9
33.6
35.7
40.0
42.0
43.6
46.0
47.0
47.5
48.2
47.9
45.6
49.2
53.9
48.5
48.1
48.8
45.4
44.3
42.9
42.4
42.9
43.1
43.4
41.0
43.0
42.0
41.8

SOURCE: British Columbia Department of Labour, Annual Report (1945-1972)
2

In 1957, the Department of Labour began reporting data on union membership from January 1st of each
year rather than December 31st of the previous year. My data reflect the latter terminology. Calculations of
union density vary from year to year due to changing methodology on the total size of the labour force. In
1956, the Department replaced its own data with the Canadian Labour Force Estimates from the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, although even this data varied year over year. See BC Department of Labour, Annual
Report (1948-1972).
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Appendix C
Party support in BC provincial elections, 1948-1972
Lib %
(contested)
(won)
Con %
(contested)
(won)
CCF/NDP%
(contested)
(won)
SC %
(contested)
(won)
LPP/CPC%
(contested)
(won)
Other %
(contested)
(won)

19491
61.35%
48
39
(Coalition)
35.1
48
7
1.65
16
0
0.24
2
0
1.66
24
2

1952
23.46
48
6
16.84
48
4
30.78
48
18
27.20
47
19
0.33
5
0
1.39
16
1

1953
23.59
48
4
5.60
39
1
30.85
47
14
37.75
48
28
1.03
25
0
1.18
22
1

1956
21.77
52
2
3.11
22
0
28.32
51
10
45.84
52
39
0.41
14
0
0.55
8
1

Source: British Columbia, Statement of Votes, 1949-1972

1960
20.90
50
4
6.72
52
0
32.73
52
16
38.83
52
32
0.57
19
0
0.25
5
0

1963
19.98
51
5
11.27
44
0
27.80
52
14
40.83
52
33
0.09
4
0
0.03
2
0

1966
20.24
53
6
0.18
3
0
33.62
55
16
45.59
55
33
0.14
6
0
0.23
6
0

1969
19.03
55
5
0.11
1
0
33.92
55
12
46.79
55
38
0.05
4
0
0.10
7
0

1972
16.40
53
5
12.67
49
2
39.59
55
38
31.36
55
10
0.08
5
0
0.10
9
0
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Appendix D
CCF-NDP federal support in BC, 1935-1972
Year

BC seats

1935
1940
1945
1949
1953
1957
1958
1962
1963
1965
1968
1972
1974

3
1
4
3
7
7
4
10
9
9
7
11
2

BC share of
vote
32.7%
28.4%
29.4%
31.5%
26.6%
22.3%
24.5%
30.9%
30.3%
32.9%
32.6%
35.0%
23.0%

Canada-wide
seats
7
8
28
13
23
25
8
19
17
21
22
31
16

Canada-wide
share of vote
9.31%
8.42%
15.55%
13.42%
11.28%
10.71%
9.51%
13.57
13.24%
17.91%
16.96%
17.83%
15.44%

SOURCE: Canada, Canadian Parliamentary Guide (1935-1974)
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Appendix E
Interim Manifesto, Labour Party of Canada, 1957
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SOURCE: ‘Interim Manifesto – Socialist Committee for the Organization of a Labour Party,’ n.d. [c.
1957], file 3, box 3, Rodney Young papers, University of British Columbia Special Collections.
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Appendix F
Peace groups in British Columbia, 1950-1972
British Columbia Peace Council (affiliate of Canadian Peace Congress)
Peace Will Win British Columbia
Victoria Peace Council
Trail Peace Council
Fraser Valley Peace Conference
Canadian Committee for the Control of Radiation Hazards, BC section
Voice of Women (VOW)
Canadian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, BC Branch
Canadian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, West End Group
Canadian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, Port Alberni Group
Canadian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, Prince George Group
Canadian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, Victoria Group
University of British Columbia Disarmament Club (CUCND)
Peace by Peaceful Means, BC
Peace by Peaceful Means, Victoria
Peace by Peaceful Means, Vancouver
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom, Vancouver
Student Union for Peace Action – University of British Columbia
New Left Committee – Simon Fraser University
Trade Union Fellowship for Peace
Canadian League for Peace and Democracy, Vancouver
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, Vancouver
Canadian Youth for Nuclear Disarmament, BC
Peace Action League, Victoria
Vancouver Peace Action League
Vietnam Day Committee, Vancouver
Surrey Committee to End the War in Vietnam
North Shore Action for Peace Committee, Vancouver
Nuclear Disarmament Club, UBC
Student Association to End the War in Vietnam, BC
High School Students Against the War in Vietnam, Vancouver
Vietnam Action Committee, Vancouver, BC
Committee to Canadian Production for the US War, Vancouver
Artists Continuation Committee to End the War in Vietnam, Vancouver
Youth Committee to End the War in Vietnam,
The League of Ex-Patriots, Vancouver
Drive to End All Nuclear Testing, Victoria
Canadian Coalition to Stop the Amchitka Nuclear Blast, BC
Student Mobilization Committees, BC
Coalition for Peace, Land & Bread, Vancouver
SOURCE: Vols. 716-783, Previously Released Files series, RCMP Security Service, RG 146, CSIS records, LAC.
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Appendix G
‘Injunctions Won’t Catch Fish Nor Build Bridges,’ The Fisherman, 26 June 1959
It is almost amazing to see the attempts of the Structural Steel Association and
Dominion Bridge to force the striking Ironworkers back on the job.
The closeness of the companies and the courts was never more clearly indicated
than in this case, where not the slightest justification exists for the swiftly granted
injunction which would force men back on the job in spite of being on a legal strike.
The operators and their spokesman, R.K. Gervin, have used the alleged danger of
the new Second Narrows span in its present condition as the level for forcing the men
back to work. But the men are not returning. “A court order instructing men to return to
work constitutes slavery,” is the way an official of the ironworkers has accurately put the
issue.
There are half a million unemployed workers in Canada, the direct responsibility
of employers and government. Why not an injunction ordering the employers and
government to put them to work?
The question may sound silly but it’s a sight more sensible than what the court is
proposing to do in the case of the Ironworkers.
The answer given by the strikers is providing sensible leadership to the rest of the
labour movement in the militant tradition that built unions in this province and won the
conditions today’s members enjoy.
Support announced Thursday by the Building Trades Council should be affirmed
by all sections of organized labour. Struggles like the Battle of the Bridge can be won
with trade union solidarity. Bill 43 can be made ineffective and wiped off the books in
that manner.
There are big strikes in the offing, in the lumber and fishing industries in
particular, both within the next few weeks.
United action by all labour can win these strikes despite the opposition of
employers, government, and courts.
Injunctions can’t catch fish, cut logs, nor in the case of the ironworkers’ strike,
can they build bridges.

SOURCE: ‘Injunctions Won’t Catch Fish Nor Build Bridges,’ The Fisherman (Vancouver), 26 June 1959
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Appendix H
For An Independent Socialist Canada (Waffle Manifesto), 1969
1. Our aim as democratic socialists is to build an independent socialist Canada. Our aim as
supporters of the New Democratic Party is to make it a truly socialist party.
2. The achievement of socialism awaits the building of a mass base of socialists, in factories
and offices, on farms and campuses. The development of socialist consciousness, on
which can be built a socialist base, must be the first priority of the New Democratic
Party.
3. The New Democratic Party must be seen as the parliamentary wing of a movement
dedicated to fundamental social change. It must be radicalized from within and it must be
radicalized from without.
4. The most urgent issue for Canadians is the very survival of Canada. Anxiety is pervasive
and the goal of greater economic independence receives widespread support. But
economic independence without socialism is a sham, and neither are meaningful without
true participatory democracy.
5. The major threat to Canadian survival today is American control of the Canadian
economy. The major issue of our times is not national unity but national survival, and the
fundamental threat is external, not internal.
6. American corporate capitalism is the dominant factor shaping Canadian society. In
Canada, American economic control operates throughout the formidable medium of the
multi-national corporation. The Canadian corporate elite has opted for a junior
partnership with these American enterprises. Canada has been reduced to a resource base
and consumer market within the American Empire.
7. The American Empire is the central reality for Canadians. It is an empire characterized
by militarism abroad and racism at home. Canadian resources and diplomacy have been
enlisted in the support of the empire. In the barbarous war in Vietnam, Canada has
supported the United States through its membership on the International Control
Commission and through sales of arms and strategic resources to the American military
industrial complex.
8. The American empire is held together through worldwide military alliances and giant
monopoly corporations. Canada’s membership in the American alliance system and the
ownership of the Canadian economy by American corporations precludes Canada’s
playing an independent role in the world. These bonds must be cut if corporate capitalism
and the social priorities it creates are to be effectively challenged.
9. Canadian development is distorted by a corporate capitalist economy. Corporate
investment creates and fosters superfluous individual consumption at the expense of
social needs. Corporate decision-making concentrates investment in a few major urban
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areas, which become increasingly uninhabitable while the rest of the country sinks in
underdevelopment.
10. The criterion that the most profitable pursuits are the most important ones causes the
neglect of activities whose value cannot be measured be the standards of profitability. It
is not accidental that housing, education, medical care, and public transportation are
inadequately provided for by the present social system.
11. The problem of regional disparities is rooted in the profit orientation of capitalism. The
social costs of stagnant areas are irrelevant to the corporations. For Canada, the problem
is compounded by the reduction of Canada to the position of an economic colony of the
United States. The foreign capitalist has even less concern for balanced development of
the country than the Canadian capitalist with roots in a particular region.
12. An independent movement based on substituting Canadian capitalists for American
capitalists, or on public policy to make foreign corporations behave as if they were
Canadian corporations, cannot be our final objective. There is not now an independent
Canadian capitalism and any lingering pretensions on the part on Canadian businessmen
to independence lack credibility. Without a strong national capitalist class behind them,
Canadian governments, Liberal and Conservative, have functioned in the interests of
international and particularly American capitalism, and have lacked the will to pursue
even a modest strategy of economic independence.
13. Capitalism must be replaced by socialism, by national planning of investment and by the
public ownership of the means of production in the interests of the Canadian people as a
whole. Canadian nationalism is a relevant force on which to build to the extent that it is
anti-imperialist. On the road to socialism, such aspirations for independence must be
taken into account. For to pursue independence seriously is to make visible the necessity
of socialism in Canada.
14. Those who desire socialism and independence for Canada have often been baffled and
mystified by the problem of internal divisions within Canada. While the essential fact of
the Canadian history in the past century is the reduction of Canada to a colony of the
United States, with a consequent increase in regional inequalities, there is no denying the
existence of two nations within Canada, each with its own language, culture, and
aspirations. This reality must be incorporated into the strategy of the New Democratic
Party.
15. English Canada and Quebec can share common institutions to the extent that they share
common purposes. So long as Canada is governed by those who believe that the national
policy should be limited to the passive function of maintaining a peaceful and secure
climate for foreign investment, there can be no meaningful unity between English and
French Canadians. So long as the federal government refuses to protect the country from
economic and cultural domination, English Canada is bound to appear to French
Canadians simply as part of the United States. An English Canada concerned with its
own national survival would create common aspirations that would help to tie the two
nations together once more.
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16. Nor can the present treatment of the constitutional issue in isolation from economic and
social forces that transcend the two nations be anything but irrelevant. Politicians
committed to the values and structure of a capitalist society drafted our present
constitution a century ago. Constitutional change relevant to socialists must be based on
the needs of the people rather than the corporations and must reflect the power of classes
and groups excluded from effective decision-making by the present system.
17. A united Canada is of critical importance in pursuing a successful strategy against the
reality of American imperialism. Quebec’s history and aspirations must be allowed full
expression and implementation in the conviction that new ties will emerge from the
common perception of "two nations, one struggle". Socialists in English Canada must
ally themselves with socialists in Quebec in this common cause.
18. Central to the creation of an independent socialist Canada is the strength and tradition of
the Canadian working class and the trade union movement. The revitalization and
extension of the labor movement would involve a fundamental democratization of our
society.
19. Corporate capitalism is characterized by the predominant power of the corporate elite
aided and abetted by the political elite. A central objective of Canadian socialists must be
to further the democratization process in industry. The Canadian trade union movement
throughout its history has waged a democratic battle against the so-called rights or
prerogatives of ownership and management. It has achieved the important moral and
legal victory of providing for working men an affective say in what their wages will be.
At present management’s “right” to control technological change is being challenged.
The New Democratic Party must provide leadership in the struggle to extend working
men’s influence into every area of industrial decision-making. Those who work must
have effective control in the determination of working conditions, and substantial power
in determining the nature of the product, prices and so on. Democracy and socialism
require nothing less.
20. Trade unionists and New Democrats have led in extending the welfare state in Canada.
Much remains to be done: more and better housing, a really progressive tax structure, a
guaranteed annual income. However, these are no longer enough. A socialist society must
be one in which there is democratic control of all institutions, which have a major effect
on men’s lives and where there is equal opportunity for creative non-exploitative selfdevelopment. It is now time to go beyond the welfare state.
21. New Democrats must begin now to insist on the redistribution of power, and not simply
welfare, in a socialist direction. The struggle for worker participation in industrial
decision-making and against management "rights" is such a move toward economic and
social democracy.
22. By strengthening the Canadian labor movement, New Democrats will further the pursuit
of Canadian independence. So long as the corporate elite dominates Canadian economic
activity, and so long as worker’s rights are confined within their present limits, corporate
requirements for profit will continue to take precedence over human needs.
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23. By bringing men together primarily as buyers and sellers of each other, by enshrining
profitability and material gain in place of humanity and spiritual growth, capitalism has
always been inherently alienating. Today, sheer size combined with modern technology
further exaggerates man’s sense of insignificance and impotence. A socialist
transformation of society will return to man his sense of humanity, to replace his sense of
being a commodity. But a socialist democracy implies man’s control of his immediate
environment as well, and in any strategy for building socialism, community democracy is
as vital as the struggle for electoral success. To that end, socialists must strive for
democracy at those levels that most directly affect us all - in our neighborhoods, our
schools, and our places of work. Tenants’ unions, consumers’ and producers’
cooperatives are examples of areas in which socialist must lead in efforts to involve
people directly in the struggle to control their own destinies.
24. Socialism is a process and a program. The process is the raising of socialist
consciousness, the building of a mass base of socialists, and a strategy to make visible the
limits of liberal capitalism.
25. While the program must evolve out of the process, its leading features seem clear.
Relevant instruments for bringing the Canadian economy under Canadian ownership and
control and for altering the priorities established by corporate capitalism are to hand.
They include extensive public control over investment and nationalization of the
commanding heights of the economy, such as the essential resources industries, finance
and credit, and industries strategic to planning our economy. Within that program,
workers’ participation in all institutions promises to release creative energies, promote
decentralization, and restore human and social priorities.
26. The struggle to build a democratic socialist Canada must proceed at all levels of
Canadian society. The New Democratic Party is the organization suited to bringing these
activities into a common focus. The New Democratic Party has grown out of a movement
for democratic socialism that has deep roots in Canadian history. It is the core around
which should be mobilized the social and political movement necessary for building an
independent socialist Canada. The New Democratic Party must rise to that challenge or
become irrelevant. Victory lies in joining the struggle.

(Waffle Resolution 133, debated at NDP Federal Convention, Winnipeg, Oct. 1969.
Defeated with 268 votes in favour and 499 against.)

SOURCE: ‘For An Independent Socialist Canada,’ file 446-1, vol. 446, series IV-1, MG 28, CooperativeCommonwealth Federation-New Democratic Party fonds, Library and Archives of Canada.
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BC Signatories to the Waffle Manifesto
Dave Barrett, MLA (Coquitlam)
Eileen Dailly, MLA (Burnaby North)
Gordon Dowding, MLA (Burnaby-Edmonds)
Jim Lorimer, MLA (Burnaby-Willingdon)
Alex MacDonald, MLA (Vancouver East)
Wally Ross, provincial secretary, BC NDP
Norm Levi, past president, BC NDP, former MLA (Vancouver South)
Paddy Neale, secretary-treasurer, Vancouver & District Labour Council
Terry Campbell, editor, NDY Confrontations
Prof. John Conway, Simon Fraser University
Prof. Gerry Sperling, Simon Fraser University
Dawn Carrell, BC NDY
Rob Hill, president, BC NDY
Guy Pockington, New Westminster, BC
Chris Thurrott, president, NDY
Dr. Harry Winrob, Vancouver

SOURCE: ‘For An Independent Socialist Canada,’ file 446-1, vol. 446, series IV-1, MG 28, CooperativeCommonwealth Federation-New Democratic Party fonds, Library and Archives of Canada.
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Appendix I
Images

IMAGE 1 Social Credit election poster, 1956

SOURCE: ‘Keep Your Province in High Gear! VOTE SOCIAL CREDIT,’ file 23-02 ‘Elections-Provincial
1956’, vol. 23, series IV-4, Communist Party of Canada fonds, MG 28, LAC.
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IMAGE 2 Communist leaflet opposing Columbia River Treaty, c. 1962
SOURCE: ‘Stop US Grab of BC’s Columbia Hydro,’ file 26-11 ‘Columbia River Project, Press Releases,
Leaflets, Clippings, n.d. 1960-1964,’ vol. 26, reel H1594, CPC fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 3 Communist poster opposing “US takeover” of resources, c. 1962

SOURCE: ‘Develop BC for its People… Block the US Takeover,’ file 26-11 ‘Columbia River Project,
Press Releases, Leaflets, Clippings, n.d. 1960-1964,’ vol. 26, reel H1594, CPC fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 4 Flotilla of fishing boats at BC legislature, 1952

SOURCE: ‘By Sea, Land They Came To Victoria Demanding Justice,’ The Fisherman, 18 March 1952
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IMAGE 5 Korean boy and American GI, 1950
SOURCE: The Fisherman (Vancouver), 3 October 1950
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IMAGE 6 ‘Idealists, Idiots and Traitors,’ Vancouver Daily Province, 28 July 1950

SOURCE: ‘Idealists, Idiots, and Traitors,’ Vancouver Daily Province, 28 July 1950
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IMAGE 7 The Woodpecker, newspaper of the Woodworkers Industrial Union of
Canada (WIUC) Cranbrook Local, 7 November 1955
SOURCE: The Woodpecker (Cranbrook), 7 Nov. 1955, file ‘Woodworkers Industrial Union of Canada –
Local 1,’ vol. 2285, series A, RCMP Security Service, RG 146, CSIS fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 8 Cuba meeting sponsored by YCL, Vancouver, c. 1961

SOURCE: file 26-14 ‘Cuba, leaflets, n.d.,’ vol. 26, reel H1594, CPC fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 9 Elgin “Scotty” Neish, Fidel Castro, & Gladys Neish, Havana, 1961

SOURCE: Kevin Neish papers (private collection).
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IMAGE 10 Communist poster, 1959
SOURCE: file 26-05 ‘Bill 42, leaflet, clippings, 1961-1962,’ vol, 26, reel H1594, CPC fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 11 Grace Tickson election poster, Nanaimo, 1953
SOURCE: Grace Tickson papers (private collection)
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IMAGE 12 Camp Woodsworth, Gabriola Island, BC, c. 1950s

SOURCE: BC NDP collection, UBCSC.
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IMAGE 13 Bea Zucco sit-down strike at BC legislature, 1956

SOURCE: ‘Women’s sitdown dramatizes plight of silicosis victims,’ Pacific Tribune (Vancouver), 9
March 1956.
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IMAGE 14 CPC Women’s Committee peace leaflet, Lake Cowichan, 1961

SOURCE: file 26-17 ‘Disarmanent – Peace Movement, n.d. 1960, 1963,’ vol. 26, reel H1594, CPC fonds,
LAC.
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IMAGE 15 LPP provincial election leaflet in Mandarin, Vancouver, 1956
SOURCE: file 23-02 ‘Elections-Provincial 1956,’ vol. 23, CPC fonds, reel H1592, LAC.
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IMAGE 16 Freedomite standoff at Perrys Siding, 9 September 1953

SOURCE: Simma Holt, Terror in the Name of God: The Story of the Sons of Freedom Doukhobors
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Ltd., 1964), frontispiece.
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IMAGE 17 Sons of Freedom protest at BC Legislature, January 1954

SOURCE: Pacific Tribune, 25 May 1956; also Tarasoff Collection, BC Archives.
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IMAGE 18 Freedomite Trek to the Coast, 1962

SOURCE: Tarasoff, A Pictorial History of the Doukhobors, 174-175
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IMAGE 19 Globe and Mail editorial, reprinted in Vancouver Sun, 1962
SOURCE: Vancouver Sun, 1 November 1962.
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SOURCE: “Panthers Stride UVic,” Daily Colonist (Victoria), 20 August 1968
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IMAGE 21 Radiation Hazards leaflet, Vancouver, February 1961
SOURCE: ‘The Arms Race or Human Race: No Nuclear Arms for Canada,’ 9 Feb. 1961, file 57-8, vol 57,
R10995, Dowson fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 22 Communist peace leaflet, Vancouver, c. 1963
SOURCE: file 26-17 ‘Disarmanent – Peace Movement, n.d. 1960, 1963,’ vol. 26, reel H1593, CPC fonds,
LAC.
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Image 23 Fourteen-Day Peace March, Victoria to Comox, May 1965

SOURCE: ‘Peace March Through City Faces Jeers,’ Daily Times (Victoria), 22 May 1965.
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IMAGE 24 Postcard/advertisement published by BC Peace Council, 1965
SOURCE: File 25-06 ‘BC Committee Correspondence. Jan-March 1965,’ vol. 25, reel H1594, CPC fonds,
LAC.
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IMAGE 25 Vancouver peace march, 26 March 1966

SOURCE: ‘Babes-in-arms join city peace parade,’ Vancouver Province, 28 March 1966.
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IMAGE 26 Labour’s response to Bill 87 (ICA Act amendments), 1948
SOURCE: ‘Unions Won’t Stand for Destruction by Law,’ Pacific Tribune (Vancouver), 30 April 1948.
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IMAGE 27 Strike Vote at Rivers Inlet, 1959

SOURCE: Photograph by Jack Reid, published in George North, A Ripple, A Wave: The Story of Union
Organization in the BC Fishing Industry (Vancouver: Fishermen Publishing Society, 1974), 28-29.
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IMAGE 28 BCGEA picketers, March 1959
SOURCE: Bruce McLean, A Union Amongst Government Employees: A History of the BC Government
Employees’ Union, 1919-1979 (Vancouver: BCGEU, 1979), 75.
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IMAGE 29 Communist poster opposing Bill 42, 1961
SOURCE: file 26-05 ‘Bill 42, leaflet, clippings, 1961-1962,’ vol. 26, reel H1594, CPC fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 30 Communist provincial election leaflet, Vancouver Center, 1963

SOURCE: file 23-04 ‘Elections – Provincial 1963,’ vol. 23, reel H1592, CPC fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 31 Police and strikers clash during oil workers’ strike, 1965
SOURCE: ‘Mounties, Pickets Scuffle in Oil-Strike Encounter,’ Sun, 19 October 1965
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IMAGE 32 Communist poster opposing Mediation Commission Act, 1969
SOURCE: file 26-06 ‘Bill 33 – Mediation Commission, Press Releases, Leaflets, Clippings, n.d. 19681970,’ vol. 26, reel H1594, CPC fonds, LAC.
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IMAGE 33 BCGEU banner flown over Victoria, December 1969

SOURCE: Bruce McLean, A Union Amongst Government Employees, 94.
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IMAGE 34 BCGEU general-secretary John Fryer on Sandringham
picket line, Victoria, c. 1971
SOURCE: Bruce McLean, A Union Amongst Government Employees, 106.
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IMAGE 35 Grace Tickson, August 2005

SOURCE: Photograph by Benjamin Isitt
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